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Preface

The number of computer users keeps growing as a result of the wide spread of
information and communication technology in everyday work and life. Computer
systems functionality and presentation need to cater to a growing variety of use
situations and interests. With that, end users are evolving from being passive
software consumers to acquiring a more active role as developers and producers. This evolution is triggered by several factors, including: (1) the deployment
of innovative technologies and designs like Web 2.0 technologies and serviceoriented architectures that support people to not only use software, but also
create it; and (2) the increasing importance of a global infrastructure, particularly the mutual dependencies between computer-based tools, work practices,
domain competencies and organizations. These developments require a diﬀerentiation of roles beyond the conventional user-designer dichotomy.
End-user development (EUD) refers to methods, techniques, and tools that
support end users to create, adapt or evolve software artifacts. Many applications
already support some EUD activities, ranging from simple parameter customization to modiﬁcation and assembly of components, creating simulations, games
and Web content. To provide engaged professionals in all domains with tools to
develop their own applications has been a vision from the early days of software
engineering that motivated the development of high-level, visual, and domainoriented programming environments. To make this vision a reality has been the
core objective of EUD.
Practices of EUD, however, diﬀer depending on purpose, context, and technologies. Diﬀerent requirements and challenges have to be addressed when providing support, e.g.: (1) the development of mashups supporting leisure activities;
(2) systems supporting the admission process of a university that need to take legal requirements into account; (3) tools that are to be used as a common resource
by diﬀerent users; (4) or mobile applications that run on small handheld devices.
EUD brings together research on technical innovations, human–computer interaction, organizational aspects, and the investigation of cooperation among end-user
developers with professional designers. The selection of articles in this volume indicates that the challenge is no longer to prove that EUD tools and techniques are
possible, but to understand how to support EUD by taking diﬀerent contexts into
account.
The Third International Symposium on EUD brought together researchers
and practitioners from industry and academia working in the ﬁeld of EUD.
Participants met for four days in Torre Canne (Brindisi), a lovely small resort
on the beautiful Adriatic coast in southern Italy. They came from more than
15 countries in the world, including some very far away, like Brazil and New
Zealand. The rich and exciting technical program consisted of presentations of
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accepted papers, two keynote speeches, a panel, the Doctoral Consortium and
three workshops.
Fourteen long papers and 21 short papers, which were carefully selected by the
International Program Committee, were in the program; they range from metadesign approaches, methodology and guidelines, to designing frameworks for enduser applications, enabling EUD through mashups, providing infrastructures, up
to discussing legal aspects of EUD. Their presentation at the symposium was
organized into sessions whose titles reﬂect the chapter organization in these
proceedings.
The two keynote speakers, both renowned researchers, greatly contributed to
the high-quality program. John Bacus, Product Manager at Google Inc., USA,
gave the opening keynote. Fabio Casati, Professor at the University of Trento,
Italy, was the presenter of the closing keynote.
The program of the main symposium also featured a panel titled EUD: From
Opportunity to Challenge. The panel was organized and moderated by Boris De
Ruyter, Principal Scientist at Philips Research Europe, The Netherlands, and
the panelists explored EUD developments and their impact by taking needs and
opportunities from industry and from academia into account.
The Doctoral Consortium was organized by Daniela Fogli of the University
of Brescia, Italy, and Elisa Giaccardi of Carlos III University of Madrid, Spain.
It was held on June 7, the day before the main symposium. Fourteen papers of
PhD students were accepted and are included in these proceedings. An award
in memory of Piero Mussio (University of Milan, Italy), who was among the
ﬁrst researchers working in the ﬁeld of EUD, was awarded to the PhD student
presenting the most interesting and innovative research.
Anne-Marie Kanstrup of Aalborg University, Denmark, and Anders Morch of
University of Oslo, Norway, were the Workshop Co-chairs. Brief descriptions of
the three challenging workshops, held in parallel with the Doctoral Consortium
on June 7, are included in the ﬁnal part of these proceedings.
We are very grateful to all those who contributed to the success of IS-EUD
2001, including the authors, the International Program Committee, and the
Steering Committee. Special thanks go to the other members of the Organizing
Committee: Paolo Buono and Rosa Lanzilotti of the University of Bari, Italy,
who did a great job as Publicity Co-chairs and also designed and managed the
website; Carmelo Ardito of the University of Bari, Italy, who served as Local
Chair. Finally, we thank the University of Bari for the resources provided to
support the organization of the Third International Symposium on EUD.
June 2011
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End-User Development at Scale:
Real-World Experience with Product Development
for a Large and Engaged User Community
John Bacus
Google Inc., 2590 Pearl Street #100,
Boulder, CO 80302, USA
jbacus@google.com

Abstract. Google SketchUp is a 3D modeling tool that anyone can learn to use,
and they do so in unprecedented numbers for an application of its type. Its
populist position in the often esoteric world of 3D modeling has in no small part
been enabled by the shared wants, needs and contributions of a large, vocal and
committed user base. Unlike many more insularly built software applications,
SketchUp’s development team cultivated this community of active user contributors in tandem with the software engineering effort right from the very earliest releases. Initially, this community grew in user forums and was concerned
primarily with user-to-user training and troubleshooting. However, in recent
years the SketchUp team has been experimenting with deeper end-user development in other areas of our product.
In this talk, I will share experiences and some success metrics in three specific project areas. First, Google’s “Your World in 3D” initiative, which is
attempting to crowd-source the construction of a 3D model of every building in
the world. Second, I will describe the design and implementation of SketchUp’s
Ruby API and its use by the user community to extend SketchUp with powerful
but specialized plugins. And finally, I will share experiences and success (and
failure!) metrics around our team’s continued involvement in community cultivation through forums for the design, specification and prioritization of new
feature development in the SketchUp client.
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How End-User Development Will Save Composition
Technologies from Their Continuing Failures
Fabio Casati
Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science
University of Trento
firstname.lastname@unitn.it

Abstract. In this paper I discuss the motivation behind the continuing failure of
composition technologies (workflows, service composition, mashups)over the
past two decades, as well as the repeated mistakes we (the IT community, including companies) keep making. I then argue that, despite this, we do need
these technologies, now more than ever, and that EUD is the driver behind this
need, so the non-programmer has to be the target user for these platforms. Next,
I share ideas as well as research results on how to design and develop composition tools that can be "programmed" by end user to define fairly complex logic
both in the case of process-oriented applications and of mashups. These ideas
are instantiated in a set of principles as well as in composition languages and
tools developed in cooperation with our research and industrial partners.

1 Failure of Composition Technologies
Models and systems that compose work items, services and applications have been
around for decades. In the late eighties and early nineties, workflow systems became
popular as a mechanism to automate office work and its flow from employee to employee. Later on, as services (and web services) started to appear, workflow languages
and systems evolved from orchestrating people to orchestrating services. More recently, with the advent of (Web) components rich in UI and API available for reuse,
mashups surfaced as the latest buzzword and technology1.
The majority of the platforms supporting composition technologies have the common characteristic of providing a graphical language for specifying the composition
logic. Another common characteristic is that they claim to be oriented to end users.
This is said more or less explicitly in the thousands of papers and manuals describing
such systems. Ease of use and understandability by end-users and business people are
often quoted as the main reason for adopting these technologies. Indeed, there is hardly a reason to provide charming graphical environments when programmers have
shown over and over that they like to type when they code, rather than draw shapes
with a mouse, which is really impractical whenever the logic becomes anything more
than trivial to define. Furthermore, the complexity of the specifications for many such
1

I will use the term composition tool/technology to generically refer to workflows, service
composition, and mashup tools/technologies.

M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 4–6, 2011.
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composition languages makes the claim of end-user orientation risible. Yet, complexity is there because real life compositions are complex.
Another very common aspect of all these graphical composition models and tools
is their failure. Every time there is a new component technology, gzillions of papers,
conferences, and IT platforms begin to appear, developed by large and small companies. And then they disappear. We have seen this over and over with workflows and
service composition, and now the same has happened with mashups, where Popfly
was only the first example. Indeed graphical process notation are used for essentially
two purposes today: for (informal,non-executable) modeling of processes, typically as
a tool for process understanding or requirements specification, and for monitoring,
where an abstracted version of the actual process is animated to show managers or
end-users the status of the execution. But only rarely are they used for specifying any
sort of executable behavior.
Yet, we should not be discouraged by these problems and failures2. Today we do
need to empower end users to develop applications. We see this in many aspects of
our daily life. There are all sorts of consumer services, widgets and devices available
that as users we do feel we want to use and combine, perhaps in a situational fashion.
And at the workplace we see how frequently processes change. For these applications
there is no point in going through a traditional software engineering lifecycle: it is too
slow and too expensive in a landscape where processes, services and technologies
change quickly and are short-lived. Therefore, we do need composition and we do
need end-user composition in particular. So the questionis not if we need EUD for
composition, but how to achieve it, learning from decades of failures (with no stopping in sight so far), and building on top of many recent studies on the topic that tells
us what novices can and cannot do [3,6,7,8].

2 End-User Composition
The talk that this paper summarizes, and that is available in[2], discusses how we can
achieve EUD for composition. Briefly, the underlying principles and ideas are the
following.First, composition tools and languages today aim at being generic (domainindependent), powerful, and simple. This is a very bold proposition which is likely to
fail, and indeed it did fail. We need to give up something. And this something is generality. We cannot live without ease of use and we cannot live with languages that lets
us only model toy behaviors, because real life is not like that.But if we go domain
specific, then we can design languages that speak the language of the user. Indeed
domain-specific process management tools, such as ETL tools, are among the few to
have succeeded.
Second, we need to get rid of complex process logic. There is no place for such
concepts as the BPMN-style gateways in EUD. This cannot however be in contrast
with the principle of allowing complex logic, which is needed.
Third, because complex problems require complex solutions, the complexity needs
to be somewhere. We argue that the complexity needs to reside in the components,
never in the composition logic, so that composition remains simple. This might seem
obvious but is not the road that has been followed thus far.
2

I made a similar claim in a book I wrote [1] talking about hopes for service composition, and I
was wrong. But I am an optimist.
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Fourth, we need to get rid of data mappings (and maybe of data as well). We cannot expect end users to write XPath expressions or anyways transform data from a
format to another, probably not even if done “by example”, and it is far fetched to
expect users to read the “human-readable” XML.We need to find a way for components to be able to communicate – and so to be somewhat “homogeneous” - without
the need for data transformation.
Finally, we need to assist the developers step-by-step during the process both by
leveraging development knowledge from the crowd (of developers) [4,5] and by providing simulation of the outcomes while they are developing. This is both to make
them feel what comes out of the composition and because we want the community to
help make developers aware of the opportunities in a given domain, which would be
difficult to discover otherwise. EUD enables this because there is potentially a large
number of people reusing the same components in a given domain.
In the talk [2], besides detailing these principles, we go through a set of proposals
that can realize them and as a consequence make EUD feasible for composition-based
applications. In a nutshell, the idea is based on making the tools domain-specific,
which fixes the overall data concepts and models, in imposing that all components
can always process (at least with a pass-through semantics) all data elements so that
data mappings are never needed, and in providing composition paradigms that have
the same complexity of the widely used and accepted informal flowcharts (to specify
process-oriented behaviors) or of the juxtaposition of components (to specify UI synchronization-based integration behaviors). We also see how these ideas are put at
work in concrete domains, models, and tools.
Acknowledgments. Florian Daniel, Maurizio Marchese, Heng Chang, SoudeepChowdhuri, Antonella De Angeli, Muhammad Imran, Carlos Rodrigues, Stefano Soi
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Abstract. The development of modern Web 2.0 applications is increasingly
characterized by the involvement of end users with typically limited programming skills. In particular, an emerging practice is the development of web
mashups, i.e., applications based on the composition of contents and functions
that are accessible via the Web. In this article, we try to explain the ingredients
that are needed for end users to become mashup developers, namely adequate
mashup tools and lightweight development processes, leveraging on the users’
capability to innovate. We also describe our own solution, the DashMash platform, an example of end-user-oriented mashup platform that tries to fill the
gaps that typically prevent end users from fully exploiting the mashup potential
as innovation instruments. DashMash offers an intelligible, easy-to-use composition paradigm that enables even inexperienced users to compose own mashups. As confirmed by a user-centric experiment, its paradigm is effective and
increases the satisfaction of the end users.
Keywords: Web Mashups, End User Development, User-driven Innovation.

1 Introduction
The current trend in the development of modern web applications – and in particular
of those applications commonly referred to as Web 2.0 applications – clearly points
toward a high user involvement. One of the emerging “user-intensive” practices today
is the development of online applications starting from contents and functionality that
are available on the Web in form of open APIs or reusable services. A “classical”
example is www.housingmaps.com, which interweaves housing offers taken from the
Craigslist with Google Maps. The phenomenon is commonly known as web mashups,
and it shows that web users are increasingly also taking part in the development
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 9–24, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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process of web applications, in addition to taking part in the content creation process
like in social web applications (e.g., Wikipedia).
The use of open services is a unique feature that distinguishes mashup development from other (component-oriented or service-based) development paradigms.
Currently, the most popular mashups integrate public programmable APIs (like
Google Maps and the Twitter API), but also RSS/Atom feeds (e.g., stock news), content wrapped from third party web sites (e.g., product prices), or any kind of available
Web services providing computing support or acting as plain data sources [25]. However, the vision is that of so-called enterprise mashups [15], a porting of current
mashup approaches to company intranets, enabling enterprise members to play with a
company’s internal services that give access to the enterprise information assets, and
to mash them up in innovative, hopefully value-generating ways, for example, to
automate a recurrent bureaucratic procedure.
Provided that suitable tools and methodologies for mashup composition are available, through these open services (both public and company-internal services) even
less skilled end users could evolve from passive receivers of innovation to actors
actively involved in the creation of innovation. Aggregated over all users, this speeds
up innovation (as users conduct parallel experiments with the same service), and covers a wider range of the design space than the service providers could have achieved
on their own, had they not exposed their services to other parties. The effort that almost all of the big players of today’s Internet economy (e.g., IBM, Intel, Yahoo!,
SAP, etc.) are investing into research on mashups is indeed a clear indicator that there
is something going on, which goes beyond the current “hacking” of mashups on the
Web.
Despite this great potential, there is however a lack of adequate tools and methodologies that really empower the end user to compose services and innovate. In this
article, we explore the mashup world, its potential as a tool to be offered to end users
to create innovation and its current limits, and propose a new solution through which
end users can easily create mashups. In Section 1, we shortly introduce the mashup
world and explain why end users are interested in doing their own applications and
who else benefits from this practice. Guided by our experience in the development of
mashup tools, and by some experimental results, we then discuss the mashup development process and derive a set of requirements that mashups should meet, in order
for end users to be able to use them profitably (Section 2). Next, we describe our tool,
DashMash, that has been conceived to enable users to easily compose mashups supporting analytical processes and, hence, to innovate (Section 3), and in Section 0 we
report on a user evaluation of DashMash. In Section 4 we discuss related work, and in
Section 5 we finally draw our conclusions.

2 Rationale and Background
Web mashups support the “composition” of applications starting from services and
contents oftentimes provided by third parties and made available on the Web. Mashups were initially conceived in the context of the consumer Web, as a means for users
to create their own applications starting from public programmable APIs, such as
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Google Maps or the Twitter API, or contents taken from Web pages1. However, the
vision is towards the development of more critical applications, for example the socalled enterprise mashups [15], through which enterprise users can compose by themselves and in a flexible way their dashboards for process and data analysis, using the
plethora of available corporate services (e.g., for the access to a variety of enterprise
information sources), Web resources and open services. Mashups are therefore gaining momentum as a technology for the creation of innovative solutions in any context
where flexibility and task variability become a dominant requirement. A “culture of
participation” [10], in which users evolve from passive consumers of applications to
active co-creators of new ideas, knowledge, and products, is indeed more and more
gaining momentum [24].
2.1 User-Based Innovation and Innovation Toolkits
There is a specific driver at the heart of the mashup phenomenon and user participation: user innovation, i.e., the desire and capability of users to develop their own
things, to realize their own ideas, and to express their own creativity. In a traditional
design-build-evaluate cycle, feedback from the user is only collected once a product
prototype has been developed. Thus feedback is collected late, and changes to the
product that reflect an improved understanding of customer requirements are costly.
In a user-driven innovation approach, a service provider offers users an innovation
toolkit through which users can build their own products [24]. This toolkit provides a
constrained interface on the capabilities of the company’s product platform, but this
ensures that the new products are properly constructed, adhering to a sort of conservative invention [12].
In general, the idea behind an innovation toolkit is that the iterative experimentation needed to develop a new product can now be entirely carried out by the user.
Many users can work in parallel on the solution to a problem, by focusing on their
own version of the problem. They can create a solution that closely meets their needs
and can more quickly obtain feedback from their development experiments. At the
same time, the toolkit provider does not carry the cost of failed experiments. Nonetheless, if an experiment turns out to add significant value, the company can integrate the
user innovation back into its core product. On the Web, this is what happened when
developers mashed up Flickr with maps. Subsequently, Flickr has incorporated a map
function into both its platform and public service. Google also monitors the use of its
public APIs (such as Google Maps and Google Search) to fine-tune the APIs and to
learn from the best innovative uses [14].
2.2 End Users Involvement in the Mashup Development Scenario
The way in which mashups are developed depends on the type of mashup. While
current consumer mashups (for example, all the numerous mashups based on Google
Maps) are mainly the results of some hacking activities by expert developers, enterprise mashups highlight different potential scenarios that might involve users at
1

The Web site www.porgrammableweb.com manages a repository of consumer mashups.
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Fig. 1. The mashup development scenarios

different skill levels [19]. In the enterprise context it is indeed possible to recognize
two main situations:
A) Mashup tools can be used by expert developers (for example implementers of an
IT department or service providers) to deliver applications quickly. End users are
not directly involved in the construction of such mashups but benefit from the
shorter turn-around time for new applications. The resources for developing
mashups are limited to the expert developers in the IT department. Given the limited resources of an IT department, only frequently requested applications will be
developed.
B) Expert developers create services in a format that can be more easily consumed
and combined into mashups by users who are not themselves developers, for example requiring simple parameterizations of components; they also provide a tool
where anyone creates their own mashups. This is analogous to how spreadsheets
are used in organizations today: end users (e.g., business analysts) can create
spreadsheets without involvement from an IT department. These mashups are often created for a single purpose and user (they are indeed also known as situational
applications [1]), thus they potentially address a larger diversity of user needs.
Fig. 1 illustrates the previous scenarios. The two (extreme) corresponding solutions
differ in terms of the heterogeneity of the services that can be combined, the diversity
of user needs that can be met, and the level of sophistication of either the user or the
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tools that support their work. A tool for the creation of mashups (scenario B)
will, initially, be the most challenging scenario to implement. However, it also provides the biggest pay-off. Using the tool, users can combine services and data to create their own mashups. The tool constrains what users can do and, hence, ensures the
composability of mashup components. In the sense of the earlier discussion on user
innovation [24], such a tool provides a toolkit that enables users to create their own
applications. However, users are not limited in terms of the types of applications they
can build: this scenario, therefore, supports the greatest diversity of user needs.
Another distinction between the two scenarios is the degree of control over
the quality of mashups being created. In scenario A, the IT department fully controls
what kind of mashup is being developed. Thus, the IT department ensures the quality
of those mashups. However, not all mashups have stringent requirements in terms
of security, performance, or reliability; they may only be used for a specific purpose,
and a complex solution developed by the IT department would also be too costly. In
scenario B, the IT department selects which components can be mashed up and provides an environment for safely executing those mashups. Users can create mashups
from those components to meet needs unanticipated or not served by the IT department. Such mashups may subsequently serve as prototypes for hardened applications
developed by the IT department, should there be a need for the mashup to be exposed
to many users within the enterprise, or if the mashup has to be offered to outside
users.

3 The Need for Lightweight Development Processes
Based on the previous observations, it derives that the ideal mashup development
process should reflect the innovation potential of mashups: to compose an application,
starting from given contents and functionality responding to personal needs, and to
simply run it, without worrying about what happens behind the scenes. The prototype-centric and iterative approach that in the last years has characterized the development of modern Web applications is even more accentuated: the composer, i.e., the
mashup end user, just mashes up some services and runs the result to check whether it
works and responds to his needs. In case of unsatisfactory results, he fixes the problems and is immediately able to run the mashup again. The following requirements,
which also characterize the EUD domain [7,10], emerge as fundamental ingredients
enabling the end user composition of mashups:
─ Domain-specific focus: In order to allow users to make sense of the services and
components that are available for composition, it is important to customize the
platform with respect to well-defined domains the user is comfortable with. In a
mashup environment, this can be achieved through mechanisms for the easy integration into the platform of public or internal services, adhering to possibly different technologies and standards, that handle domain-specific requirements meeting
the user needs.
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─ Abstraction from technical details: In order to help users understand the features
provided by the available services and the effect that each service may have on the
overall composition, we need to develop a tool that speaks the language of the
user, both in terms of functionalities and terminology known to the user. We
therefore need metaphors to represent services and service coupling that abstract
from technical details, e.g., their programmatic interface or communication protocol. Users should be asked to manipulate, e.g., add, remove, or modify, visual objects by operating service visualization properties rather than being required to
configure technical details of services and the composition logic. As also confirmed by our user-centric experiment (see Section 0) this increases user satisfaction and, in particular, the perceived control over the composition process.
─ Continuous feedback: In order to further enhance the users’ perception of the
effects that individual actions or services have on the final applications and to allow users to understand the current state and look&feel of the composition, it is
highly desirable to provide immediate visual feedback on any composition action
and to support the immediate execution of the resulting mashup. This requirement
is backed by our observations that show that end users typically have difficulties
in understanding the difference between design time and runtime.
─ Composition support: In order to achieve a tool that speaks the language of the
user, it is also important to aid those users that don’t speak the language of the
tool, that is, those users that do not have sufficient development knowledge. Composition can be assisted or guided in multiple ways, for instance, by providing
recommendations of compatible services that can also increase the quality of the
final mashup [21], of composition patterns that have been used successfully in the
past [22], or also by pre-compiling or automatically connecting services on behalf
of the user (see the next section).
While there are many mashup tools or platforms available today, none of these addresses all the above requirements, which we however regard as fundamental ingredients if we really want to enable end users to develop their own applications.

4 The DashMash Platform for Sentiment Analysis
The development of a mashup environment responding to the needs highlighted in the
previous section is the object of our own research on the agile, lightweight development of mashups. The environment is called DashMash, it is an evolution of our prior
work on mashup composition [27], and aims at an integration approach where a variety of different component types and technologies, ranging from simple RSS feeds to
complex SOAP or RESTful Web services and UI components2 can be integrated into
the platform and then combined by the end-users, thanks to the adoption of some
descriptive models for both component services and mashup composition.
2

UI components are characterized by a presentation level (the User Interface) that is reused “as
is” within the final integrated mashup. Google Maps is an example of UI component: beside
its application logics related to geo-localization, it also offers a UI for the map-based visualization of geo-localized data.
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DashMash is a mashup tool, specifically conceived for the construction of
dashboards exploiting both company-internal services extracting data from local data
warehouses, and public APIs and web resources. Recently DashMash has been specialized for sentiment analysis (the domain), an emerging business intelligence practice that aims at understanding market trends from the unsolicited feedback provided
by user comments published on the Web through social applications. An ongoing
project funded by the Municipality of Milan focuses on the design of an engine that is
able to automatically extract sentiment indicators summarizing the opinions contained
in user generated contents [2]. In this context, DashMash has been adopted to allow
end users, i.e., analysts and decision makers interested in improving the quality of
services offered by Milan city, to “compose” their analysis flexibly, playing in variable ways with sentiment indicators, and also complementing such indicators with
interesting external Web resources, for example linking sentiment indicators to news,
events, and opinions that cause trends and behaviors. The DashMash customization to
sentiment analysis has required the development of some ad-hoc services for the sentiment indicators computation and visualization, which are offered to the users as
basic, still configurable, elements for their compositions.
As shown in Fig. 2, mashup creation is enabled through a web-based, visual environment; the visual composition paradigm has been specifically conceived to hide the
complexity of the technical details and the composition languages actually managing
the execution of the mashup (the abstraction). As shown in Fig. 2(a), a visual menu at
the left hand side presents the list of services: data sources that materialize contents
extracted from community sites, several types of filters, a multiplicity of viewers to
visualize data, which are both open APIs, e.g., the Google APIs for maps and charts,
ad-hoc developed services3, and utility open APIs/services, such as RSS feeds and
calendars. Each component is denoted through an icon and a label that shortly recall
the offered functionality. Components can be mashed up by moving their corresponding icons into the so-called workspaces. As soon as a component is moved into a
workspace, its UI is immediately rendered so that the users can easily check whether
the component choice satisfies their needs.
Each workspace is associated with a data set, which results from the integration of
data sources and filters that the users can select and configure depending on their
needs. Some default rules also assume that in absence of user selections some data
sources are automatically associated with the Workspace. In this way, the creation of
meaningful mashups is preserved. Each workspace visualizes its data set according to
the visualizations offered by selected viewers. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows a mashup
in which the user has selected two data sources, storing contents extracted from two
social applications, Twitter and TripAdvisor, and has filtered them by using a keyword-based filter, with key = “Milan”. Contents are then presented through a pie chart
viewer, visualizing the percentage of comments related to categories of interest in the
tourism domain (e.g., food, entertainment, art, and other relevant entities), and a scatter plot visualizing the average value of sentiment for the same set of categories.

3

Several viewers offering graphic visualizations have been developed using the Highcharts JS
library (http://www.highcharts.com/), to offer advanced presentations specific for sentiment
indicators.
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a)

c)

d)

b)
Fig. 2. The DashMash editor for mashup composition and immediate execution. The two
screenshots show the mashup of sentiment analysis dashboards [2, 6].

Fig. 2(b) shows a second mashup defined on top of the same data sources as the
previous one. In this case, the filters select comments from users that are considered
opinion leaders, the so-called influencers, who are visualized through a list viewer
integrated with Google Maps to show the influencers’ location. This is an example of
integration between an internal service (providing information about influencers) and
a public API, this latter providing an added value to the overall analysis.
Users can iteratively modify the composition, by adding or dropping components
through some visual actions. Changes are enacted in real time, i.e., the mashup visualization changes accordingly, so that users can immediately see the effect of their
composition actions in their workspace (the continuous feedback). They can also
access a detailed description of the status of the current composition (see Fig. 2(c)),
summarizing the main elements, their configuration and synchronization behavior,
and easily modify sources, filters, viewers or even configuration properties of single
filters or viewers.
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Once a new component is added, the system automatically binds the component to
the ones already in the mashup (the composition support). The platform can automatically generate service bindings, based on a service classification and on corresponding
parameter-operation couplings. For example, when a new viewer is added into a workspace, its visualization logic is automatically mashed up with the corresponding data
sources and filters associated with the workspace. Users can then introduce further
synchronization behaviors. Simple dialog boxes, abstracting from technical details,
allow them to create new service combinations resulting in synchronized behaviors.
For example, starting from the mashup shown in Fig. 2(a), the dialog box presented in
Fig. 2(d) allows the user to set a coupling so that a click on a pie slice contextualizes
the analysis offered by the map viewer to that selected label. Based on descriptive
models of components, the dialog box presents possible connection points, namely the
component events (see next section), exposed by the components selected by the user,
plus a short description of the resulting synchronization behavior. The system provides
suggestions about other candidate components based on compatibility rules and quality
criteria [21].
The rest of this section is devoted to illustrate the architectural elements and the
mechanisms that implement the previous functions and behaviors in DashMash.
4.1 DashMash Architecture
The overall organization of the DashMash platform is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
mashup execution is centered on a lightweight paradigm in which the orchestration of
registered services, the so-called components, is handled by an intermediary framework in charge of managing both the definition of the mashup composition and the
execution of the composition itself. Different from the majority of mashup platforms,
where mashup design is separate from mashup execution, in DashMash the two
phases strictly interweave. The result is that composition actions are automatically
translated into models describing the composition, and these models are immediately
executed. Users are therefore able to interactively and iteratively define and try their
composition, without being forced to manage complicated languages or even ad-hoc
visual notations.
Mashup Execution. DashMash capitalizes on the mashup paradigm defined in [27],
which is based on an event-driven model operating at the presentation level: events
generated from the user interaction with one mashup component (e.g., the selection of
a slice in a pie chart) can be mapped to operations of one or more components subscribed to such events (e.g., the visualization of details of the selected data in a scatter
plot). The occurrence of events, intercepted by an Event Broker module, causes a state
change in the subscribed components. Each component therefore keeps running according to its own application logic, within the scope defined by an HTML <div>. As
soon as events occur, the involved components publish them. Based on the definition
of service binding, the so-called listeners, an Execution Handler then notifies the
subscribed components, if any, and triggers the execution of their corresponding
operations.
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Fig. 3. Overall organization of the DashMash platform

Listeners are specified in a composition model, expressed by means of the XPIL
(eXtensible Presentation Integration Language) XML-based language [27]. This
composition logic also requires each component to be characterized by a model expressing the binding with the actual service/API, the events that the component can
generate, and the operations that enable other components to modify its internal state.
This component description, expressed by means of the UISDL (UI Service Description Language) XML-based language [27], provides a uniform model to coordinate
the mashup composition and execution, which obviates the heterogeneity of service
standards and formats by embedding only the information needed for synchronizing
services at the presentation level. The adoption of such a component model is an important ingredient toward the provision of an environment where technical details are
hidden to the user.
Component and composition models are stored in dedicated repositories:
─ The Composition Repository maintains the XPIL-based specifications of the
compositions as created by the users, the HTML templates for the mashup
layout management, and a state model that maintains information about the configuration of a mashup instance (i.e., values instantiating parameters and specific configuration of the involved components), to support saving and restoring
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functions, history management, and also the easy, “on-the-fly” modification of
the composition (as shown in Fig. 2(c)).
─ The Component Registry stores the component descriptive models plus wrappers through which the platform invokes service operations. The creation of
component wrappers is the only “technical” activity that is required to register
services into the DashMash platform, and, as such, it is up to the expert developer, not the end user. However, once the component registration is performed,
the end user can transparently use and integrate any service through the visual
paradigm illustrated above.
Mashup composition and automatic model generation. Due to the intermixing
between mashup composition and execution, in DashMash events captured by the
Event Broker can be related not only to users and system actions occurring during the
mashup execution (those ones managed by the Execution Handler, which causes a
change to some component’s state), but also to the dynamic definition of the composition (e.g., the drag&drop of a component icon into the composition area). The Event
Broker intercepts events and dispatches them to modules in charge of their handling.
In particular, the Composition Handler manages composition events. It automatically
translates the addition of a component into a set of listeners, based on default couplings between the involved services. Based on such listeners, it creates or updates (if
already existing) the current composition model. It also dispatches the composition
events to the Status Manager in charge of maintaining the description of the mashup
instance status. As soon as the composition and the status update are complete, the
mashup composition is reloaded and immediately rendered through the visual frontend. The mashup is then executed according to the event-driven, publish-subscribe
logic that characterizes the Execution Handler.
Service binding definition. DashMash supports the definition of default and custom
bindings:
─ Default bindings are automatically defined by the Composition Handler when a
composition action is intercepted and ensure a minimum level of intercomponent synchronization that does not require end users to explicitly define
service coupling. To enable the automatic definition of default bindings, we start
from a classification of components. For example, in order to facilitate the construction of a dashboard, it is possible to identify four component classes,
namely data services, retrieving data from corporate/relational data sources, filters, expressing selection conditions over the context defined by a workspace,
viewers, supporting the visualization of result sets also offering data aggregation
and transformation functions, and generic components, i.e., any kind of open
service (local or remote) offering functionality that can make the analysis process more effective. Service classification is domain-specific, and needs to be revised for any DashMash customization. Classification changes, however, only
imply a new configuration of the Composition Handler, while no other changes
are required to other architectural elements.
─ Custom bindings are user-defined. Nevertheless, the Composition Handler supports the user in the choice of components and component bindings, since
it generates compatibility– and quality– based recommendations. To this aim,
it dispatches the composition events to the Recommendation Manager, an
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additional module of the runtime environment that is in charge of evaluating the
quality of the current composition and providing suggestions about the selection
of possible components to add to or of compatible components that can substitute the existing ones in order to achieve or improve the mashup quality [5, 21].

5 Validation
In order to validate the composition paradigm of DashMash with respect to user needs,
we conducted a study involving 35 participants. Six of them were real end users of the
DashMash sentiment analysis customization, i.e., analysts and decision makers external from our research institution, that are supposed to actually use DashMash for their
analyses, with a medium technical expertise. Other users were master students of the
Computer Engineering program at Politecnico di Milano, featuring different levels of
technical background: 12 of them were already acquainted with concepts related to
service composition and mashups. The others were familiar with Web application
development but not with service composition and mashups. Prior to the experiment,
none of them was exposed to the tool and to our research results.
We observed users completing two tasks through DashMash, which consisted in
the composition of mashups extracting and visualizing data related to two specific
sentiment indicators: the first mashup aimed at showing the percentage of volume for
the positive and negative sentiment along different brand categories; the second
mashup was related to the volume distribution in time for the positive sentiment. In
both the mashups, multiple components needed to be coupled, also by means of custom bindings for which users were required to define new listeners. Our goal was to
assess how easily the users would be able to develop a composite application. The
experiment specifically focused on the effectiveness and intuitiveness of the composition paradigm, trying to measure such factors in terms of user performance, ease of
use and satisfaction.
We expected all users to be able to complete some experimental tasks, with however a greater efficiency (e.g., reduced completion task times) and a more positive
attitude (in terms of perceived usefulness, acceptability and confidence with the tool)
by expert users. Their domain knowledge and background could indeed facilitate the
comprehension of the experimental tasks, and improve the perception of the control
over the composition method, and thus, their general satisfaction. However, surprisingly no significant differences in task completion time were found between experts
and novices. In particular, domain expertise was not discriminating for task 1 (p =
.085) and for task 2 (p = .165). The average time for task 1 completion was indeed
154 seconds for domain experts and 215 seconds for domain non-experts. Similarly,
technology expertise was not discriminating for task 1 (p = .161) and for task 2 (p =
.156) - in average 200 seconds for experts vs. 232 seconds for non-experts. The lack
of significant differences between the two groups does not necessarily mean that
expert users performed badly. However, it indicates that the tool enables even inexperienced users to complete a task in a limited time and that the expertise needed to
properly understand the necessary concepts and to operate the tool is relatively low.
Another interesting result is that the difference in completion times for the two
tasks is about half a minute (t = 28.2, p = .017), i.e., a reduction of about 15%. This
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result highlights the learnability of the tool [13]: although the second task was more
critical compared to the first one, subjects were able to accomplish it in a shorter time.
The ease of use was confirmed by the data collected through four questions in the
post-questionnaire, asking users to judge whether they found it easy to identify and
include services in the composition, to define service bindings between services, and
to monitor and modify the status of the mashups. On average, users gave the ease of
use a mark of 1.77 (the scale was from 1 - very positive to 7 - very negative). The
distribution ranged from 1 to 4 (mean = 1.77, meanS.E. = .12). We did not found
differences between novice and expert users. This was especially true for the perceived usefulness (p = .51).
The post-experiment questionnaire also allowed us to assess the user satisfaction by
means of a semantic differential scale requiring users to judge the method on 12 items.
We did not find significant differences between experts and novices. Despite our initial
assumption, we therefore found that the ease of use of the tool is perceived in the same
way by novice and expert users, although the latter have greater domain knowledge.
Moreover, the moderate correlation between the satisfaction index and the ease of use
index (ρ = .55, p = .011) also reveals that who perceived the method as easy also
tended to evaluate it as more satisfying. This confirms that ease of use is perceived.

6 Related Works
So far the research on mashups has focused on enabling technologies and standards,
with little attention on easing the mashup development process - in many cases mashup
creation still involves the manual programming of the service integration. There is a
considerable body of research on mashup tools, the so-called mashup makers, which
provide graphical user interfaces for combining mashup services, without requiring
users to write code. Among the most prominent platforms, Yahoo!Pipes
(http://pipes.yahoo.com) focuses on data integration via RSS or Atom feeds, and offers
a data-flow composition language. JackBe Presto (http://www. jackbe.com/) also
adopts a pipes-like approach for data mashups, and allows a portal-like aggregation of
UI widgets (mashlets). MashArt [8] focuses on the integration of heterogeneous components (not only data or RSS feeds), offering a mashup design paradigm through
which composers create graph-based models representing the mashup composition.
With respect to manual programming, all the previous platforms certainly alleviate
the mashup composition tasks. However, to some extent they still require the user to
deeply understand the application logic behind services and the integration logic. In
some cases, building a complete Web application also equipped with a user interface
requires the adoption of additional tools or technologies. A recent user-centric study
[9] found that although the most prominent mashup platforms (e.g., Yahoo! Pipes,
Dapper or Intel Mash Maker) simplify the mashup development, they are still difficult
to use by non technical users.
Marmite [26] is a tool specifically tailored for integrating and accessing information sources. With respect to other platforms, it offers a more intuitive composition
paradigm, which has been devised by means of a user-centered process: it allows
users to easily program a set of source filtering operators that can then be connected
into a data flow. In line with our approach, Marmite goes in the direction of easing
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mashup development, for example ensuring continuous feedback through an immediate visualization of the included services and the overall resulting mashup. This works
however is still centered on a dataflow paradigm, which in our opinion does not abstract enough from the technical background, requiring for example the users to define operator chaining by means of parameter coupling.
An approach specifically conceived to assist inexperienced end users is proposed
in [17], where authors introduce an environment that exploits semantic technologies
to relieve users from the complexity of manually resolve intra-service dependencies.
This approach has several commonalities with our work. However, it lacks flexibility:
the mashup composition is indeed based on templates that in a sense constraint the
user choices about service and composition patterns.
Our work tries to overcome the previous limitations, allowing end users to develop
their own mashups through an intelligible paradigm that abstracts from technical
variables. The aim is to maximize some well-known principles that characterize End
User Development [3,4,7,10]. In particular, our approach provides a composition
environment that can facilitate the creation of disparate applications accommodating
the diversity of the needs, interests and activities that end users want to perform
through computer systems. DashMash is indeed a general-purpose mashup environment in which however the risk of becoming too general, thus in some cases ineffective, is limited by the possibility to be customized through the development of ad-hoc
components and the registration into the platform of out-of-shelf resources that are of
interest to the domain-specific activities that the users need to tackle. In other words,
our platform tries to provide the right trade-off between extremely general systems
and highly specialized, domain-specific applications that on the other hand cannot be
generalized, adapted or evolved [7, 11].

7 Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed our perspective on mashups, mashup tools, and
lightweight mashup development processes, arguing that enabling web users (in the
consumer context) or employees (in the business context) to develop own applications
demands for a high degree of assistance and intelligible concepts. Our proposed approach is a first attempt towards the realization of this objective. However, some more
efforts are needed on the following ingredients:
−

−

−

Easy-to-use APIs: Expressive models and description languages for data, application logic, and user interface components are needed to facilitate the component integration within mashups. Suitable discovery and selection facilities
(e.g., registries and protocols) are needed as well.
Design aimed at interoperability: Services and mashups should be interoperable, meaning that they must feature cross-platform reusability. Although some
proposals exist for mashup-specific standards [20], any mashup platform keeps
using its own models and description languages.
Dependable mashups: Although the current efforts are mainly devoted to the
improvement of the previous aspects, it is unquestionable that mashups also
need to address issues like reliability, transactions, and security – especially if
used in business contexts.
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DashMash addresses the currently still low ease-of-use of APIs (by definition,
APIs are still oriented toward programmers, not end users) and their generally low
interoperability (e.g., in terms of supported communication protocols or data formats)
by wrapping them and transforming their data into an internal, canonical format that
can be understood by other wrappers. This task, however, requires the intervention of
expert developers, and cannot be accomplished by the users themselves. As for the
dependability of mashups, DashMash does not provide any specific solution, as so far
we support non-critical application scenarios only. We have however planned some
extensions to address these features.
Finally, while lightweight development processes are needed to alleviate the effort
of mashup developers and especially end users, the development of services to be
integrated into mashups is a demanding activity, to be performed according to traditional development processes by professional programmers. After all, if on the one
hand the success of a mashup is influenced by the added value that the final combination of services is able to provide, on the other hand it is self-evident that the quality
of the final combination is strongly influenced by the quality of each single service.
Defining models and techniques for developing “good” services and for assessing
their quality is therefore another promising direction of our current research, which
can give a fundamental contribution towards the development of quality mashups and
to aid user innovation [5].
As future work, we aim at exploring different composition solutions, to address,
for example, the cooperative definition of mashups (a feature that can greatly enhance
team-based cooperation in the enterprise context), as well as an extension of the recommendations mechanisms based on the emergence of composition patterns from the
community’s mashups [21]. We also aim at investigating mashup interoperability, for
example making DashMash mashups compatible with emergent standards, such as
Enterprise Mashup Markup Language (EMML) [20].
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Abstract. End users with little software background are developing numerous software applications using devices such as spreadsheets, web
mashups, and web macros. Web mashups are particularly popular because they are easy to create and there are large public repositories that
store them and allow their reuse. Existing repositories, however, provide no functionality for tracking the development histories of mashups.
We believe that versioning capabilities can help end users develop,
understand, and reuse mashups. To investigate this belief, we created a
versioning extension for Yahoo! Pipes – a popular mashup environment –
and conducted an exploratory study of users utilizing the environment.
Our results show that versioning information allows users to perform
mashup creation tasks more correctly and in less time than users not
having that information, while also improving the reusability of pipes.

1

Introduction

It is estimated that in 2012 there will be 90 million end-user programmers in
American workplaces [14], using devices such as spreadsheets, web mashups, and
web macros to automate common tasks. End users such as these create their
own code and reuse others’ code to achieve a variety of goals. Often, these goals
involve combining content from various websites. This has led to the development
of programming environments supporting web mashups.
Web mashups integrate multiple data sources or APIs into one interface from
various web applications. Input can be from diﬀerent sources and of diﬀerent
formats. Similarly, outputs of mashups can be formatted in diﬀerent ways and
displayed in various media (SMS alerts, email alerts, etc.). Mashups can solve
many diﬀerent problems and can be implemented relatively quickly. They can
be easily reused or distributed to other users in the community for reuse or
modiﬁcation, and mashups can be used as components of other mashups.
Mashup programming environments provide central repositories to end users
where they can store their mashups. However, current environments do not provide facilities by which users can keep track of the versions or histories of the
mashups that they create. In the professional software engineering community,
versioning is widely acknowledged as beneﬁcial for activities such as code understanding, change traceability, debugging and maintenance [5]. Versioning systems
provide an environment within which previous states of resources (both content
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 25–41, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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and naming) can be easily retrieved. Versioning, therefore, allows engineers to
browse through past and alternative versions of a resource and identify how these
diﬀerent versions diﬀer from each other.
We conjecture that the addition of versioning to mashup programming environments may (1) help end users create mashups more eﬃciently, (2) make
mashups more reusable, (3) help users understand the evolution of mashups,
and (4) allow users to utilize these advantages without being aware of the underlying complex functions such as check-in, check-out, and so forth.
To investigate this conjecture we are adding support for versioning to a
mashup programming environment. We chose Yahoo! Pipes as a platform for
this eﬀort. Yahoo! Pipes is a commercial programming environment that allows
users to aggregate and mashup content from around the web. The primary reason for selection of Yahoo! Pipes is its popularity; since its launch in February
2007, over 90,000 developers have created individual pipes on the Yahoo! Pipes
platform, and pipes are executed over 5,000,000 times each day [12]. The platform also has the advantages of being free, and of utilizing data that can be
captured and manipulated by external systems.
In this paper, we report on the ﬁrst step of our eﬀort to create and study
this versioning system. Our approach automatically captures versions without
the users’ direct involvement, and it allows users to access and navigate these
versions through its interface. To explore the potential costs and beneﬁts of
using our versioning approach we conducted a “think-aloud” study, in which we
observed users attempting to create and understand pipes with and without the
aid of versioning information. Our results show that versioning information can
help users create pipes more eﬃciently, and with fewer errors, than when no such
information is available.

2

Background and Related Work

Many web mashup programming environments exist, including Yahoo! Pipes [1],
JackBe [4], xFruits [7], and IBM Mashup Center [2]. While these environments
are more simple than professional programming environments, they are not trivial. There has been recent research aimed at understanding the programming
practices and hurdles that mashup programmers face in mashup building. Cao
et al. [8,9] discuss problem solving attempts and barriers that end users face while
working with mashup environments, and describe a “design-lens methodology”
to view programming. Rosson and Zang [18] investigate the types of information
that users encounter and the interactions between information sources that they
ﬁnd useful. The authors also examine data gathering and integration [17] and
discuss results of a study of web users focusing on their perceptions of what
mashups could do for them and how they might be created.
Yahoo! Pipes [1] is arguably the most popular mashup creation environments,
and is being used both by professional and end user programmers. Yahoo! Pipes
is a visual programming environment in which modules are placed on a canvas
and are connected together using pipes. Figure 1 shows the Yahoo! Pipes interface. Yahoo! Pipes consists of various APIs and modules. The input and output
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Fig. 1. Yahoo! Pipes environment with a typical pipe

between modules are primarily RSS feed items (e.g., some elements of item are
date-time, url, location, text and number). RSS feeds consist of item parameters
and descriptions. The Yahoo! Pipes modules provide manipulation actions that
can be executed on these RSS feed parameters.
Yahoo! Pipes, like other mashup environments, provides a central repository
where users can store the mashups they create and use mashups created by
others. A user can copy an existing pipe from the repository, modify it to suit
one’s need, and then publish it to the repository. Such copying of pipes is termed
“cloning” and is a common development practice. However, the Yahoo! Pipes
server does not allow users to keep versions or histories of these mashups, which
makes understanding the development histories of these mashups diﬃcult.
Versioning capabilities are heavily used in commercial software development
and are required for a team to be successful. Versioning is largely used by professional developers to keep track of changes (theirs and others), share or benchmark the latest versions of their code, or revert their changes [15]. Some end user
environments such as Google Docs and Google Websites provide basic versioning
facilities for enabling basic group editing, but these capabilities are only for text
edits. Thus far no versioning tools that we know of exist for mashups.

3

Versioning for Yahoo! Pipes

We have developed versioning capabilities for Yahoo! Pipes that allow users to
save and navigate between diﬀerent versions of pipes. Versions are unobtrusively
and automatically generated when users save or clone their pipes. This feature
is available for pipes that users create themselves as well as for other pipes that
they may reuse. Our Yahoo! Pipes extension allows a user to view, edit, or run an
older version of a pipe. The versioning tool is operational for most web browsers
(Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari).
Figure 2 presents our system architecture. We use a proxy server managing
communications between the client (web browser) and the Yahoo! Pipes server.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Versioning System

Using Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP) [3], we intercept the messages sent between the Yahoo! Pipes server and a client. Our proxy wrapper
selects appropriate user events (e.g., save or run) and message contents to create
and store versions in a central repository (MySQL database), which serves as
the versioning repository. When a user saves his or her pipe, a new version is
created for that pipe (e.g., V1, V2, V3,....,Vn). Typically, version control systems
allow developers to mark stable or signiﬁcant versions of the development tree
as baselines for easier access and retrieval [11]. When a user runs their pipe, we
tag that version as a baseline.
The user interface of our extension adds three widgets to the Yahoo! Pipes
client interface (see Figure 3). The ﬁrst two are buttons that allow a user to
browse diﬀerent versions of a pipe via “Undo” or “Redo” operations. “Undo”
renders the previous version, while “Redo” renders the next version. Finally, a
drop-down list named “History of Pipes” allows a user to select a desired version
from the list of available versions for the pipe. This list also displays the modules
added or removed per pipe, per version, so that users can view the diﬀerences
between versions. The foregoing are initial versioning capabilities that we have
created. Based on user studies we will determine other appropriate versioning
capabilities for end users and ways to intuitively present them.
Note that most versioning systems are text-based and operate at the level of
ﬁles, whereas we version at the level of modules (Yahoo! Pipes modules). Table 1
presents a comparison of features between our versioning extension to Yahoo!
Pipes and typical CM systems.
Our “history list” view provides information about the modules that are added
or deleted per version, which is similar to the “diﬀ” feature typically provided by
traditional CM tools. We do not yet provide “merge” functionality whereby two
or more changes in the same or diﬀerent modules can be merged. To help end
users better understand and navigate across versions we provide the undo and
redo features, which matches the revert functionality provided by CM systems. We
believe that it will be easier for end users to learn and adopt the undo-redo features
to navigate across pipe versions, as these functionalities are common in most text
editors. Finally, we mimic tagging of stable versions in CM systems as baselines.
That is, when a pipe is run, we treat it as a version that has been completed and
is in a stable form and mark it as a baseline in the history of the pipe.
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Fig. 3. Yahoo! Pipes extension interface where version V2 of a pipe is displayed. The
list view (History of Pipe) shows seven existing versions and a few baseline tags.
Table 1. Comparison of the features implemented in the versioning extension for
Yahoo! Pipes with existing conﬁguration management systems
Features implemented CM Systems
Versioning unit
Versions created
Browsing
Snapshots
Diﬀ
Deltas
Merge
Target population

4

File level
On commit
Undo or selecting version
Baseline
File level
Add, Delete and Modify
Implemented
Professional programmers

Versioning extension in Yahoo! Pipes
Module level
On save/cloning of pipe
Undo, redo or selecting from list view
Run
Module level
Add and Delete
Future work
End-users

Empirical Study

To investigate the eﬀects of building versioning capabilities into a mashup programming environment we conducted a user study, considering the following
research questions:
RQ1: Does versioning allow mashup programmers to eﬃciently and eﬀectively
perform tasks related to mashup creation?
RQ2: Does versioning help mashup programmers understand complex thirdparty mashups?
4.1

Participants

While ultimately our interest in mashups involves end users, including those
who do not have experience programming in more formal languages, for this ﬁrst,
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exploratory study, we believed it would be better to choose participants who were
readily available and had some programming experience in environments other
than Yahoo! Pipes. This would allow us to make sure that participants were able
to quickly grasp the programming concepts in Yahoo! Pipes through tutorials
that could be provided as part of a study. Another reason for selecting users
with basic computer knowledge as participants was to ensure that they would
be able to work with suﬃciently complex pipes, since beneﬁts of versioning are
typically evident only for software artifacts that are non-trivial. Past work has
also shown that complete novices to programming found coding in Yahoo! Pipes
to be non-trivial and needed external help, even when pipes were three modules
in size [18]. We thus focused on students who were computer science or computer
engineering majors, or who at least had taken one programming class.
To recruit students we sent an email to a departmental mailing list. As an
incentive participants were included in a raﬄe for a $25 prize. Nine students
responded to our advertisement. All students were male, with seven from computer science or computer engineering and two from other departments. Four of
the students were undergraduates and ﬁve were graduates. None had any prior
experience with Yahoo! Pipes, but all had some programming knowledge (78%
knew multiple programming languages).
4.2

Study Setup and Design

The study used a single factor, within-subjects design. (A within study design
[16] is one in which the independent variable is tested with each participant.)
The independent variable was our versioning extension to Yahoo! Pipes; that is,
participants in the control group completed their tasks without our versioning
extension and participants in the experimental group used our extension. We
opted for a within-subject design for two reasons. First, we wanted to minimize
the eﬀects of individual diﬀerences among participants, which can be reduced
through a within-subjects study design. Second, a within-subject study aﬀorded
us more data using a smaller sample size, which was more appropriate for our
exploratory study and the use of a think-aloud protocol (see below). Finally, since
each participant in the within-subjects study gained experience in performing
tasks using the environment with and without our versioning extension, they
were better positioned to give feedback about the usefulness and usability of our
versioning extension than participants in a between-subject study.
We used think-aloud protocol in our study, where participants were asked to
vocalize their thought processes and feelings as they performed their tasks [13].
We used think-aloud protocol because a primary objective of this exploratory
study was to gain insights into the users’ thought processes – barriers and problems that a user faced when using Yahoo! Pipes and our extension. This approach
required us to administer the study to participants on an individual basis with
an observer – in this case, the ﬁrst author.
We performed the user studies in the Usability Lab of the Computer Science
Department at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. At the beginning of the study,
participants were asked to complete a brief background questionnaire, which was
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followed by a brief tutorial of approximately ten minutes on Yahoo! Pipes and
versioning in general. The tutorial also included a short video of a sample thinkaloud study so that users could understand the process.
After completion of the tutorial, we asked participants to create a small sample
pipe to give them hands-on training in creating a pipe and familiarity with
Yahoo! Pipes. We also provided them with a list of external web sites where
they could ﬁnd further help with the environment, some of which were within
the Yahoo! Pipes environment and some of which were external web pages.
Following these preliminaries, participants were asked to complete tasks for
the study. Each participant completed a pair of tasks for RQ1 followed by a pair
of tasks for RQ2. The ﬁrst of each pair of tasks was a task without versioning
support (control tasks), and the second was a task with versioning support (experimental tasks). We audio recorded each session and logged the users’ on-screen
interactions using a screen capture system (Morae [6]). The total times required
for completion of the study per participant was approximately 1.5 hours, which
included on an average of 60 minutes for task completion.
After all tasks were completed, we administered a survey to obtain feedback
and additional thoughts from participants. The survey consisted of both closed
and open-ended questions about the tasks, the interface of the versioning extension, and the experimental process.
4.3

Tasks

Our analysis of large numbers of Yahoo! Pipes showed that users typically create pipes containing between ﬁve and 70 modules, and encompassing a broad
spectrum of complexity. It is likely that versioning capabilities will not be useful
for simple pipes; however, our belief is that they can be useful in understanding and building upon complex pipes. We therefore created tasks with levels of
complexity that we believed were suﬃcient to investigate this belief.
Speciﬁcally, we deﬁned two types of tasks, Task 1 and Task 2, addressing our
research questions on whether versioning helps users create pipes of their own,
and whether versioning helps users in understanding complex, third-party pipes.
Because the study was a within-subjects study, we further subdivided each task
into two categories: control (C) and experimental (E) tasks. Therefore, in total
we deﬁned four tasks with Task1.C and Task1.E addressing RQ1, and Task2.C
and Task2.E addressing RQ2, respectively. For each of these tasks, we created
an appropriately sized Yahoo! Pipes example for participants to utilize.
Task 1 largely required a user to create a relatively small pipe as per a given
set of requirements. However, users were given a similar existing pipe (of ten
modules) as a template that they needed to ﬁrst understand. A large portion of
the sample pipe could be reused in implementing the pipe required by the task.
The existing pipe for Task1.C allowed a Spanish-speaking person to search for
reviews of any business (e.g., museum, university), within a geographical location
(e.g., San-Francisco), and within a certain distance (e.g., 200 miles), the ﬁrst
two being provided by the user and the last being hard coded into the pipe. The
pipe user could also choose the number of reviews to view. All results returned
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contained the search term in the title, and were sorted in alphabetical order.
Participants were asked to review the pipe until they understood its modules
and linkages and then move onto the second part of the task.
The second part of Task1.C required the participant to build a pipe that
used a subset (three to four) of the modules from the sample pipe that they had
just reviewed, while implementing additional functionality requiring two to three
other modules. In particular, the user was asked to create a pipe that allowed
a search for a review of any item around any area within a certain speciﬁed
distance, but required an additional functionality of changing the original titles
of the search results to titles of their choice.
Task1.E involved a diﬀerent pipe of complexity similar to the one used in
Task1.C. This pipe was designed for a news enthusiast who wanted to search
Yahoo! News for a topic speciﬁed by the user, ﬁltered to display only those news
items with the keyword “crime” in the title. The results of the query were to
be unique and contain at least two items in reverse order based on the date of
publication. As in Task1.C, the participants were asked to understand the given
pipe and then move on to the next step. In the second part of Task1.E, the user
was asked to create a pipe that allowed a French user to search Yahoo! News
for a search term while making sure that search result titles were unique and
translated into French. Note that the pipe used in this task had an associated
versioning history that was accessible to the user.
Task 2 required the user to view a given pipe and answer a set of multiplechoice questions about the pipe and its functionality. The pipes used in Task 2
(Task2.C, Task2.E) were larger and more complex than those used in Task 1.
Task2.C involved a pipe of 47 modules that displayed a list of unique, “mashed
up” contents from ﬁve diﬀerent sites speciﬁed by the user. The user could also
limit the number of results that were displayed and sort results in descending
order of date. Task2.E involved a pipe of 50 modules and was actually a generic
ﬁlter to merge feeds from diﬀerent sources, remove duplicates and ensure unique
items in those feeds. Further, a user could specify four diﬀerent feeds, truncate
or limit the maximum number of resulting items per feed, and select a maximum
number of items that could be displayed. Note that a versioning history for this
pipe was available so that participants could investigate how the pipe was built
from the ground up to better understand the diﬀerent functionalities provided
by the modules in the pipe.
4.4

Threats to Validity

The primary threat to external validity in our study is that all our participants
were male and seven out of nine were Computer Science or Computer engineering majors. Computer Science and Engineering majors are not representative
of other classes of end users who use Yahoo! Pipes. Still, they do represent one
class of users and a class that could conveniently be studied initially. Given the
lessons learned in this study, we can proceed to create a larger-scale controlled
experiment on diﬀerent classes of users. A second threat to external validity is
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that our study considered only two tasks that built on only two types of pipes.
Additional studies are needed to examine other tasks and other types of pipes.
Where internal validity is concerned there are several threats to consider. The
primary threat to this particular study relates to our choice of a within-subjects
design. This study design helped to minimize the eﬀects of individual diﬀerences
and the use of a small pool of participants, but it might have led to learning
eﬀects as the participants moved from initial to later tasks. Another threat is that
our tasks for control and experimental groups were not counter-balanced; this
could have led to a bias in the performance of the experimental tasks. A further
threat could occur if the control and experimental tasks were not comparable in
terms of complexity; however, our data shows that participants required similar
times to understand pipes in the control and experimental tasks, suggesting that
the pipes were of similar complexity.
Threats to construct validity include the possibility that the complexity of our
pipes was not high enough to allow measurements of eﬀects, and that the pipes
used for control and experimental tasks were not comparable in complexity. We
controlled for this by performing initial pilot studies on non-participants and
using their feedback to adjust the pipes and the tasks.
4.5

Results and Analysis

Research Question 1
To address our ﬁrst research question we frame two separate hypotheses, involving the time required to create pipes with and without versioning and the
correctness of the pipes thus created. We consider each hypothesis in turn.
Ha1.1: Less time is required to create a pipe when using versioning
than when versioning support is absent.
As participants performed each task relevant to RQ1 (Task1.C and Task1.E),
we examined the total times required by participants to complete their tasks,
which included both the times to understand the given sample pipe and to implement the required pipe. Figure 4 shows these times as proportions of the
total time for Task1.C and Task1.E – times spent on understanding and implementing pipes. The average time spent by all participants in Task1.C was
17.19 minutes (median 14.28) while the average time spent for Task1.E was 7.22
minutes (median 6.68). We used the non parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to test the diﬀerence in measurements between the two experiment alternatives
on each sample. The test yielded W=43 with p-value = 0.006 and conﬁrmed
the hypothesis, so we conclude that it took participants more time to complete
Task1.C than to complete Task1.E.
We wished to further investigate the beneﬁts of versioning support with respect to the subtasks of the pipe creation: namely, understanding and implementing the pipe. We did this by individually analyzing the times used by participants
in these tasks (having measured each individually during the study).
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Fig. 4. Total time spent to create a pipe for a given task

Fig. 5. Time required to understand pipes

Figure 5 shows the time required by participants to understand the pipes
they were given in Task1.C and Task1.E. The average time taken by users to
understand the pipe in the control task was 3.49 minutes (median 3.72), while
in the experimental task it was 3.94 minutes (median 2.88). As Figure 5 shows,
diﬀerences in the time required to understand the pipes varied in magnitude and
across tasks. This means that versioning support did not appear to provide any
signiﬁcant advantage in the understanding task. We conducted the Wilcoxon
Signed-rank test at a 95% conﬁdence interval on the data, and the p-value in
this case was 0.363 (with W = 15); thus we cannot assert that there were any
diﬀerences in understanding the pipes during Task1.C and Task1.E.
A post-hoc analysis of participant behavior showed that they typically did
not use the versioning features while engaged in the understanding task even
when these were available, so it is diﬃcult to ascribe the lack of diﬀerences in
understanding time across tasks to the presence or absence of versioning.
We next turned to the implementation task. Figure 6 shows the time required
to implement pipes for each participant. As the ﬁgure shows, for all participants
the time required to implement pipes was less in the experimental task than in
the control task. The average time required to create pipes in the control task
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Fig. 6. Time required to implement pipes

was 13.70 minutes (median 10.36), while the average time required to create
pipes in the experimental task was 3.27 minutes (median 3.52). A Wilcoxon
Signed-rank test had W=45 with p-value = 0.002. We therefore conﬁrmed that
the diﬀerences in times were statistically signiﬁcant. It would seem, then, that
the observed diﬀerences in overall pipe creation time stem from diﬀerences in
implementation times.
Conceivably, one cause of the foregoing diﬀerences may be learning eﬀects;
that is, participants may have grown suﬃciently familiar with the pipes during
the control task to allow them to act more quickly in the experimental task.
However, we noted during our observations that most of the time spent in the
control task involved users examining the modules of the pipe that they had
cloned to determine their applicability for the new pipe. In the experimental
task, in contrast, participants were able to select earlier versions with only the
modules that were required and thus save time that would otherwise be spent
examining and removing the extra modules. The time diﬀerences related to the
pipe implementation thus do seem to be ascribable to versioning.
Ha1.2: Pipes that are created with versioning support are more correct than those that are created without versioning.
As our participants attempted Task1.C and Task1.E, we allowed them to
proceed to the next task when they believed that they had ﬁnished creating
the pipe as per the requirements and as correct as possible. Since there was no
acceptance test, some of the pipes were not completely correct.
To allow us to assess correctness, prior to the experiment the ﬁrst and third
authors created solutions to the tasks; these served as oracles for grading. Following the study, we measured the correctness of pipes by assigning each module
in the pipe a certain weight which was then aggregated. More speciﬁcally, the
weight depended on the number of parameters that the module required as well
as the module’s existence, with each element being equally weighted. For example, the Sort module has two parameters and was a required component for the
pipe. We would, therefore, assign 1/3 point if the module was included and 1/3
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Fig. 7. Correctness of pipes created by participants

point to each correct parameter making the total points for the module to be 1.
We deducted 5% from the total points given to the pipe if extra modules were
included that aﬀected the output. If a required module was completely missing,
we deducted the points that would have otherwise been assigned for that module
(1 point in the case of Sort ).
The foregoing scoring procedure was conducted independently by the ﬁrst and
third authors, and then the scorers met to check the results of their grading and
ensure that no grading errors had been made.
Figure 7 presents the percentages of correct pipes that were created by participants in the ﬁrst task. Participants were largely successful in creating correct
pipes in both the control and experimental tasks, with an average correctness
for the experimental task being 98.1% and an average correctness for the control
task being 94.2%. As the ﬁgure shows, four participants created completely correct pipes. Participants in the experimental tasks did exhibit a slightly higher
measure for correctness of pipes than when created in the control task. We used
a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test at a 95% conﬁdence level giving us a W=0 and a
p-value of 0.045; hence, we conclude that the diﬀerences in correctness between
the two groups are statistically signiﬁcant, conﬁrming hypothesis Ha1.2.
Research Question 2
Task 2 was designed to help us address our second research question regarding
the beneﬁts of versioning in enabling the understanding of complex, third-party
mashups. We investigate this question through our hypothesis:
Ha2: Versioning will help users learn about the mashups they encounter.
In addition to observing user behavior in Task 2, we administered a multiple
choice quiz in which participants were asked to answer questions to help us assess
the degree to which they understood the pipes. Figure 8 summarizes the results
of the questionnaire, showing that the participants diﬀered little in terms of the
numbers of correct and incorrect answers in both the control and experimental
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Fig. 8. The percentage of correct answers about pipes given by users in quizzes associated with Task 2

tasks. We evaluated these results through the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test at a
95% conﬁdence interval with W equal to 14.5. Our p-value of 0.674 indicates
that no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in understanding was observed for tasks with and
without versioning support. In our further analysis of participant behavior, we
noticed that a majority of users (ﬁve of nine) did not refer to the versions when
performing Task2.E, which is similar to our observations in Task1.E.
Despite these results, we note that in the exit survey seven out of nine participants stated that they found versioning helpful for learning what a pipe did.
It is possible that the Task 2 quiz result is more reﬂective of the diﬃculty in
measuring a participants’ ability to understand a particular pipe than of the
participants use of versioning to do so.
To better understand how versioning helped or could have helped users we
further investigated participant behavior in Task 1 since a signiﬁcant component
of the task involved understanding a pipe. We largely depended on experiment
notes and the transcripts of the think-aloud sessions to do so. We found that
participants, especially those performing control tasks, often desired to return
to the original version of the pipe to understand it better. In some other cases
participants had deleted more modules than required and wished to bring them
back. In both situations a versioning tool could have been helpful.
Further, in Task 1 several participants struggled when they tried to revert to
the original pipe to view it and learn how it worked. Participants in Task1.C
either cloned their pipe (seven of nine) or constructed it from scratch (two of
nine), but in either case they had to refer to the original pipe to look at the
modules or its pipe structure. Some participants (P1, P4 and P7) viewed the
original pipe by manually opening it in a separate window. With the availability
of versioning in Task1.E, however, none of the participants had this trouble,
because the versioning system provided access to the original pipe. In Task1.E, in
fact, ﬁve of nine participants investigated the pipe structure in diﬀerent versions
before deciding which one to use as the base for constructing their pipe. All
these participants stated in the exit survey that versioning would help improve
the understanding of a pipe.
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Finally, we noted that participant P6 in Task1.C also tried to go back to the
original pipe, but was unable to locate it from the list of pipes from the Yahoo!
page. If this pipe had a versioning tool available then he could have saved the
example pipe as a version so he would be able to go back to it whenever he needed
to. Note that during the experimental task this participant used versioning to
learn about the pipe’s structure. He commented that: “It is easy to look at a
partial part of the pipe in the versioning rather than looking at the entire pipe.
It is easy to go back to the previous versions.”
This thought was echoed by another participant, P5, who stated that versioning was helpful when trying to learn about the functionality of a pipe: “When
looking at the overall ﬁnished pipe it was quite intimidating. Using the versioning
tool it was much easier to follow along the order of the ﬁnished pipe to gain a
better understanding.”
In summary, we can infer that participants used versioning to understand
the functionalities of the pipes provided to them to an extent, but we were
not able to see any statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the time it took to
understand a pipe in Task 1 or the number of correct answers in Task 2. However,
our own observations and exit survey suggest that versioning can enhance the
understanding of pipes.

5

Discussion

Quantitative analysis of the data conﬁrmed that versioning capabilities can help
mashup programmers complete their tasks eﬃciently and correctly. We now discuss additional ﬁndings from our analysis of the experiment data.
One of our initial conjectures about the potential usefulness of versioning
for mashups was that it would enable mashup programmers to better reuse
mashups, by making earlier versions available. Since reuse is one of the primary
mechanisms by which end-user programmers construct new programs [10], data
on this conjecture might further inform the mechanisms by which we provide
versioning. Our exploratory study indicates that versioning can facilitate the
reuse of pipes and their sub-parts. Our results divided the total time taken
to create a pipe into two subsets: (1) the time taken to understand the given
example pipe and (2) the time taken to implement the required pipe. We found
no statistical beneﬁts of versioning for the ﬁrst of these subsets, but we found that
users were quicker in implementing their pipes when using versioning capabilities.
Further, they produced more correct pipes. We observed that the beneﬁts of
versioning occurred largely because participants used the “versioning history”
functionality and were able to correctly use the modules from the example pipe.
Our results show that versioning can indeed facilitate the reuse of pipes and
their sub-parts.
This beneﬁt of versioning was suggested in the feedback from our exit surveys where we asked participants about their thoughts on whether versioning
improved/can improve the reusability of pipes. Eight of nine participants mentioned that they thought versioning did help improve the reusability of pipes and
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all eight of them had used versioning in their experimental tasks. In fact, one
participant commented on the beneﬁts of understanding the thought process of
the creator of the pipe as evidenced through the versioning history, which helps
in the understanding of the pipe. Participant P4 commented: “You can see how
each pipe was developed along the way to ﬁnal product.”
Our qualitative analysis of the transcripts of the think-aloud sessions helped
us investigate the diﬀerent types of problems that participants faced when performing their tasks. Here we list some of the instances of typical problems faced
by users where versioning could have been helpful. For example, one of the problems was in locating the original pipe (when a pipe was created from scratch) or
the parent pipe (when a pipe was cloned for the task) for reference during the
tasks. Recall that participant P6 was unable to locate the original pipe, which
left him frustrated. Similarly, participants who cloned the original pipe often removed too many modules or did not remember how the modules that they had
removed functioned in the original pipe. As an example, participant P7 faced
this problem and was frustrated when given the assignment of replacing all of
the item titles (Task1.C) with a user input. He was not sure whether a loop was
needed and he ended up removing the loop and adding it back to the canvas
at least three times. Currently, there is no mechanism for identifying the parent
pipe in the Yahoo! Pipes environment. Moreover, one can only recognize that the
current pipe has been cloned, but there is no way of identifying which modules
belonged to the original version and which are new additions.
Versioning capabilities would have helped in both these kinds of problems.
In the ﬁrst case, versioning would have allowed the users to easily identify the
original (base) version and build from there. In the second case, our versioning
features of “undo” and “redo” would have helped participant P7 to easily explore
the functionality of the loop module.
We found that versioning histories as provided by our list view were frequently
used by the participants when they edited pipes in the experimental tasks. The
list view enabled the user to directly select a version of the pipe that they desired
to modify. As discussed earlier, participants in Task1.E used the list view to
select the version of interest, which they then used to build upon. Participant
P3 commented: “Having versioning helps to see small building blocks makes it
easy to see the entire picture. In the future, modifying/editing having all versions
will be helpful.”
We were surprised to note, however, that participants did not really use versioning when they were performing the “understanding” activities or for investigating the eﬀects of changes by going backward (“undo”) or forward (“redo”).
Our initial assumption was that versioning would be helpful in understanding
changes – the development process of another user as visible through the versioning histories, or the participant’s own development process through undo
and redo. None of the participants used these features. This might be because
these were novel but unfamiliar functionalities, which users were uncomfortable
in using. We plan to explore diﬀerent kinds of visual metaphors that make such
functionality more intuitive and usable to end users.
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Conclusion

We have presented a versioning tool for use on mashups, and provided insights
into the potential usefulness of that tool by conducting a think-aloud study. The
results of the study conﬁrmed that the versioning tool can help mashup programmers create mashups more eﬃciently and eﬀectively. We also see indications that
it can improve reusability of code.
In our future work, we plan to implement a more robust “diﬀ” functionality
in our versioning extension for Yahoo! Pipes. Currently, the “diﬀ” of pipes is at
the module level; that is, it identiﬁes modules that have been added or removed.
We also plan to ﬁne-tune our analysis to identify modules that have changed,
speciﬁcally tracking changes to the parameters in the module and connections
across modules. We will also consider providing a side-by-side comparison of two
versions of a pipe. Such an interface that also highlights the changed modules
should allow users to very quickly identify how a pipe has changed. Finally, we
will expand the scope of our studies of versioning to include additional groups
of users, and in particular, end users.
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Abstract. We present an environment to enable people without programming
knowledge to create mashups composed of Web components selected directly
from existing Web applications. The authoring environment allows the creation
of communication among components originally belonging to different applications. We report on some example application, the underlying architecture of
the environment, and a first user test.
Keywords: Mashups, Web applications, End User Development.

1 Introduction
The Web is still the most common user interface. Millions of Web sites are available
and ever more people access them daily for their activities. However, each user has
slightly different needs and activities to carry out. This has pushed interest in mashups, whose purpose is to compose user interfaces, contents, and functionalities from
various sources. Indeed, Web mashups are Web applications generated by combining
content, presentation, or application functionality from disparate Web sources. They
aim to combine these sources to create new useful applications. Early studies [12] of
Web developers and their experiences with building mashups found that the majority
of developers created map mashups, with some creating photo mashups. This has
changed over time and environments such as iGoogle have shown that mashups can
be used for building a variety of composite applications. These studies also pointed
out a number of issues with mashup environments: frustration when dealing with
application programming interfaces, documentation, and coding details.
While a number of commercial and research environments to support the development and use of mashups exist, we note that they usually require specific tools and
languages for their application or they have limited applicability. Even approaches
such as Yahoo Pipes1, which provides graphical mashup platforms aiming for a partially assisted Web development for less skilled programmers, still requires some
effort and technical knowledge in order to be applied. Our goal is to overcome such
limitations through an End User Development (EUD) [6] environment for Web mashups, which allows even people who have not software development as their primary
1
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task to create their novel, composite Web applications. For this purpose we propose
an environment that does not require the use of specific languages or the development
of any specific model beforehand in order to enable the inclusion of parts of a Web
application in the mashup. To this end, we simply require the use of a proxy/mashup
server for the access to the Web applications that should be included in the mashup.
The purpose of this server is to inject some scripts to enable the selection of the components that will be part of the newly created mashup. The authoring environment
allows the creation of communication among components originally belonging to
different applications. An example that we describe in detail in the paper is to take the
search form from Amazon and connect it to multiple services in addition to those
from Amazon (e.g. eBay, ...) so that one request can be sent simultaneously to all of
them. Our environments aims to support the composition of the various types of components in Web applications: data, application logic, and user interface [11]. The user
interface components maintain the original set of event handlers and are composed in
terms of layout, data, and application logic (e.g. Web services). In order to obtain the
new mashups no specific browser or plug-in is required, the involved applications
have only to pass through a specific server. It is only needed the use of browsers able
to support DOM serialization (e.g. Internet Explorer 9, Firefox 3.4 or higher,
Chrome). The Mashup Enviroment is simply accessible through its Web address.
In the paper, after discussion of related work, we provide an example use scenario
that shows the possibilities of our environment. Then, we describe the underlying
architecture that makes such scenarios possible, we report on a first user test and,
lastly, we draw some conclusions with indications for future work.

2 Related Work
d.mix [3] shares with our approach the use of a proxy server. In d.mix users select
marked elements that they wish to copy. Through a site-to-service map d.mix composes Web service calls that yield results corresponding to the user’s selection. This
code is copied to a wiki for editing and hosting. Thus, d.mix still requires good programming knowledge for editing such code. A tool for rapid development of composite applications using annotated Web services [2] has been one of the tools developed
in the ServFace project. This tool aims to support end user developers to build the
front-end of existing services starting with the WSDL service operation descriptions,
and exploiting Web services annotations providing suggestions for user interface
development, when available. However, it is limited to create simple form-based user
interfaces, and still requires some familiarity with Web services technology.
Collapse-to-zoom [1] is a technique for viewing Web pages on small screen devices by interactively removing irrelevant content selected through end user gestures
performed through a pen on the mobile device screen. Differently, in our case we ask
users to select the relevant content from different applications in order to build the
mashup.
The existence of a tremendous amount of Web content, which is not always in a
form that supports end users’ needs has motivated Marmite [13], which allows users
to select some operators, place them in a data flow representation, and view the current state of the data at a particular operator in a table, which shows what the data
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looks like after it has passed through an operator. However, Marmite is able to manage only a small set of pre-defined data types. In addition, it has been implemented as
a Firefox plug-in, thus limiting its applicability to only this browser, while we propose
a solution that is browser independent thanks to the use of an intermediate
proxy/mashup server. Lin and others [5] have proposed a system using direct manipulation and programming-by-demonstration techniques to automatically populate tables
with information collected from various Web sites. They have addressed a class of ad
hoc mashups, where users want to quickly combine data from multiple Web sites in
an incremental, exploratory fashion, often in support of a one-time or infrequently
performed task. Their tool allow collecting a data table from anywhere and then running scripts that add columns to that table based on the data in each row while our
tool allows users to combine functionalities from different Web sites and build new
ones as well.
Some tools have been developed with the purpose of extracting code from Web
pages but not with the goal of obtaining dynamic mashups. For example, Firecrow [7]
aims to extract the code responsible for the desired behaviour of the selected Web UI
control, but it is limited to extraction of the basic standard controls of Web applications. In the context of Web engineering, there also exist two related approaches and
tools that facilitate the understanding of dynamic web page behaviour: Script InSight
[4] and FireCrystal [8], which have a similar functionality of relating elements in the
browser with the code responsible for them. We take this approach further since we
enable including the components selected through their user interface directly in the
mashup without having to deal with the underlying code.

3 An Example Application Scenario
In order to introduce our EUD mashup environment we describe an example application involving well-known applications.
In the scenario the user accesses Amazon through our proxy/mashup server and
starts to search for books on funny t-shirts. After a while it occurs to the user that he
may get better results through another application, such as eBay. Thus, he accesses
eBay through the same intermediate server. Then, he notices that sometimes Amazon
provides better results but in other cases eBay is more useful with the items shown.
Thus, the user starts to think that it would be nice to have one single application able
to show both results with a single query in order to speed-up the search. For this purpose he selects and sends the following components to the mashup editor: the Amazon search form, a result sample from Amazon and a result sample from eBay. The
mashup editor asks the user to name and locate the widgets containing each of the
three components selected and the display size associated with them in the mashup
layout. Figure 1 shows the environment during this editing work. It is composed of
three main elements: on the top-left part there is the mashup editor, which includes
the parts selected and copied into it; on the right there is the eBay application highlighting in green the components that have been selected in the page presenting the
search results; on the left-bottom there is the Amazon application in which the selected components (in this case the input form for the search) are highlighted.
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Fig. 1. The Mashup Editor and some Web components interactively selected

Afterwards, the user needs to create the connection between the input from the
Amazon form and the eBay and Amazon results. To enable this connection the user
has first to select each component presenting the results of a previous request to a
Web server. For this purpose the mashup editor shows the list of parameters that have
been initially used for generating the results (Figure 2 shows the case for Amazon).

Fig. 2. The Dialog Box for selecting the parameter previously entered through an input field

The user only has to indicate which of them has been entered by himself through
an input field. This information is useful for identifying a potential connection between this component and other components that provide user-generated input.
Then, the user activates the connections editor, which asks what input and output
components to connect (see figure 3). In particular, the connection manager shows on
the left-hand side the list of input elements that belong to the selected components,
and, for each of them, on the right–hand side the output components that can be connected to a user input element. In our example the user selects the input text field of
the Amazon form and then the Amazon and the eBay outputs resulting from a number
of parameters.
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Fig. 3. The Dialog Box allowing the user to associate input elements with output components

Figure 4 shows the resulting mashup working: in this case the user has entered the
“potter” term and the results from both Amazon and eBay are shown. Please note that
since only one result from Amazon and three from eBay were selected then the
mashup shows only the first result from Amazon and the first three from eBay also in
the further queries entered by the user.

Fig. 4. The resulting mashup
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4 The Architecture of the Environment
Our mashup environment is based on a server with twofold functionalities: it acts as a
proxy and provides support for the authoring environment, including session management functionality for managing multiple users at the same time. Thus, the access
to the Web applications should go through the proxy/mashup server, which parses the
original document and adds the ids to those relevant elements that do not have one.
The relevant elements are the ones that can be interactively selected (such as DIV,
FORM, INPUT, TABLE, …). The server also includes a number of scripts, which are
exploited by the mashup editor, to all the Web pages that are accessed through it.
Such scripts allow the users to interactively select the elements to include in the
newly created mashup. If the element is a container (e.g. a div) its inner components
are recursively included into the selection. The elements selected in the Web page are
highlighted by changing the background colour. To this end, the scripts that are automatically included are able to manage the on mouse over and on click events. If there
are already some handlers for such events in the Web application, they are preserved
and such behaviour is added to them. In particular, hovered components are grayhighlighted, selected components are green-highlighted. Highlighting of a component
is done by changing its background and border colour. The original attributes value is
saved on a JavaScript variable in order to be restored when the component is unselected or unhovered.

Fig. 5. The Underlying Architecture of the Mashup Environment

When the users are satisfied of the elements selected in a given application, they
can send them to the mashup editor. In this case when the transmission is triggered
the injected scripts send the ids of the selected elements along with the DOM description of the considered Web page to the mashup server (2 in figure 5). The mashup
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editor assumes that each DOM node has a unique id, and the proxy server supports
this by first adding the missing ids to the original HTML page. The DOM sent to the
mashup editor is state-persistent: this means that, for instance, it maintains the values
previously entered by the user in a form. In the server the DOM is filtered removing
all the elements that are not selected. The resulting filtered DOM is sent to the
mashup editor (3 in figure 5), which allows the user to interactively determine the
position and the dimensions of the set of new elements in the mashup layout. It also
asks the user for a title to the newly added component. The list of the selected elements identified is also kept in the mashup server in order to allow the update of the
components, as explained later on.
This type of selection of Web components and their inclusion in the mashup can be
performed on various Web applications going through the same process.
The grid indicating the set of components in the mashup editor is stored in the associated session. In the stored information it is indicated where each component is
located in the mashup layout; the path to the HTML file created in the mashup server,
which is included in an internal frame; the list of parameters that the user has selected
as possible values that can be provided by other components; the list of input parameters that the user can enter and that can be sent to other components.
In order to create communication among the groups of elements selected, the environment allows the identification of their communication needs. They are mainly
classified into elements that require input from the user and can produce an output
that can be sent to a Web server (input components), and elements that can receive
input from the Web server and exploit such input to generate output towards the user
(output components). It is also possible that one component has both input and output
capabilities, but we will maintain the role distinction for the sake of clarity. The
mashup environment is able to create connections between these two types of elements even if they originally belong to different applications. For this purpose, on
user request, it is able to show the list of parameters that determine the content of
output components showing query results and asks the users to select the elements
that are the input that they entered to obtain them (the other parameters are generated
by the application for its state management). Then, the user can activate a connection
manager, which is able to allow the user to indicate what input components should be
used to provide the parameters that determine the content of the output components.
The mashup environment is able to intercept the HTTP requests that in the case of
a GET method use query strings and in the case of a POST method use post payloads.
In both cases, the parameters are encoded according to a standard syntax (URL encoding), which enables its automatic analysis. Thus, by identifying all the parameters
associated with an output component it is then possible to allow users to select any of
them and indicate that the value entered in a given field in an input component should
feed the selected input parameter. In order to perform such connection, the environment is able, on user demand, to show a list of the input fields that are contained into
a mashup component (e.g. text fields, drop down lists, text areas etc.). For each field,
the environment shows the list of input parameters for output components that can
receive the value entered by the user through it. Figure 3 shows an example of such
connection procedure: the input component contains two fields, a drop down list and a
text field. The drop down list is not connected to any parameter, while the value
entered in the text field is connected to the amazon_keyword of the Amazon Result
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component and to the ebay_keyword parameter of the Ebay Result component. This
means that when the form containing the text field is submitted, the mashup editor
updates the Amazon Result and the Ebay Result component, changing the value of the
parameters in the query string associated to amazon_keyword and ebay_keyword
respectively. For this purpose, through an analysis of the DOM, the action attributes
of all forms are modified by the mashup server in order to submit to the mashup environment. The update procedure follows the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The mashup environment collects the value inserted by the user in the
form;
For each value collected the components that should receive it are marked
for update;
For each component that needs an update the new URL or POST content
is calculated with the parameter value changed;
For each component that needs update, the mashup environment
downloads in the server the full updated web page, filters the DOM using
the id list created when the user selected the elements for creating the
component, and uploads the result in the mashup editor.

The environment also allows the users to save the result of their mashup editing for
further reuse by themselves or other users. This information is stored using the
MARIA [9] logical language for interactive applications. The parameters are stored in
the data model of the resulting MARIA specification. The layout is specified using a
grid grouping composition operator of the language by defining the corresponding
internal frames sources, width and height attributes.
One further advantage of saving the mashup specification in MARIA is that it is
then possible to adapt it for access through mobile devices. For this purpose, it exists
a tool for desktop-to-mobile adaptation [10], which performs an adaptation taking into
account the screen size of the target device and other aspects.

5 Evaluation
A usability test has been carried out in order to evaluate the prototype of our mashup
environment and, in general, to collect feedback from users.
12 subjects were involved (2 females, 10 males), with age ranging between 27 and
41 year old (average 30.3). The users were all recruited within the personnel of our
research institute. However, among them there were not only researchers but also
technical/administrative collaborators and university students. Furthermore, the participants were characterized by diverse educational level: 2 had PhD, 7 Master Degree
and 3 Bachelor Degree.
With respect to the knowledge of programming languages, in a 1 to 5 scale (with 1
as most negative and 5 as most positive score), it varied between 2 and 5, (average
3.75, standard deviation 0.9).
It is worth noting that, as already mentioned, not all the users were equally experienced with programming. Four of them declared not to have any experience with the
most common web-oriented languages (HTML / JavaScript). Furthermore, two users
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had only very little knowledge of C/C++ and some experience with Matlab. Only two
users declared they had previously used a tool for creating web mashups (iGoogle).
The participants were required to interact with the mashup environment, through a
desktop PC, for creating the mashup application introduced beforehand. In detail, they
had to perform two searches: one in Amazon and one in eBay, respectively. Then,
they had to select and move towards the mashup editor the Amazon search bar, a
couple of Amazon results and one of the eBay results. Layout customization was then
possible, and the users could resize and relocate the three widgets according to their
preferences. At that point, the mashup consisted only in a presentation composition of
Web components. One important part of the test was the binding between the input
component (text field of Amazon search form) and the output components (eBay
results and Amazon results). The binding is necessary to fully exploit the mashup
environment by enabling the possibility to compose the functionalities of the components selected from the various Web applications.
Another relevant aspect of the test was to let the users notice the relationship between the originally selected component(s) and the ones resulting from the interaction
with the mashup. At the end of the interaction, the participants were indeed requested
to accurately observe the content of the widgets and to ensure about their correspondence with the parts extracted from the original pages. In detail, they had to look at
the position of the search result items of Amazon and eBay with respect to the original page (this was possible by looking at the item index). Thus, besides the simplicity
of the example, the users could realize the possibility of selecting additional and diverse parts of the original pages, such as the footer bar of Amazon or the left menu of
eBay, to bring them to the mashup and to keep them while interacting with it.
The interaction took between 10 and 15 minutes per user, during which the number
of errors was recorded together with their type, distinguishing between interaction
errors and conceptual errors: general ones are related to errors in the interaction with
the user interface (e.g., wrong selection in the source web page due to difficulties in
moving the mouse pointer on the right element); conceptual ones are due to misunderstanding in the application of the mashup editing procedures (e.g., selecting only one
variable in the binding table).
Nine users made at least one error. With respect to interaction mistakes, 5 users
made 1 error each. With respect to conceptual mistakes, 3 users made 1 error each and
other 3 users made 2 errors each.
Afterwards, the users filled in a questionnaire for rating several aspects of the mashup
environment in a 1 to 5 scale (with 1 as most negative and 5 as most positive
score). In the following, the rating for the intuitiveness/simplicity of the various
tasks performed is reported ([min; max], average, standard deviation):
•
•
•
•

Opening a new navigation window ([2; 5], 4.1, 0.9).
Selecting the components on the navigated page and sending them towards
the mashup tool ([3; 5], 4.3, 0.7).
Instantiating and labeling the new widget ([3; 5], 4.7, 0.6).
Rearranging (moving, resizing) the instantiated widgets in the mashup environment ([2; 5], 4.3, 0.9).
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Finding, in the connection panel of the mashup environment, the data previously filled in the form of the search page ([3; 5], 4.0, 0.8).
Mapping the parameters of the two original applications in the connection
panel ([2; 5], 4.2, 0.9).

Some further answers or indications were also provided in the questionnaire regarding
particular aspects of the implemented prototype or with respect to recommended
modifications/improvements. As weak point, regarding the interface for selecting and
renaming the previously inserted parameters, one user stated that listing too many
parameters could be confusing. He then suggested to automatically restrict, in some
way, the parameters to be indicated in the connection table.
Another user declared that, using just the strings for identifying the parameters, can
be difficult sometimes. Thus, she proposed the usage of visual techniques for recalling them.
Others suggested to further improve the support for the user, such as automatically
pop-up the mashup editor window after one component is sent from a Web application to the mashup editor.
Even those users who initially had not well understood the actual meaning of the
mashup editor, at the end of the interaction seemed to realize its capabilities and
usefulness.
We investigated also the potential relationships between the programming experience of the users and the number/type of interaction mistakes. However, such relationships did not emerge from the test results. Indeed, we observed that general and
conceptual mistakes occurred both among experts and non-experts users. At the same
way we noticed that, among who did not make any error, there were users with high
as well as with low programming experience. Relationships between experience and
mistakes do not emerge even distinguishing the kind of user programming experience
(i.e.: whether the user had familiarity with specific web-oriented programming languages). Thus, due to this apparent lack of relationships, we are prone to assert that
the user attitude towards our mashup environment does not depend on the user
programming experience.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Despite the enormous number of Web applications often users need to create new
composite applications that better suit their needs. In this paper we have presented the
motivations and the design of a new solution that aims to allow even people who are
not professional programmers to create their Web mashups. We have described an
example application, the underlying architecture and the implementation of a prototype system, which has already been tested by a set of users. We also report on this
first user test, which has provided some useful suggestions, for example to provide
some graphical metaphor to make more intuitive the connection mechanism among
components.
The interesting point of our approach is that it allows users to create the mashups
through direct manipulation of existing Web applications without requiring the use of
a specific browser and the knowledge of any programming language. This is obtained
by automatically annotating the Web pages that are included in the environment by
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some scripts when they pass through our server. We are considering changing the
technique used for identification of the various Web page elements that can be selected by the users in order not to relay on DOM nodes ids. A solution based on the
XPath node should be more general.
We also plan to perform more systematic user validation of the proposed environment by involving a wider set of user groups, possibly without any development
experience.
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Abstract. Service composition is a process of developing service-based applications that combine the functionality and features from multiple service providers in a unified solution. In this paper we report on a study aimed to gauge
users’ views and perceptions about traditional service composition approaches
(such as control flow and data flow-based composition approaches) versus a
system assisted composition approach. User preferences and opinions are obtained from a set of focus groups that aimed at exploring the mental model of
end-users about the way they would prefer to develop service-based applications. The results of user studies are being used in the design of an easy to use
service-based application development tool in the EC funded SOA4All project.
Keywords: focus groups, service-based systems, service composition, control
flow, data flow, system driven, end-user development.

1 Introduction
Service-based systems are useful for developing applications that combine the functionality and features from multiple service providers. In these systems individual
services are used as building blocks bringing the expertise and core competencies from
various entities into one unified solution to address a specific purpose/requirement.
Key benefits of application development in service-based systems include producing
combined functionality which is not yet available as a service, improved reusability
because the same service can be part of many applications and improved flexibility
since modifications can be made by replacing an individual service in a service-based
application. However, despite the advantages of service-based systems only a small
proportion of users, often with considerable modelling and programming skills, can
develop service-based applications. The majority of (Internet) users are unable to
exploit the benefits of service-based technologies and create service-based applications tailored to their specific needs. This limitation can be attributed to the complexity of the existing application development approaches and the limited technical
knowledge of ordinary end users. Thus, the research challenge lays in simplifying
application development and abstracting this process from any unnecessary technical
complexity, with the general aim of promoting service reuse and consumption especially among end users who have very limited or no technical background. In this
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 53–66, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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respect, the EC-funded project SOA4All1 addresses this research challenge by developing a framework and a set of tools to support the service lifecycle from service
discovery to composition and consumption. The centrepiece of SOA4All tools is
SOA4All Studio, a web platform that will provide users with a unified view covering
the whole lifecycle of services, including design-time, run-time and post-consumption
analysis.
In order to engage end users in the process of service-based application development this paper highlights the significant details of three application development
approaches, namely control flow, data flow, and system driven application development approaches. We then report on the user opinion about these approaches.
A comparison between manual (control flow, data flow) and system driven approaches is likely bring up unsurprising results. However, in our daily lives we see
many examples where users prefer manual approaches over automated or system
driven alternatives. For example, it is common that users choose to sort their email
manually in MS Outlook, although Outlook provides automated filtering mechanism
for sorting emails. Moreover, web designers often choose to make modifications in
their Web pages in code view rather than using design view of webpage editors e.g.
MS FrontPage.
In this respect, for us user opinion and preference is important in making an informed selection on a (user preferred) approach that can be used in the service-based
application development tool, which will become an integrated part of SOA4All studio. In essence, the selection of a user preferred approach will allow end users to
develop composite service-based applications tailored to their needs and requirements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing
work on service-based application development by end users. Section 3 presents the
procedure of focus groups and evaluation methodology. Section 4 reports the perspective of end users on service-based application development using the three alternative
approaches and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Development of Service-Based Systems
At present Internet users can add independent web services as widgets to their personalized pages on iGoogle2 and Facebook. However, this cannot be regarded as application development because users cannot wire services together to exchange and share
data or functionality. The produced (service-based) personalised pages are very trivial
and offer autonomous services. It is more useful and interesting if end users are not
only enabled to produce rich and complex service-based applications that fulfil their
specific needs, but also allowed to easily extend and customise such applications. An
integrated mini holiday-booking application which consists of a flight-booking service, a hotel-booking service and a car-booking service is a good and realistic example of an interactive service-based application that users can build and customise by
adding or removing specific services.
1
2

http://www.soa4all.eu
http://www.google.com/ig
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A variety of mashup builders, ranging from data flow, UI/widget, and event-based,
exist to enable end users with no programming skills to create mashups or software
applications that integrate data, logic, or user interfaces in order to meet user’s evolving needs [e.g., 17, 20, 22, 1]. However, these tools are not as easy to use as they
should be since they have high learning curves. In this respect, end users are entailed
to spend a lot of learning time and efforts in getting used to, including reading tutorials, practising demos and examples, and sometimes understanding even programming
and modelling concepts such as loops [18]. Among existing tools, an interesting
mashup builder is Yahoo Pipes!3, which empowers users to combine various information sources and perform different filtering operations to achieve a desired outcome.
The major drawback of Yahoo Pipes! is its reliance on user modelling skills which
most end users do not have. In addition, the nature of information available to users
and the type of operations that users can perform on that information is quite limited.
This motivates further work to deliver non-programmers easy to use and simple tools
that are sufficiently powerful to create rich service-based applications.
Existing research efforts in this area mostly focus on the development and implementation of latest technologies and modelling or programming languages to facilitate
and realise application development. However, such initiatives are typically targeted
towards business and software developers, with virtually no attentions to the ordinary
end-users’ needs and perspective. Moreover, existing approaches for service-based
application development typically employ top-down techniques where the users are
expected to get familiarized and use the approach that has been presented to them. For
example, the surveys in [1] and [2] discuss existing approaches with a particular focus
on the technical aspects such as the use of various languages (e.g. OWL-S4, BPML5)
and technologies (e.g. Petri-nets) employed by the existing approaches. Nonetheless
we believe if ordinary users are to capitalise on the benefits offered by Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs), the focus should not be on the technical aspects, but on
how these are presented and how users can use these advanced technologies to perform their desired tasks at a minimal cost.
The discipline of End User Development (EUD) [6, 7, 8] has long-standing traditions in allowing users who are not programmers to design and modify non-servicebased software. Some practical successes include spreadsheets, macro recording and
database form painters, and some theoretical advances in the cognitive design of end
user development environments, and studies of representations and problem-solving
models of end users acting as developers. It is now clear that such end user development environments should be tuned to the target domain and tasks of the end users,
and they should employ representations which are oriented to the skills and background of end users. For example, spreadsheets are hugely successful in the domain
of mathematical computations because they employ the textual language of formulae
and the metaphor of accounting tables to organise computations.
To ensure this is the case within our tools (within SOA4All) i.e. tools for application development in service-based systems; we need to start with understanding of
user preferences and issues regarding different representation styles. This approach is
3

http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
5
http://www.ebpml.org/bpml_1_0_june_02.htm
4
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consistent with the studies we have undertaken previously [8, 9] in establishing the
balance between costs and benefits for end users when they undertake end user development – developing or modifying software. Identifying end users’ expectations in
regard to the perceived risks and benefits of using new software applications is a good
indicator of potential uptake of end user development activities [9]. Namoun et al [16]
conducted a series of focus groups in which end users (ordinary web users and IT
professionals) discussed the risks and benefits of service composition. Users’ greatest
worries were centred around security and privacy issues regarding their personal information. However, their interest and motivation to compose services were quite
high and promising.
The studies underpinning this approach are generally known as studies of “natural
programming” practices [10]. Such studies have been applied to many areas ranging
from end user development of simple game applications by kids to studies of debugging practices of professional programmers. The applications to the domain of services, however, are only a few. For instance, Beaton et al [11] study programmers
when they attempt to resolve problems linked to a library of enterprise service APIs,
and demonstrate the overly complex nature of these APIs and the lack of documentation making progress difficult. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no
other reports of studies of the notations end user developers use when attempting to
develop service-based applications.
Although mashup and composition research areas have advanced a lot in comparison to the old hacking practices, only a limited number of studies focused on understanding the needs of ordinary end users and improving the usability of development
environments. Cao et al [21] applied a design theory-based approach to end user programming activities to analyse and understand the problems end users run into while
creating mashups and their problem-solving strategies. Namoun et al [19] also performed a set of user testing, highlighted the main problems and devised a number of
corresponding guidelines for lightweight service composition, such as support for
task-based composition, graphical direct manipulation of components, and high level
of abstraction. Similarly but mainly depending on the actual users’ conversations
posted in Yahoo! Pipes forums, Jones and Churchill [1] analysed the discussion
threads and extracted the main problems Yahoo! Pipes users face when they develop
web mashups, primarily the inability to localise faults.
The majority of mashup and composition tools are based on little, if no, scientific
foundation or evidence for the concepts and features used within them. A more plausible design strategy is to consider diverse design alternatives for composing services
or mashing up data and involve actual end users as well as designers into analysing
these alternatives in order to make well-informed design decisions.
Despite rapid developments in service-oriented technologies, service-based application development by end-users is an area in its infancy. In this respect, identifying
the needs and specific requirements of ordinary users is a crucial prerequisite to the
design of an “easy to use” and “easy to understand” application development approach. Such a bottom-up approach can be helpful in promoting the uptake of servicebased technologies by ordinary users.
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3 Focus Groups to Evaluate Three Design Alternatives for End
User-Based Composition of Service-based Systems
3.1 Method
In our study we apply design rationale in order to understand and guide the impacts of
differing composition approaches on end user development. Design rationale is an
HCI technique used to document and analyse various design alternatives to a certain
interaction problem and carefully investigate the reasons/arguments behind design
decisions [15]. In design rationale, features of the system-in-use with positive or
negative consequences are often enumerated and analysed. Such kind of analysis
enables designing new effective systems containing features to mitigate the downsides and enhance the upsides of the system-in-use.
We performed a set of collaborative workshops with representative end users
where we showed them the potential design alternatives using Microsoft PowerPoint,
provided an in-depth explanation of each development approach and how it works,
and invited them to explore and discuss the various advantages and disadvantages of
each design and reason about the tradeoffs associated with the design features. We
adopted this approach for three main reasons, namely to:
1.

2.
3.

Analyse the design features of each particular design and directly link their
consequences to user’s interaction behaviour in order to define the argumentations that led to the design decision
Improve the upsides and eliminate the downsides of the design alternatives
Evaluate the trade–offs and define other alternative designs

Users’ discussions, comments, and opinions about the three design alternatives
were recorded using an audio recorder; these discussions were then transcribed for
follow up analysis. Transcripts were analysed by two human factors experts using
thematic analysis [14], an inductive method for analysing qualitative data by defining
the appropriate themes or patterns which emerge from the transcribed data; these
themes are not imposed by the analyser. The emerging themes as regards service
development approaches are highlighted and explained in the results’ section.
3.2 Procedure
For the purpose of exploring and comparing three design choices to end user-based
application development we organised three separate focus groups which included, in
total, 35 end users with no IT-background or modelling skills. The focus groups were
held in different times of the year and each of which contained the same procedure.
Focus group is a qualitative technique used to generate data and opinions on a certain
subject from potential users of a particular system [3]. In details, all participants were
instructed to complete the following tasks:
1.
2.

Fill in a demographic questionnaire about their age, IT level, software and service composition experience
Listen to a 20 minute presentation which introduces application development by
means of service composition alongside some examples (e.g. a google map
mashup showing news headlines at relevant places on the map of Europe)
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Discuss the feasibility of composing various services in an application, its associated risks and benefits. Here, it is worthwhile to note that the moderators of the
focus groups stayed neutral during the discussions and did not express their
opinions in anyway
Walk through each design alternative using a low fidelity prototype and identify
the merits and problems of each design in small groups of 5 participants
Rate the three design alternatives by completing a subjective rating
questionnaire

3.3 Materials
The user opinions about three alternative application development approaches have
been gathered to simplify the application development process and to hide the underlying technical complexity from ordinary users. These approaches are inspired by (1)
engineering methods for analysing computer programs and (2) human interface design methods. To demonstrate and explain the features of the three approaches we
have developed three low-fidelity prototypes which we presented to our target end
users using Microsoft Power Point. An overview of each of the three approaches
alongside a figure is given below.

Fig. 1. Control flow-based application development approach

3.3.1 Design One: Control Flow-Based Application Development Approach
Control flow (an example shown in ) represents a sequential application development
process where a task or service requires completion before the next task / service is
executed. In other words, control flow defines the order in which atomic steps or
services are executed. Moreover, control flow approach enables users to define various useful relations between services, namely: (1) unconditional branching, (2) conditional branching, (3) iterative execution (i.e. loops), and (4) unconditional stopping.
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Unconditional branching is simply a continuation to the next service. Conditional
branching is specified using predicates, for instance: GetFriendLocation service (in ),
which retrieves the exact location of friends, is executed if and only if, GetFriendAvailability service satisfies a precondition “Friends are available”. Iterative execution
defines the execution of a particular service zero or more times until a condition is
satisfied. Unconditional stopping signifies the end of the composite application.
This approach does not deal with how and what type of information will be passed
between single services.
3.4 Design Two: Data Flow-Based Application Development Approach
Data flow (an example shown in ) represents an information-oriented view of application development, where data is passed between multiple services without the
requirement of a specific sequence. Data flow diagrams typically contain a set of
concurrently executing services that exchange messages. This approach enables users
to define how data flows from source service(s) to destination service(s). Each connection in the diagram ought to carry the data that is passed from one service to another. Using this approach, no information about service execution order and conditions can be defined or elicited

Fig. 2. Data Flow-based application development approach

For example, in the data from Get_Friend service is passed on to Get_Friend_
Location and Get_Friend_Availability services without any preference or condition
for execution order of later services.
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Fig. 3. System driven application development approach

3.5 Design Three: System Driven Application Development Approach
The system driven approach is drawn from human-computer interface design methods
and principles. This approach uses domain specific templates, which are organised in
various categories. In this respect, this approach enables users to choose individual
services from a wide range of available application templates organised in various
categories.
Once a user selects a template, the underlying reasoning mechanism selects appropriate service instances matching their functionality, inputs and outputs [12], and
positions them under the appropriate activity, or task, from the template. As shown in
an application for ‘International Student Registration’ include the tasks of ‘Register
with a University’ and ‘Bank Account’, etc. The user can then select one service per
task, and the underlying reasoning mechanism will grey out all services which are
incompatible with the user selection in all other tasks of that application, thus
ensuring that only services with compatible inputs and outputs are selected.
For example if a user selects a service UCAS’ from ‘Register with a University’
task then only compatible services are highlighted in the subsequent tasks and incompatible services are greyed-out. Users can select from a wide range of customisable
system templates and do not have to define control and data flow among services as
these aspects are managed automatically. In this respect, shows user selections for the
first three tasks, and greyed out incompatible services for the remaining tasks.

4 Results
The results reported here are extracted from three focus groups organized with nonprogrammers (35 participants in total) to capture their perceptions about the three
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application development approaches. The participants discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of each approach from an end user perspective, followed by filling in
rating questionnaires. We used inductive content analysis [2] to analyse the qualitative results gathered in the focus groups.
Our participants (age mean 26, including 13 males and females 22) had a relatively
weak software development experience (2.31 (std= 1.13), ratings were performed on a
5-point rating scale where 1=none and 5= expert) and service development experience
(2.11 (std=1.15)). Most users reported experience using Facebook, iGoogle, My
Yahoo, and Hi5. These systems were thought of as examples of service-based application development platforms and languages. Only three users reported the use of
Yahoo! Pipes and two other users reported the use of OWL-S and BPML. These results demonstrate that our users were suitable representatives of ordinary web users.
Regarding the general notion of “end user-based application development in service-based systems” participants appreciated and received well the idea of developing
their own applications. They were motivated by several reasons mainly owing to the
prospect of being able to tailor service based applications based on their diverse needs,
no need for learning or writing programming code, saving time and avoiding errors
resulting from manual calculations, convenience and ease of use. However, despite
their optimism end users were worried about the security and privacy of their personal
information especially in applications that require sharing or publically declaring the
sensitive information such as bank details. They were also concerned about using and
trusting services provided by third parties or services developed by unknown (or not
well know) developers/companies. Other concerns centred on the complexity of the
application development process and the efforts required achieving it.
4.1 Comparison of Three Application Development Approaches
The overall results show that users liked control flow-based approach for its ease of
use. The simplicity of the approach was admired by the participants of our study.
However, users expressed concerns about the strict nature of the approach as it does
not allow them to drag and drop services in an application without revising the overall
application. Also the participants were doubtful about how control will be passed
through one service to another, thus the approach was conceived as simple but requiring attention to details to make it work. Additionally, participants argued that due to
the sequential nature of a control flow an application involving various services can
get too complex for them to keep track of.
On the other hand, data flow-based approach ranked high for the flexibility it offered to users, but was regarded as a difficult approach for non-programmers due to
the underlying complexity of managing different data sources. Moreover, when a data
flow diagram (in Figure 2) was shown, some participants pointed out that it was difficult for them to understand how the overall structure works. The complexity of the
data flow diagram added to the negative scoring for this approach. Other opinions
reflected similar worries about the disorganized representation of data flow and the
resulting complexity in understanding relationships between various services. Hence,
data flow approach was regarded as more suitable approach for users with technical
background and programming experience.
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In the end, the system driven approach came out as the easiest approach to use and
scored the highest ranking for acceptability by the participants. Overall participants
were highly interested in the system driven approach, since it reduces the complexity
of application development by providing a systematic way of binding compatible
services in an application. The interest in system driven approach can be linked to the
non-programming background of users, as most of the users regarded control flow
and data flow as ”programmer’s way of building software artefacts”. In this respect,
participants preferred system driven approach over the other two approaches because
it saves time and hides the complex technical details from the user.
However, despite being the preferred choice of majority of participants in our studies, few issues were raised during the discussions about the scalability and flexibility
of the system driven approach. For instance, participants showed interest in customising and creating their own templates and extending the list of available services that
appear by default in each template. In addition, questions were raised about the scalability of the approach in accommodating many services on a template and how the
approach will be able to accommodate user preferred services in a template that are
not available in the list of services.
Moreover, probing the limited flexibility offered by the approach participants were
interested if the approach could allow them to select more than one service for a single task, For example, rather than getting contact details from one service provider i.e.
Gmail, the user were interested if they could add some contacts from other service
providers as well such as Facebook.
In the remainder of this section we have analysed the results of focus groups along
with the discussion that took place during the user studies. The discussions were of
interest to us as they revealed the user opinion about each approach in an informal
manner, thus allowing participants to freely discuss the merits and limitations of each
approach with others.
Here (in Table 1) we provide a breakdown of user opinion as merits and problems
for each application development approach.
Table 1. Users’ feedback about the three application development approaches

Design
approach
Control
flow

Merits (+)

Problems (-)

• Enables users to follow the • Designed for programmers
logic and execution steps of the
process or application in a • Compatibility issues between
linear representation
various components or
services
• Easier to detect problems
using this type of diagrams
• Depends on trial and error
• Limits user choice
• Requires good analytical
skills
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Data flow

• Shows the data that flows
• Complex representation
between services (i.e. shows
what it is required –input- and • Designed and well suited for
what is the result -output-)
programmers or people with
technical background
• Gives in-depth knowledge
about the process
• Limits user choice
• Confusing
• Depends on the modelling
skills of the users
• Difficult to establish data
flow with new services

System
driven

• Services can be manipulated
• Shows only the compatible
services based on user
selection
• Easy to use, easy to modify,
understand and follow
• Organises information and
services within a template
• User-friendly interface
• Suits the profile of ordinary
end users and allows them to
develop applications in a
simple manner
• Provides templates to guide
the user in accomplishing
their goals
• Services are presented
according to the goal they
fulfil

• Interoperability and
compatibility: this approach
has to deal with data transfer
and compatibility issues
between various services
• Privacy and security of data:
authorisation and validation
of data to be used by the user
is one major concern
• Limited user control and less
options for the user to choose
from. Therefore this
approach is not suitable for
programmers.
• Users need to customise the
templates to fulfil their
various needs
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Table 2. Users’ subjective rating of the three application development approaches on a 5-point
rating scale

Usability
Measures

Control flow

Data flow

System Driven

Easy to use
Easy to understand
Effective
Overall rating

4 (std 1.09)
4.81(std 0.40)
3.63 (std 1.28)
4 (std 0.89)

3.45 (std 1.12)
3.45 (std 1.21)
3.36 (std 1.02)
3.54 (std 0.82)

4.27 (std 0.94)
4.09 (std 1.00)
4.27 (std 0.78)
4.45 (std 0.82)

Subjective ratings showed that system driven ranked higher than control flow and
data flow-based approaches on all usability measures, except “easy to understand”, as
shown in Table 2. Moreover, the data flow approach was perceived as the most complex approach and received the lowest ratings. This result emphasizes the need to
simplify existing application development approaches which mainly rely on data
aggregation such as Yahoo! Pipes. It is worthwhile to note that all questions were
rated on a 5 point rating scale where 1=disagree and 5=agree apart from the last question (overall rating of the current approach) where 1= bad and 5=good.

5 Conclusions and Lessons
The paper reports on the user opinions about three alternative application development approaches namely control flow, data flow and system driven approach. The
aim of the overall user study was to identify approaches that can enable ordinary
users, who have no significant modelling and programming skills, to develop servicebased applications. Focus groups revealed control flow was ranked as the easiest
approach for end-users to understand but using the control flow approach was identified as problematic for developing applications of realistic complexity, because of the
need for keeping track of order of activities and also the need to understand and manage the hidden interactions between services in terms of data.
The discussions during the focus groups pointed that end users favour systemdriven approach owing to its ease of use. Whilst both control flow and data flow
approaches require profound knowledge of programming and modelling concepts,
system driven approach hides away all the technical details and complexities because
of the automation we envision in matching compatible services. This vision is not
without a solid theoretical foundation; indeed work on automatic calculation of input
and output compatibilities between services has already been reported [13], this can
easily provide the necessary fit between service instances and their placeholder activities in a service-based application template [12]. Nevertheless, for the later approach
to succeed it has to offer the right level of control to users by allowing them to customise templates and add services according to their needs.
Other recommendations from our user studies include empowering users to rate,
share comments, and recommend desired services. Users should also be allowed to
modify and set security levels for their applications and should be helped through
constant system support and notifications in case of problems. Moreover, some users
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suggested the combination of both control flow and system driven approaches, which
can allow users to edit the sequence of services whilst still being guided by the system, such as approach can provide support for developing more powerful composite
service-based applications.
We believe that these requirements are important for designing tools that realise
the benefits of end-user based application development in service-based systems. In
this respect, our study has formed an important first step towards creating a robust and
user-friendly environment allowing effective development of service-based applications by people with little or no experience in software development. This addresses
the dearth of such studies in the literature, and has provided a valuable input to the
development of service-based application development tools in SOA4All Studio.
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Abstract. Specialised end user developed database applications can
often be designed and developed quickly and simply to meet speciﬁc
needs. However these applications are often diﬃcult to generalise or
adapt when requirements inevitably change. In this paper we describe
a framework that allows a basic data model to have several co-existing
variations which will satisfy the requirements of diﬀerent user groups
in a common domain. A web service and development toolkits provide
a simple programming interface for interacting with the database. User
trials showed that end users were able to use the system to quickly adapt
and create applications. The result allows the needs of several diﬀerent
groups of users to have their specialist needs managed within a single
organisational database.
Keywords: End user development, Data management, Frameworks,
Tool-kits.

1

Introduction/Background

There are a number of challenges involved with the development of applications
in small organisations. Small organisations may not have the budget to buy
commercial oﬀ-the-shelf software nor the expertise to create specialist software
from scratch. Open source applications, which can be adapted to meet speciﬁc
needs, are a possibility. However there is often a big learning curve for end users
to understand how to customise and use these systems eﬀectively.
In many organisations, end user developers (non professional developers) create small applications for their own use [1]. One of the major advantages is
that these end user developed applications (EUDAs) can often be designed and
developed quickly and simply to meet immediate needs [2-5].
Scientiﬁc domains are a good example of end user development activities.
Many small-scale information systems (e.g. spreadsheets and small databases)
have been developed by end users (such as scientists) to manage their specialist data for personal use. These applications are often diﬃcult to generalise
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 67–75, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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or adapt when requirements inevitably change. A critical issue is how existing
EUDAs can be reused to meet other similar requirements in the same application
domain.
We visited 10 research institutions in New Zealand, Australia and China to
investigate issues of end user developed database systems. We found that diﬀerent user groups in the same organisation might require similar but diﬀerent data
entities, attributes, relationships and constraints. These types of changes usually
mean the data model needs to be amended and end users often ﬁnd it simpler to
develop separate systems to meet the new requirements. This eventually causes
problems with long term data integration and maintenance.
Current software engineering techniques can assist professional developers to
design ﬂexible applications which can support changing requirements. Application frameworks are often used for ﬂexible application development. Developers
can extend functionality by sub-classing abstract classes from the framework and
combining diﬀerent types of objects together [6, 7]. A mature framework consists
of many design patterns [8] that allow more complex functionality without necessary changing the structure of existing applications. A layered architecture is
commonly used for information systems to improve application ﬂexibility, which
separates a mixture of presentation logic, application logic, and domain logic
and persistence logic into independent layers [9]. This makes it easier to modify
a layer without aﬀecting other layers.
However, these traditional software engineering techniques usually require expertise beyond that of an end user developer. Many researchers have noted EUDAs require modiﬁcations and extensions to meet users further requirements.
The Seeding, Evolutionary growth and Reseeding (SER) model [10] and Software Working Workshop (SWW) [11] suggest that end users should act as codesigners and work with IT professionals in order to evolve their applications for
future needs. Component based approaches [12, 13] provide reusable components
for end users to assemble to meet their speciﬁc needs in areas such as adding
document searching functionality to applications.
One approach has been to give end users explicit tuition in how to eﬀectively design databases. For example, a modiﬁed Entity-Relationship method
(MER) was provided as a guide to tutors to help teach users how to model their
data based on their speciﬁc problem domain [14]. Other researchers [15] have
suggested that end users need to seek expert help for developing a comprehensive conceptual model in order to accurately reﬂect requirements. Methods were
recommended to simplify the full conceptual model so that end users could conﬁdently implement the model in a spreadsheet or database. Classes left out of
the simpliﬁed model could be added as new tables in the future without aﬀecting
existing applications.
In this paper we describe a framework that will allow a basic data model to
have several co-existing variations to satisfy the requirements of diﬀerent groups
in a common domain. We also provide tools to help users to extend the data
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model for new requirements and tools to help them develop new applications
based on the updated model.

2

Case Study

Plant and Food Research (PFR) is a New Zealand government institute that carries out genetic research experiments on plants. There are many research groups
who study diﬀerent plants (e.g. onions, mushrooms and apples). One group of
end users developed a small SQL server database to manage its onion samples
and experimental information. An Excel based front end application was implemented (with expert assistance) to automate the experimental workﬂow and
manage the database. For the original users (onion group), the application was
successful in helping them eﬃciently access plant sample data, setup experiments and record experimental results. However, it was diﬃcult to adapt the
database and application to manage data for other research groups (mushrooms
and apples) with similar but slightly diﬀerent requirements.
These diﬀerences included:
– Additional or diﬀerent data attributes
– Additional entities and diﬀerent relationships among existing and new
entities
– Diﬀerent validation constraints and processes
Attempts to alter the original without aﬀecting the existing applications
proved too diﬃcult and in the short term, separate databases were developed for
the mushroom and apple user groups. This was clearly a sub-optimal solution in
terms of long term management and data integration.

3

Framework Approach

Our approach is to recommend that a framework provider (a professional developer) create a minimal application framework to support diﬀerent applications
in the same application domain. With appropriate tools a framework manager
can easily customise the framework for the speciﬁc needs of a range of end user
developers.
Framework Rationale: The framework provider will work with end user developers to ﬁnd a compromise “middle way” between a very speciﬁc design and
a very generic approach in order to setup a framework. For example, PFR end
user developers would like to create ﬂexible applications that can be reused for
onion, mushroom and apple data. An appropriate middle way point (shown in
Fig. 1) should include all plants of possible interest but exclude more generic
entities that are unlikely to be needed. A framework designed at the appropriate level will then only need slight changes to be adapted for the diﬀerent
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Pea
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Fig. 1. Framework Rationale

specialist crops. In this case, a framework designed at this middle way point is
likely to be suitable for a large number of laboratories dealing with plant genetic
data.
Framework Design: Framework providers will design a domain speciﬁc framework based on the middle way. The framework will include abstract classes to
represent collaborations and responsibility for domain objects/entities that are
required as well as example concrete classes (e.g. for onion and apple samples).
Lower level classes will inherit attributes, rules, and associations from the framework level and can be customised to meet speciﬁc needs. Fig. 2 shows the three
level design for a database concerned with storing plant samples and their associated assays (experiments). Framework level abstract classes only have minimum
attributes (e.g. Id and Name), minimum validation rules (such as sample id
and name are required) and generic relationships between objects (e.g. many to
many) for common situations.
Organisations will be able to customise organisational level abstract classes to
include common attributes and validation rules for all user groups/departments
within the particular organisation. The validation rules deﬁned at this level will
be inherited by all individual level concrete classes, which makes it possible
to control and manage data from an organisational aspect. Using the tools we
provide, the framework manager can create new concrete classes at the individual
level to meet the requirements of diﬀerent end user groups.
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System Overview: The overall system with the framework and associated
services is summarised in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. System Overview

In Fig. 3 we see the framework (Part 4) with two concrete classes (Onion and
Apple). Framework conﬁguration tools are provided to help framework managers
add new concrete classes (e.g. Mushroom).
A framework conﬁguration ﬁle template is provided for deﬁning individual
level meta-data, such as class names, attributes and validation rules. The conﬁguration tools parse the conﬁguration ﬁles and generate Java class code to
implement the framework.
The conﬁguration tools also generate the corresponding database tables (Part
5). The one table per class mapping strategy [16, 17] is applied to convert the
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Fig. 4. Mapping framework classes to database tables

class model into a relational database model. Individual level tables have primary
key associations to the framework and organisational level tables. This creates a
one-to-one association between each level (shown in Fig. 4). This strategy makes
it straightforward to map the framework classes to the database. It is also easy
to add new individual classes without aﬀecting the rest of the database.
Framework programming interfaces are implemented as a web service (Part
3 of Fig. 3) to supply essential data access methods (e.g. query and update)
for end user developers. The web service coordinates validator and data access
objects to manage validation and persistence logic. Hibernate [18] is used to
provide the data access objects to map between class object attributes and the
corresponding table columns. The Spring framework [19] and Apache CXF [20]
are used to provide the SOAP web service and WSDL information.
A key goal was to minimize the eﬀort of using the framework to create the
client applications. Client application development toolkits (Part 2 of Fig. 3)
are provided for a number of languages and platforms. The toolkits handle communication with the web service and provide a set of functions for inserting,
retrieving and updating data. For example at PFR, a VBA client toolkit was
developed in C#, and it can be invoked from any MS Oﬃce application.
End User Development: With the toolkits, end user developers are able to
create their own user interface (Part 1 of Fig. 3). Essentially they need to identify the data they want stored in the database and then call the appropriate
web service methods. To assist end users with these tasks, supporting tools are
provided to generate example applications (e.g. for apples) based on the data
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deﬁnitions in the conﬁguration ﬁles. Currently these tools generate simple Excel
data entry applications which end user developers can customise.

4

Evaluation

The primary principle in framework design is that it should be generic enough to
be reused for many diﬀerent applications within a speciﬁed domain. We evaluated
the framework reusability through user trials at several research organisations.
Two framework trial tasks involved framework managers:
1. Extend the existing apple sample type with additional data and validations.
2. Add a new type of sample for oranges (including data and validations).
Five end user developers (occasional VBA developers) and three professional
developers (.NET and PHP developers) acting as framework managers completed the user trial tasks. The participants all successfully used the supporting
tools to create the conﬁguration ﬁle (for updating and creating the concrete
sample classes) and generate the database tables. The overall feedback was that
the approach was a useful and eﬃcient way to create and adapt databases for
managing diﬀerent types of samples.
A key goal of the toolkit is that it should enable end user developers to create
applications with minimal eﬀort. Two application development trial tasks were
designed for end user developers:
1. Create a new Excel based data entry application (for loading orange sample
data) using the provided tools.
2. Alter the data entry layout of the Excel application and modify the VBA
code to correctly load the data.
Five end user developers who had no or very limited VBA programming experience (from three diﬀerent research organisations) participated in this trial. For
Task 1, the participants were able to successfully create an Orange data entry application within 10 minutes. In Task 2, the participants successfully customised
the data entry application within 30 minutes. Some enthusiastic participants
even adapted the application and framework for their own plant data. One end
user developer said “it is much easier than creating and adapting data management applications from scratch”.

5

Discussion/Limitations

The framework transforms EUDAs from very speciﬁc approaches to a more
generic approach. The framework provides a ﬂexible software structure for end
user developers to create similar applications to meet speciﬁc needs. By using
subclassing the framework can support diﬀerent specialist applications at the
same time. Existing data and applications do not need to be altered as new
specialised requirements develop.
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The framework approach means all data can be saved in a single database system, thus solving the data integration problems caused by several independent
systems. The supporting tools simplify the database development and management for framework managers. There is no need to write any code to create (and
test) the individual concrete classes, database tables and web services. Framework managers only need to deﬁne conﬁguration ﬁles and run the tools that
automate the above processes. It can save a huge amount of time for database
implementation.
More importantly, the client toolkit signiﬁcantly minimizes end user development eﬀorts. End user developers need only concentrate on developing the user
interface and using the appropriate toolkit functions. Because the data management logic is encapsulated in the web services and client toolkit, development
is greatly simpliﬁed for end user developers. The toolkits require little programming expertise, because example applications can be generated which are easily
adapted by novice users for their speciﬁc needs.
Although the framework prototype has successfully solved some common
EUDAs problems, application performance still needs to be explored in the future. The impact of using the one table per class mapping strategy and web
services to provide the programming interface must be considered. We will look
at improving performance by techniques such as caching frequent query results
and compression of the web service XML data.
Another issue to explore is security. In the production stage, the entire organisational/enterprise data are stored in a central database, so authentication
methods and user roles must be added to control and audit user access.

6

Conclusion

This paper discusses the beneﬁts of using a framework approach to help end
user developers create a variety of adaptable applications with diﬀering requirements. We suggest that framework providers design a domain speciﬁc framework
to provide a reusable and ﬂexible structure for end user developers. Tools are
provided to help framework managers add concrete classes to the framework to
cater for specialised data requirements. A web service and client toolkits provide
a simple programming interface for interacting with the database. Both framework managers and end user developers were able to use the supplied tools to
quickly adapt the framework and customise applications. The result allows different groups of end user developers to have their specialist requirements met
within a single organisation-wide database.
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Abstract. Meta-design theory emphasizes that future use can never be entirely
anticipated at design time, as users shape their environments in response to
emerging needs; systems should therefore be designed to adapt to future conditions in the hands of end users. For most of human history, all design was metadesign; designers were also users, and the environments of design and use were
one and the same. Technology introduced a divide between the skilled producers and unskilled consumers of technology, and between design time and use
time. In our increasingly complex technological environments, tomorrow‘s
meta-designers must be able to anticipate the environment in which the end users will work in order to provide the flexibility for users to craft their tools. By
exploring and projecting forward current trends in technology use, we have
identified key principles for meta-designers and suggest that using them as design heuristics will aid meta-designers in crafting systems for future end-users.
Keywords: design, meta-design, design time, use time, heuristics, context.

1 Introduction
The interactive systems we use today were, almost exclusively, designed in the past.
Similarly, the interactive systems we design today will be, almost exclusively, used in
the future. Design and use are typically separated in time and, because they are separated in time, they occur in different contexts. Not knowing the context of use limits
our abilities as designers to produce useful artifacts.
We intend the artifacts we design to aid people in solving their problems. But,
since we do not fully know the context of use, we cannot fully understand those problems. As John Thackara noted “We’ve built a technology-focused society that is remarkable on means, but hazy about ends. It’s no longer clear to which questions all
this stuff – tech – is an answer, or what value it adds to our lives” [1]. The need to be
able to predict the future when designing was also the motivation for Rasmussen and
his colleagues [2] to develop cognitive work analysis: “In fact, what we are looking
for in our efforts to create a conceptual framework for description of tasks, activities,
work domains, etc., is a model framework, a framework for description which can
serve to compare results from analysis made in different contexts and domains, which
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 76–91, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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can serve to predict what kind of phenomena are to be expected in one work situation,
given results from studies in other environments” [2].
We need to predict the context of use because use time occurs after design time. At
one time, however, design and use were closely entwined activities: human crafters
designed tools through use and there was no distinctly separate design process. As
technology advanced, industrialization introduced a divide between the goals of the
setting of design (design time) and the setting of use (use time). Design time focused
on experts creating a completed design artifact, while use time was oriented towards
gradual user-driven evolution and change, responsive to environment and context.
This tension between what could be accomplished at design time and what unpredictable situations the system would encounter during use has been an ongoing challenge
to the evolving field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
When environments of use were constrained to the workplace, our early HCI
methodologies could strive to match known work tasks with suitable interfaces; this
human factors approach focused on the line between man and machine and the interfaces that afford interactions between the two. In the 1990s, when technology moved
into the home and into more complex environments of use and practice, HCI methodologies began to take a broader view of interaction, supporting human actors who
controlled the technologies used in their daily lives [3]. Our current HCI methodologies and theories are largely oriented towards this “human actors” relationship
between technology, users, and use.
However, recently developed technologies have allowed for complex and shifting
contexts of use [4] as well as empowered users to design their own technological
environments. Novel means of information and technology production (e.g. open
source software development, mash-ups, commons-based peer production [5]) have
radically changed the technological landscape. Users are again behaving as human
crafters – controlling, designing, and developing not only their relationships with
technology, but the very form and function of this technology.
As a result, our traditional HCI design time activities have become increasingly illsuited to the unpredictability of real life use. As users become more empowered to
design their own technology environments, HCI theory and methodology must shift
as well to better support and shape these activities. In order to address these
challenges, the conceptual framework of meta-design [6] suggests redirecting our
attention towards bridging the differences between design time and use time through
systems and techniques allowing for real-time co-design of systems. Users function as
both consumers and designers of their environment and the boundaries of system
design are extended from one original system to an ongoing co-design process between users and designers. In this continuously participatory design, users and designers contribute to an ongoing design discussion centered on modifying the system
in use.
It remains a challenge in information systems to orient design time conversations
towards future use time and to understand the role of participation in such a process.
As meta-design theory reinforces, future use can never be entirely anticipated, yet
some work must happen at design time. This raises the key questions: what techniques can help anticipate some use time possibilities at design time? And how can
designers and users communicate around the inevitable and unanticipatable future
changes that will arise over the life of the system?
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We begin with the following observations. First, the world is changing, or at least
how we view the world is changing, and this will necessitate changes in the way we
think about design. Second, while we cannot predict with certainty how the world will
change, there are some changes that are becoming apparent. Technology is used increasingly for communication; technology supports people with similar interests in
connecting; any technology is rarely used in isolation and almost always used with
other devices; system users will continue to have little, if any, patience for learning
how to use a system; the most successful technologies are those that can be personalized. Third, the distinction between designer and user, which once was nonexistent,
will once again become blurred as people take increasing responsibility for the design
of the systems they use.

2 A Brief History of the Design of Interactive Systems
At one point, we all agreed on what design is and it was very easy to do! But, that was
long ago, and we are very far past the point. Below, we present a brief history of design as it relates to interactive systems. Our goal is not to present a complete history
of design and design science, but to present the highlights that relate to the design of
interactive systems.
2.1 In the Beginning: Human Crafters
People have practiced design for roughly 2.5 million years! As Mayall describes in
Principles of Design [7], design, viewed as the creation of artifacts used to achieve
some goal, traces back to the development of stone tools. No formal descriptions of
design methods or design theories have survived from these early design efforts, and
we doubt that they existed.
Mayall [7] notes that early design was driven by the belief that new is better and
that technology is good. The earliest designers did not worry about unintended effects
that their artifacts might have on individuals or society, and they did not spend a great
deal of time focusing on user needs. New is better and technology is good, and these
stone tools were clearly better than what preceded them. That groups of people might
work together, that the context of use might influence design, that people might have
need for multiple tools at one time or might use one tool in multiple ways were not
factors that needed serious consideration.
Design in this phase was a common human activity, describing a general process of
identifying an environmental misfit and moving towards a more desirable state in
pursuit of some goal [8]. Design time and use time were once intermixed; nearly anyone could do it or be witness to it, tools were designed through use, there was no
separate design process, and there were certainly no experts conducting the “science
of design.”
The artifact‘s inability to perform its function (on any number of dimensions) was
the motivating factor for design changes. As Petroski claims, “one thing follows from
another through successive changes, all intended to be for the better” [9]. This smallscale, often trial-and-error, iterative movement away from misfit towards a better
solution characterizes the vast majority of historical acts of design. Even moving into
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the industrial revolution, many of the enabling technologies arose from the work of
practical inventors and entrepreneurs, often with little education and theoretical
knowledge (or need for such knowledge) in the sciences [10].
However, with the industrial revolution came a huge increase in machine based
manufacturing, and work practices in turn began to focus on efficient separation of
labor. It is around this time that the focus of design shifted from the tools themselves,
to the creation process. During this time period, machinery was operated by humans
in the context of work and rarely, if at all, by choice. Attempts to improve this “nondiscretionary use” [11] focused on increasing the speed, safety and efficiency of
known and constrained work tasks. Industrialization introduced and reinforced a divide between the producer and consumer, and “high tech scribes” (those fortunate
enough to have system building skills) begin to monopolize both the design and the
solution of tools and systems [12].
2.2 Fitting Man to Machine: Human Factors
In the 1950s, things begin to change. We will not attempt to document these changes
and their causes here other than to note that there were significant advances in technology and significant changes in social structure during this time. Dreyfuss [13] was
one of the first, if not the first, designer to focus on that fact that the goal of design
was to fashion artifacts that people could use. Very early in the formalization of design methods, he noted that “We bear in mind that the object being worked on is going to be ridden in, sat upon, looked at, talked into, activated, operated, or in some
other way used by people individually or en masse” [13]. Although a focus on people
may sound commonplace today, it was revolutionary in the 1950s.
By the 1960s, new technologies and new uses for systems had reached the point
where it was becoming clear that something needed to change about the way we
thought about design. Christopher Alexander acknowledges in Notes on the Synthesis
of Form [14] that many design problems were reaching “insoluble levels of complexity.” Design problems that once looked simple and that had simple solutions now
looked more complex and new, more formal approaches to design were proposed.
By the 1980s widespread use of personal computers sparked tremendous interest in
what would emerge as the human-computer interaction community. This work was
very much in what Bødker [4] calls first wave HCI. Usability was the primary focus
of both researchers and practitioners. And, usability was understood to involve one
person interacting with one system to do one thing. Interfaces provided the means for
man and machine to interact during work tasks. The field of human factors emerged
from a desire to increase workplace performance and decrease errors on the part of the
human operators. Experts in the growing field of human factors took up many of these
interface concerns and published some of the first articles in the field of humancomputer interaction [eg. 15, 16]. This early research and many human factors handbook guidelines [eg. 17] focused on computer systems tailored to fit human operators
in the context of required work. These handbooks brought a formal focus towards the
process of design and towards considering users as the ultimate consumer of the system, albeit a narrow work-centric view of the user as an element of the system whose
limitations must be designed around.
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However, difficulties operating the computing systems of the time encouraged the
involvement of cognitive psychology, in hopes of leveraging this body of knowledge
to inform new and usable systems [18]. As psychology researchers became involved
this dictated a focus on human cognition and behavior, in attempts to achieve better
“cognitive coupling” between humans and computers [3]. In 1974, Newell, Card, and
Moran undertook a project to tie existing psychological theory and data to humancomputer interaction, constructing the Model Human Processor and GOMS methodology for modeling human cognition and tasks [19]. This framework allowed experts
to conduct a quantitative prediction of user performance, and could be used to evaluate existing and proposed interfaces.
These developments mark a concerted effort to apply existing psychological theory
to HCI, with hopes of arriving at one, generalizable model of human cognition that
would be relevant to design. Models of human cognition were constructed and the
affordances and constraints of the technology artifacts were analyzed. In the tightly
constrained workplace environment, these methods could yield successful results: in
better fitting man to machine, avoiding errors, and improving performance. The challenge of designing for an unpredictable world was suppressed when routine work
tasks in easily observable environments were the focus of design and evaluation
activities.
The cognitive models that evolved during this period (e.g. Model Human Processor, GOMS, directness, theory of action) remained the dominant approach for many
years. However, they eventually gave way to a more situated, evolving view of human interaction, as computers moved from the workplace, into the more complex
environments of our daily lives and our homes – all complex use time scenarios not
easy or even possible to model.
2.3 Users as Active Agents: Human Actors
In second wave HCI, which Bannon [3] described as the move from human factors to
human actors, the focus shifted to groups of people, typically in established communities of practice, working toward common goals with a collection of applications.
Communication and collaboration became key topics for research and practice. While
design theorists and HCI professionals were largely separate communities at this time,
they did share a focus on collaboration. For example, Rittel [20] proposed formalisms
to help resolve what he saw as the symmetry of ignorance in urban planning; Ehn [21]
focused on ways to involve users in design efforts; and Rasmussen et al [22] focused
on socio-technical systems such as nuclear power plants, where collaboration between
people is key.
Additionally, a strong Scandinavian tradition and body of research had been building since the 1970s, with user participation as the focal point of design. A cultural
emphasis on collective resources and multiple union-driven projects had dictated the
inclusion of workers in the design and development of workplace computer applications. In a Scandinavian collection of writings oriented around cooperative system
design and written in 1991, Liam Bannon‘s article “From Human Factors to Human
Actors” [3] marked a transition away from what Suzanne Bødker [4] terms first wave
HCI.
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Reflecting upon current conceptions of HCI, Bannon cited a disappointing lack of
contribution to practice from the predominant cognitive psychology paradigm, and
that such a theoretical emphasis was of little use to designers with immediate, real
world problems to solve. Bannon called for a re-orientation towards usability: which
would allow for “quick and dirty” techniques to help designers understand a product‘s
utility and usability, within an iterative process that involved users as active agents in
the process. Along with the methodological implications, Bannon argued for a theoretical move from product to process, from individuals to groups, from analysis to
design, and from the laboratory to the workplace.
In the same collection, Hendersen and Kyng put forth several ideas towards a future of designing in use [23]. They described the key challenges of design as arising
from the differences between the setting of design and the ultimate setting of use.
Design, in their view, should address: changing situations of use, the complexity and
unpredictability of the real world, and the need to design for many different situations
of use. This would be achieved through designing for tailorability, or creating the
artifact with change in mind.
These perspectives advocated for moving design time closer to an increasingly
complex use time; theoretical frameworks focusing on social, emergent interaction “in
the wild” were developing to better understand this complex use time. In 1987, Lucy
Suchman’s published dissertation, Plans and Situated Actions [24], proposed an alternate view of human-computer interaction in her theory of situated action. Informed by
a social science and ecological psychology perspective, Suchman refutes the prevailing cognitive psychology belief that human behavior is purposeful and planned, rather
she argued that human action is more shaped by the immediate, surrounding contextual environment and circumstances. With newly minted theories and methodologies,
the majority of them qualitative in nature (e.g. situated action, distributed cognition,
Activity Theory), HCI gained new ways of describing and understanding use and
context [25] as it related to real life activities.
However, there was often little connection between these theories and predictive
design methodologies for practitioners to employ. The early 1990s were characterized
by an increased interest in cognitive modeling approaches (e.g. cognitive walkthrough, heuristic evaluation) viewed as more applicable to practice and in conducting
empirical experiments with real users, under the umbrella term of “usability engineering”. These usability techniques gained popularity quickly as they were pragmatic,
prescriptive, and relatively easily communicated to design practitioners (who, increasingly, were not the theorist and psychologists of the early days of HCI, but rather
commercial designers outside academia).
However, the rush to create techniques that were applicable to real life design scenarios left some researchers questioning their effectiveness. In 1998, Gray and
Salzman [26] in their critique of usability studies at the time, provided an important
reminder that the goal of usability is to improve the “outcomes of interest”, which
could widely vary depending on the type of product being developed. And they
pointed out a lack of empirical work proving the connection between improved usability and improved usefulness of the eventual product (which remains an open issue
to this day).
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2.4 A Return to Designing in Use: Human Crafters
In Bødker‘s [4] third wave HCI, “the use context and application types are broadened,
and intermixed, relative to the focus of the second wave on work. Technology spreads
from the workplace to our homes and everyday lives and culture.” She continues to
note three challenges – (1) people need to be involved in design, not just as workers,
but as someone who brings their entire life experience into the design, (2) this will
necessitate a change in the way we design and prototype, and (3) we need to move
away from end-user programming in isolation to configurations involving multiple
people and multiple systems. In the section immediately below, we will consider how
we might address these challenges. We have described the evolution of HCI as
shaped by a changing relationship between design time and use time and we note, in
both literature and practice, a return to human crafters.
Like the earlier stage of human crafters, the goal is to reduce the separation between design time and use time. Unlike that earlier phase, however, we are designing
for a world which is increasingly technological. Evaluating the usability of interfaces
and observing real-world use, although valuable techniques, focus on the “immediate
needs of the immediate users” [27]. The unanticipated futures of the technology when
released in the world remained problematic; the new interactions it would facilitate
and the necessary changes and modifications that would arise through use were unknown.
Henderson and Kyng‘s vision of “designing in use” was not the first to approach
the problem of designing for unpredictable futures. These ideas were highlighted in
earlier influential works: notably Christopher Alexander‘s vision of an “unselfconscious culture of design” [14] where users had the skills and confidence to tailor their
environment, and Ivan Illich‘s concept of convivial technology tools [28] that would
empower people to conduct creative and autonomous actions. These largely theoretical works described a fundamentally different culture of design, one which introduced
complex questions around the goal of allowing and encouraging users to act as (and
with) designers.
Although these ideas had been around for many years, the challenge of continuously designing in use was rapidly becoming unavoidable. In 2006, John Thackara, in
writings centered around sustainable and complex design practices notes that “against
this backdrop of situations in which systems don‘t stop changing, the idea of a selfcontained design project—of ‘signing off’ on a design when it is finished—makes no
sense” [1]. Bødker‘s suggested “3rd wave” goal of “re-configurability in the hands of
networks of human users” [4] was becoming not just a vision, but a requirement.
However, many open questions exist around how to practically support users during the process of designing in use. Anticipatory techniques explored what could be
done at design time (often by designers alone) to endow the system with the properties to be flexible in use. Architect Stewart Brand‘s process of scenario-buffered design [27] encouraged users and designers to strategize around potential future uses for
the building and space, yielding a final design that could respond well to multiple
futures, not just the “official future” that was initially envisioned.
In the field of information systems, Gerhard Fischer‘s research has explored how
systems can be user modifiable such that they might be designed in use. Early work
focused on building knowledge-based design environments [29] (or DODEs) which
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provide a constantly evolving space in which users can create, reflect, and shape the
system. Fischer‘s Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding (SER) Model [30]
attempted to address the changing nature of use as the system evolved. In this model,
a participatory design (or co-design) process between environment developers and
domain designers yielded a “seed” within which as much information as possible is
designed. This seeded environment is then used by domain designers on real projects,
allowing for evolutionary growth through system use, until it becomes unwieldy and
the reseeding process, organizes, generalizes, and formalizes.
Fischer, in more recent work [eg. 6, 31], addresses these issues and endeavors to
take HCI beyond the limitations of participatory design methods and towards a future
of user-centered development or meta-design. Taking on many of the challenges inherent in Bødker‘s “third wave” of HCI, meta-design describes a future state of design consisting of open systems that evolve during use, with design activities redistributed across time and levels of interaction with the environment. The framework
emphasizes that the design of socio-technical systems must support flexible and
evolving systems, that are not (and cannot be) completely designed before use, and
that evolve in the hands of their users.
In attempting to shift design activities from “design time” towards “use time”,
Fischer and Giaccardi [6] suggest a number of dimensions that come into focus as
distinctly different from traditional design concerns: process over object, co-creation
over autonomous creation, seeding over complete system, construction over representation, and exceptions and negotiations over guidelines and rules, among others. Further diverging from earlier HCI techniques, meta-design suggests that designers must
give up control to users and that users may play the role of consumers or designers
depending on context [31].
In practice, true meta-design methodologies that can be generalized across domains
are not forthcoming. An attempt has been made to extract useful principles from identifying and exploring existing models of success, such as open source software development as a model for distributed cooperative work, as well as to explore and explain,
from a meta-design perspective, domains such as interactive art and learning communities. The vision of meta-design is far-reaching and deeply embedded in both social
and technical issues, raising questions as to the nature and motivation of participation,
the evolving practices of communities, and the limitations and capabilities of our
technologies, among others.
Furthermore, highly influential technologies and infrastructures, such as the Internet, have given rise to new modes of information production with little direct
involvement from HCI theory or practice. Yochai Benkler, in The Wealth of Networks
[5], describes how new information production models have emerged in the increasingly ubiquitously networked environment, as the physical costs of information
production declines through widespread computer networks. Commons-based peer
production [5] describes the efforts of thousands of individual volunteers, exploiting
computer infrastructures such as the Internet, in order to collaborate, organize, and
cooperate on immensely powerful, creative, and popular information products and
systems (e.g. Wikipedia, Apache web server). Few of these developments involve
formal usability methods or qualitative techniques; these projects arise for and by
users’ own actions, playing the fluctuating role of both designers and users.
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3 Designing for Design in Use
Designing in use supports users acting as designers, as well as systems that must continuously evolve to conform to future, unpredictable needs. It requires design time
thought to be focused away from immediate needs and towards common emergent
behaviors that users engage in over time. These behaviors center around: connecting –
to people with similar interests or needs, having conversations – in real-time across
space and time, combining – the system with other tools and systems they use, getting
up to speed quickly – so undue time is not spent learning the system, and tailoring –
such that the system is molded to their personal needs. These behaviors originate from
our growing understanding of real world environments of use, informed both by theory and practice, and the many perspectives and complexities of this use time. Looking at how interactive systems are currently used suggests that these behaviors are
already beginning to emerge.
3.1 Understanding the Complexities of Use Time
By the late 1990s, the field of HCI had moved away from the basic science laboratory
and firmly into real life practice, but, as Gray and Salzman [26] illustrated, there was
still relatively little understanding of how to improve system design in a measurable,
useful way. Donald Schön [32] notes that the problems with the highest relevance and
social importance may be those in which it is hardest to obtain technical rigor; the
field of HCI struggled with this issue as it moved away from the laboratory.
Gibson’s ecological psychology [33], Vincente and Rasmussen’s cognitive work
analysis [34], and Lucy Suchman’s situated action [24] were developing theories
suggesting a shift in design towards the environment and setting of use. Theories from
other nearby fields were being incorporated into HCI as well, as the movement away
from cognitive psychology continued: Activity Theory emerged from Soviet psychology [35], external cognition from Scaife and Rogers [36], distributed cognition from
the anthropological work of Ed Hutchins [37], and Card and Pirolli‘s information
foraging [38]. These newer approaches yielded rich, explanatory descriptions, with a
focus on providing formative, generative, and analytic frameworks [18]. While they
are impressive as theoretical frameworks, they have not evolved into prescriptive
design methods.
Brown [39] suggested a “pioneering” research approach with new organizational
principles devoted to learning from local, innovative work practices and moving towards the co-production of innovation with the customer. Although participatory
design had begun to pave the way for including customers in the process of design,
Brown took these concepts further, suggesting a future in which information technology is rendered invisible: “information technology will become a kind of generic
entity, almost like clay. And the ‘product’ will not exist until it enters a specific situation, where vendor and customer will mold it to the work practices of the customer
organization” [39].
What Brown envisions is a participatory co-design process in which designers envision the future context of users and shape systems that users can further refine,
likely with additional iterations as designers learn from user actions and further shape
their designs.
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3.2 Is Participatory Co-Design Possible?
The ideas of co-production and co-design are gaining momentum in participatory
design practices wherein users and designers work together to envision future contexts of use. However, as earlier researchers had cautioned [eg. 23, 40] design time
processes still could not capture all the complexity and possibilities of real-life use
time. As mentioned earlier, Fischer et al.’s [29, 41] three-phase model of Seeding,
Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding (SER), attempts to address the changing nature
of use as the system evolves. In this model, a participatory design (or co-design)
process between environment developers and domain designers yielded a “seed”
within which as much information as possible is designed. The “seed” can never
contain all of the required information, as the unpredictable use time will dictate what
additional information is of relevance. This seeded environment is then used by domain designers on real projects, allowing for evolutionary growth through system use,
re-seeding collaboratively when evolutionary growth stops proceeding smoothly.
Fischer et al.’s SER model moves design closer to the setting of use, allowing the
system to be shaped and molded directly by end users. However, this model is heavily based on participatory design techniques, which largely focus on activities taking
place at design time. And the counterproductive divide between programmers and
users remains problematic: the system does not achieve infinite evolutionary ability
before becoming unwieldy and requiring developers to step in. This research does
begin to directly address the balance between system flexibility, or the ability to
evolve through use, and system rigidity, or designing enough to minimally support
use.
Information systems are not the only designed artifacts to struggle with the dilemma of designing for an unknown future of use; the architect Stewart Brand proposed a process of scenario buffered design in which building designers strategize
around potential future uses, seeking to avoid “making the building all too optimal for
the present and maladaptive for the future” [27]. He proposed the unit of analysis of
design to be not simply the building itself but rather the use of the building throughout
time. In this “future oriented process of design and decision” [27], he advocated for a
participatory process focusing on scenario creation exercises, beginning with identifying the driving forces that will shape the future and extending these into the “official
future” and a number of implausible, but possible, other scenarios. In this tactic, an
unpredictable future is assumed, but in theorizing around divergent scenarios, adaptability and flexibility are naturally built into the design. Similar to Fischer, Brand
suggests shifting design power to the user, in creating buildings that afford easy servicing by the users and opportunities to develop a hands-on relationship with “their”
space.
These goals, of continuous and participatory system evolution, have emerged
in models of software production such as the open-source movement. Based on “voluntary contributions and ubiquitous recursive sharing; on small incremental improvements to a project by widely dispersed people…” [5], such systems illustrate the
possibilities for future end-user development. However, most contributors involved
in the development of open-source systems are, by necessity, highly skilled in such
activities, leaving minimal opportunities for contributions by novice users.
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3.3 Principles for Designing in Use
These highly complex environments of use, consisting of rapidly evolving technologies and new means of information production, require a new focus for design activities. We would like to adopt Brand’s approach by shifting design power to the user.
The challenge that remains is that we must learn how to think about designing for
such a world. That is, we must predict the future context in which the users will work.
We suggest the series of principles that follow – aimed at orienting design time activities towards future use, as well as providing a frame for users and designers to communicate changes across the entire life of the system. These principles are derived
from consolidating the broad literature on participatory co-design.
Table 1. Principles for Designing in Use

People like to use systems where they can:
1. Connect with other people with similar needs and interests, both
nearby and far away.
2. Reach out and converse with other people in real-time, while they
are using the system.
3. Combine it with other tools and systems they use regularly.
4. Begin using it quickly, without a lot of help or instruction.
5. Tailor it to their personalized needs.

The rationale behind the inclusion of each guideline is described below. We have also
briefly noted trends in real-world system use that indicate users are extending existing
systems in these directions.
Guideline 1. Connect with other people with similar needs and interests, both nearby
and far away.
John Thackara’s [1] series of design frameworks for complex worlds emphasizes the
increasing importance of systems that allow people to connect and communicate both
locally and across the boundaries of time and space. Technology systems provide a
valuable means of connecting, building, and extending the communities of practice
that support users in many aspects of their daily lives. This guideline intends to encourage these possibilities by focusing designers on how users can use the system to
connect to similar people, and how they might attempt to extend the system in this
fashion. The massive popularity of social networking tools (eg. Myspace, Facebook)
emphasizes how powerful the need to connect with other people is and how users
seek to make such connections across nearly every dimension of their lives’ (work,
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education, health, dating, etc.) even if systems are not intentionally designed for these
purposes.
Guideline 2. Reach out and converse with other people in real-time, while they are
using the system.
Research prior to meta-design has explored modifiable systems that allow for reflective use-time conversations to occur, between designers and users [eg. 42]. This
guideline seeks to emphasize how users can have live experiences and conversation
with other people within, or around, the system. This may be with other users, with
designers, or with knowledgeable users acting as designers. And, more generally,
people use their social networks to accomplish their goals and answer questions, even
if it means ignoring “formal” channels [eg. 24]. Research in recent years has explored the emergent use of chat and microblogging tools, such as Twitter, to facilitate
backchannel conversations during conference presentations [eg. 43], as well as in
many other domains, such as collaborative learning.
Guideline 3. Combine it with other tools and systems they use regularly.
The new (or redesigned) system may be only one of several tools and systems they
use on a daily basis or even at the same time. As Bødker emphasized, technology
configurations will increasingly involve multiple people and multiple systems [4].
Designing for these complex environments is a challenge facing HCI today and many
theoretical frameworks (e.g. distributed cognition [37]) describe the intensely combinatory and situated nature of real life use. While designers can never anticipate exactly how their system might be used, they can view it as only one piece of a larger,
evolving puzzle and not assume it to be a discrete system with 100% of the user’s
focus. And as Thackara points out, this focus, to the surrounding edge and combinatory effects, may spark new ideas [1]. This behavior is currently evident in the increasing popularity of web application “mashups”, where users can combine disparate
data sources and programming interfaces to create novel tools; this trend is reflected
in the emerging literature studying this phenomenon [eg. 44].
Guideline 4. Begin using it quickly, without a lot of help or instruction.
Alexander’s unselfconscious culture of design [14] requires systems users can understand relatively quickly and then contribute to confidently. This breaks down mental
and physical barriers that prevent users from understanding the space or system well
enough to have opinions and take actions to modify it. The goal of this design exercise is not to overload users with a multitude of features; this guideline is oriented
towards envisioning ways in which novice users could begin using systems quickly
and confidently, potentially becoming empowered to act as designers. There are
many open questions around what motivates users to contribute to design activities;
breaking down obvious barriers to use can encourage users acting as designers. The
continuing attention paid to system usability in both academia and industry over the
past few decades underlies the users’ need for effective, usable systems.
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Guideline 5. Adapt it to their personalized needs.
Henderson and Kyng’s [23] early writings on designing in use identified tailorability
as essential to systems supporting users acting as designers. There are many ways in
which systems can be tailorable or adaptable: the system may tailor itself to the particular individual’s needs automatically or through the user’s tailoring actions. Successful systems, at this stage of technological development and users expectations,
will likely all require some level of personalization and tailoring. It is the intent of
this guideline to bring these needs to the forefront of design discussions and decisions. Considering tailorable aspects can put the necessary tools into the hands of the
users if (and when) the need for future modifications arise. A recent example of the
necessity of supporting such behavior is exemplified by the Apple iPhone. Though
these devices are officially designed to be exactly the same, users can extensively
personalize and adapt the device to their needs; the popularity of the AppStore, which
shares and sells tools designed by and for users, emphasizes the natural tendency
towards continuing design in use.

4 Conclusion
In The Invisible Computer [45], Donald Norman addressed the fundamental (and in
his view – inescapable) complexity of computing devices; the more functionality
computers were tasked with, then the more complicated and hard to use they became.
No amount of designing could remedy this situation and the relentlessly evolving
business model of the PC industry forced continuous change. Similarly, Bill Buxton
[46] notes that while human capacity remains constant, technology offers continuous
growth in functionality, leading to a future in which technology passes the “complexity barrier” and exceeds human capabilities.
Using the evolution of motors found in common household appliances as a model,
Norman describes how motors became “embedded within these specialized tools and
appliances so that the user sees a task-specific tool, not the technology of motors”
[45]. He advocated for a movement towards information appliances which perform
specific information-related activities, fitting to the task exactly, and provide universal communication and sharing. In 2001, Buxton [46] extended these ideas, describing the properties and tradeoffs of “super appliances” designed with attention to
physical and social context, as well as relative to other information appliances. And
Brown suggested a future in which information technology is rendered invisible:
“information technology will become a kind of generic entity, almost like clay. And
the ‘product’ will not exist until it enters a specific situation, where vendor and customer will mold it to the work practices of the customer organization” [39].
In today‘s information environment, the nature of technology tools has evolved
towards Norman‘s vision of information appliances; in a typical day we encounter
and interact with multiple computer-processor-powered artifacts, many of them “invisible”. The popularity of the ubiquitous computing research theme continues to
build in tandem with such tools. This multiplicity of interaction is a key challenge
defining the 3rd wave of HCI, as described by Bødker [4]. However, a rift between
HCI application and theory has emerged as a result of these advances; technologies
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have begun to enable quick and easy changes pieced-together during use, which is not
reflected in our design techniques.
HCI still operates within a traditional model where design time and use time are
separated. Even though this distance may be minimized, such as in participatory and
scenario design techniques, it still exists and it still divorces the resulting tools from
the complexities of real world use; in the words of Stewart Brand it “over-responds to
the needs of the immediate needs of the immediate users” [27]. There is still a “time
out”, however brief, when technology tools go back into the hands of the designers to
be modified. Approaches such as Fischer and Giaccardi‘s meta-design attempt to
confront this distance directly, but need further exploration to provide generalizable
design methods.
These meta-design methods must support designing interactive systems that mold
to both our present and our future. For the design of interactive systems, the future
and the past are both similar and dissimilar. They are dissimilar in that the future will
find people surrounded by technology (indeed, this already becoming true of our
present!). These ubiquitous technologies will help people connect and converse with
other people and these technologies will be used in such a way that they are integrated
and combined with other technologies. Despite the power and ubiquity of these technologies, people will have little, if any, tolerance for learning to use them. What we
say here is true today and these trends will only increase in the future.
While dissimilar in some ways, the past and present of design are similar in one regard. For millions of years of human history, there was no separation between design
time and use time or between the design environment and the use environment. For
most of human history, all design was meta-design; the people with the need crafted
the tools to meet that need.
But, future meta-design is unlike past meta-design in one important regard, while
the power to craft tools, in both cases, rests with the end user, for the present and
future, we still need designers with specialized skills. Meta-design of stone axes is
different from meta-design of interactive systems. In the past, the skills needed to
design were possessed by everyone. Today and tomorrow, we need designers to first
craft the tools which end users will craft later.
Tomorrow‘s meta-designers must be able to anticipate the environment in which
the end users will work in order to provide the flexibility for users to craft their tools.
Anticipating that future does not require a crystal ball, rather, looking at current trends
in technology use and projecting them forward reveals key principles to metadesigners. We have outlined some of these key principles in this paper. We suggest
that using them as design heuristics will aid meta-designers in crafting systems for
future end-users.
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Abstract. Mass customization refers to the increase in variety and customization
of the manufactured products and services. It is now economically feasible
thanks to the availability of computer-aided manufacturing systems, which allow
people to customize standard products, and to Internet, through which many
online retailers now operate, thus eliminating the constraints of physical shelf
space and other bottlenecks of distribution that, in past years, prevented the production of niche products because of their high production costs. To permit mass
customization, several software-based product configurators are available on the
Web: they guide people in adapting a product to their needs and desires. A drawback of such configurators is the limited range of changes permitted. We present
in this paper a system that gives people more freedom in creating products that
best fit their desires, thanks to the use of an ontology, which models the possible
product compositions that users can perform. The proposed solution is shown
through a case study, which refers to furniture production.
Keywords: product customization, long tail, end-user development, ontology,
knowledge management.

1 Introduction
Mass customization is the new frontier in business competition for both manufacturing
and service industries. It permits an increase in variety and customization of the manufactured products and services, avoiding cost increase. This is made possible by the use
of computer-aided manufacturing systems, which combine the flexibility of individual
customization with the low unit costs of mass production processes, i.e. the production
of large amounts of standardized products [1].
Mass customization is defined as the method for “effectively postponing the task of
differentiating a product for a specific customer until the latest possible point in the
supply network.” [2]. Different types of mass customization have been proposed in
literature [3]. One of these types is adaptive customization: it means that companies
produce standardized products, which customers can modify by themselves to produce a version customized to their needs and desires [4], [5].
In order to allow adaptive customization, several software-based product configurators, also known as mass customization toolkit, design kit, or toolkit for user
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 92–106, 2011.
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innovation and design, are now available on Internet: they guide users (i.e. customers) to add or to modify features of a product in order to make it more suitable to
their needs and desires [6]. Examples of product configurators are provided by IKEA
[7] and Nike [8]. By using the IKEA configurator, the customer can select a product
from the catalogue, e.g. a wardrobe, and change some of its features, like the type of
wood, the color, and the size. A limitation of such configurators is that the changes
customers can perform are constrained within a limited range of possibilities [6], [9].
Referring again to the IKEA example, the user cannot add a third drawer to a wardrobe if it is designed with only two drawers.
Some people may feel this as a strong limitation to their creativity and needs. The
approach we present in this paper aims at providing users with software environments
in which they will have more freedom in creating products that best fit their desires.
The motivation came from a company working in the Puglia region, Maiellaro s.r.l.,
which produces classic style furniture. This type of furniture is usually very expensive, thus the company would lose a lot of money if it remains unsold. To cope with
this problem, their business process is very different than traditional furniture producers. As it will be described in more detail in Section 4, the company produces only
pieces of furniture, which are ordered by customers, who look at the company catalogues and provide a sketch of each piece of furniture they want, which may be composed by parts chosen from different items in the catalogues, and assembled together.
By considering the case study of Maiellaro company, we describe in this paper a
system, which allows customers to create the wanted furniture. According to the SSW
methodology [10], [11], the system is composed by a network of software environments, each personalized to culture, skills and needs of the stakeholders involved in
the design. Customers have much more freedom in designing their furniture, thanks to
the use of an ontology that models the possible composition of different parts in a
whole piece. The proposed solution can be applied to different types of products. It
goes beyond the current mass customization approaches, like those implemented by
product configurators, keeping low production costs and, at the same time, supporting
creativity of customers and increasing their satisfaction in getting a product much
closer to their needs and desires.
The paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 summarizes current trends of Mass
Customization and the Long Tail model. Section 3 discusses current product configurators. Section 4 presents the Maiellaro case study and Section 5 the ontology-based
approach. In Section 6, the developed system prototype is illustrated. Finally, Section
7 reports conclusions and future work.

2 Mass Customization
Our economy is increasingly shifting from a focus on a limited number of mainstream
products and markets, going toward a huge number of niches. As the costs of production and distribution fall, there is less need to lump products and consumers into
one-size-fits-all containers. Mass customization is the new frontier for both manufacturing and service industries; it is now possible since computer-aided manufacturing
systems permit people to customize standard products, thus keeping the low production costs of mass productions [5], [6].
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The demand for products not available in traditional bricks and mortar stores is potentially as big as for those that are. Without the constraints of physical shelf space
and other bottlenecks of distribution, narrowly-target goods and services can be as
economically attractive as mainstream fare.
Researchers refer to the Long Tail as the right part of the chart represented in
Fig. 1, which shows a standard demand curve of any industry [12]. The horizontal
axis represents products that can be manufactured by a certain industry (on the left the
most common products, on the right niches products); the vertical axis represents
sales frequency, dependent on the product popularity of each product (on the left most
common products, on the right niche products). Mainstream products (“hits”), which
have dominated our markets for most of the last century, are in the left higher part of
the curve (Head). The right lower, but longer part (Long Tail), refers to niches of
products, and indicates where the new growth is coming from, now and in the future.

Fig. 1. The Long Tail model (adapted from [12])

According to traditional retail economics, stores only stocks the likely hits, because
shelf space is expensive. In recent years, many online retailers, like Amazon [13],
appeared on the market: they can stock virtually everything, so the number of niche
products that are now available is larger than the hits by several orders of magnitude.
These millions of niches are the Long Tail in Fig. 1; they have been largely neglected
so far due to economic reasons. The variety of world population pushes towards
niches because they satisfy narrow interests better. Today the Web has released the
constraints of physical storage space, making possible to offer consumers many more
choices.
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In [12], an analysis of the sales data and trends in the digital entertainment market
has shown that its economy is going to be radically different from today's mass market. While the 20th-century entertainment industry focused on hits, the 21st will focus
on niches. It is even claimed that many of our assumptions about popular taste are
artifacts of poor supply-and-demand matching, which is the market response to an
inefficient distribution.
It is widely acknowledged that the new trend addressing the Long Tail is not limited to the entertainment market and will affect all manufacturing industries. An example referring to furniture manufacturing is reported in this paper.

3 Product Configurators
In the last years, companies have been taking into account opportunities that the long
tail can give. In order to provide individual customers with unique products, mass
customization strategies and tools have been developed.
Among the tools available on the market, product configurators are widely used
and offer customers the possibility of adapting, to some extent, a product to their
needs and desires by using a direct and visual version of the configured product. The
aim is to let users to personalize the product [1], [6], [9]. A configuration is usually
obtained in several steps because there may be several aspects of the product that can
be configured, e.g. color, material, writings, etc. The product configurator is therefore
a Wizard where every configurable aspect of the product is handled in a single step.
A product configurator is a highly visual interactive environment where users configure the product by direct manipulation. Every time users make a change, they
immediately see the results. Users can “play” with products and “see” all available
options. Finally, they obtain a view of the product they may want to order.
We analyzed several product configurators available on the Web. An example is
NIKEiD, the shoe customization tool of Nike. Once a shoe model has been selected
by the user (see Fig. 2), the system shows the shoe of which the user can visually
identify all its components by moving the mouse pointer over and change each one by
clicking on it and choosing among a proposed set of elements (shown in the upper-left
part of Fig 2). In this way, the user can personalize the shoes in a number of steps, by
changing materials and colors, adding personal ID, choosing among wide and narrow
sizes, etc.
The user can also rotate the image, choose among predefined view (e.g., front or
side view) and zoom it to highlight details. S/he is always driven throughout the personalization process by the configurator. Feedbacks about the status of the personalization are provided through the function “What’s left” that proposes the steps not yet
performed. The configuration process ends after all the required steps (twelve in the
example of Fig. 2) are performed. After this, the final customized shoe is presented
together with the calculated price. The user can save, share (through e-mail or direct
link) or order the model. NIKEiD is very easy to be used, it is Web based and it only
requires the installation of the Flash player for visualizing the tool.
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Fig. 2. The product configurator NIKEiD from Nike

A limitation of all product configurators is that only predefined changes can be
performed by end users, i.e. only those ones that can be performed without changing
the manufacturing system and without additional costs for the production chain. There
are some cases, like the one reported in Section 4, in which people need to have much
more freedom and should be allowed to design themselves the products of interest.

4 The Case Study
Maiellaro s.r.l. is a company producing classic style furniture. Since this furniture is
very expensive, the risk of losing money if it remains unsold is very high. Thus, their
business process is different than traditional furniture producers: they only produce
those pieces that are ordered by a customer, who looks at the several catalogues the
company provides and sends an order of a specific piece. In order to satisfy their
customers as much as possible, the company wants to allow all freedom in designing
a piece they want, which can be composed of parts chosen by different items in the
catalogues and whose dimensions, type of wood and other characteristics are specified by the customers.
Fig. 3 shows a customer request for a personalized bookcase (“libreria” in Italian).
The request contains a sketch of the bookcase and indicates references of the articles
in Maiellaro’s catalogues of which it is composed (e.g. art. 249.70.96) and further
personalization requests (like the possibility to have it closed with a glass door). Current practice is that the customers send via fax to the company requests like this one.
The company evaluates the feasibility of each request. If it can be satisfied, the price
is negotiated through a communication exchange, via phone and/or fax, between
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company sale office and customer. Once the estimate price has been accepted, the
company creates an internal document containing the description of the new piece of
furniture and it production starts. This new piece will then be added to the Maiellaro’s
catalogues.

Fig. 3. An example of request made to Maiellaro company

The Maiellaro’s business process provides an interesting solution to the Long Tail
problem, being able to satisfy customers desires, still keeping reduced production
costs. This case is also very challenging from an ICT point of view [14]. In the next
sections we show the approach we have adopted to design a system to be used by
company customers to shape their own products.

5 Ontology-Based Approach
One of the problems of the case study presented in the previous section is that currently the information needed to customize a piece of furniture are scattered in different archives. These archives refer to the catalogue of Maiellaro company and to a set
of other catalogues of Maiellaro’s suppliers. These suppliers’ catalogues are very
diverse and heterogeneous because they refer to various crafts and arts (e.g. glass
suppliers, wood artisans). Thus, it is really difficult to have an overall view on all
existing information. Another problem is how to drive customers in selecting components of items in the catalogues and allow them to assemble such components in reasonable ways to create a new piece. We describe here our approach based on the use
of ontologies to solve such problems.
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First of all, a strategy to connect the objects that constitute the Maiellaro’s catalogue with those that belong to the suppliers’ catalogues is needed, so that customers
can consider all of them as a unique catalogue. The integration of heterogeneous information sources implies the design of a data integration system aimed at dealing
with data residing in several sources and at hiding to the user the source of the data
s/he is accessing and its structure. The use of ontology for the explication of the
knowledge is a possible approach to address such an integration problem. This solution is based on an important requirement for knowledge models: the ability to abstract from the different storage strategies of various catalogues.
Several research projects (e.g., [15], [16], [17]) have led to the definition of ontological models that allow one to describe a given application domain and then to retrieve the
associated context information from distributed data sources [18]. Such researches have
investigated the use of ontology schemas for modeling implicit and hidden knowledge
in order to integrate different databases owned by different providers. For example, in a
solution called “virtual approach” [17], [18] data residing at the sources are accessed
during query execution, and are not replicated in the integrated system. This approach is
adopted in order to use the knowledge base as a sort of semantic access point to the
information that can be retrieved from different databases federated by means of an
ontology schema. Archives owned by different suppliers can be mapped to each other
and related independently from the craft or art to which they refer.
Looking at the literature, we found two cases of ontologies in the furniture context.
The first case refers to the transformation of the Arts and Architecture Thesaurus into
an ontology in order to capture background knowledge for antique western furniture
[19]. In this case, each piece of furniture is considered as a whole and its parts are not
described individually. The second case describes a knowledge management design
method that aims at supporting designers in reuse of existing design cases [20]. The
ontology doesn’t describe a piece of furniture in its components but it is used to arrange furniture at “taxology level”; in other words, the ontology is used to help identifying pieces of furniture that can inspire the design of new ones.
For the Maiellaro’s case study, an ontology has been defined, to support people
customization of pieces of furniture. The customer, starting from furniture shown in
the catalogues, is able to identify the combination of components for creating her/his
wished piece of furniture. This combination is carried out in terms of substitution or
application of components or decorations taken from other pieces of furniture or by
means of changes about color, material or size of the components themselves. It
should not be presented to the users a classification of all the possible combinations
that they can request. On the contrary, customers should be able to combine pieces at
their disposal, as they like at best.
The use of the ontology permits to describe the components of each piece of furniture and their properties; for each component, it is possible to specify colors, size,
decorations, shapes, and materials. Moreover, the ontology provides all rules and
constraints to be applied to assemble various components in order to generate all and
only those pieces of furniture that are considered by the ontology. A large set of
pieces of furniture is considered in this case study, organized in categories such as
tables, desks, bookshelves, armchairs, sofas, wardrobes, consoles, etc. For example, a
console is composed by a top, a set of drawers, a set of handles, and a set of legs, as
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. A console and its components

Fig.5 illustrates a portion of the ontology related to the console concept. The
classes are used to represent the relations existing among a set of components of a
piece of furniture. Solid lines represent relations of subclass. For example: a console
is a subclass of a piece of furniture (“mobile” in Italian); its components are: drawers
(“cassetti”), legs (“gambe”), top (“piano”), handles (“maniglie”) and skeleton
(“scheletro”). Dashed lines represent relations of belonging; for example, a console is
composed by drawers, legs, top and skeleton; a component is related to concepts such
as decoration (“decorazione”), size (“dimensione”), color (“colore”) and material
(“materiale”).

Fig. 5. A portion the ontology representing the console concept

From a technical point of view, the ontology uses a machine-readable format such
as RDF. Therefore, class names and properties are encoded using RDF labels. Moreover, the mappings between the ontology and the relational schema of each database
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integrated in the system are encoded in RDF. In order to be able to represent the information mapping, the ontology has been extended by adding two classes:
DB_Class_Mapping and DB_Property_Mapping. Because these classes do not model
any domain concept, they have been placed outside the original Maiellaro’s class
hierarchy. The two classes are endowed with a set of properties, which refer the information related to the mapping between the ontology and each integrated DB. The
information mapping inserted in the ontology permits to define transformation algorithms (implemented in JAVA), which translate a semantic query (expressed in
SeRQL, an RDF Query Language) into SQL statements, one for each integrated
database.
Going beyond standard digital retrieval operations, the system exploits the ontology expressing the concepts relevant for the domain and uses it to integrate the available data sources, providing a uniform point of access to all information. A semantic
mediator allows the user to formulate queries in terms of the domain's concepts rather
than entities defined in the databases’ logical schemas; e.g., “retrieve all consoles
having waxed wooden top” or “retrieve all furniture having decorated drawers”. A
query expressed by the user through a form-based interface is mapped onto a semantic
query and from this query onto an SQL query. For example, a query to retrieve all
consoles made of wood is first translated onto the semantic query:
SELECT Consoles
FROM {Consoles} rdf:type {owl:E22.Man-Made_Object},
owl:p45f.consists_of {Material};
{Material} rdf:type {owl:E57.Material};
{Material}rdfs:comment {MaterialName}
WHERE label(MaterialName) like "wood“
USING namespace owl = <"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">
and then onto in a set of SQL queries, e.g.:
SELECT ConsoleID
FROM Material JOIN Consoles
ON Material.Material = Consoles.MaterialID
WHERE Material.Material=“wood"
The obtained SQL statements enable the access to the integrated databases by means
of Sesame, an open source semantic Java framework.
The proposed ontology virtually unifies scattered catalogues of different suppliers;
it instances a conceptual abstraction of the knowledge developed by experts.
Using this system, customers can retrieve data from different catalogues and can combine components in order to create a new piece of furniture; the ontology determines
which customer’s compositions are acceptable.

6 The Developed Prototype
In this section, we present the prototype of the system developed for the case study of
Maiellaro company, in order to support the negotiation process between customers
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and the company finalized to order a piece of furniture and, more importantly, to
allow customers to create the piece as they wish.
In designing the system prototype, we followed the SSW methodology, which
foresees that all the involved stakeholders should actively participate to system design, being provided with suitable software environments, languages and tools to
foster their personal and common reasoning about the development of systems that
support end users’ work [10], [11], [21]. These software environments are called
Software Shaping Workshops (briefly, SSWs or workshops). The term workshop
comes from the analogy with an artisan workshop (e.g., smith’s workshop), i.e. the
workroom where a person finds all and only those tools necessary to carry out her/his
activities. Following this analogy, each community of experts participating in the
design team, namely software engineers, HCI experts, domain experts, and end users,
is provided with a workshop tailored to the experts’ culture, through which they contribute to shape software artifacts, i.e. they access and modify the artifacts of interest,
and exchange the results of their activities to converge to a common design. Thus, this
approach fosters End-User Development and collaboration among all system stakeholders [22], [23]. To permit End-User Development, a new paradigm for the design
of interactive systems is considered, called meta-design: professional developers act
as meta-designers since, instead of developing the final interactive system, as in traditional design approach, they design software environments for the communities of
stakeholders in the design team, who use such environments to collaborate in the
whole life-cycle of an interactive system [11], [21], [24].
During the field study we carried out for requirements analysis at Maiellaro company, we found that the design team has to include, together with the professional
developers with technical skills, namely software engineers and HCI experts, the
following four stakeholders: (a) the managing director, who supervises the company
business processes and, in particular, is in charge of the approval of the order of new
pieces of furniture, designed by the customers, which will also be inserted in the catalogues; (b) sales office employees, who manage orders by customers in collaboration
with the technical office; (c) customers, who order pieces of furniture by selecting
items from the Maiellaro’s catalogues and customizing them as they wish; (d) technical department employees, who manage technical aspects of new pieces of furniture
and also have the responsibility of updating the ontology when new catalogues or new
furniture are added.
In the following, we illustrate the workshop devoted to Maiellaro’s customers. As
described in Section 5, on the basis of the defined ontology, the customer is driven in
performing customization activity. Let us suppose the customer Mario Rossi (male)
wants to order a console of certain dimensions to fit his living room. He logs into the
system on the Web and accesses the customer workshops. He is informed that he can
order a piece of furniture by customizing items in the available catalogues. The customer then goes on to browse the catalogues, where products are organized by category, as shown in Fig. 6. He chooses an item of interest by clicking on its picture, and
a thumbnail of that item appears in the box at the bottom of the screen.
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Fig. 6. The customer Mario Rossi browses the catalogue and chooses three consoles of interest

When the customer has selected all items of interest, he goes on in creating the
piece he wishes. This piece can be either a specific item he found in the catalogue,
and for which the customer wants to modify only certain features, such as type of
wood, size, etc., or it can be the result of a more sophisticated design process, i.e. the
composition of parts taken from different items. For example, he would desire a console with parts taken from the selected items in the box at the bottom. He goes on
with his customization process by clicking on the link at the bottom right of Fig. 6
“Personalizza”; a new screen appears where he can indicate the component of interest
in each of the console previously selected. By clicking on the third thumbnail at the
bottom, the picture of that console appears (console number 134.03.87), as shown in
Fig.7. On the basis of the ontology (see Fig. 5), the system shows that, for console,
the components that can be selected are: top (“piano”), leg (“gamba”), handler
(“maniglia”), drawer (“cassetto”), skeleton (“scheletro”). The customer selects a
component by clicking on the checkbox at left. In Fig. 7, Mario Rossi has selected the
top of console n. 134.03.87. For this component, he can also specify material,
color, size, etc. by clicking on the button at right of the label “piano”. A pop-up window appears at the center of the screen (it is not shown in Fig. 7) and the customer
specifies the values he wants. At the right part of Fig. 7, a summary of the selected
components and the indication of the console from which each specific component
comes is shown. In the example, only the top from the console n. 134.03.87 has been
selected. The customers can go on selecting the remaining components from the same
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console, or he can click on another item in the box at the bottom of the screen, so that
it will appear at the main area of the screen and the customer will select other components from it. The customer can also go back, clicking on “Categorie mobile” link,
and choose other consoles, which will be added in the box of selected items.

Fig. 7. The customer is composing the console he wants to order and has chosen the top from
the console number 134.03.87

At any moment, the customer can visualize his overall composition by clicking on
the link “Riepilogo” at the screen bottom right and the screen in Fig 8 appears. It
shows the catalogue items from which components that contribute to create the console the customers wants come from. Moreover, for each component the features
specified by the customer, e.g., material, size, etc., are indicated. Once the user has
completed the console s/he wants, a click on the link “Ordine” at the screen bottom
right in Fig. 8 sends the order to the sales office, which checks the design created by
the customer. The customer can then better see the overall design of the console s/he
specified. Once sales office and customer agree on the price, the official order is delivered and the production of the new console starts.
As we said, other system stakeholders are the technical office employees, who are
in charge of adding new catalogues provided by different suppliers in order to map
them on the ontology, independently from their location and typology. To this aim,
they have to handle the information retrieved from different databases as instances of
the ontology classes and to establish a correspondence between the relations defined
in the database schema and the classes in the ontology. The result of this process,
iterated for each catalogue, is a semantic network able to translate the DB schemas
onto concepts and relations of the ontology. The information defining the mappings is
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used by the system to generate SQL code for querying each DB schema. In this way,
the query can be expressed independently from the query languages of the underlying
database. Currently, this activity is carried out by using Protégé [25]. We are developing a new software environment to support the mapping process through a wizard that
drives the user along the appropriate steps.

Fig. 8. Summary of console components chosen by customer Mario Rossi

7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has proposed a new approach to product customization, in order to give
people more freedom in creating products that best fit their needs and desires. The
motivation came from the Maiellaro s.r.l. company, which produces classic style
furniture. Their business process is very different than traditional furniture producers,
since they focus on niches of products rather than on mass production. In order to
satisfy its customers as much as possible and to avoid producing furniture that might
remain unsold, the company creates only pieces of furniture which are ordered by
customers, who look at the company catalogues and design each piece of furniture
they want, which may be composed by parts chosen from different items in the catalogues, and assembled together.
The system described in this paper for the Maiellaro case study allows customers
much more freedom in customizing products than current product configurators,
thanks to the use of an ontology that models the possible compositions of different
parts in a whole piece, thus driving customers’ design activities and ensuring that they
may only perform acceptable modifications. A prototype of the system is described,
which shows how customers can express their requests in order to create the furniture
piece they wish and how they can, together with the company, finalize its order. This
prototype has been recently developed and only formative evaluation has been
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performed so far, primarily with inspection methods and user testing through a thinking aloud method, involving four people. More accurate studies will be performed in
the near future.
The proposed solution can be applied to different types of products, e.g., assembled
computers, shoes, etc. It exploits the definition of a comprehensive knowledge base
able to integrate heterogeneous data-sources and to contextualize their information
with the active participation of domain experts.
A new possible research direction could address the study of an access control
model based on the notion of group-based data sharing to apply to the ontology. Another research direction could be related to the use of the ontology for integrating data
sources other than relational databases. In particular, a relevant direction is to use the
ontology in order to support a semantic orchestration of web-services. In this scenario, the data sources are accessed using specific web services and the Maiellario’s
system is used for coordinating them according to the conceptual ontology.
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to the end-user development of
online services for citizens of a government agency. With reference to a typical
government-to-citizen service, the paper discusses how such services are currently structured and provided to citizens, and how their implementation can be
transferred from software professionals to administrative personnel, who do not
generally possess any programming expertise. The analysis of e-government
services is carried out according to different perspectives pertaining to the citizen, the employee, the software engineer and the human-computer interaction
expert. This analysis leads to define an abstract service model (a meta-model)
and constitutes the first phase of the end-user development approach here proposed. The meta-model can then be used to design an environment for service
creation suitable to the competencies and background of the target end-user developers. This design activity constitutes the second phase of the proposed
approach.
Keywords: e-government, XML, end-user developer, meta-model.

1 Introduction
The term “e-government” is usually adopted to denote web-based services provided
by agencies of local, state and federal governments. Such services can be supplied to
several entities, from citizens and business enterprises to government agencies, thus
being classified into Government-to-Citizen (G2C), Government-to-Business (G2B),
and Government-to-Government (G2G) services [23].
The Department of Information Engineering of the University of Brescia is involved in an ongoing collaboration with an Italian government agency, the Brescia
Municipality, for designing and developing G2C services. This collaboration has
started in 2007 in the context of e-government web content creation and accessibility
[9][10]. During this work we extended the web publishing system used by administrative employees with End-User Development (EUD) functionalities for generating
accessible content.
Within this collaboration, a further and more ambitious need emerged during the
meetings with software developers working at the Brescia Municipality: empower
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 107–122, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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administrative employees to create e-government G2C services, such as front-office
reservation, online tax payment, enrollment in schools, etc. Notice that, in this case,
administrative employees should become end-user developers who create online services to be exploited by citizens, i.e. the actual end users. However, administrative
employees, although expert in the government domain, are usually neither expert in
information technologies nor motivated to learn them. Such domain experts usually
possess specific competencies, for example they know the different kinds of data to
be acquired and the procedures to be carried out for the payment of local taxes. At the
same time, they feel at ease with software systems only when these systems adopt
interaction styles consistent with the software applications they commonly use in their
work and daily practices, e.g. browsers, spreadsheets or word processors.
These considerations led us to devise an EUD approach, which aims to allow administrative employees to act as unwitting service developers [6]. The approach explores the different perspectives of all the stakeholders involved in service creation
and use, and capitalizes on the core concepts of these different perspectives to design
an EUD environment suitable to administrative employees’ profile. To this end, the
approach consists of two main phases:
1) derive an abstraction of e-government services on the basis of the different descriptions of a service that the stakeholders involved in its implementation and use
can provide. This activity leads to the definition of a meta-model of e-government
services;
2) design and develop an interactive software application that supports domain experts (i.e. administrative employees) in creating an instance of the above meta-model,
that is a service model. The same software application should also be able to interpret
the service model and automatically generate the service itself.
The first phase is a typical software engineering task, which however considers the
domain and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) experts’ perspectives to arrive at a
richer meta-model. Whilst, the focus of the second phase is on designing the interaction experience offered by an EUD environment that could foster employees’ participation in service creation, without asking them to acquire additional competencies in
information technologies.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the characteristics of current
e-government services, with reference to the real case of Brescia Municipality.
Section 3 describes our two-phase approach to the development of an EUD environment for e-government service creation. Section 4 starts by discussing the profile of
the different stakeholders in the considered domain and then presents the meta-model
synthesizing the different stakeholders’ points of view on e-government services.
Section 5 illustrates the EUD environment allowing employees to become unwitting
programmers of e-government services. Section 6 then compares our approach with
literature work, and, finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 e-Government Services
Electronic service delivery (ESD) usually refers to providing government services
through the Internet or other electronic means [31]. With ESD, federal, state, province
and local government agencies may interact with citizens and organizations (business
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and other government organizations) to satisfy their many and various needs. Particularly, ESD provides a way to deliver services (e.g. paying taxes or getting a driver’s
license) directly to citizens, without requiring them to go to a government office. The
European Union (EU) has defined five different levels of services that can be provided through the Web by government agencies [3]:
• Level 1 – Information: the website provides only information about the service and
how it is supplied.
• Level 2 – One-way interaction: the website allows citizens to download the form to
request the service; the filled form can then be sent to the government agency by
means of traditional channels.
• Level 3 – Two-way interaction: the website allows citizens to start the service supply; for example, it is possible to fill in the service forms and submit them through
the website.
• Level 4 – Transaction: the service is supplied completely on the website, possibly
including its payment.
• Level 5 – Personalization: besides having the service completely supplied online,
the citizen receives information (e.g. due dates, service outcome) on the basis of
her/his profile.
The creation of services at levels 1 and 2 is concerned with the traditional activity
of content creation in content management systems, and was already addressed in a
previous collaboration with the Brescia Municipality [9][10].
In this paper, we focus our attention on the creation of e-government services belonging to levels 3, 4 and 5. These services have been further classified by domain
experts and software developers working at Brescia municipality according to the
following task-oriented characterization: i) front office reservation; ii) tax payment;
iii) document request; iv) document submission; v) enrollment in courses or schools.
Several services belonging to these five categories are made available to Brescia citizens through the municipality website (http://www.comune.brescia.it). They have
been implemented according to a form-based metaphor, which reminds the approach
citizens adopt in exploiting traditional government services. In the real world, citizens
are usually given a sequence of paper forms to be filled in and submitted to a counter
for receiving a utility. Similarly, in the virtual world, e-government services have
been implemented as a set of web pages, organized as virtual forms, to be filled in and
submitted to the agency when all data are provided and the necessary operations carried out.
For example, the service for booking appointments at the general registry office is
implemented in the municipality website as a 5-step process including the following
steps: 1) front-office selection; 2) date selection; 3) time selection; 4) input of personal data including appointment topics; 5) summary of inserted data and confirmation. In each step, citizens are provided with a form, which contains a limited number
of widget types for data insertion (text fields, radio buttons, combo boxes and check
boxes). As shown in Figure 1, in each form, a section placed on the right side of the
screen visualizes the steps performed, the step under execution, and the remaining
steps. More specifically, Figure 1 shows a portion of the web page during the booking
of an appointment at the general registry office while the third step is under execution.
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The form-based metaphor designed for e-government services has proved to be
quite adequate to the heterogeneous population of potential users, due to its low cognitive burden and because it reminds the traditional interaction with paper-based
forms. At present, the available online services are daily used by many citizens living
in Brescia, even though alternative ways to access the same services are foreseen, e.g.
phone calls or direct access to the competent office1.

Fig. 1. Step 3 of the service for booking appointments at the general registry office

3 Toward End-User Development of G2C Services
The development of e-government services supplied to Brescia citizens is currently in
the hands of the personnel of the Computer Science Department of the Brescia Municipality. Such activity, indeed, requires competences and programming skills that
can be hardly found outside this department. Since G2C services are usually characterized by a recurring structure, their creation generally leads to implement very similar programs. In the past, software developers proceeded by replicating and adapting
the code of another service, whilst nowadays they execute several configuration operations through an ad-hoc configuration system that carries out automatically almost
all the coding activity. However, the core problem is that only administrative employees, as experts of government procedures, possess the know-how to structure and
characterize a given service. To obtain the necessary input and configuration parameters for building the new service, several interactions between software developers

1

For example, according to municipality studies, 70% of enrollments in schools and courses in
2009 were carried out through online services.
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and administrative personnel usually take place, not rarely affected by misunderstandings and ambiguities. This work practice is unsatisfactory for both software developers and administrative employees: the former regard it as inefficient and ineffective,
while the latter saw it as boring and time consuming. There is actually the need for a
new perspective on service creation, which goes beyond the simple transfer of domain
knowledge from employees to software developers.
To satisfy this need, the idea emerged from our collaboration with software developers at Brescia municipality is to make administrative personnel directly in charge of
creating online services by using a suitable software tool. An important hurdle to this
new work practice is however due to the fact that these personnel are not interested in
contributing to online service creation if this implies learning new software tools and
acquiring new practices or skills alien to their daily work and expertise. This state
of affairs means that traditional end-user programming techniques foreseen in the
end-user development of software artifacts, such as programming by example, component-based programming, visual programming, are not suitable to our end-user
developers’ profile, being, at present, too much computer-oriented. On the contrary,
we need to provide administrative personnel with the ‘right’ EUD environment, in
order to favor their progressive “change in mindset and culture” [8]. Such an environment should require a low cognitive burden and should support employees’ best
practices, being centered on the employees’ idea of service creation in the paperbased world, rather than on the idea of ‘creating a program’ as the other EUD techniques actually are based on.
Coping with this problem requires an extended investigation, which starts from the
analysis of existing e-government services, and arrives at understanding employees’
preferences and computer skills, with the goal to develop a suitable EUD environment. The former is a bottom-up activity aimed at describing the ‘essence’ of an egovernment service by abstracting from its software implementation, the interaction
experience it offers and the mental model that administrative employees associate
with it. The latter is a top-down activity aimed at designing an EUD system that
allows end-user developers to create instances of the abstract service description without being aware of that. These instances are actually descriptions of programs implementing online services that can be automatically generated by the EUD system
through a proper interpretation of descriptions themselves.
The following sections deepen these bottom-up and top-down phases.

4 From e-Government Service Analysis to a Service Meta-model
In the development of current web-based applications, including e-government services, a variety of aspects and issues must be taken into account: (i) the technologies
involved; (ii) the interaction experience one would like to provide users with; (iii) the
different usages recognized by users; (iv) the domain competencies necessary to develop useful and pertinent applications. All these aspects call for the analysis of the
different stakeholders involved in software development, with the aim to overcome
the limitations of the classical user-designer dichotomy. To this end, we analyze in the
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following the characteristics of stakeholders involved in e-government service creation and use, in order to derive an appropriate (meta-)model of services.
4.1 A Multi-faceted Description of e-Government Services
The stakeholders involved in our case study are: 1) the citizens, who need to exploit egovernment services; 2) the administrative employees, who are required to actively
participate – as experts of the government domain – in G2C service creation through a
proper EUD environment; 3) the HCI experts, who are in charge of designing the
interaction experience offered by such an EUD environment, suitable to the administrative employees; 4) the software engineers, who should finally develop such environment, satisfying the requirements established with the other stakeholders.
Since the profiles of HCI experts and software engineers are quite standard
and well known, we prefer to dwell upon the characteristics of the other classes of
stakeholders.
As to the citizens’ profile, it refers to a high variety of people living in Brescia who
may access the website of the municipality for service supply. Their age can vary in
a wide range (from approximately 16 to 65 years old), as well as their education,
cultural background and software technology knowledge. Most of them are often
accustomed to interact with e-commerce web applications or social networks, whose
interaction experience can therefore be exploited in the design of current online services. Anyway, given the high variety of the citizen profile and the importance of the
goals that e-government services usually pursue, a careful attention should be paid on
the usability of such services. They should guide citizens throughout the process until
a successful task completion, without overwhelming or confusing them. Clear explanations should be provided, and the user should be able to move within the service at
his own pace, but prevented to make irreparable errors or mistakes. The e-government
services currently available on the Brescia Municipality website (as on many other
Italian and world-wide government websites [21][25]) aim to meet and support the
citizens’ needs through the adoption of interaction design patterns like wizard and fillin-the-blanks (or form) [29][30], which are suitable to guide users in using the online
services.
As to administrative employees’ profile, government agency employees are expert
in different administration issues, and have different competencies, skills, and cultural
background. Most of them are female, their age ranges approximately from 20 to 60
years old, and they do not usually hold a high education degree. They are usually
acquainted with web browsers, word processors, spreadsheets and other similar office
applications, but complain when they are charged by software systems with housekeeping activities. Additionally, as already said, they are not very motivated to participate in web content authoring that requires them to learn software technicalities.
Each stakeholder – citizen, employee, HCI expert, software engineer – has her/his
personal view of e-government services, which can be described by a model that
includes only the detail the stakeholder is interested in. The analysis of these different
models, referred to the e-government service introduced in Section 2, has allowed us
to define a service meta-model useful to design an EUD environment for administrative employees.
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Figure 2 illustrates such a multi-faceted model of front-office reservation services.
A citizen usually describes an interactive system in natural language, possibly
making reference to some screenshots of the system for a better explanation. Therefore, a possible description of the e-government service is the following: “To obtain
an appointment at the general registry office I should fill my data in these pages. For
example, here [screenshot with step 2] I can select the date where I would like to be
received. Then, I can select the button ‘next’ to reach this new page [screenshot with
step 3] where I can find all the time slots available for booking appointments in the
selected date. Therefore, I can click one of these choices and then go to the next page
[…]”.
An employee describes the e-government service using natural language as well,
but s/he prefers focusing on the kind of data to be acquired and the procedures to be
carried out to supply the service. An example description is the following: “I must
acquire some personal data of the citizen: name, surname, place and date of birth, tax
code. Then, these data must be validated checking the tax code against the other data
[…]”.
An HCI expert, instead, analyzes an interactive system in terms of the interaction
experience offered to its users. As HCI experts, we have described the given service
according to Tidwell’s interaction design patterns [29][30], thus focusing on the service metaphor and interaction style offered to citizens. We observed that, beyond the
wizard and fill-in-the-blanks patterns, the developers adopted, among others, the patterns center stage, go back one step, disable irrelevant things, choice from a small set,
good default, interaction history.

Fig. 2. The multi-faceted description of e-government services
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Finally, a software engineer usually adopts a formal or semi-formal specification,
such as an UML diagram. In our case, the software developer of the front-office reservation service cited above provided us with a high-level class diagram that describes the main classes of the software program implementing the service.
4.2 A Meta-model for e-Government Services
From the different stakeholders’ models we arrived at defining an abstract model of egovernment services, which actually plays the role of a meta-model. This meta-model
has been described by an XML schema. The most significant part of this schema is
illustrated in Figure 3 by means of a graphical representation. As one can notice in
this figure, a service is structured as a sequence of one or more step elements,
each one corresponding to a form through which (i) employees usually ask for the
information needed and (ii) citizens provide the information required.
This conception of a service as a sequence of steps is, indeed, in accordance with
the conceptual separation of the different kinds of data to be acquired (by the employee) and to be supplied (by the citizen). It is also compliant with a simple guided
interaction, satisfying the wizard pattern, and with an implementation that represents
both services and step as software objects.
A step is in turn a sequence of requests to the citizen on behalf of the employee, and in some particular case it may call a substep, which includes a sequence of requests as well. A request is always characterized by a goal: it can
be a request for information or a request for data confirmation. A request further
includes some instructions to guide the citizen while answering the request itself
and is composed of one or more single items (item elements) and/or one or more
groups of items (item_group elements), which represent the input data to be provided by the citizen to obtain the service. An item has some mandatory and optional
attributes: for example, label must be assigned the value of the data label to be
visualized to citizens, while type_item may potentially characterize the data to be
acquired as a name, surname, date, taxcode, etc., in order to identify the
procedure for its validation. For the software engineer a request is an object referring to other objects (item or item_group). Whilst the HCI expert conceives a
request as a set of text fields, combo boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, namely the
virtual entities [5] to be used for visualizing and acquiring a single item or multiple
items related each others (item_group).
Each item in turn may include zero or more constraints for the generation of
data to be visualized, such as for example all dates and times available for booking
appointments. In other cases, an item can be specified as a set of options to be
shown to the user for selection, such as for example the topic to be discussed during
the appointment.
In summary, the meta-model describes the main concepts of a service, which can
be interpreted and specialized by the different stakeholders according to their point of
view (usually as software objects, as interaction styles and widgets, or as different
kinds of data to be received/supplied).
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the XML Schema generated through Altova XMLSpy®

These different points of view have been taken into account in the design of the
EUD environment for e-government service creation, which is described in the next
section.

5 An EUD Environment for Service Creation
Starting from the abstract service specification described in the previous section, we
have designed an EUD environment that empowers administrative employees to unwittingly implement e-government reservation services. Such environment drives
end-user developers in generating the XML document (i.e. the service model) as an
instantiation of the service meta-model. This environment does not force users to
write any XML code, neither to know the underlying meta-model, but allows them to
follow their usual way of reasoning and operating when a new G2C service has to be
supplied. The EUD environment is designed to properly interpret the service model in
order to generate the actual online service to be used by citizens.
More concretely, we have designed an EUD environment to guide employees in
defining steps, requests, items etc., which characterize the service to be
supplied. In designing the user interface, and particularly, the metaphor and the interaction style of the environment, we have paid attention on the employees’ work practice when supplying a service. These stakeholders usually have a set of drafted forms
(paper or electronic-based) they adapt and combine to provide the citizen with the
forms to be filled in with the required information. Therefore, we can observe that the
activity performed by employees requires again managing and interacting with sets of
forms to be composed and/or adapted according to the service requirements. To this
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end, the environment for e-government service creation has been conceived as a service itself (namely, a meta-service) providing employees with the same interaction
experience offered by online services to citizens, including editing content, selecting
content from available choices, pasting content from other sources.
Figure 4 shows the EUD environment2 developed for the creation of front-office
reservation services3, while an employee is creating the service “Residenza Cittadini
Comunitari” (residence for EU citizens) for the “Settore Anagrafe” (registry office) of
the municipality. According to employees’ work practices, the central part of the
EUD environment (part 1 in Figure 4(a)) is always structured as a form to be filled in
by the employee who is creating a step of the service. The employee can decide first
which step s/he would like to create by selecting one of the buttons at the top of the
page (part 2 in Figure 4(a)). In Figure 4(a), the employee is creating the step “Giorni
di erogazione” (date selection). S/he has selected the corresponding button on the top
of the page and s/he is filling out the central form with the constraints on the possible
dates to be chosen for appointments. Here, the end-user developer establishes the start
and final dates of the considered period, the number of weeks to be visualized, the
days of the week when the office is open (Monday and Tuesday), and holidays. The
help section on the left (part 3 in Figure 4(a)) provides the employee with indications
on how to interact with the environment. When the end-user developer is satisfied by
her/his definition, s/he can select the button “OK” and a new step of the service under
construction will be added as a selectable widget on the right-side of the screen (part 4
in Figure 4(a)).
Figure 4(b) shows the EUD environment where the employee has already created
the steps: “Giorni di erogazione”, “Orari di erogazione” (time selection) and “Dati
personali” (input of personal data), as displayed in the right-hand side of the screen.
In this part of the interface, the employee can decide to modify the step order by
changing the sequence number of steps through the related combo boxes; s/he can
also delete a step by clicking the corresponding wastebasket, or modify a step by
selecting the corresponding button, thus recalling the inserted information in the central form. In Figure 4(b) the employee has selected the second step to change the
inserted constraints on the office hours for appointments. Here, the employee can
modify the inserted appointment duration and the time bands related to the open week
days.
The information specified through the form in Figure 4(b) will be codified in the
XML document and used by the environment to generate the step for time selection
like the one shown in Figure 1.
The EUD environment also assists the employee entering consistent information
while creating an e-government service. The information set in forms for dates and
times are related each other: the end-user developer can operate independently on
them, but the system keeps them always consistent; for example, the user can define
the time band for a week day not selected in the form for defining available dates, and
the information about the open week days is automatically updated in that form.

2
3

The system is in Italian, in accordance with the profile of our end-user developers.
In this current version the EUD environment allows the creation of e-government reservation
services only, but it can be easily extended to the creation of other services.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. The EUD environment for creating e-government front-office reservation services: (a)
creation of the date selection step; (b) modification of the step for time selection.

When the end-user developer has created all the steps of the service, s/he selects
the button “Completa servizio” (complete the service). The system then generates an
XML file, validated against the XML schema discussed in the previous section. This
XML file – which is actually the service model – is properly interpreted and used by
the EUD environment, along with a fixed style sheet used by the municipality for egovernment services, to generate the service itself.
Figure 5 reports a portion of the XML file related to the step for time selection. It
actually describes the constraints for the generation of time choices, according to the
established appointment duration and time bands, and referred to the week days in
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which the office is open. Therefore, the element step is used (see the XML schema in
Figure 3), including an element request with the attribute goal=“information”.
The element request includes, in turn, the element instructions, whose content (in Italian) asks to choose the hour when the citizen would like to be received,
and an element item including two elements constraint. Each constraint
element states the duration of appointments (element duration) and the time band
(elements time) related to an open day chosen in the date selection step and referred
by means of the element dayRef.
The portion of the file shown in Figure 5, when interpreted, generates the web page
for time selection like the one illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 5. A portion of the XML file specifying an e-government service

6 Related Work
The Network of Excellence on End-User Development funded by the European Commission during 2002-2003 has defined EUD as “the set of methods, techniques, and
tools that allow users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software
developers, at some point to create or modify a software artifact” [18]. This definition
implies that the level of complexity of EUD activities may vary in a wide range, from
just choosing among alternative behaviors already available in the application (called
parameterization or customization in [17]), to actual programming (called program
creation or modification in [17]) carried out through various techniques, such as programming by example, incremental programming, model-based development.
The latter is the most interesting class of EUD activities, since it should foster end
users to perform sophisticated tasks without requiring them to really learn ‘how to do
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programming’. Therefore, much research work has concentrated on defining appropriate EUD techniques for program creation or modification, also taking into account
the application domain. Component-based approaches are proposed for example in
the field of computer-supported cooperative work [22][34]. Model-based approaches
are adopted in [2][19] to develop nomadic and multimodal applications, and generally
support EUD through abstractions meaningful to end users, such as task models [24].
Annotation mechanisms and visual programming are the main EUD techniques implemented in software shaping workshops [5], which have been experimented in the
medical and mechanical engineering domain. Visual programming is also proposed in
[13], to allow museum curators to create guides for mobile and large screen stationary
devices, and in [26], where the approach allows business users to create enterprise
widgets. Still within the business domain, Anslow and Rielhe [1] propose to adopt
wiki technology as a platform to support end users in the development of business
queries. Business process composition is allowed in the Collaborative Task Manager
prototype, by means of a programming-by-example technique [27]. In this line, also
mashup makers, usually adopting component-based approaches, are regarded as tools
for EUD [15], namely for creating systems that support sharing, integrating and
searching for information [35]. With respect to these works, the EUD approach proposed in this paper adopts visual programming and model-based techniques in a different way, by customizing the EUD interaction experience to the work practice of the
potential end-user developers.
Designing appropriate EUD techniques for a given application domain represents a
fundamental challenge that should be addressed, according to Fischer and Giaccardi
[8], by adopting a meta-design approach. Indeed, meta-design is an emerging “conceptual framework defining and creating social and technical infrastructures in which
new forms of collaborative design can take place” [8, p. 428]. By commenting on the
concept of meta-design, Sutcliffe and Mehandjiev said: “EUD then becomes a twophase process: designing the design world, followed by designing the applications
using the design world” [28, p. 32]. This two-phase process is evident in our work:
actually, the definition of a meta-model for services and the design of an EUD environment for instantiating the meta-model can be regarded as a meta-design activity.
The idea of adopting a meta-modeling approach to end-user development of webbased applications has been proposed also in [7][14]. In these works, the meta-model
is based on different abstraction levels, namely a shell level, an application level and a
function level. However, all these levels are described according to a software engineering perspective, whereas our meta-model is an abstraction obtained from four
different perspectives, according to a multi-faceted approach [11]. As such, it better
synthesizes the concept of e-government service to drive the design of an EUD environment for service creation. Moreover, end-user developers involved in the project
described in [7][14] interact with the EUD system using SBOML (Smart Business
Object Modeling Language), as discussed in [16]. The syntax of this language, even
though defined by authors as ‘near-English’, seems too much computer-oriented, and
thus difficult to be learned by domain experts who do not possess any knowledge of
programming languages. By contrast, we have designed an EUD environment adopting a metaphor and an interaction style that appear more suitable to the profile of our
end-user developers. Indeed, the interaction with this environment has been designed
on the basis of the same interaction patterns that characterize existing e-government
services and that are usually adopted in this domain (see for example [25]).
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The works adopting meta-modeling mentioned above are based on the WebML
conceptual modeling language. WebML [4] and its recent extensions (e.g. [12]) is
actually very effective for designing and developing web applications from a software
engineering and data management point of view. The additional perspectives considered in this paper (HCI and domain experts’ perspectives) could probably be integrated in WebML to cope with end-user development problems.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have described the ongoing work with the Brescia Municipality to
empower administrative personnel to create web-based G2C services.
Although we have not carried out an in-depth experimentation yet, we have collected initial feedbacks from a few employees by presenting demos of the system and
asking them to create some new services for booking appointments. Employees have
appreciated the system usefulness and positively commented on the easy and engaging interaction experience it offers. Particularly, they have recognized in this application the opportunity of improving the internal procedure currently adopted for service
creation, which heavily depends on a complete and unambiguous communication with
software developers. Employees also confirmed that a correct mapping is provided
between their mental model of how to create services and the conceptual model offered by the application. We have then explicitly asked to these potential end-user
developers whether they are willing to include the activity of service creation in their
daily work: all of them appeared as high motivated in doing this job, since they
judged it very easy and quick; however, to be totally satisfied, they ask for the integration of a preview functionality that shows the service under creation.
As future work we are planning to carry out an extended experimentation with administrative employees to analyze and solve the weaknesses of the developed EUD
environment. Accessibility aspects of services will be also considered in the future.
Indeed, the EUD environment should support employees in creating web applications
compliant with guidelines for accessibility [32][33], so that all citizens can use them,
regardless of their cognitive or physical disabilities and hardware/software limitations.
This is a very important goal, necessary to accomplish the so-called ‘inclusive eGovernment’ [20]. To this purpose, we will study an extension of our previous work
[9][10] to the case of e-government service creation also taking into consideration the
design guidelines proposed in [21].
The application will also be extended to support employees to create other classes
of e-government services. To this end, we are studying a richer meta-model including
specific aspects related to level 4 (Transaction) and level 5 (Personalization) services.
A further evolution of the application concerns the integration of functionalities for
managing services’ input data sent by citizens, thus providing employees with a
unique environment for designing online services and dealing with information coming from their actual use.
Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank Sergio Colosio from Brescia Municipality (Comune di Brescia, Italy), and Alessio Giovanni Cecchi and Federica Santicoli
for the development of the EUD environment.
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Abstract. The dominant strategy within the field of EUD has been to improve
end-user activities within a single software system. This approach has some
limitations. First, the work environment often consists of a number of different
systems and tools that form an information ecology with which users must
cope. Second, the use of computers is embedded in organizational practices that
may also need to be changed. Thus, there is a need to combine EUD with a
parallel development of work practices. However, common work-development
approaches, for example, process improvement, usually adopt a top-down
managerial point of view that relies on expert modeling, and are therefore incompatible with EUD ideas. This paper suggests that a work improvement
method developed in Finland since the 1980s, developmental work research, is
a good candidate for partnering with EUD, because it takes the potential of local grassroots innovation and the development of work practices seriously.
Keywords: Systems Design, End-User Development, Developmental Work
Research, Information Ecology, Workplace Technology.

1 Introduction
End-user development (EUD) has a long history reaching back to the 1970s, with
roots both in practice among the multiuser mainframe communities and in research on
how to use emerging information technology (IT) or interactive workstations in the
Xerox PARC. Part of the seminal work in the field was done, for example, by Bruce I.
Blum [1], James Martin [2], and Allen Cypher et al. [3]. During the 1980s, research
and development were active, involving scientists that could be called end-user developers, too; but the field was hit heavily by the rapid emergence and acceptance of
personal computers (PCs) and the “productivity tools.” These partially addressed the
same problems that EUD did (although in a prepackaged form) and were capable of
delivering “computing power to the masses”—very successfully, in fact, in the case of
spreadsheets. Thus, during the 1990s, the EUD field itself was rather dormant.
However, during the same time, ethnographically oriented workplace studies (e.g.,
[4], [5], [6], [7: 18]), initiated by the rise of computer supported cooperative work
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 123–138, 2011.
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(CSCW) research and related to the use of IT in work practices, started to become
more common. These studies have helped to recognize the problems in IT use that
neither system design nor productivity tools alone seem able to cure. Here, EUD may
still have a place and a role to fill. This, and the improvement of technological possibilities ensuing from the rapid development of IT, with respect to processing power
and communication capability, led to a renewal of the EUD research field during the
first decade of the 2000s.
A common approach in current EUD has been to provide a “front end” to an existing system, one that is easy enough to use and powerful enough that, with it, end users
can tailor and to some extent reprogram the outputs of the system using the tools
provided and the data available in the system. For instance, in [8] the visual generalization idea, what the user can see, epitomizes what should be programmable (p. 372),
and it is seen as the central problem of example-driven programming (p. 2, 6). Were it
to be solved, programmable systems for ordinary end users could also be produced.
The most challenging future areas of EUD are thus the novel interface technologies
such as the integration of context awareness and adaptability, the sharing of EUD
artifacts and repositories with recommendation support, and guidelines for flexible
component-based systems [9] (p. xii). Lieberman et al. [9] see the ultimate goal of
EUD as being to invisibly support end users’ software development so that they can
use domain-specific “know-how” to shape their new IT tools (p. 485).
While this approach can address a number of issues, it still has a couple of major
limitations with respect to the common needs of the situations in a workplace. One is
the increasing recognition that the thinking workplace is technologically homogenous,
which is a rather strong simplification. Actually, workplace technology is a collection
of various systems, services, and tools. These have perhaps never been designed to
form a coherent whole; but they have emerged in the course of work as partial solutions to acute problems, and they now form a sort of information ecology with which
users cannot but try to cope as best they can. One example is the current way of introducing social media, per se, as tools for organizational discussion. Quite soon, the
user communities will be headed for social computing, which entails a grasp of the
old discourse, strategic organizational development, classical work practice, and systems development with webs of technologies that may need to change.
Related to end user-driven development efforts, the concept of information ecology
has received some attention [10], [11], [12]. In adopting such an ecological IT view,
prior to employing the “know-how” aspects, one should also be capable of analyzing
the “know-why” issues, which help to shape ideas about how development could be
supported technologically. Unfortunately, practical design cases where the idea could
have been addressed are scarce; only the particular end users can see what makes the
system, product, or service useful [10] (p. 65) as part of their workplace technology.
Another and maybe even more fundamental problem of looking at EUD from the
point of view of only one IT system is the fact that system use does not normally
constitute the entirety of work, often not even a major portion of it. Rather, it is just
an element of a wider network of individual work practices and social and organizational procedures, rules, and conventions. Often a change in an IT system will provide
only a marginal benefit if the related work procedures and practices remain the same.
It is clear that some development of work takes place with every application of EUD,
but there is the danger of a certain technocentrism, if the situation is seen only
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through EUD “eyeglasses.” To be balanced and efficient, the scope of such efforts
should be broadened and end-user system development should be complemented by
end-user driven development of work. For analyzing work, however, conceptual tools
are needed that are different from those for system EUD, where the focus naturally is
on data and data processing. Even in those system design methods where the context
of the system’s use is taken seriously (e.g., contextual design [13]), there is no guarantee that the “rest” of the work will be treated comprehensively. Therefore, it is
necessary to complement system design methods with work design methods. But
there is a catch: the commonly used work design methods adopt a managerial, organizational-effectiveness perspective, and they rely heavily on expert modeling of the
work and the organization [13], [14], [15], [16], [7](p. 88).This would be in direct
contradiction to EUD’s grassroots ideals, and it leads to a tension that cannot be easily
reconciled.
There are, however, certain work development methods that take the potential of
local grassroots innovation and the development of work practices seriously. The
purpose of this paper is to show one work improvement method developed in Finland
since the 1980s, developmental work research (DWR), which seems a good candidate
to be used with EUD. DWR has been widely used in a variety of organizational settings, both in the public sector and in industry. It has rarely been combined with IT
development, however, and probably just for the reason that it does not fit well with
the normal top-down expert modeling approach used in system design.
We start our review with historical end user-driven systems development and in
situ field studies on programming and work (chap. 2), and continue by approaching
aspects of ecological technology (chap. 3). We then introduce DWR (chap. 4) and
conclude (chap. 5) by suggesting that end-user system development be complemented
with end-user driven development of work.

2 From an EUP System to in Situ Systems Design
The leading idea within the field of EUD has been to improve end-user activities
within a single software system by providing tools for end users’ programming that
automate some of the tasks. This kind of development has mostly focused on programming technology, and the corresponding use of EUD tools has mostly been close
to actual end-user programming (EUP). This feature is still present in a number of
current EUD approaches, and it is naturally important when the automation of tasks is
involved. As shown by ethnographic field studies on work practices and studies on
science and technology [4], [5], [6], [7], [17] and implementation [1], the work practices of end users are considerably broader than what can be taken into account by the
current EUD perspective. The reciprocal relationships between use, other work practices, and design changes stimulate both domain knowledge and the development of
the work community. This perspective should thus not be reduced to operational efficiency, as still is often done in information technology marketing. It would be beneficial to adopt a broader perspective, and EUD should be embedded in the development
of all work practices and organizational procedures.
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2.1 Approaching End-User Programming
Initial steps toward EUP had already been taken during the mid-1970s, and two different sources for them can be identified. One was directly oriented toward practices
in organizations, which emerged within interactive, multiuser, mainframe communities as a response to the programming bottlenecks and slow system-development
cycles of that time. The hope was to alleviate these problems by changing the role of
end users to that of autonomous programmer [2]. Another, more ambitious and futureoriented step took place during the development of the first personal workstations at
Xerox PARC [18].
The first EUP step related to the use of existing, widely available technology, and
as James Martin’s book testifies, it had gained a certain practical foothold by the early
1980s. It could have developed into a significant movement, because it was backed by
major vendors such as IBM. However, its advance was heavily disturbed by the
emergence and rapid acceptance of the PC and its productivity programs that at least
partially fulfilled the same role. Toward the end of the 1980s, PCs had won the day,
and EUP in the mainframe-computing environment was sinking into oblivion.
The other, more research-oriented direction in which interfaces had a significant
role did not suffer so heavily from the impact of PCs. User-friendly design solutions,
such as metaphors and analogies, were adopted for the design of end user-driven
programming systems. Personal workstations (and PCs later on) emphasized the purpose of work and the end users’ interest in using computers by programming them to
do useful tasks, such as accounting and macro-programming with spreadsheet applications. End-user programming and software tools designed for programming were
promoted in the spirit that “programming could be good for people” [18] (p. xii). This
strategy was criticized, but regarding EUP it was also significant, as the potential of
programmable IT was designed for actual end users, and demanded the ability to
apply different approaches to each use, design, and many other activities, in relation
to the everyday, changing application domains.
One of the major approaches has been programming by demonstration (PBD) [3],
which later became known as programming by example (PBE) [8]. The ideas of a
software agent recording a user’s acts and making a new program based on the user’s
demonstrated acts were proven work [8] (p.2). A number of EUP systems were developed based on the ideas and a number of experimental projects that were started (e.g.,
research on iconic programming, visual programming, direct manipulation interfaces,
construction kits, and script languages). However the non-IT-educated and end users
not having high level domain skills could not apply the systems and learn the programming as expected [8](p. 5, 132, 160). This might have resulted from inappropriate or lacking user studies [18]. According to Martin [2] a number of end user-driven
systems were created without actual systems analysts (p. 161).
Martin [2] has also pointed out that analysis has always played a highly valuable
role, even when end users are creating their own applications; in most software corporations, this demanded a total change, not only in systems analysts’ jobs, but also in
the ways of cooperating with end users (p. 322). The PBD and PBE ideas have thus
been very important in promoting programming as a useful activity for end users, and
because of the conceptual development within the relationship between use and programming started. For early developers of the EUP systems, a difficult task was and
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still seems to be the “escape from earlier disciplines” [2] (p. 333). Defining the end
user’s programming or design [18] without using technical terminology or with terms
for the user’s tasks [8](p. 132) is challenging, especially within the actual end users’
context of work. Research projects have attempted to alleviate the problems, but the
problem related to understanding the actual context of end users’ work is still open. In
addition, the interest in developing and producing end user-programmable systems
has been languishing since the 1990s, from one thing or another.
The specialization of professions, politics, and business, and other societal
changes, influenced the development of EUP systems [17], [18]. Alan Kay also listed
several factors related to end users’ context-of-use, such as end users’ goals, varied
intentions, concepts, and subject matter, which had been seen as vague or alien, and
thus less informative for the early developers. Even in cases where it was realized that
EUP might support the dynamics of end users’ activities [18], solutions did not deliver the level of service required. This stimulated changes in research methods, so
that in situ field studies on EUP started to emerge (e.g., [4], [6], [7] p. 18).
2.2 Approaching the Work Practice
Since the 1980s, the increasing influence of anthropology and microsociology has
brought field studies of work practices into IT research. In one ethnographic research
study on end-user computing [6], Nardi discusses a new vision of end users’ work, in
which personal computers are not only used for certain purposes, but are also programmable with the end-user programming facilities present in the systems. Exploring task-specific programming and application-making, she criticizes the narrowness
and one-sidedness of the job descriptions that were used as the basis of many early
EUP systems (p.10). More often than not, users’ “work” has been defined in extremely narrow terms, such as single operations, tasks, actions, or interactions with a
particular application, computing, or programming tool.
According to Nardi [6], systems developers lacked an understanding of the social
and dynamic aspects of end-user programmers’ work practices. The developers could
not see the contexts (e.g., cooperation among users; dynamic shifts between use, design, and other activities; the interrelated sets of use and design tools; the designed, ad
hoc, and self-made solutions; the prototypes, examples, customizations; or the tailoring of solutions) that were relevant to making a new application. Instead of looking at
only individual tasks, it is necessary to see that the context of work is an intertwining
of design, use, and other related activities. To preserve the design idea [19], shortterm factors should be seen as part of the wider, historical work activity. Otherwise,
the kinds of dynamic shifts in the end users’ activity become interpreted ahistorically
(e.g., [20]).
Although ethnographic field studies did not directly result in actual new EUP systems, important issues for EUD did emerge. While, on one hand, the knowledge and
skills needed in design have been proven to be self-learnable, and end-user designers
have been shown to be capable of training themselves in the context of use [1], [20],
on the other hand, highly specialized technological or IT domain knowledge has generally been seen as an obstacle to actual user involvement in design [14], [21], [22],
[8] (p. 132). This has led to mediated use or work practices [23], surrogate user profiling [16], and diversification of the professional programming tools and EUP systems.
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Working with users demands special skills [24], such as an ability to grasp the “invisible” [25]—the domain that is open and shaped for each implementation [1]—and
the organizational procedures and work practices that need to change [19]. The in situ
field studies have helped us to see the problems in IT use that neither systems design,
productivity tools, nor improved systems analysis [2] (p.339) seem able to cure. When
EUD is extended beyond the common user-friendly, single-solution EUP, the gap
between use and work practice will be more visible, and we shall see how the end
users’ situation and programming differ from those of professionals.
Authors have tried to stress the practice known as computing [6], design in use [4],
or co-design [20], [26], just to mention a few of the many varieties. This variety
means that we have to be careful in approaching the use, design, and entire scope of
practical activity that shape end users’ everyday domain. Work practice is not only a
matter of defining the context of use or the application domain. Above all, it is a question of the diverse needs of people, within a joint or collective activity [27]. Thus, a
change in an IT system, either by professional or end-user programming, will give
only a marginal benefit if the related work procedures in practice remain the same.
Correspondingly, if work procedures and practices are changed according to a topdown approach, local development possibilities cannot be taken into account.
As a result, we have to find a way to broaden EUD for work, while maintaining its
grassroots ideals, so that people can build their own IT effectiveness locally when
designing systems in situ and improving their work as needed.
2.3 Approaching the Ecological Systems Design In Situ
Based on their in situ systems research studies, Nardi and O’Day [10] are convinced
that technology can be put into practice according to local practices and values, but
that development of practices to fit a given technology is not the only solution (p.
211). They believe that it is important to maintain possibilities for end users to adapt
their IT according to the dynamics of the work and the desire to reflect human values.
Their information ecologies approach describes EUP as a long-term collaborative
activity to develop an information system (IS) to meet the needs of work. Programming systems in situ and other users’ longer-term participation in design are consequently fundamental.
The important point here is that there are not only “power users”—very experienced users who are technologically oriented or domain expert users [9](p. 25, 116,
357) and who use technology effectively and responsibly [10](p. 211). There is also a
full range of other kinds of users with varying skills and motivations, who in practice
possibly have to be taken into account somewhere along the line, in order to achieve
the changes needed. Hence, the important question is whether we see only the IT tool
or system at hand and ignore related social, knowledge, or other systems used within
the community of users. If we ignore these invisible yet meaningful work systems,
end user-driven programming departs from its grassroots ideals. If we take these systems into account and adopt an ecological, long-term perspective that enables us to
see the development ideas of local people, end-user system development can be complemented by development of work [27], [28], [29],[30].
The most instructive case of EUP within work is the classic study by Blum [1]. He
carried out a long-term, in situ, systems-design effort by which end users having no
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computer background acted as programmers and knowledge developers. Blum’s
grassroots ideals for end user-driven systems development in situ [1] were based on
the openness of the software product, the technological and domain (i.e., healthcare)
knowledge (p. 257), and a 14-year analysis of the evolving, in situ IS designed as a
work system. Rather than assuming that end users intimately know their domain and
lack the skills to adopt technological or systems-development knowledge, Blum analyzed their work in situ, and the conceptual model and the system were developed for
this particular activity. They represented the evolving knowledge of interest in conceptual structures as being as complex as the evolving understanding about that domain (p. 306), in the context of clinical cancer research.
Blum’s seminal work on programmable information systems has, unfortunately,
not been widely recognized. He was able to raise a number of issues about end users’
activities related to EUP and EUD that were later rediscovered by field studies or
were discussed again in later research (cf. [6], [8], [9], [20],[31], [32]). Unfortunately,
quite often discussions have been limited to data processing or IS development, and
only rarely have they touched on the knowledge or developmental work of the local
end users, as in Blum’s original work. Quite often, the grassroots perspective on development has been entirely missing, or it has been based on short-term user studies
leading to oversimplified end users’ views regarding their domain knowledge. However, for EUD and in situ systems design, we have to emphasize the importance of
knowledge to an end user’s actual IT strategy [33], [34].
Systems design in situ is already recognized as a design and research topic [4], [9],
[17], [35], but its progress has been compromised by the lack of end user-driven programming tools and programmable systems. The inability to develop such tools may
be due to a lack of understanding of the nature of programmability in the end users’
everyday work and domain and of what could be seen as development of work [36](p.
164). Because of the dynamic features recognized in field studies of work, it is necessary to take time into account as an important dimension of EUD. This requires programmability, which correspondingly should be seen as domain or work oriented,
rather than only as a technology-oriented or design-oriented issue. For the in situ
systems-design approach to EUD, it is necessary to strive toward making the programmability of such systems applicable and maintainable within the end users’ everyday work and domain. A better understanding of programming and use practices
can finally lead to the emergence of work-driven systems’ programmability, through
programmable IS development, which merges with the work activity of end users and
provides ideas for new practices and IT support when needed.

3 Ecological Views on Technology
Application software usually prescribes the procedures for using it and greatly restricts the possibilities for end users to make changes. When we use these systems to
solve our real-world problems, whatever we do must follow the procedures and pathways programmed into the tools. In order to introduce new procedures and make
changes in the tools used by user organizations, end users currently have two main
options. First, end users can be consumer-users [35] (p. 432) and wait for the next
version of the system, in the hope that it will respond to their needs. Second, end users
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can be involved in a professional system-development set-up [13], [16], [24], by
which a new system may become available over time, possibly even years later. Either of these options cannot support the end users’ diverse needs to develop work in
situ [36], [34], [37]. In addition, the productivity of IT-supported work decreases as
users have to invent how to circumvent the obstacles raised by aging technology.
This situation and a recognition of the many technological possibilities of programmable IT [1], [2], [3], have revitalized the EUD field [8], [9], [10]. We should,
however, be aware of the problems encountered historically, so that new ideas do not
repeat the same kinds of problems time after time: providing ideas only for narrow
front-end EUD or systems; applying overly naïve user friendliness or simplifications
by UCD or PD, which just alienate end users from the technology; and thinking of
workplace technology as homogenous and of EUD in terms of only one IT system
being in use. We should thus avoid the inherent technocentrism in approaching the
situation of end users when looking only through EUD “eyeglasses”, and be able to
balance the need for new IT and the development of work, so that end-user system
development can be complemented by development of work.
The above goals fit work-oriented EUD, and in practice, they point out that instead
of focusing on a systems use, IT systems, and tasks per se, we need to study the work
practices, social and organizational procedures, and rules and conventions that have
shaped the existing workplace technology. This technology, consisting typically of
various systems and tools, has rarely been designed to form a coherent whole, but has
emerged in the course of history as partial solutions to acute problems solved locally,
so that users could do their daily work. It can be seen as a sort of information-based
and work practice-based ecology, where technology and practices are adapted to fit
well enough with the local situation [10] (p. 211).
We shall next introduce some ecological, or more-heterogeneous, approaches related to the workplace technology and grassroots activity, which aim toward an appropriate, evolving coherence to IT in everyday life.
3.1 Information Ecology
Ethnographic workplace and technology studies [4], [5], [6], [7] have revealed the
complexity related to IT use in the workplace. Nardi and O’Day [10] introduce the
concept of “information ecologies” to stress the dynamics of how end users make IT
manageable as part of their work (p. 65). Thus, by adopting an ecological point of
view, one should also be capable of analyzing the “know-why” issues and not only
the “know-how” issues that have been the interest of many EUD developers.
The authors [10] differentiate between seeing the technology as a tool, text, system, or ecology (pp. 25–30), terms that all reveal certain facets of understanding IT in
use and the assumptions taken for granted when talking and thinking about IT in everyday life. When we use a tool metaphor, we see IT as useful for the task at hand and
for the user controlling it. When a tool is integrated with the context of use, it is important to choose the right tool, learn to use it, achieve skill at its effective use at
work, and finally discover its limitations. Designing a good tool is challenging, because the utility, usability, skill, and learning demands require designers to anticipate
the users’ needs. The authors underline that tools should also allow a certain amount
of freedom to modify the IT when needed. [10].
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Technology seen as text suggests that users should be capable of reading the inscribed meanings of the IT designed by other people who are not users [10]. Many IT
problems ensue from the distance between use and design and different cultures,
which demands that we also consider multiple ways of doing things, talking, and
communicating about the invisible work [25]. This is not a new perspective: Martin
[2] already described this as “an impenetrable wall” between the user and the designer
who uses traditional methods and is kept away from the end user (p. 77).
Nardi and O’Day [10] view the metaphor of technology as system as the richest
and also most troubling and mind-altering perspective (p. 33) as it implies broad and
vague issues at different levels of activities. The authors argue that this view negates
distinctions among different local settings, and that when systems are observed in
detail at the system level, the effect can seem overwhelming (p. 47). Thus, the authors
turn to the information ecologies metaphor, which epitomizes local people, practices,
values, and technologies maintained by members of the collective.
The point made by information ecology is that instead of worrying about the wide
generality of predefined end user-driven systems [3], [8], the systems ought to be
open, programmable for the full range of activity of the actual end users, for their
needs. These values are the key to developing systems in situ. Such a design perspective is close both to Blum’s design ideas and Fischer and Giaccardi’s meta-design
framework, in which end-user development plays a future needs-oriented role.
3.2 Coping with Complexity
The “ecological” complexity of workplaces has been addressed already by Blum [1]
who emphasized the importance of the environment where systems are initiated, used
and evaluated. According to him, we should analyze and accept the situatedness of the
environment that influences our activity (p. 101). We thus should produce open systems, that is, software systems that can be modified by end users when work changes,
and which evolves in terms of collaboration, interaction, and reflective deliberation as
a means of improving end users’ work resources. This moves our mindset from the
“plan-and-build paradigm” to the “build-and-evolve paradigm” (p. 378), as the foundation of programmable EUD systems goes beyond programming.
Thus, according to Blum [1] design implies a looking-forward activity, in which
we consciously alter our environment by seeking and working for the identified needs
(pp. 102–4). These are not always well defined, may conflict, just as tensions, differences, and competing issues cannot be avoided in human behavior. In fact, they are
actually triggers and drivers of development. Avoiding disagreements only results in
fruitless searches for unobtainable solutions, and increases non-productivity at work
and in designs. Hence, the practice of design means understanding the people who
play diverse roles, respond to breakdowns, and solve problems in unique ways.
Accordingly [1] human activity therefore epitomizes the point that expertise is
more “arational” than rational, and is based on learned ecological and cultural responses (p. 127). As a consequence, systems must be open, not only for individual
action, but also for the work community’s activity and dynamic processes. In line
with Blum, this equally means that analysis must be completed at the level of the
activity, and that flexibility in end users’ experiments must be maintained (p. 149).
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Recently, Fischer and Giaccardi have expressed similar ideas with their metadesign framework [35]. Like Blum they see the role of designer users as vital. They
also argue that people do not play or define use, design, or any other roles as such, but
rather dynamically change from one activity to other. Thus, people should be supported in their changing roles, including the full spectrum—from being passive consumers of IT to being domain designers and meta-designers.
Fischer and Giaccardi’s domain-oriented design environment and Blum’s fragment-based environment implemented through adaptive design are two architectural
solutions for open, programmable EUD systems. Both frameworks contain the necessary application domain-driven programmability and support for conceptual design
levels, which are familiar to actual end users. They also share the idea of being multilevel in analysis, which in meta-design refers to end-user development for future
needs, participatory design for problem framing and solving, and designing “the inbetween” for socio-technical integrations. These levels provide the needed openness
in the epistemological/computational, social/cognitive, and cognitive/social dimensions that frame the meta-design’s design space. [35] (p. 453).
Yet neither of these authors has provided any guidance for the development of end
users’ actual work practice, beyond the modifications of a system. They do recognize
the need to continuously develop work in situ (e.g., to support end users’ changing
roles) in participative ways, but they do not offer the actual means for doing it.
3.3 Work Development
Selecting a partner methodology to complement EUD is by no means simple. Historically the most common approach to the development of organizations and work
processes has been top-down, large-scale rationalization, either as an incremental
homogenization by standardized best practices, as in process improvement (PI; e.g.,
[38]), or a radical reorganization, as in business process re-engineering (BPR; e.g.,
[39]). Both approaches are based on a managerial perspective and its values, and they
apply expert modeling of activities, leaving very little room for local problem solving
or innovation. Because of this top-down orientation, it is hard to think that they could
be adopted, for example, for social media solutions or combined with EUD, which
epitomize opposing values and approaches.
In Europe, there is a long tradition of local grassroots-level workplacedevelopment projects and a number of variations on action research, by which an
outside actor acts as an involved mediator/facilitator. In Scandinavia, such an approach is often called “democratic dialogue” [40], and it comes much closer to the
EUD ideology of local development than do PI or BPR. Still, it is recognized that the
action research process has difficulty finding integrative development directions and
implementing larger changes, because it is informal and opportunistic [41], is often
based only on everyday experience, and is lacking in analytical tools.
To be able to direct EUD efforts efficiently enough, the work development effort
needs a larger scope and possibilities to reflect work collectively. However, attempts
at conceptualizing this domain for EUD thus far have been limited to a single design
perspective, be it that of the actor, tool, task, place, or abstraction level, and this is not
enough. What is still needed is an integrative work and development perspective
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capable of guiding technology development, as well. In the next section, one such
approach, called developmental work research, will be introduced.

4 Developmental Work Research
DWR is a set of methods developed by a research group led by Yrjö Engeström at the
University of Helsinki since the 1980s [36]. DWR is an interventionist method for
development of work, and it has served both as a concretization and a test bench for
Engeström’s theoretical ideas on cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) [27].
According to Engeström, before the introduction of DWR ideas, there had been four
main historical phases in general work research [42]. Traditionally, the subject of
work research was the rational and effective work done by existing or ready-made
systems, with its focus being on how to adapt people to technological and other related work systems. The second, administrative, phase introduced statistical work
measurement methods, official proficiency requirements, and the hierarchical positioning of work. The third phase, considered reconstructive work research, was interested in industrial safety. It attempted to ease disproportionate workloads and prevent
the dehumanization of work. The fourth phase involved the type of action research
that took everyday practices for granted. In such cases, researchers might have revealed defects in work, but without giving actors the means of influencing how work
could be improved and resources allocated.
Engeström suggests DWR as the fifth phase, seeking to offer both enduring support and the means of development [36]. The purpose of DWR is the collective transformation and development of work, technology, and organizations (p. 9). It provides
the means for goal-oriented, work-oriented, bottom-up development using the ideas
from CHAT. This means that work and its development take place within activity
systems and certain contextual structures, but are also seen as dynamic and evolving.
Because of this work orientation, these ideas have evolved into grassroots practices
that improve and maintain the orientation toward future work by promoting social
innovation and a learning culture [43].
Based on these grassroots activity ideals, we believe DWR is a potential method
for conceptualizing the development of work for EUD. It is a practical methodology,
being applied since the 1980s and dozens of concrete cases can illustrate its aspects;
for example [36] (pp.199-449], [29], and [43] were PhD projects, but the later use of
DWR has expanded beyond the original research projects. It is currently regularly
used by various organizations, many of whom work in public sector development.
4.1 Participatory and Interventionist Approaches
DWR [36] is a development strategy using a participatory and interventionist approach (p. 150). The former means that people who are involved in the work analyze
and reshape their work themselves. The latter means that ready-made solutions are not
brought in from the outside, but tools for analysis, the transformation of work, and the
design of systems are done in situ within the work community.
According to Engeström [36], the core concepts of DRW are the historical analysis
of work using an activity system as a unit, the object of an activity, the multiple
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voices of participants of an activity, and the contradictions within the activity situation (pp. 29–44). An activity system is by definition a collective and multi-voiced
creation; it includes individuals who are members of their everyday community and
the different viewpoints of the various participants, as seen against their personal
background. The scrutinized activity [43] is a source of new models, ideas, and decisions for development, which are searched for and negotiated collectively. Thus,
results appear in the form of expansive transformation ideas through the collectively
identified “zone of proximal development” [36] (p.65), the work community’s potential development directions. Both the “vertical” movement across activity levels (individual actions vs. collaboration) and the “horizontal” movement across the boundaries of different work practices are seen as both possible and important (p. 43). In
other words, not only do individuals achieve new abilities, but they also learn to
change the work with other relevant actors.
DWR helps people learn how to deal with the object of work, which is elusive yet
tangible, fragmented yet recollected, including longer-term planning and development, as well. For workers and users, this may be the “rediscovery and expansion of
use” value of the object which should stimulate work and maintain productive activity
over the entire participating work community. [36] (p. 10).
4.2 Change Laboratory
Today the main method used in DWR [36] is called Change Laboratory® (pp. 291–
305), [43], [44]. As the name indicates, it is based on a laboratory, a separate space at
the workplace reserved for development activity. The idea is that the laboratory space
is separated from the actual work, but is also physically very close to it, to maintain
the daily connection. It can immediately be used for reflection, reference, or spontaneous meetings without any further preparations. The space is used by a natural work
unit or team, typically helped by a facilitator, at least initially. It contains a set of
instruments both to analyze the problems, disturbances, and ruptures of daily work,
and to develop models and ideas for new work practices. The approach can be used
both for radical changes and for incremental improvements in the work.
The methodology used in Change Laboratory is based on the CHAT-derived notions of remediation and dual stimulation. (Note that [45] contains a good discussion
about the theoretical background of the methodology.) According to Engeström et al.
[44], it is based on four basic ideas:

• “There is a need for bringing work redesign closer to the daily shop floor
•
•
•

practice while still keeping it analytical—a new dialectic of close embeddedness and reflective distance.
There is a need for bringing together practice-driven redesign of processes
and idea-driven construction of visions for the future—a new dialectic of
specified improvements and comprehensive visions.
There is a need for bringing together multiple parallel rhythms of development in work—a new dialectic of long, medium, and short cycles of innovation and change.
There is need for bringing together the tools of daily work and the tools of
analysis and design—a new dialectic of instrumentalities.” (p. 2)
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A Change Laboratory project typically consists of three phases, which in practice may
not be very clearly separated, but proceed like qualitative research in general. Iterations and reorientation may be needed, based on findings as the process goes on. Initially, there is a preparatory phase, wherein representative recordings and samples of
current practices are collected by means of ethnographic fieldwork, interviews, customer feedback, statistics, and so forth.
The second phase is analytical, in which a common conception of the current situation and its dynamics are developed by using a two-pronged approach. On one hand, a
historical analysis of the development of the particular work practice is developed
using activity-theoretical models as tools. The recent history of the practice is studied
carefully. The assumptions are that current practices have earlier been fully adequate,
and that if there are now problems, they might have been caused by some internal or
external changes, the identification of which is very important to understand. On the
other hand, current practices, and in particular recorded problematic situations under
current practices, are analyzed and played against the historical theoretical models,
both to identify the potential causes behind the found problems and to check the realism of the models created. Eventually, a common analytical view of the current practice solidifies, identifying both the sources of current problems and the dynamic
forces influencing the practice.
The third phase is for visions and innovations based on the assumptions that solving only current problems is too shortsighted, and that a development process should
also try to anticipate what could happen in the near future and then adopt the practice
for that contingency. Thus, the development dynamic of the practice is projected
toward the future, taking into account what can be assumed about the development of
the context and the society in general. This projection is then used as the starting point
for various innovations in the work practice, either for solving current problems or
anticipating future situations.
In contrast, for example, to project [13], to research-driven PD [10: 44], and to usedesign mediation [23], DWR seeks to promote people’s own activity, and their selfmotivated development in the domain. Through a sustainable participatory strategy—
people analyze and develop their work systems in situ—DWR can provide useful
conceptual, analytical, and structural tools for work- and domain-driven EUD. Ethnography [5] is typically applied in workplace studies, but it is not the only possible
method for generating an intimate understanding of work.
During the research process, participants (including researchers) learn and shift dynamically from one activity to another, being active as interventionists, collectors
of data, observers, analyzers, and interpreters of the material. This shapes the development cycle and produces concrete results for transforming the work at hand, while
the change is also historically, practically, and collectively grounded. The ongoing
process and the reflection cycle evolve together as conceptual tools and sustain the
emerging new activity. Ideally, realizing this would require dynamic, modifiable,
programmable, and open IT systems—just the kinds systems EUD is striving for.

5 DWR: A Potential Partner Method for EUD
The use of computers is embedded in organizational procedures and work practices,
and these may also need to be changed. Thus, there is a need to combine EUD with a
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parallel development of work practices. However, common work development approaches usually adopt a top-down managerial point of view and rely heavily on expert modeling, and are thus incompatible with EUD’s grassroots ideals.
We have argued earlier that EUD would need to be complemented by a development of work perspective, one that would be compatible with EUD ideals and enable
the necessary scope and iterations for improvement. DWR seems to be a good partner
candidate in this respect—and vice versa: EUD can offer an IT development approach
for DWR, which may have been missing, because traditional IT development, with its
prefixed requirements, does not easily fit with DWR processes.
When developing EUD together with work aspects, the approach used should contain practical tools and conceptual support for reflection from an individual member,
work group, or collective viewpoint. DWR possesses precisely such a toolkit. Therefore, we suggest that EUD should be integrated with a DWR work-development effort
and applied to a wider perspective than merely the development of technology. This
means refocusing EUD toward information ecologies through development of work.
Grounding systems development in situ requires a strong understanding of actual
work practices, which calls for field study and intervention-oriented methods. DWR
has been developed for work environments consisting of a number of different systems and tools, by which sustainable information ecology can be shaped, and in which
end users can cope.
Our conclusion is that the DWR work improvement method is a good candidate
method for use with EUD, because it takes the potential of local grassroots innovation
and the development of work practices seriously. In the end, the only resource that
can improve IT practices involves end users continuously designing systems in situ.
We hope we have provided a clear idea of EUD and DWR integration, and we suggest moving it forward throughout the EUD field.
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Abstract. Technologies promoting End-User Development enable domain
experts to adjust and develop tools to fit with their specific work practice and
thus to be efficient with respect to their professional tasks. In today’s organizations, however, single applications become part of organizational infrastructures. Such infrastructures enable integration between different applications and
tasks but, at the same time, introduce constraints to ensure interoperability.
How can the advantages of End-User Development be kept without jeopardizing the integration between different applications? The article presents an empirical study on End-User Development in the context of the development of an
organizational IT infrastructure. Based on the analysis of the empirical material
we discuss the challenges the infrastructure context provides for End-User
Development.
Keywords: End-User Development, IT Infrastructure Development.

1 Introduction
End user development (EUD) allows users to develop and evolve their computer
based working tools to support their specific tasks in an efficient way thus enabling
users to be more effective. EUD possibilities furthermore allow innovations of processes and work practices to be mapped easily into the supportive technology.
In today’s organizations, single applications become more and more part of joint
technical infrastructure supporting the cross-organizational and sometimes interorganizational cooperation. The necessary standardization can be expected to constrain the freedom for specific adaptation and development on a local level. [1]
The majority of the contribution to the End-User Development (EUD) discourse
focuses on the tailoring and development of specific applications – like spreadsheet
systems [2], or CAD systems [3] – or individual parts of infrastructures – like search
tools [4]. Few contributions address the appropriation of common communication and
cooperation infrastructures. (See [5] as an exception.)
Based on an empirical study of End-User Development the article explores two related questions: What are the challenges End-User Developers face when developing
(parts of) an IT infrastructure? How do they tackle them? What can be done to keep
the advantage of EUD and when integrating applications to an IT infrastructure?
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 139–154, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The study is set at the World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmö, Sweden..
Under the auspices of the of the International Maritime Organization (U.N), WMU is
an international university that provide Master degree educations in the maritime area
for around 250 students predominately from developing countries each year.
The research presented here is part of a more comprehensive study on Participatory
Design (PD) as basis for infrastructure development in an intercultural organization.
During the research, WMU has been moving towards a more integrated technical and
organizational infrastructure to consolidate the university’s IT systems. EUD has been
part of the organizational ICT development practice from the very beginning. As the
innovative potential of EUD and the contribution of domain experts to the design of
common infrastructure has early been recognized, the subject of this article is an important contribution to the development of an organizational IT strategy.
The cases subject to this article have been selected because the End User developers have both been active for more than 20 years. Their development activities have
been acknowledged as important for the organization. As the scope, technical sophistication, and size and character of the user community differ significantly, the cases
together provide a consolidated picture of EUD at WMU.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the
relevant literature on organizational End-User Development and infrastructure development in order to provide a conceptual framework for the article. Thereafter we
introduce the research methods. The empirical section presents the two cases. In the
following, the analysis is presented and discussed. The challenges of EUD in infrastructure settings are developed with respect to five aspects. The central and main
dimension is the fragility of EUD practices in an organizational context. This fragility
also influences cooperation with developers and users. The informal character
of EUD practices makes it difficult to coordinate with professional development.
And finally the technical platform and its development provide a challenge for EU
developers.

2 End User Development, Organizations, and Infrastructures
Early research in EUD mainly focused on development and tailoring of individual
performance tools in single user work environments like e.g. computer aided design
[3, 6], excel sheets [3]. However, already then the cooperation between End User
Developers (EU developers) and other users became visible as an important theme.
[3] Organizational support for the development and maintenance of common customizations has been addressed as well. Only a few articles address EUD in the context of infrastructure development. Empirical research on infrastructure development,
though, indicates the importance of bottom up, participatory approaches to keep the
infrastructure in line with developing organizational requirements.
2.1 Tailoring of Common Tools
Already one of the first articles on tailoring [7] reports on EU-Developers exchanging
self developed features and add-ons with other users. As early as 1992, Gantt and
Nardi describe patterns of cooperation between EU-Developers and other users of
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CAD systems. [8] They observe the development of formal and semiformal positions
in organizations where local developers do not only act as ‘gurus’ – acquiring and
sharing knowledge about how to tweak the system on an individual base – but as
‘gardeners’ – maintaining a set of customizations and tailorings for their group or
department and continuously enhancing the common work tools and thus improving
the productivity of the whole team.
Early on, support for sharing and cooperation among user communities has been a
research topic. (see e.g. [9]. Pipek provides in [10] a categorization of cooperative
tailoring scenarios: Shared usage requires the least coordination and user groups are a
self help feature in both commercial and private contexts. Cooperative tailoring in a
shared context provides better possibilities for sharing customizations, but might
result in conflicts if changes to the individual tool hinder the sharing of work results.
When users tailor a shared tool, they need to negotiate not only the adaptations but
also the usage of the common tool. Shared infrastructure scenarios are least researched and provide additional challenges. Here tailoring results can effect configurations of other systems. The design space for EUD of an individual application is
constrained by the interoperability requirements. Heterogeneous user groups are dependent on each other though they neither share a common work practice nor a common tool. Dittrich and Lindeberg discuss such a case; in infrastructures that support
data-intensive businesses like telecommunication, the flexibility of a specific application can only be deployed when other applications in the same network and the interoperability platform can be tailored accordingly. [11] The importance of combining
EUD and professional development activities when evolving such a common infrastructure and support for it is addressed in. [12]
2.2 Organizational Support for EUD
Already Gantt and Nardi [8], [3] emphasize the importance of organizational recognition of End-User Developers. Other researchers emphasized the contribution of ‘gardener type’ local designers as well. The notion of shop floor IT Management [16]
highlights the importance the users’ work that makes IT-infrastructures work. Dittrich
et al. report about local designers developing and maintaining infrastructures for municipal service provision. [13] Kanstrup presents a study on a local IT-support by a
gardener type EU developers and in depth analyzes the practices that allow them to
foster the IT-use in their organizations. [14] However, EUD done “on the behalf of
the organization or group in which they [the EU developers] work” [15] needs to be
deliberated with this group. Trigg and Bodker discuss this phenomenon as systematization of EUD. [15] Beyond addressing the EU developer’s requirements, organizational EUD might require technical, organizational and in Trigg and Bødker’s case
even legal deliberation. [15, 17] The organizational forms and methods to do so are so
far only discussed as challenges. [17]
2.3 Infrastructure Development
Infrastructure development is discussed in the discourses on e-Governance and Enterprise Architecture. The mainstream of these discourses emphasizes a control oriented
perspective on IT infrastructure development. (See for example [18, 19].) Empirical
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research however challenges the feasibility of a rigor top-down approach. [20] Furthermore, to support innovation and creativity, the IT infrastructure of an organization
needs to be flexible and accommodate bottom up design-in-use. [21] Karasti and her
co-authors emphasize the need for PD and shop floor IT-management in the context
of scientific infrastructure development and evolution. [22, 23] One of the core aims
of the research project the current study is part of is to understand and develop PD as
an organizational implementation strategy. [24]
Up until now, little research addresses tailoring in the context of IT-infrastructure
evolution. Wulf et al. develop and investigate the usage and tailoring of a fully flexible search tool. That tool was part of an infrastructure supporting distance collaboration between a Bonn and Berlin office when the German government moved from one
city to the other. [4] Studies of continuous infrastructure tailoring would have been
interesting in this respect. However, the usage of the platform was not continued
when the research project ended. [25] Eriksson emphasizes the need to relate tailoring
and professional software engineering when evolving infrastructures for data intensive businesses like telecommunications [26]. In earlier research, we reflected of how
the technology used for the implementation of infrastructure influences the possibility
for user participation in design and the space for tailoring. [27]
The study presented here addresses practices of organizationally recognized EUD
before, during, and after the introduction of an integrating infrastructure to. It allows
addressing the complex interaction between EUD practices and IT infrastructure
evolution.

3 Research Methods
The research project this study is part of follows Cooperative Method Development
(CMD) [28] as a research approach. CMD anchors process and method improvements
in the understanding of shop floor development practices. Empirical research aiming
at understanding the practitioner’s problems is followed by a joint deliberation of
improvements and the implementation of the improvements that again are accompanied by empirical research. This study positions itself as a case study in the first phase
of a new cycle where the idea is to further the understanding of the EUD activities in
the context of infrastructure development. This enables more informed deliberations
of improvements later.
The first author combines his PhD studies with his work as faculty IT specialist at
WMU. The second author is the supervisor of the PhD project and has also participated in the data collection.
Data gathering and analysis. Though the cases have been selected based on previous
research, the empirical material analyzed here has been collected to understand EUD
practices from the EU developers’ point of view. The empirical material entails both
participatory observation and interviews.
With respect to the first case, Liz developing electronic forms and a contact database, the first author carried out two participatory observation sessions. The sessions
were conducted in Liz’s office in front of Liz’s computer. Liz practically showed how
she worked with the electronic forms and the contact database. At the same time, she
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exemplified her approach regarding the design and implementation process. For this
purpose sketches and paper printouts of relevant artifacts were also used. The second
author, as an external actor and research supervisor, later conducted a follow-up
interview. The purpose of the interview was both to relate back to findings of the
participatory observation sessions and to inquire about Liz’s relation to official
IT-development beyond the specific EUD activities. Her experience of how the organization of IT development has changed over time provided valuable insight into
the impact of organizational IT development on EUD practices. All material gathered
has been recorded, transcribed undergone qualitative analysis.
With respect to the second case, John’s development of WMU’s registry system,
six participatory observation sessions have been conducted with the Registrar John.
These were done explicitly in the context of an upcoming ERP project where the
intention was to understand if and how the current registry system could be integrated
in the new application environment. All sessions were carried out in John office according to the same manner as the former case. An interview with the senior registry
assistant, Sue, was conducted at an offsite location to get an alternate perspective.
Three of the participatory observation sessions together with the follow-up interview
have been transcribed and undergone qualitative analysis (all material is recorded).
The transcriptions have been analyzed with the qualitative research tool HyperResearch. The analysis started with identifying codes in the transcribed material. Based
on this open coding, a number of categories where developed which where used for
axial coding, relating the different transcripts. The categories provide the structure for
the analysis below.
Trustworthiness. To assure the validity of the research, we applied various triangulation strategies. Already the two cases allows for cross case triangulation. Within each
of the cases we used different data collection methods: participatory observation and
interviews. Where we judged that the main researcher was too involved in the organization, the interview was implemented by second author who is not been part of the
organization. In the registry case, a second person, a representative of the user group
of the registry system was interviewed as well. The empirical research presented here
is triangulated by earlier and parallel long term ethnographical research. Where relevant we draw on this additional research in the presentation of the analysis results.
The rich description provided below provides the reader with the means to judge the
conclusion drawn based on the analysis. The final as well as intermediary analysis
results have been checked with the EUD practitioners whose practice was subject to
the research presented here. However, as qualitative research and based on a single
organization, we do not claim generalizability of the results. It is left to future research to confirm, contest and detail the findings of this article.

4 The Two Cases
4.1 Case 1: Electronic Forms and Contact Database
The End-User developer of our first case is Liz, a long-term and today senior administrative assistant at WMU. Liz has been a member of staff for almost thirty years and
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has been part of the university’s journey from a manual typewriter operation to an
increasingly integrated technical infrastructure. Talking with her, one recognizes her
genuine interest in smart solutions, which save time and effort. E.g. when she refers to
her first encounter with computer based forms: “So I learned that you can do online
forms […]. I thought this was just the best thing since sliced bread.”
Her role in developing IT support for administrative purposes for the whole organization is acknowledged, but not organizationally defined in for example her work
description. Referring to this semiformal position, Liz describes herself as “sort of a
spider in the net”. For eight years she was also a member of the computer committee
that gathers key domain experts and IT developers deciding on the IT infrastructure,
until WMU hired professional IT developers to work with IT-support for faculty and
related administrative tasks.
Two of Liz’s areas of responsibility are to administrate (1) internal forms such as
leave and travel requests and (2) a repository of WMU of contacts. From the beginning, these were based on paper and typewriter. This started to change when word
processing programs with contemporary features became available. Liz especially
recalls version eight of Word Perfect where it became possible to set up electronic
forms:
“We are going back 20 years you know. […] I thought it was super […] So I use
help a lot, and I have learned to read the screen […] I went through it step by step
you know. Click on the name, textbox and fields, and all that you know. I learned
about the fields. Trial and error, first it didn't work you know. So I made a leave request form […] I take a form that is for everybody, then you get something that is
across the board. And my boss at that time […] I tried it on him of-course”.
Liz ended up not only migrating the leave request form to Word Perfect, but also
the rest of the administrative forms.
In addition, contact information also began to be maintained in Word Perfect.
Many administrators experienced the initial approach as insufficient: Contact information became scattered throughout the organization. In order to get hold of information about a certain person, one had to know who internally was maintaining a
particular record. This led to a discussion of the benefits of having a central point of
reference for contacts: a database with generic and standardized fields appropriate for
different functions that anybody could access and query. In the end, the development
of a Microsoft Access database was decided on. All the administrative assistants and
secretaries were sent on a Microsoft Access short course to be able to develop and
maintain the database internally. Upon their training, Liz - then already known for her
technical interest and expertise - ended up taking charge of the development of the
contact database, creating both the database and associated interfaces. The idea was
that the secretaries would primarily be in charge of inputting data, whereas professors
and others also could extract it. In the end, the contact database contained altogether
about contact 640 records.
For both the electronic forms and the contact database, Liz gradually developed a
model for user involvement. In regard to the electronic forms Liz for example describes how she works with actively getting feedback from other users. Acknowledging a wide range of competences, she has developed an implicit ranking of users from
computer illiterate to technical experts that she tests prototypes on. Already when
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migrating the forms to Word Perfect, Liz started to work with different colors, fonts,
and layouts to make the user experience more intuitive for the different user groups
and purposes. In regard to the contact database, she produced manuals and trained the
other secretaries of how to use the interfaces of the database.
Both the electronic forms and the contact database have undergone major revisions. For the electronic forms, the next major technical infrastructure change was an
organization wide change to the Microsoft Office suite and Word. For Liz this meant
that it was back to the books and the help files to learn. The Word version of the
forms were in operation for 18 years and became the de facto standard in the organization and also part of other technical infrastructures such as the web-based intranet.
However, although new and advanced technical features became available with the
Word-based forms such as mail merge and calculation capabilities, Liz was never
altogether satisfied with the format. She experienced Microsoft as more “fuzzy […] if
you are a new user to forms”. The latest revision embarked on involves using pdf and
adobe life cycle as a technical base. This change enables a full integration of the
forms with other applications, and allows Liz to continue to improve usability aspects.
For the technical integration, Liz has had to learn how the XML based backend of the
forms works. She has then been involved in creating several prototypes in cooperation
with one of the IT-program officers, where the forms exchange information via webservices with the in-house intranet. In addition, the easier design of the pdf forms has
opened up for Liz to train other EU developers to create their own forms.
The biggest changes to the contact database have been of organizational nature.
Coming up to four years in operation, the contact database and Liz’s role in developing and maintaining it became subject to fluctuation. One after another, the other
administrators retired or left the organization. At the same time, the university started
to build a professional IT department. This for example meant that Liz was relieved
from the coordinating computer committee and replaced by IT professionals hired to
support the faculty and related administration. Gradually, this implied a disruption in
the organizational anchoring of the usage and development of the contact database.
The Access database was turned into a dedicated address database with Liz herself as
also the main user. During the last years, again a discussion has emerged about the
benefits of having a central contact database. The first pursuit to re-establish such a
database, came with the development of a new external website. Using the contact
database as a foundation, Liz again became involved in implementing new features
and updating the contact records. The intention is that these records subsequently will
be moved to an ERP system in the pipeline for implementation.
4.4 Case 2: The Registry System
The registry system for WMU was developed from scratch by its Registrar John. John
came to WMU from the United States in 1992 and had already then comprehensive
experience of the function from American universities. In the United States, technical
expertise is often a mandatory requirement for the Registrar. Being able to operate
databases and reporting tools to for example extract student data to provide decision
support is a fundamental task. Today, the most common off-the-shelf system is Banner. When John initiated his career, such systems were still in a pilot stage. Before
John started his employment at WMU, he participated as a domain expert in the
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development of an early registry software tool. Through this involvement, he advanced
his technical expertise by gaining his first experience of high-level programming.
The registry function at WMU is modeled partly after the US system, which
implies that the Registrar holds a managerial position on the same level as a
Vice-President. The registry department at WMU is made up of four employees: the
Registrar John, the Associate Registrar, the Student Services Officer, and the Senior
Registry Assistant Sue.
In 1992, WMU did not have satisfactory university standards for core registry
functions such as course, subject, credit, and grade management. Instead of subjects
that had a direct relation to weighted credits, programs were made up of modules that
defined broad teaching areas. The modules were not individually graded, and the
certificates presented to the graduates only contained an overall evaluative statement
“Can you imagine, can you imagine, coming into this situation?” John reflects back.
So when John initiated his employment at WMU, he gradually started to construct
an accountable academic management system. Parallel, he began to design and implement a computerized system himself. Building on his previous experiences, he
picked a high-level programming language and database called DataFlex together
with the reporting tool Crystal Reports. After a number of generations of the system –
alone the grade management has undergone eight successively evolutions – John
believes that he has succeeded towards accomplishing his initial vision: “what we do
is we built the system to basically do our jobs, all of our jobs, all the four people in
the registry, and that was exactly the purpose, to go from a manual paper based operation, to a computerized electronic method”. Today, a dedicated and tailored computer
support is in place for major WMU registry functions such as admissions, student
profiles, courses and subjects, grade management, and quality assurance. The system
has come to contain additional components such as alumni records and hostel
management.
Despite the vision of a comprehensive computerized system, some processes still
need a combination of electronic and paper operations. The start of the admission
process is for example marked with the registry department receiving a paper application form. The data is transferred into the registry system. Thereafter, the application
is subject to a complex admission process involving both internal committees and
external agencies, which is supported and documented in the system. Once the student
is admitted, all study activities and results are documented as well
Sue has been one of the main users of the system cooperating with John around the
design of it. She recalls the evolution of the data entry interface: “I know that in the
beginning, when I started, these tabs where divided in three different databases, and I
thought it was rather complicated to remember which tabs that belonged to which […]
you can always call him, go in to him, and he listens […] it is not like it is a small
petites, he does do, writes it down on his little notepad. I have not thought about it
before, but now when we are talking about it, it is pretty great […] and then he either
says it works, if it works […] when he says it doesn't, it is because it must be possible
to extract some report”.
Members of staff outside the registry department, though, are less satisfied with
their access to the registry system: they cannot for example extract reports from registry system apart from a number of pre-defined template reports without acquiring
substantial knowledge about the database structure and the report tool. According to
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John, he down prioritized requirements from outside the registry department due to
time constrains: “the whole concept behind this wasn’t to be for the university, it was
supposed to be for the registry only, and then we decided to give it to people, it wasn’t
meant to be the ERP system for the whole university, it was for us to get our work
done, and then people wanted things so, I then, I had to go in there, and then they
were never happy, the main thing is I would have had a full time job just coding this”.

5 Analysis and Discussion
In this section, we both analyze the field material and discuss the findings. The subsection headings were derived from the field material in the manner described in the
method section. In each subsection we start with introducing the theme we then summarize and cite from our empirical research and finally discuss the implications for
supporting EUD in the context of infrastructure development and evolution.
5.1 Maneuvering as an Informal Developer
As an informal or semi-formal developer, EU developers are in a vulnerable position.
On the one hand, they develop part of the IT infrastructure for the whole organization
and provide important tools. They are aware of their role, and e.g. consciously include
relevant stakeholders. On the other hand, as the episode with contact database shows,
they are not officially recognized as developers and other organizational actors might
not be aware of their activity, especially when personnel changes.
Liz: An unprofessionally professional developer. Though also being one of the
main beneficiaries of her work, Liz consciously targets other staff with her
development. She not only gathers ‘requirements’ in an informal way but consciously
addresses lifecycle management such as training, further development, and maintenance. She for example does not only develop the electronic forms, but runs informal
user tests and provides help. The contact database comes with a user manual. Both are
maintained and adjusted to changing requirements and technologies. While her EUdevelopment in many ways resembles that of an IT-professional, she is only
informally recognized as a champion user in the organization. IT-development is
nowhere to be found in her work description. Acquiring new IT competences is often
done on her spare time and she for example carries expenses for books. Though her
efforts are appreciated, her ability to maneuver in the organization – for good and for
bad – is affected by her “unprofessional” status. E.g. where her IT-professional
colleagues should take part in IT- forums such as the computer committee as part of
their role, this is not the case for Liz.
The necessary cross-departmental IT-coordination takes place in a different way:
Liz describes herself as “sort of a spider in the net” when it comes to development
and coordination of the IT related ventures she has been involved in. This allowed her
to continue being part of the forms development and the contact database, just that the
coordination takes place outside the formally arranged forums. In the latest attempt to
revive the contact database in the context of a new external website, it was WMU’s
president that turned to Liz to assist with the coordination. The reason is that through
her day-to-day work, she has an established relationship to staff stakeholders and
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knows who to ask for requirements and how different people could contribute. Liz has
continued to maintain her relationships with the professional IT developers and in
many cases acts as a broker between the users and the IT developers.
John: “The captain that controls all the pieces” Like Liz, John is not explicitly
recognized as an IT professional at WMU. However, as a Registrar, he is a senior
management member. With respect to his development mandate, this implies that
John has space to basically carry out development for the registry system as he sees fit
as long as his department meets the university’s overall expectations. To this end,
John has also taken on tasks beyond the ‘normal’ EUD and developed support for the
whole registry and integrated his registry system with e.g. the office suite. Even
though he also is a central beneficiary himself – throughout the interviews both John
and Sue emphasize that the core function the of registry system is to output student
management reports – the client interfaces and integration with other software such as
mail merge for Microsoft Office are on the grand scheme more used by the other
registry staff.
In his capacity as a manager and (recognized) key domain expert of his department, John has a permanent place in the computer committee. However, except from
securing his annual development budget, his use out of the committee is limited.
John’s vision was to build an “electronic method” for all core functions of the registry
department, but only for the staff members of the registry department. At the same
time as the registry department has the most comprehensive support, all input into and
export of information beyond the department is done manually. E.g. grades arrive to
the registry department in an electronic format, but have to be manually transferred
one by one. Though some client interfaces for faculty exist, people call John and ask
for different reports to be exported.
During the interviews, the possibility to integrate the registry system with the surrounding infrastructure was discussed. It turned out that this would have been technically possible. However, the protective attitude of John that enabled him to develop a
comprehensive and consistent application, hindered an earlier exploration of such
possibilities.
Discussion. EU Developers have a vulnerable position in the organization, as their
expertise both regarding their development tasks and regarding the organizational
needs are often not recognized. Liz and John follow different strategies to cope with
this challenge. Liz follows a networking approach whereas John uses his role as a
manager to define the borders and control use and development of the registry system.
When establishing an organization to coordinate infrastructure development their
‘shop floor IT-management’ [16] and their ability to act as brokers between users and
IT professionals [14] need to be preserved for the benefit of the organization. Adequate forms of representation need to be established.
5.2 Frontline User Cooperation
When EU Developers develop systems for others to use, cooperation with these other
users is important as well. Not surprisingly both the EU Developers we interviewed
and observed have an established practice to involve other users in the development.
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Liz: An EU Developer learning about usage. Rightfully, Liz describes herself as
“one of them” – her users – and claim that she has a good conception of how the
contact database and the electronic forms will be used. However, instead of only
using herself as a reference user, she also works actively to understand the
perspectives of other users through for example prototyping and testing against
different stakeholder segments. The reason is that she is directly confronted with the
problems other users have with her applications. As an administrative assistant she is
placed in the middle of organizational activities with long-term established
relationship with other staff. She is, therefore, one of the first to get notified if her
development ventures do not work: “I end up with more questions then, and if there ’s
is more question I end up with people who don’t use it.” And people “who don’t use
it” mean more work for herself.
John: Caring for his users. The motivation for John to involve his department in the
development is a different one. The change, e.g., initiated by Sue was not a malfunction per se. The program was fully functional. Its prior design was developed in
accordance to the preferences of the previous registry assistant. The changes that Sue
called for involved John changing both the interfaces and the database.
During the interview with Sue, she compared the way John cooperates with the
members of the registry department to previous experiences. She worked as a secretary at a major company during a migration to SAP: “I mean, there was never any
question of us having any input to it. It was like it was, but they had some sort of
groups, from different department where they went through what was needed. But
then afterwards, it was like it was. […] But I guess, there are pros and cons with everything”. One con is raised against John’s way of development: “Honestly speaking, it
can appear a bit stiff, for example you have to save here, there. One perceives it as a
bit old fashioned one enters information.”
Discussion. EU developers care about usability; they are confronted with the
problems of not usable software; and they develop ways to cooperate with the users of
their systems around their design and development. The EU developers’ expertise
could be used by professional developers when working with IT infrastructures: As
members of the user community and as shop floor IT managers, they might be able to
help with recruiting the right people for user participation and also be able to
prioritize between crucial problems leading to users refusing an application and ‘good
to have’ features that can wait until developers have time.
5.3 From One Software Developer to Another
Modern IT infrastructures for educational organizations with needs to support both
external and internal cooperation are not possible to maintain without professional IT
developers. WMU decided to have IT competences close to faculty and administration. Over the last 7 years, two fulltime positions were established. This requires the
EU developers to cooperate with their IT professional colleagues.
Liz: Including the professional developers in her network. IT professionals are
colleagues too. Liz’s way of managing the professional IT developers is to include
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them in her network as well. That way she is consulted and included in the
development interfacing with and impacting her applications. In the case of the pdf
forms she for example negotiated the backend development with the IT-professionals
in order for the results to be compatible with a future integration in a wider ITinfrastructure. In regard to the updated contact database she had to coordinate the
interface development with both professional developers and contributing staff
members. As the integration into the infrastructure poses new technical problems this
cooperation includes opportunities for learning new technologies.
John: Isolating the own application. Due to the need to limit the complexity of an
already complex system, John isolated the own application from the development of
IT-infrastructures around the registry department. One result of this is that the
possibility of technical integration has not been explored.
Discussion. In the context of infrastructure development, the cooperation between
professional IT developers and EU developers seems to be a more viable strategy in
order to coordinate more substantial technical development with the EUD of parts of
the infrastructure. E.g. evolution of the electronic forms and the contact database
needs to be coordinated with the Infrastructure development. The formal organization
of the IT infrastructure development needs to accommodate the need for coordination
and cooperation between professional and EU development.
5.4 … Something that Otherwise Would Be Defined as a Project
The need to coordinate EUD and professional development of the same infrastructure
has been highlighted above. However, already the ‘gardening’ metaphor coined based
on previous research [7, 14] indicates that EUD takes often place without a formal
project organization, interlaced with the actual tasks of the EU developer.
Liz: Focusing on specific applications. Both the development of the electronic
forms and contact database would normally be defined as projects, except that in
Liz‘s case they don’t qualify as such. At least not according to what can be
recognized traditional IT-project criteria like predefined scope, resources, and start
and end point. The scope is negotiated between Liz and her users; the time resources
are found whenever there is no urgent other task; the whole ends when there is
nobody using the results anymore. There is no project charter, no formally defined
objective, identified constraints and stakeholders. Even the implementation platform
changes over time. However, both development activities are clearly limited. The
forms development is about administrative forms. Requests to develop forms for other
departments are answered by teaching the person to do it him or herself. The contact
database is about people and addresses. Other functionality did vary over time.
John: Developing for the registry department. Also John did not organize even
major revisions of the registry system in any formal way. When Sue is asked about
how improvement proposals are handled, she answers: “Ehh, I don’t know, I was just
happy that it was reduced [in reference to the databases connecting to the tabs and
fields].” The developments of the registry system and the cooperation between the
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four staff are not done with a formal project management or a project charter. Judging
from the interviews, the question however is if such measures not only would have
been bureaucratic red tape. The development seems to be coordinated by informal
meetings. However, John clearly limits his development activities to the support for
the registry department.
Discussion. As EUD does not take place in the form of projects, it is less visible in
the organizational context. Professional development needs to develop ways to
coordinate infrastructure development with the more informal ways EUD takes place.
Formal committees like the computer committee provide a place where some of the
coordination can take place. However, it is not sure whether simply providing a
meeting place scales when the organization grows beyond a size where professional
and EU developers can sit around one table.
5.5 Technical Platform
From the EU developer’s perspectives the technical platform provides challenges to
cope with. From an organizational IT infrastructure perspective it both enables and
constrains development. Below we again summarize relevant parts of the field material and discuss the implications.
Liz: combining reading manuals and trial and error. How do EU developers
acquire the necessary competences for developing stabile applications for usage by
others? Liz applies two strategies: Continuous trial and error and step-by-step
development is used to solve technical problems arising from her everyday work. In
the end, this leads to the intimate knowledge of the workings of a technical platform:
“I know how they were thinking when they made it [MS Word]”. The other strategy
is to acquire more abstract knowledge. Liz herself emphasize the importance of her
own diligence and when it comes to always reading books and manuals to learn about
the existence and properties of technical features and possibilities before and during
her development. She for example describes how she reads up on the workings of a
new feature, makes a small prototype for testing at home, and then transforms that
into working functionality in relation to a current task.
Liz’s ability to assimilate de-contextualized technical knowledge and put it into
practice allowed her to port the electronic forms across three different technical platforms: from Word Perfect over MS Word to the adobe suite. The last change provided
an additional dimension. As the forms now should interface to databases and other
applications, the data model behind the forms needed to be more independent from
the form as the user sees it. To cope with this challenge, it was necessary to understand notions like data structure and mark-up languages (XML). The cooperation with
one of the professional developers helped to master this learning step.
John: Technical proficiency as part of the job description. That John is a technical
domain expert is not so strange: Technical proficiency is “the first thing they list in
any job advertisement” in the United States. As presented above, John has acquired
programming expertise. John himself developed the majority of registry system’s
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code. In addition, DataFlex has an active community that contributes with script that
has been incorporated to for example create more advanced menu structures.
Discussion. The implementation platform, respectively exchanging it, shows in our
empirical material as technical challenges. Interfacing EUD results to an
infrastructure does contribute additionally to the requirements for technical and
conceptual know-how. From an infrastructuring point of view, the implementation
platform for the infrastructure has to be selected carefully to provide the possibility to
interface to heterogeneous applications and to allow for non IT professionals to use it
for a base for EUD. (See [27] for further discussion.) And interfaces between EUD
results and the infrastructure indicates where coordination between professional and
EU developers is needed. When evolving and introducing new technical platforms,
however, impacts on the EUD results need to be considered and the EU developers
need to be provided the necessary support to update their technical proficiency.

6 Conclusions
The article addressed the relationship between EUD and organizational infrastructure
development and evolution. EU developers’ expertise in shop floor IT management
and their established role as brokers between professional developers and users can
provide a resource for professional infrastructure development as well. The meeting
of these two different practices of development is, however, not an easy one.
In the discussion we outlined five sets of challenges. The first and central is the fragility of EUD practices due to their informal character. The cooperation with users,
with professional IT developers and the scoping of EUD is subject to individual strategies. Finally, the technical platform connecting heterogeneous applications provides a
challenge for EU developers, who might need help to conquer new technology.
In the two cases, two different strategies to cope with these challenges became
visible: networking and isolation and control. With the growing requirement to integrate individual applications into an IT infrastructure, the former appears to be the
more viable.
We identified a number of means to address the challenges from an IT infrastructure perspective: Representing EUD in organizational IT committees, fostering cooperation between EU developers and professional developers, acknowledging EU
Developers on an organizational level, and selecting the technical platform and designing the infrastructure to accommodate local EUD.
Based on the analysis and discussion, we conclude that EUD and organizational infrastructure development can be combined. In our future research, we will explore
how to solve the issues identified in the previous section when introducing an ERP
system of WMU to integrate the financial and personnel administration with other
parts of the infrastructure.
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Abstract. Computational thinking involves many different abilities, including
being able to represent real and imaginary worlds in highly constrained computer languages. These typically support very selective kinds of perspectives,
abstractions and articulation compared to the unlimited possibilities provided by
natural languages. This paper reports findings from a qualitative empirical study
with novice programmers, carried out with AgentSheets in a Brazilian public
school. The driving research question was: How do meanings expressed in
natural language narratives relate to computational constructs expressed in programs produced by novices? We used semiotic and linguistic analysis to compare meaning representations in natural and artificial texts (game descriptions
in Brazilian Portuguese and Visual AgenTalk code). We looked for recurring
relations and what they might mean in the context of computational thinking
education. Our findings suggest that the semiotic richness of AgentSheets can
be explored to introduce different aspects of computational thinking in principled and theoretically-informed ways.
Keywords: Computational thinking education; End user programming languages; Semiotic analysis; Discourse analysis; AgentSheets.

1 Introduction
A prime requirement for end user development to succeed is that end users be able
to think computationally. Among other things, end users must have the ability to express what they mean in computable form, that is, to build representations of real (or
imaginary) objects and phenomena using constructs of highly constrained computer
languages [12]. These typically support only very selective kinds of perspectives,
abstractions and articulation compared to natural languages, which support the expression of virtually anything that speakers can conceive of.
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For novices, incremental elaboration of computer representations usually starts
from imprecise mental representations that can be expressed in equally imprecise
natural language discourse. When this sort of discourse is externalized, it creates
tangible instances of signs that support subsequent semiotic transformations until
formal and precise expressions of meaning can be used to compose computable code
fragments. These fragments of artificial code blend together with natural signs and
expand the semiotic universe of the novice programmers, helping them to compose
larger structures of representations which eventually constitute a meaningful and
executable computer program.
In this paper we explore the connection between natural language representations
of program meanings and their corresponding computational encoding. We discuss
findings from a qualitative empirical study with novice programmers, carried out
during a Scalable Game Design project [18] with AgentSheets [16] in a Brazilian
public school. We used semiotic and linguistic analysis to compare meaning representations in game descriptions expressed in Brazilian Portuguese and their corresponding program version in AgentSheets. We looked for recurring relations in the data
collected from a group of 9th graders that had no previous training in computer programming. Our goal was to find what these relations might mean in the context
of computational thinking education. As is the case with all qualitative research,
our findings are not predictions about novice behavior. They point to three factors
that may play a role in computational thinking pedagogy using agent- and objectoriented programming paradigms: entity naming strategies; token/type relations; and
transitive structure changes when contrasting natural language and computer program
representations.
The paper is structured in five sections. After this brief introduction, we present the
essential details of the empirical study we did with a group of Brazilian students.
Then we describe the method of analysis that we applied to the data. Next, we report
our findings, illustrating the kinds of evidence that support them. In the last section
we discuss our findings in the light of related work and indicate future directions that
we want to explore.

2 A Study with Brazilian Students
We worked with a group of twenty 9th-grade students, thirteen females and seven
males, between 14 and 16 years of age. They volunteered to participate in a short
Scalable Game Design program [18] after class. The school is located in Niterói, 14
km away from Rio de Janeiro, across the Guanabara Bay. It is a public school whose
teachers are associated with Universidade Federal Fluminense, a large public university. Most of the students in this school come from low-income communities in surrounding areas. Our group was led by a Geography teacher, also a volunteer, who had
been using computers and GIS applications in his teaching.
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Table 1. Participants’ most liked and disliked disciplines in the curriculum

PORTUGUESE
MATH
SCIENCE
PHYS ED
ENGLISH
GEOGRAPHY

‘Which 3 disciplines
you like most?’
FEMALES
MALES
0%
54%
86%
31%
43%
62%
71%
69%
14%
46%
86%
31%

ALL
35%
50%
55%
70%
35%
50%

‘Which discipline
you dislike most?’
MALE
FEMALES
29%
15%
0%
46%
14%
8%
0%
8%
0%
8%
0%
0%

ALL
20%
30%
10%
5%
5%
0%

In Table 1 we show the most liked and disliked disciplines in this group’s opinion.
Their preference for outdoor activities is very clear (70% said they liked Phys Ed
classes). Notice the trace of gender characteristics with respect to disciplines involving languages (see preferences for Portuguese and English) and Math (see like vs.
dislike distributions).
Table 2. Most frequent activities of participants when using computers

GAMES
CHAT
SOCIAL NETWORKS
NEWS
SCHOOLWORK

3 most frequent activities when using computers
MALES
FEMALES
ALL
100%
38%
60%
57%
46%
50%
86%
85%
85%
14%
23%
20%
14%
85%
60%

In Table 2 gender characteristics stand out once more. All of the boys listed games
as one of the most frequent activities when using computers, whereas just about 1/3 of
the girls said so. However, almost all girls listed schoolwork as a frequent activity,
against a very low percentage of boys who said so. Connecting with people in social
networks was unanimously appreciated by all participants.
The project was an introduction to computational thinking with AgentSheets. It
consisted of seven 2-hour weekly sessions. The goal of the program was to teach
students to design a simple game related to environmental issues. For example, students built games where the player had to chase wildlife hunters, prevent forest fires,
collect polluting garbage, etc. The teacher learned how to program with AgentSheets
and then taught the students. Members of our research team provided technical help
when needed.
The first four sessions in the project were an introduction to AgentSheets and computational thinking. Students played with AgentSheets Frogger, a simple version of
the famous arcade game originally developed by Sega. By inspecting agent behavior
in Frogger, the students learned the basics of Visual AgenTalk, AgentSheets programming language. They also had the opportunity to learn basic computational
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thinking concepts used in AgentSheets simulations, like collision, absorption, transportation, generation, diffusion, polling/counting and user input commands.
The purpose of the study was to know how these novice teenage programmers used
AgentSheets expressive resources (agents’ names, depictions, behavior-defining rules,
etc.) to encode what they meant to do with their games. We aimed to achieve an indepth understanding of the interpretive and expressive processes involved in program
codification. Following a qualitative methodology, we analyzed the collected data
using a combination of linguistic, semiotic and cognitive perspectives (see section 3).
At the beginning of the program, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
with general information about themselves. All seven sessions, which took place in
the school’s computer lab, were videotaped. Two observers took notes and produced a
short narrative of what happened in each session. In the last three sessions, we interviewed students and teacher. Most of the results reported and discussed in this paper
come from these interviews and the corresponding versions of the game.
Of the twenty students who volunteered to participate, three never came to the sessions. We used data from ten out of the remaining seventeen (seven females and three
males). This was mainly because some students missed the final sessions for different
reasons, and because hardware problems with computers damaged critical files of two
projects.

3 Method of Analysis
Our method of analysis is structured as a semiotic triangulation. The pivotal concept
used in the process is that of a sign. Different semiotic theories have different definitions for it. We use Peirce’s definition and sign classification system [15]. A sign is
anything that some particular mind (typically a human mind) takes to stand for something else in some particular respect or context. There are three important elements in
the structure of a sign: the representation (called ‘representamen’ in Peirce’s theory),
which stands for something else; the object (that which the representation stands for);
and finally its assigned meaning (called ‘interpretant’). Unlike other triadic theories of
meaning [13], Peirce’s is open-ended in the sense that the ‘interpretant’ is itself
another sign (whose interpretation is yet another sign, and so on). This infinite digression introduces a process perspective on meaning, which can be easily traced in
everyday life. It says that our interpretation of signs like words, images, scent, gestures, situations, is constantly evolving, influenced by previous meanings. The unlimited recursive process is halted and resumed for pragmatic reasons. A lack of
resources like time, knowledge, motivation, interest, can cause evolutionary interpretation to stop until more resources are encountered.
Peircean Semiotics is thus especially fit to analyze how our group of students
interpreted AgentSheets and gradually acquired computational concepts. Since the
theory postulates meaning as evolution, what we will discuss here is a window on
interpretation. The results should be taken as indications of semiotic processes that are
in place, and can possibly be facilitated with new teaching strategies, new tool features, etc. They are not predictions of what will necessarily happen in similar groups
and situations. The value of our research lies in revealing new aspects and perspectives in the phenomena we observed.
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Fig. 1. A visual sketch of the triangulation process used in this research

The triangulation process is visually sketched in Fig. 1. On the left-hand side,
against the shaded background, are signs that belong to the students’ reality, the world
of culture from which we factor out signs related to AgentSheets interface, programming language and game experience. These are represented on the right-hand side of
the image. The two triangles represent sign structures, with three vertices: representation (bottom); object (center); and meaning (top). Note that triangles share their sign
object, which is borrowed from the world of culture and used in the world of programming. The shared object is the game itself, a culturally-embedded computer
artifact, which is mentally conceived (cognitive stance), verbally described (linguistic
stance), and programmed (computational stance) in Visual AgenTalk.
To achieve this triangulation, we proceed with the following steps:
1. A linguistic analysis of the verbal description of the game produced by
students during interviews. This analysis is based on narrative discourse, and
identifies typical elements of narrative structure: characters (protagonist and antagonists); plot (temporal and causal relations among actions carried out by characters); setting (resources and obstacles); and goal (winning and end of game conditions). We paid particular attention to nouns and verbs used in verbal descriptions,
and to the emerging semantic categories and relations that they indicated.
2. A semiotic analysis of the corresponding game structure (agents’ names,
depictions and behavior), followed by a comparative analysis of the game execution (a player’s control and perception of agent behavior during the game).
The game structure indicated abstractions and conceptual modeling constructs that
the participants elaborated in the process of building the game. It also indicated
their encoding choices and strategies to produce desired visual effects perceived
during the game play. The comparative analysis between game structure and game
execution gave us insights on how the participants realized the representational
mediation between the game as an artifact and the meanings that populated their
semiotic universe. For example, when the player sees “the hunter kill the monkey”,
the game structure may actually specify that “the monkey disappears when it sees
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the hunter”. This case of inverted transitivity can only be noticed and investigated
if we compare program execution and structure.
3. A contrastive analysis of relations between meanings derived from an interpretation of verbal descriptions and an interpretation of program structure
and execution. This analysis is based on the correspondence between nouns, verbs
and semantic relations in verbal narratives, on the one hand, and agents’ names,
depictions, behavior and effect during simulation, on the other.
4. The final integration and interpretation of results. In the context of computational thinking education, we focused on the semiotic resources made available
and salient in AgentSheets. Our aim at this stage is to produce a cohesive characterization of how this particular group of students makes sense of the whole computational thinking activity supported by AgentSheets. We also want to know what
this sense-making process may mean for researchers interested in this and related
topics.

4 Findings from our Study
The ten projects showed different levels of complexity in computational thinking
terms. Likewise, verbal descriptions of the game showed different levels of elaboration and verbal fluency. However, one did not go with the other. There were very
cohesive and efficient verbal narratives, whose computer implementation was very
rudimentary, and vice-versa. For example, Participant 2, a boy that could barely produce an understandable description of his game in Portuguese, produced a highly
sophisticated program for a two-phase game, with more than 20 agents, and elaborate
spatial constraints. In Figure 2, we show a translated excerpt of his verbal narrative
(see left side) and a visually annotated snapshot of his game setting, showing different
agents, with causal and temporal connections between them (see right side).
Notice that Participant 2 constantly switches pronouns in the verbal description (I,
he, you). Notice also the frequency of use of a semantically vacuous noun (‘guy’) and
deictic references (‘here, here, and here’). Trees, meadow, grass, river, bridge – none
of these visual elements present in the computer narrative were mentioned in the verbal description of the game. Neither were the bicycle and the fact that the hero of the
game could only take one of the two one-way bridges to cross the river. Participant 2
had difficulties to express himself verbally all through the interviews, but he was
absolutely fluent using another semiotic system and medium, the computer.
Many of the projects had a relatively large number of ‘passive’ agents (agents
without behavior) that were not deployed in the game setting. This is an indication
that participants who did this probably spent considerable time preparing the setting
of the game, but did not get to a stage of putting all pieces together into a rich game
plot. In most cases, these passive agents were not explicitly mentioned in the verbal
description produced by participants. Moreover, nouns semantically associated with
classes or types of entities like ‘animals’ and ‘garbage’, and with what we might refer
to as a semantic field in itself, like ‘the forest’, were frequently encoded as a collection of agents. We found evidence like: raccoons, monkeys, parrots, rabbits for
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‘animals’; and plastic bags, cans, and other kinds of litter for ‘garbage’. Different
kinds of trees, meadows, flowers, trails, lakes and rivers often stood for ‘forest’. A
large number of agents, however, posed a harder programming challenge in the game.
Defining behavior rules for each of the ‘active agents’, which should be at least moving around during the game, if not interacting with one another or with the player, was
not only a time-consuming but also a conceptually harder task.

Fig. 2. Participant 2’s game versions in verbal description and computer program

During this initial phase of the project, students did not have the appropriate programming abstractions to avoid duplication of code. For example, when programming
an agent’s encounter with another agent, students had to define four rules (see up,
down, left, and right), or even eight rules (to include diagonal adjacency). Consequently, in many games there was not much action going on during the game. When
action was more intense on screen, this was typically the result of replicas of a particular agent, whose behavior was to ‘move randomly’ in specific areas of the game
space. It was thus interesting but not surprising to see that the diversity and richness
of meanings associated with the game setting were encoded mainly in static form, in
contrast with a predominantly naïve encoding of diversity and richness in terms of
behavior.
The analysis of verbal descriptions also showed that, although all games had a protagonist (the agent controlled by the player), not all of them had antagonists. For example, one of the girls described her game like this:
I will scatter all this garbage in the forest. [The monkey]
will have to collect it, and clean the forest. (Participant
5)

Notice that although there is a goal to be achieved (to collect all the garbage), there
is no clear definition of where this garbage is coming from and how fast. Moreover,
there is no definition for a winning or gaining condition. The moral of this story is to
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educate the players, showing that cleaning the forest is a tedious job. In a previous
passage, Participant 5 said:
In real life, it is not the monkey, but people that collect
the garbage, and we should be aware that they are working
[sic], of all work that they have to do. There are
disgustingly messy people around […] They are not aware that
their mess and garbage can damage Nature. (Participant 5)

Notice that this participant did not master the game genre as a way to communicate
her message. However, the tediousness of having to clean-up other people’s mess was
clearly conveyed, as a model representation of what the participant had in mind.
Therefore, we can see in her program the trace of computational thinking acquisition
even though the game as such is not enjoyable.
The lack of antagonists was not necessarily a sign of tediousness. Some games had
obstacles – passive agents that constrained the action of the protagonist by just being
there. A number of participants explored the idea of a labyrinth in the game. The
protagonist had to find his way out of it, avoiding obstacles that simply did not let the
player go through. They did not destroy the player, but made him or her lose time, for
example. Actually, the construction of a visual sign for a labyrinth or trail, led us to a
recurring category in computer sign-making activities among this group. In AgentSheets, agents can have various depictions associated to them. In Frogger, for example, the ‘frog’ has two depictions, which can be associated to two different states of
the agent: frog (normal state, apt to play); and squished frog (dead after colliding with
a truck, unable to continue playing).
Different depictions can lead to useful abstractions in AgentSheets programming.
For example, there are two related conditions – stacked and stacked-a – that operate at
different levels of abstraction. So, if there are two depictions for the agent BRIDGE:
‘bridge’

and ‘west_side_bridge’

,

rule 1, below, defines behavior for agent 1 when it is stacked on any agent with depiction ‘west_side_bridge’. Rule 2 defines the behavior of agent 2 when stacked on any
bridge, regardless of how it is depicted.
1. If I am stacked-immediately-above an agent that looks
like this

, then

I […]

2. If I am stacked-immediately-above a BRIDGE, then I […]

This feature introduces a fundamental concept in computational thinking, the distinction between types and tokens, in spite of some naming constraints that may lead
to equivocal interpretations. When creating a new agent, the user must give it a name
and primary depiction (e. g. ‘bridge’). Although depictions can be freely changed and
added after the agent is created, its name cannot be changed and, by necessity, it is
associated to the first depiction assigned to it (the default depiction). Therefore, although ‘animal’, for example, is an appropriate ‘type sign’ to refer to ‘raccoon(s)’,
‘monkey(s)’, and other animals, once a new agent is named ‘animal’, the default
‘animal’ depiction has to be created, leading to potential breakdowns in systematic
token/type relations between agent depictions and agent names. In Figure 3, we show
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a comparison of object names and depictions in Frogger. On the left-hand side, we
see a snapshot of the current version of AgentSheets Gallery of agents. On the righthand side we show the sketch of an alternative interface design, where names and
default depictions do not have to share the same identifier.

Fig. 3. Different interface alternatives to represent agent depictions in AgentSheets

In one case (left side of Figure 3), a reading of the interface leads to a breakdown
with ‘is-a’ relationships. Although a ‘west-side-bridge’ is a ‘bridge’, saying that a
‘bridge’ is a ‘bridge’ challenges our interpretation. In the other (right side of Figure
3), the choice of an agent’s name and default depiction being independent, token/type
relations lend themselves to a more consistent reading (an ‘east-side-bridge’ is a
‘bridge and a ‘west-side-bridge’ is a ‘bridge’, regardless of which one is chosen as a
default depiction).
Data collected in our study clearly indicates that many students had the right intuition about type/token relations, and tried to encode it in the program. For example, the
strategy used to delimit the area where the protagonist could move was often one of
creating a physical boundary around it with a linguistic marker for type. One girl
created four agents and deployed them at the edges of the game area: “top-barrier”,
“bottom-barrier”, “left-barrier” and “right-barrier” (Participant 9). A boy surrounded
the game area with four agents: “tree 1”, “tree 2”, “tree 3” and “tree 4”. The same
strategy was used by another girl (Participant 10), who created “fence 1”, “fence 2”,
“fence 3” and “fence 4”. Depictions were the same or nearly the same, showing an
important meaning invariant across related agent representations.
This is an important factor to consider in computational thinking acquisition for at
least two reasons. First, the presence of linguistic markers of type signs in students’
naming strategies suggests that they were ready to deal with a higher level of abstraction in visual and textual representations of the game than the programming tools
made available to them in the project allowed for. Second, a nearly opposite strategy
was also found. Some students used a single agent (with single depiction) to represent
the boundaries of the game area. However, interesting distinctions in behavior when
the protagonist reached the edge of the space were not correctly encoded. For example, Participant 4 had difficulty to program the behavior of the player agent when
encountering “leaves”. She put leaves on three of the four sides of the game space.
The fourth side had a different configuration – a patch of leaves separated the agent
from the water. The behavior of the agent when encountering boundary leaves should
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be to back up, and when encountering the leaves next to the water should be to step
on them and proceed to the water. This created a conflict in rules, and the final behavior of the agent was determined by rule order. However, the agent clearly did not
behave as desired and got stuck when reaching certain positions on the game grid.
Another finding regarding the triangular relationship between semantic concept
(signified by words appearing in verbal descriptions of the game), agent name, and
agent depiction had to do with replicated agents. As mentioned above, we found cases
of one-to-one and one-to-“linguistically-related many” depiction/name relations in the
data. Let us call these token-indicator signs and type-indicator signs, respectively. An
examination of the former shows that distinct semiotic processes were in place. In
some cases, like the specification of the protagonist agent, a token-level sign had a
unique instantiation in the game. This happened in all 10 games we analyzed. In other
cases, token-level signs had many replicas instantiated in the game. For example, in
most games there were agents like ‘monkey’ or ‘flower’, whose names did not so
clearly represented a class or type, like those with a linguistic type marker, especially
in view of its meaning communicated by the game setting. See Figure 4, for example,
where Participant 9 represents her game setting.

Fig. 4. Game setting visual representation with replicated agents

There are many replicas of raccoons and garbage on the ground, and a single instance of “João” (a proper name in Portuguese), the protagonist. Semantically, each
raccoon instance is a different individual (token) of a class of animals we call ‘raccoon’. Had the game been a model of the animal world, the behavior of each individual raccoon should follow its own particular programming, and not be the same as is
the case with replicas. This distinction is not important in the case of linguistically
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marked type signs like the already mentioned agents named as “top-barrier”, “bottombarrier”, “left-barrier” and “right-barrier”. Although the four barriers are composed
of aligned replicas of the corresponding barrier agent (the right barrier is actually an
array of 20 instances of “right-barrier” agent depictions), our interpretation of the
visual sign integrates all instances of barrier into a single conceptual unit, identified
by its semantic role (a boundary). So, we actually expect that all behaviors will be the
same, which reinforces the interpreted meaning assigned to the unified object. There
is also a wonderful semiotic choice in the game code that generates the setting shown
in Figure 4. The name of the agent depicted as a diagonal line, replicated to form the
path in the forest where the player can navigate and collect plastic bags, is “nothing”
(‘nada’ in Portuguese). This is an indication of how Participant 9 conceptualized the
game – the protagonist can walk in places where there is nothing to impede it. However, ‘nothing’ must be visible, must have a depiction, whose appearance and name
really do not matter. This shows that this participant had an intuition of formal representation principles involved in computational thinking (i. e. that computer objects
must be linguistically signified).
Another semiotic process that Participant 9 (among others) gives us a chance to illustrate is that the computer codification and the verbal account of the same referent object
(see Figure 1) prompt for signs of very different nature. Her verbal description mentioned a labyrinth (“The goal of the game [is] to go through this labyrinth.”), which is
not directly encoded as an agent – active or passive – but is clearly shown when the
program is executed. There are various dead ends in the path that “João” can tread as the
game evolves. So the labyrinth is signified by depictions and behavior of many other
agents in the game, but it is never named. This is a complex programming skill that
must be acquired and mastered if we want students to be able to build more sophisticated computational models of various kinds of phenomena – real or imaginary.
The last finding we present in this section is related to semantic transitivity. When
analyzing verbal descriptions of the game, we saw that, in general, students produced
evidence of naturalistic transitivity. That is, when talking about causal relations
involved in agent interactions, most of the time they used preferential transitive structures in Brazilian Portuguese to describe what happened (e. g. “he collects the garbage” or “he kills the hunter”). In some cases, they also used intransitive structures
that left causal relations partially undefined (e. g. “he meets the ranger and dies” instead of “he meets the ranger and is killed” or, alternative, “he meets the ranger, and
the ranger kills him”). Pragmatic implicature in the text made it easy to recover the
causal chain in this case. The most probable reason why the agent died when meeting
the ranger was that the ranger did something to it that caused is death, and not that it
committed suicide in the sequence of the meeting, for example. Nevertheless, in all
but one case, students built games with at least one occurrence of causal relations
programmed in reverse order.
Inverted transitivity is present in Frogger, the game that was used in the first four
sessions of the project, and illustrates a computational thinking pattern called diffusion [1]. For example, the following behavior rules are defined for the FROG:
1

If STACKED (immediately above ,

) Then SAY (Cannot walk
),

over a turtle maker. That's cheating!), and ERASE (
and STOP-SIMULATION ()
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2

If STACKED (immediately above ,
ERASE (

) Then SAY (I cannot swim!), and

), and STOP-SIMULATION ()

Line 1 above is saying that if the frog is on top of (the depiction of) the turtle
maker, then: the frog says, “Cannot walk over a turtle maker. That’s cheating!”;
erases the object in the same location where it stands (i. e. the frog erases itself); and
stops the simulation. Line 2 says that if the frog is on top of (the depiction of) the
river (a patch of blue color), then: the frog says “I cannot swim!”; erases the object in
the same location where it stands (i. e. the frog erases itself); and stops the simulation.
The presence of these signs in the program encoding gives us the opportunity to
appreciate aspects of code patterns and reuse, a prime feature in object-oriented programming. The frog erasing itself and stopping the simulations lends itself to the
interpretation that this is a suicidal move, and makes perfect sense in the context of
the game. The frog is the semantic agent of all actions in line 2: it says that it cannot
swim, it disappears, and it causes the game to stop. Now, when looking at line 1 it
seems semantically inconsistent to suppose that the frog will commit suicide by stepping on an island (the surprising depiction of a “turtle maker”), or that it will reprimand itself for cheating. Maybe the island should magically eliminate the unknowing
frog and stop the game after shouting ‘You cannot walk over a turtle maker. That’s
cheating!’. However, although this would probably be more consistent with the fantastic logic of the game, it would have the programming cost of encoding a new kind
of rule for turtle makers: if stacked immediately below the frog, then say [something],
erase stacked object at location (frog) and stop the simulation. Another cost would be
the effect of diffusion in this case: to transfer the encoding of frog behavior to other
agents, preventing the programmer from seeing all threats and opportunities associated with the frog in the same chunk of code.
Students in our group showed us numerous cases of inverted semantic transitivity
of actions. We give two illustrations. Participant 1 encoded behavior stating that when
the player saw the ranger, the player erased itself and stopped simulation. Participant
8, who followed the Space Invaders model in his game, had a canon shooting water in
the sky to destroy flying lanterns that fell on trees and caused big fires. His encoding,
however, transferred transitivity from the shooting to the lanterns, and defined that if
the lantern met water, then it erased itself. Although in this case one could argue that
a switch in perspective might, indeed, allow us to describe the action from the lantern
point of view, there is no way to select one perspective and keep with it throughout
the whole process. Switching from one to the other is perfectly possible and, as noted
before, potentially advantageous for program maintenance. We must ask ourselves if
there are cognitive issues associated with this when it comes to building consistent
computational models. Which representation must be taken as a model of a given
phenomenon: sign structures in program encoding or the visual effects they produce?

5 Discussion and Future Work
Our work is related in different ways to previous research. It is connected to educational projects for teaching computational thinking not only with AgentSheets [18],
but also with other technologies such as Alice [8, 3] and Scratch [9, 19], for example.
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The innovative aspects of our research come from the semiotic approach adopted in
this study, and from the context of our research. As far as we know, this is the first
computational thinking project using AgentSheets in a Brazilian school.
Our work inherits from all previous work with AgentSheets a particular emphasis
on the acquisition of computational thinking, rather than programming skills. We do
not focus on how students used programming elements such as variables, loops, conditionals, and the like. We analyze signs, representations and meanings, following the
semiotic line from the students’ psychological and cultural world into the world of
computing. This relates to previous research on cognitive dimensions of notational
systems. For example, our analysis of token/type relations corresponds closely to
Blackwell and Green’s [2] abstraction and resistance to change (viscosity) dimensions. As mentioned before, there is a cost in programming behavior rules for similar
but not identical agents (e.g. fence and barrier agents surrounding the game space). If
the students had more readily available abstraction mechanisms (which are provided
by AgentSheets, but require more sophisticated computational thinking skills), maybe
they would have encoded repetitive agent behavior differently. Cases of premature
commitment were also found. Because agents’ names cannot be changed in AgentSheets, there were inconsistent relations between agents’ names and depictions. Two
additional cognitive dimensions were observed in the data: visibility and hidden dependencies. For example, in our discussion of inverted transitivity we remarked that
although the visual effects of the underlying program might suggest that Agent A’s
action caused some effect on Agent B, the encoded rules might actually state that
Agent B was the one acting in the presence of Agent A. In the textual specification of
the program, the relation between A and B is thus invisible when we look at Agent
A’s behavior. There is a hidden dependency with Agent B.
Agents’ behavior can be represented in encapsulated form (following the traditional
object-oriented programming paradigm) or diffused form (crosscutting various agents).
As Repenning has previously shown, there are computational advantages in programming AgentSheets simulations in the opposite way as prescribed by OOP [17]. He calls
it ‘programming with antiobjects’, and discusses efficiency gains when programming
collaborative behavior of agents on a platform, for example. Interactions among them
can be encoded as platform behavior rules, leading to an impressive reduction of program complexity. The point to make in our analysis is that we should have a clear
notion of which aspect(s) of computational thinking we want to explore in the teaching
– the simulation behavior or the underlying rules and structures that define it? Which
one stands for a model of the phenomenon it refers to in culture, nature, or an individual’s imagination? Which one is a sign of the phenomenon?
Semiotically speaking, both are, and one stands for the other. This perspective
somehow dissolves the tension discussed by Frasca [6], that narratives are not
an appropriate model for games. He claims that simulations are a better model because they are active representations, and not passive text. Juul [7] raises a similar
point, although he does not contend the narrative model for games. He remarks that
whereas narratives take a time perspective that is typically oriented towards the past
(literally speaking, one cannot narrate the future), games are oriented towards the
future. They unfold into the future as the players interact with it. There are interesting
ontological switches in this perspective if we conjecture that the reason why we do
not narrate the future is that we cannot predict it. Actually, when the future is
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predictable, narratives like “I will open my hand, drop the mirror and it will break
into pieces on the floor” are completely acceptable. Since computer games are formally programmed, they become considerably predictable. Thus, a narrative into the
future is not as constraining as Frasca believes. We may have a problem, however, if
the narrative is rooted in the formal specification of the game, that is, in the linguistic
stance (rules of behavior and agent configurations). In this case, inverted transitivity
may again turn into an issue. The essence of the argument has been captured by Mor
and Noss [10], who speak of programming as mathematical narrative. Their research
explores how narratives can be used to construct mathematical knowledge and encode
it formally, in an environment that resists ambiguity. Can narratives be used as scaffolds to acquire formal computing knowledge?
In a way, Myer’s work on natural programming [11, 14] is a positive answer to the
question. Natural language is not formal and precise, but it is the richest means of
expression that we have. The various kinds of mechanisms that can be used to control
focus, switch perspectives, refer to real and imaginary things, elicit verbal behavior
from others, trigger semantic associations – all of these and more support and develop
human mental activity. Thus, it is not surprising to see that programming languages
actually incorporate – even if partially – a number of these mechanisms in their
designs. Should or could AgentSheets increase its semiotic power by, for example,
supporting aspect-oriented programming [5]? This might create interesting new possibilities to deal with inverted transitivity in novice and advanced programming projects. A separation of concerns and perspectives might for example help us keep with
direct transitivity in a domain model (logic) perspective, while allowing for diffusion
in a program architecture (software engineering) perspective. The two perspectives
depend on related but not identical computational thinking skills.
In a thoughtful exploration of aspectual control, Sedig and co-authors [20] report
interesting results with three alternative styles of direct manipulation interfaces for a
Tangram game to teach Euclidean geometry. With the first, smaller Tangram polygons can be freely dragged, dropped and rotated to fill a larger polygonal area. The
acquired skills at this stage have to do with spatial reasoning, but the learners develop
a model that is not consistent with Euclidean geometry. For instance, they believe that
translation and rotation are just physically constrained move and turn operations.
With the second interface style, learners cannot manipulate polygons directly; they
must operate on specific visual controls representing axes, angles, vertices, and so on.
Ghost images show a preview of the effects achieved by control manipulations. As a
result, at this stage, learners begin to associate geometric parameters of translation
and rotation with certain visual effects. The third style of direct manipulation eliminates the ghost image and requires that the learner be able to preview mentally (i. e. to
calculate) the effects of geometric variable and operation control manipulations. This
involves mental representations that resemble an algebraic formulation of geometric
functions. It is only at this last stage, according to Sedig and co-authors, that learners
really understand Euclidean geometry concepts that can be used resolve Tangram
challenges.
De Souza and Sedig [4] have shown that there are powerful semiotic mechanisms
in place at each stage of abstraction in the geometric game. Different styles of direct
manipulation actually correspond to different types of signification systems. Increasing levels of formality associated with the meaning of visual objects actually
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correspond to a progression in semiotic categories that evolve from the perceptual
(first style), to the associative (second style), and then to the formal (third style) aspects of a geometric model representation.
Bringing the above to the context of acquiring computational thinking skills with
AgentSheets, students can begin to build games focusing only on the perceptual
qualities observed when the game is executed. At this stage, which internal representations and structures are used does not matter, as longs as the students experience the
power of producing and interacting with the game. At the next stage in the learning,
students can begin to explore how different internal representations can produce the
same perceptual qualities when the game is executed. The association of alternative
internal representations with the same external effects can be used to introduce important aspects of computation, like efficiency for example. Finally, at an advanced
stage, students should be able to focus on internal representations per se, exploring
patterns of structure and relations that can help them learn qualitative aspects of programming (like factoring, reuse, etc.). The main advantage of working with different
signs at each stage is to make the students realize that there are, indeed, different
narratives that can be produced to describe the game. This would be a powerful and
yet natural encounter with the fact that a single program signifies different things
when looked from the outside, from the inside, or from a crosscut perspective. A vivid
understanding of each perspective would certainly be a major step in computational
thinking education, which semiotic theories can contribute to achieve by informing
the design of alternative AgentSheets interfaces styles that control the use of signs at
different learning stages.
Our next research steps go in this direction. We want to take advantage of the semiotic richness of AgentSheets and explore alternative teaching strategies, in order to
see how computer signification systems can be better learned and used by middle
school students. The fact that we are using a semiotic perspective will also allow us to
track potential cultural differences between Brazilian and non-Brazilian students participating in Scalable Game Design projects in various countries. At a later stage, we
can select the best signification systems we found and use them to design alternative
interface styles to support scaffolded teaching strategies with AgentSheets.
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Abstract. Intelligent assistants are handling increasingly critical tasks, but until
now, end users have had no way to systematically assess where their assistants
make mistakes. For some intelligent assistants, this is a serious problem: if the
assistant is doing work that is important, such as assisting with qualitative research or monitoring an elderly parent’s safety, the user may pay a high cost for
unnoticed mistakes. This paper addresses the problem with WYSIWYT/ML
(What You See Is What You Test for Machine Learning), a human/computer
partnership that enables end users to systematically test intelligent assistants.
Our empirical evaluation shows that WYSIWYT/ML helped end users find assistants’ mistakes significantly more effectively than ad hoc testing. Not only
did it allow users to assess an assistant’s work on an average of 117 predictions
in only 10 minutes, it also scaled to a much larger data set, assessing an assistant’s work on 623 out of 1,448 predictions using only the users’ original 10
minutes’ testing effort.
Keywords: Intelligent assistants, end-user programming, end-user development, end-user software engineering, testing, machine learning.

1 Introduction
When using a customized intelligent assistant, how can an end user assess whether
and in what circumstances to rely on its work?
Although this may seem at first glance to be merely a matter of providing
live feedback, assessment cannot be treated so superficially when the assistant is performing a critical task. Yet until now, there has been no way for end users to systematically assess whether and how their customized intelligent assistants need to be
mistrusted or fixed. Instead, the mechanisms available for user assessment have been
strictly ad hoc: users have had only their gut reactions to what they serendipitously
happen to notice.
In their perspectives on the future of end-user development, Klann et al. pointed to
the need both for intelligent customizations and quality control in end-user development
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 171–186, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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[15]. In addition to Klann et al.’s arguments, there are at least three reasons why enduser assessment of today’s customized assistants has become of key importance. First,
no machine learning technique can yet prevent an intelligent assistant from making
any mistakes. Since machine learning algorithms try to learn a concept from a finite
sample of training data, issues like overfitting and the algorithm’s inductive bias prevent an assistant from being 100% correct over future data. For instance, in [29], a
good assistant is only 80-90% accurate.
Second, today’s intelligent assistants are taking on increasingly important roles—
roles in which, if the assistant goes awry, the user may bear significant costs and/or
risks. For example, Gmail’s new priority inbox decides which e-mail messages busy
people can and cannot delay reading [10]. Other kinds of emerging assistants
are moving toward helping with research itself, such as qualitatively “coding” (categorizing) natural language text [18]. Assistants are even approaching intelligent “aging-in-place” monitoring of safety status to enable geographically distant caregivers
to support their aging parents [26] without being personally nearby. In this paper, we
focus on end users who are willing to spend a modest amount of effort to assess assistants doing these kinds of critical tasks.
Third, if an assistant is making mistakes that are critical, the user may want to fix
(“debug”) the assistant, but effective debugging heavily relies on effective testing—
the user needs to determine where the assistant’s mistakes are, when their debugging
efforts have fixed the mistakes, and when their previous testing and/or debugging may
need to be revisited. Therefore, as we will explain in the next section, this paper maps
the question of end-user assessment of a customized intelligent assistant to an enduser testing problem.
We thus present a human/computer partnership, inspired by the What You See Is
What You Test (WYSIWYT) end-user testing methodology for spreadsheets [5, 25].
In our approach (WYSIWYT/ML), the system (1) advises the user about which predictions to test, then (2) contributes more tests “like” the user’s, (3) measures how
much of the assistant’s reasoning has been tested, and (4) continually monitors over
time whether previous testing still “covers” new behaviors the assistant has learned.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We show how end-user assessment of intelligent assistants can be mapped to testing concepts. This mapping opens the door to potentially applying prior research
on software testing to assistant assessment.
• We present our WYSIWYT/ML approach for helping users find where their assistant’s mistakes are and monitoring when a previously reliable assistant may have
gone astray.
• We present the first empirical evaluation of an end-user testing approach for assessing a user’s evolving intelligent assistant.
Our empirical results showed significant evidence of the superiority of systematic
testing in terms of efficiency and effectiveness—by one measure, improving users’
efficiency by a factor of 10. These results strongly support the viability of this new
method for end users to assess whether and when to rely on their intelligent assistants.
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2 Intelligent Assistant Assessment as a Testing Problem
In this section, we show how assessing whether and when an intelligent assistant’s
outputs are right or wrong can be mapped to software testing. We adopt our terminology from the general literature of software testing [3], and in particular from the
formulation of previous end-user testing problems [25].
According to the latest IEEE Standard [14], testing is “the process of [running] a
system or component under specified conditions, observing or recording the results,
and making an evaluation of some aspect of the system or component”—i.e., running
the program in a particular way (e.g., with given inputs) and evaluating the outputs.
The assistant is obviously a program, but it is an unusual kind of program in that it
was, in part, automatically generated. Specifically, the intelligent assistants of interest
to us are text classification assistants that output a single label for each textual input—
in this domain, the programming process is as follows. First, the machine learning
expert writes the assistant shell and learning algorithm, and tests or otherwise validates them to his or her satisfaction. The expert then runs the algorithm with an initial
set of training data (here, labeled text examples) to automatically generate the first
version of the assistant, which is the first version of the program. The assistant is
then deployed to the end user’s desktop.
At this point, the assistant’s primary job, like that of most programs, is to read inputs (here, unlabeled text) and produce output (here, a label for that text). But unlike
other programs, the assistant has a second job: to gather new training data from its
user’s actions to learn new and better logic—the equivalent of automatically generating a new program. Note that the machine learning expert is no longer present to test
this new program—the newest version of the assistant learned behaviors from its
specific end user after it had been deployed to the user’s desktop. Thus, the end user
(acting as an oracle [3]) is the only one present to test the program.
Given such a program, many of the testing concepts defined in Rothermel et al.
[25] can be straightforwardly applied to our domain. A test case is the combination of
an input (unlabeled text) and its output (a label). Given a test case that the program
has executed, a test is an explicit decision by the end user about whether the output is
correct for that test case’s input. If the user decides that the output is not correct, this
is (at least in the end user’s eyes) evidence of a bug in the assistant’s reasoning.
Testing would not be viable if every possible input/output pair must be tested individually—the space of all possible inputs is usually intractably large or possibly infinite. One solution has been to use the notion of coverage [3] to measure whether
“enough” testing has been done. Along this line, consider a partitioning scheme that
divides inputs into “similar” groups by some measure of similarity. A test case can
then be said to cover all current (and future) input/output pairs for which the inputs
are in the same group as the test case’s input, and the outputs equal the test case’s
output.
Given these definitions, systematic testing differs in two important ways from the
ad hoc testing that comes by serendipitously observing correct/incorrect behaviors:
systematic testing has a measure (coverage) for ascertaining how “tested” the program
is, and it provides a way to identify which test cases can increase that measure. In the
spreadsheet paradigm, systematic testing by end users has been shown to be significantly more effective than ad hoc testing [5].
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Finally, it is worth discussing how testing and debugging, while related, are distinctly separate activities. Testing, as we have explained, evaluates whether a program’s outputs are right or wrong, whereas debugging is the act of actually fixing the
program. Even without precisely mapping debugging of assistants to classic debugging (which is beyond the scope of this paper), it is clear that testing contributes to
two phases that have been identified for debugging [19]: it contributes to the debugging phase of finding the bug by showing an instance of how/where a program is
failing, and also contributes to the debugging phase of validation of whether the program has now stopped failing in that way. We envision our testing approach as contributing to both of these aspects of debugging.

3 Related Work
Testing of intelligent assistants is often done pre-deployment by machine learning
specialists via statistical methods [13]. Such methods do not substitute for end users’
assessment of their assistants because pre-deployment evaluation cannot assess suitability of after-deployment customizations to a particular user.
Some statistical debugging, however, can be automatically carried out after
deployment. Research in machine learning has led to active learning, whereby an
assistant can request the user to label the most informative training examples during
the learning process [28]. Although one of our WYSIWYT/ML methods (Confidence)
is sometimes used in active learning, most of our methods differ from active learning’s. Our approach complements debugging techniques such as active learning, allowing the user (not the intelligent assistant) to assess whether and when the assistant
is reliable.
Statistical outlier finding has been used in end-user programming settings for assessment, such as detecting errors in text editing macros [22], inferring formats from a
set of unlabeled examples [27], and to monitor on-line data feeds in web-based applications for erroneous inputs [24]. These approaches use statistical analysis and interactive techniques to direct end-user programmers’ attention to potentially problematic
values, helping them find places in their programs to fix. Our approach also uses
outlier finding, but does so as just one part of a larger approach that also systematically measures how much more assessment needs to be done.
Systematic testing for end users was pioneered by the What You See Is What You
Test approach (WYSIWYT) for spreadsheet users [25]. To alleviate the need for users
to conjure values for testing spreadsheet data, “Help Me Test” capabilities were
added; these either dynamically generate suitable test values [7] or back-propagate
constraints on cell values [1]. WYSIWYT inspired our approach in concept, but our
under-the-hood reasoning about test prioritization and coverage are based on statistical properties of the assistant’s behavior, rather than WYSIWYT’s “white box” use of
source code structure. Also, rather than helping users conjure new values to test, our
approach instead aims to help users focus on just the right fraction of existing data to
find important errors quickly.
To support end users’ interactions with intelligent assistants, recent work has explored methods for explaining the reasons underlying an assistant’s predictions. Such
explanations have taken forms as diverse as why… and why not… descriptions of the
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assistant’s logic [17, 20], visual depictions of the assistant’s known correct predictions versus its known failures [29], and electronic “door tags” displaying predictions
of worker interruptibility with the reasons (e.g., “talking detected”) [31]. As a basis
for creating explanations, researchers have also investigated the types of information
users want before assessing the trustworthiness of an intelligent agent [9, 18]. Recent
work by Lim and Dey has resulted in a toolkit for applications to generate explanations for popular machine learning systems [21], and a few systems add debugging
capabilities to explanations [17, 18]. Our approach for supporting systematic assessment of intelligent assistants is intended as a complement to explanation and debugging approaches like these.

4 The WYSIWYT/ML Approach
We have explained that without systematic testing, a user is left with only the ability
to assess ad-hoc the assistant’s predictions that they happen to notice. Ad-hoc testing
does not help the user pick which items to test, nor does it help the user decide how
much more testing should be done. WYSIWYT/ML targets both issues for situations
in which an assistant’s mistakes carry high risks or high costs for the user.
One such high-risk/high-cost situation is qualitative “coding” of verbal transcript
data (a common HCI research task), in which empirical analysts segment written
transcripts and categorize each segment. This is a labor-intensive activity requiring
days to weeks of time—but what if an assistant could do part of this work (e.g., [18])?
For example, suppose ethnographer Adam has an intelligent assistant that learns to
code the way Adam does; the assistant could then finish coding Adam’s transcripts.
But Adam’s research results may be invalid if the assistant’s work is wrong, so he
needs to assess where the assistant makes significant mistakes.
We prototyped WYSIWYT/ML as part of an intelligent “coding” assistant that
classifies text messages, similar to Adam’s hypothetical coding assistant. The assistant in our prototypes makes its predictions using a support vector machine, but the
algorithm is not important—WYSIWYT/ML works with any algorithm (or accompanying feature set) that produces the information needed by the test prioritization
methods described shortly.
4.1 How WYSIWYT/ML and Adam Work Together
Two Use-Cases. Given an intelligent classification assistant, WYSIWYT/ML’s
mission is to help the user assess its accuracy during two use cases.
Use case UC-1: In the assistant’s early days, can Adam rely on it? After his assistant
has been initially trained, Adam can use WYSIWYT/ML to decide whether it classifies messages consistently enough for his purposes. To minimize time spent finding
the assistant’s mistakes, WYSIWYT/ML advises him which messages the assistant
believes it is weakest at classifying.
Use case UC-2: As the assistant continues to customize itself, can Adam still rely
on it? As the assistant continues to learn and/or new messages arrive, WYSIWYT/ML
keeps track of whether the assistant is working on messages very similar to (and
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sharing the same output label as) those previously tested, or whether the assistant is
now making predictions unlike those tested earlier. If the assistant is behaving differently than before, test coverage will be much lower and Adam might decide to systematically test some of the assistant’s new work. WYSIWYT/ML helps him target
these new predictions.
To support these use-cases, WYSIWYT/ML performs four functions: (1) it advises
(prioritizes) which predictions to test, (2) it contributes tests, (3) it measures coverage, and (4) it monitors for coverage changes.

Fig. 1. The WYSIWYT/ML prototype. This variant uses the Confidence method.

WYSIWYT/ML Prioritizes Tests. WYSIWYT/ML prioritizes the assistant’s topic
predictions that are most likely to be wrong, and communicates these prioritizations
using saturated green squares to draw Adam’s eye (e.g., Figure 1, fourth message).
The prioritizations may not be perfect, but they are only intended to be advisory;
Adam is free to test any messages he wants, not just ones the system suggests.
To select prioritization methods, we first ran offline experiments using a “gold
standard” oracle (rather than real users) to allow for numerous experiment runs. These
experiments compared five candidate prioritization methods against randomization
(where Random represents the statistical likelihood of finding mistakes). We selected
the three best-performing methods, all of which outperformed Random: Confidence,
Similarity, and Relevance.
The Confidence method leverages the assistant’s knowledge of its own weaknesses, prioritizing messages based on the assistant’s certainty that the topic it predicted is correct. (This is also a method used by active learning [28].) The higher the
uncertainty, the more saturated the green square (Figure 1, Confidence column).
Within the square, WYSIWYT/ML “explains” Confidence prioritizations using a pie
chart (Figure 2, left). Each pie slice represents the probability that the message
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belongs to that slice’s topic: a pie with evenly sized slices means the assistant thinks
each topic is equally probable (thus, testing it is a high priority).
The Similarity method selects “oddball” messages—those least similar to the data
the assistant has learned from. The rationale is that if the assistant has never before
seen anything like this message, it is less likely to know how to predict its topic. We
measure this via cosine similarity [2], which is frequently used in information retrieval systems; here, it measures co-occurrences of the same words in different messages. A “fishbowl” explains this method’s priority, with the amount of “water” in the
fishbowl representing how unique the message is compared to messages on which the
assistant trained (Figure 2, middle). A full fishbowl means the message is very unique
(compared to the assistant’s training set), and thus high priority.
The Relevance method is based on the premise that messages without useful words
may not contain enough information for the assistant to accurately predict a topic. In
machine learning parlance, useful words have high information gain (i.e., the words
that contribute the most to the assistant’s ability to predict the topic). We used the top
20 words from the messages the assistant learned from, then prioritized messages by
the lack of these relevant words. Our prototype uses the number of relevant words (0
to 20) to explain the reason for the message’s priority (Figure 2, right), with the lowest numbers receiving the highest priorities.
In our offline tests (without users), the Confidence method was the most effective:
its high-priority tests were very successful at identifying flaws in an assistant’s predictions, even when the assistant was 80% accurate. The Similarity and Relevance
methods did not highlight as many bugs, but they outperformed Confidence in revealing hard-to-find bugs: items the assistant thought it was right about (predicted confidently), but which were wrong. We thus implemented all three, so as to empirically
determine which is the most effective with real users.

Fig. 2. The Confidence (left), Similarity (middle), and Relevance (right)
visualizations.

Fig. 3. A user can mark a predicted topic wrong,
maybe wrong, maybe right, or right (or “?” to
revert to untested). Prior research found these four
choices to be very useful in spreadsheet testing
[12].

Use-Case UC-1: Adam Tests His Assistant. When Adam wants to assess his assistant, he can pick a message and judge (i.e., test) the assistant’s prediction. He can pick
any message: one of WYSIWYT/ML’s suggestions, or some different message if he
prefers. Adam then communicates his judgment by clicking a check if it is correct or
an X if it is incorrect, as in Figure 3. If a topic prediction is wrong, Adam has the
option of selecting the correct topic—our prototype treats this as a shortcut for marking the existing topic as “wrong”, making the topic change, and then marking the new
topic as “right”.
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WYSIWYT/ML then contributes to Adam’s testing effort: when Adam tests a
message, WYSWYT/ML automatically infers the same judgment upon similar messages. These automated judgments constitute inferred tests.
To contribute these inferred tests, our approach computes the cosine similarity of
the message Adam just tested with each untested message sharing the same predicted
topic. WYSWYT/ML then marks very similar messages (i.e., scoring above a cosine
similarity threshold of 0.05) as approved or disapproved by the assistant. The automatically inferred assessments are shown with gray check marks and X marks in the
Correctness column (Figure 4, top), allowing Adam to differentiate his own explicit
judgments from those automatically inferred by WYSIWYT/ML. Of course, Adam is
free to review (and if necessary, fix) any inferred assessments—in fact, most of our
study’s participants started out doing exactly this.
WYSIWYT/ML’s third functionality is measuring test coverage: how many of the
assistant’s predictions have been tested by Adam and the inferred tests together. A
test coverage bar (Figure 4, bottom) keeps Adam informed of this measure, helping
him decide how much more testing may be warranted.
WYSIWYT/ML also allows the assistant to leverage Adam’s positive tests (his
“right” and “maybe right” marks) as training data—an extra benefit for Adam. (Only
Adam’s explicit tests become training data, not WYSIWYT/ML’s inferred tests.) As
previously mentioned, however, collecting a few training instances in this way is not
the point of WYSIWYT/ML. Our goal is to allow Adam to effectively and efficiently
assess how much he can rely on the assistant, not to collect enough training instances
to fix its flaws.
Use-Case UC-2: Adam: “It was reliable before; is it reliable now?” Adam’s
intelligent assistant continually learns from Adam’s behaviors, changing its reasoning
based upon Adam’s feedback. The assistant may also encounter data unlike any it had
seen before. Hence, for use-case UC-2, WYSIWYT/ML’s fourth functionality is to
monitor coverage over time, alerting Adam when a previously tested assistant is
exposing behaviors that he has not yet assessed.

Fig. 4. (Top): The user tested three of the messages (the dark check marks and X marks), so
they no longer show a priority. Then the computer inferred the third message to be correct
(light gray check mark). Because the user’s last test caused the computer to infer new information, the History column shows the prior values of what changed. (These values move right
with each new change, until they are pushed off the screen.) (Bottom): A test coverage bar
informs users how many topic predictions have been judged (by the user or the computer) to be
correct (check mark) or incorrect (X mark).
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Whenever Adam tests one of the assistant’s predictions or new content arrives for
the assistant to classify, the system immediately updates all of its information. This
includes the assistant’s predictions (except for those Adam “locked down” by explicitly approving them), all testing priorities, all inferred tests, and the test coverage bar.
Thus, Adam can always see how “tested” the assistant is at any given moment. If he
decides that more testing is warranted, he can quickly tell which predictions
WYSIWYT/ML thinks are the weakest (UC-1) and which predictions are not covered
by his prior tests (UC-2).
4.2 Cognitive Dimensions Analysis
We used Cognitive Dimensions [11], a popular analytical technique, to head off problems early in the design of our WYSIWYT/ML prototype. This analysis revealed four
key issues for the implementation of WYSIWYT/ML, which we addressed as follows.
What just changed and how (Hard Mental Operations, Hidden Dependencies).
Hard mental operations denote the user having to manually track or compute things in
their head, and a hidden dependency is a link between two items that is not explicit.
These dimensions revealed that a user could only answer the question “what just
changed?” by scrolling extensively and memorizing prior statuses. To solve this, we
added a History column showing the last two statuses of each message.
Too eager to help (Premature Commitment). This dimension denotes requiring
users to make a decision before they have information about the decision’s consequences. Because each user action may cause the assistant to update its predictions
and WYSIWYT/ML to update its priority rankings and inferred tests, end user cannot
easily guess the scope of alterations resulting from each interaction. In an early prototype, testing a prediction could cause on-screen messages to disappear from the user’s
view (due to the system automatically re-sorting messages based on new predictions
or test priorities), making it difficult to see these consequences. Thus, we changed the
prototype to only re-sort when the user asks it to (e.g., clicks the column header). This
modification also helps emphasize recent changes, as other affected items in the sort
“key” become visually distinct from their neighbors (e.g., now have a lower test priority than nearby messages).
Notes and scratches (Secondary Notation). Secondary notations allow users to
annotate, change layout, etc., to communicate informally with themselves or with
other humans in their environment (as versus communicating with the computer). We
decided that secondary notation was unnecessary for end-user testing. As our empirical results will show, revisiting this decision may be warranted—some participants
appeared to repurpose certain user interface affordances to indicate assistant predictions they intended to revisit later.
Communication overload (Role Expressiveness). This dimension denotes a user’s
ability to see how a component relates to the whole. This was initially a problem for
our priority widget because it had too many roles: a single widget communicated the
priority of assessing the message, explained why it had that priority, and how the
message had been assessed—all in one small icon. Thus, we changed the prototype so
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that no widget had more than one role. We added the Correctness column to show the
user’s (or computer’s) assessment (Figure 1), the green square to represent priority,
and the widgets inside to explain the reasoning behind the priority (Figure 2).

5 Empirical Study
We conducted a user study to investigate use-case UC-1, the user’s initial assessment
of an assistant doing important work. We attempted to answer three research questions to reveal how well ordinary end users could assess their assistants in this usecase, even if they invested only 10 minutes of effort:
RQ1 (Efficacy): Will end users, testing systematically with WYSIWYT/ML, find
more bugs than via ad hoc testing?
RQ2 (Satisfaction): What are the users’ attitudes toward systematic testing as
compared to ad-hoc testing?
RQ3 (Efficiency): Will WYSIWYT/ML’s coverage contributions to the partnership help with end users’ efficiency?
We used three systematic testing treatments, one for each prioritization method
(Confidence, Similarity, and Relevance). We also included a fourth treatment (Control) to represent ad hoc testing. Participants in all treatments could test (via check
marks, X marks, and label changes) and sort messages by any column in the prototype. See Figure 1 for a screenshot of the Confidence prototype; Similarity and Relevance looked similar, save for their respective prioritization methods and visualizations (Figure 2). Control supported the same testing and sorting actions, but lacked
prioritization visualizations or inferred tests, and thus did not need priority/inferred
test history columns.
The experiment design was within-subject (i.e. all participants experienced all
treatments). We randomly selected 48 participants (23 males and 25 females) from
respondents to a university-wide request. None of our participants were Computer
Science majors, nor had any taken Computer Science classes beyond the introductory
course. Participants worked with messages from four newsgroups of the widely used
20 Newsgroups dataset [16]: cars, motorcycles, computers, and religion (the original
rec.autos, rec.motorcycles, comp.os.ms-windows.misc, and soc.religion.christian
newsgroups, respectively). This data set provides real-world text for classification, the
performance of machine learning algorithms on it is well understood, and, most important, the “gold standard” topic choice (the newsgroup to which the message’s author posted it) defines exactly which messages are “bugs” (misclassified by the assistant), in turn defining how many of those bugs participants found and when
WYSIWYT/ML’s inferred approvals went astray.
We randomly selected 120 messages (30 per topic) to train the intelligent assistant
using a support vector machine [6]. We randomly selected a further 1,000 messages
over a variety of dates (250 per topic) and divided them into five data sets: one tutorial set (to familiarize our participants) and four test sets (to use in the main tasks).
Our intelligent assistant was 85% accurate when initially classifying each of these
sets. We used a Latin Square to counterbalance treatment orderings and randomized
how each participant’s test data sets were assigned to the treatments.
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Participants answered a background questionnaire, then took a tutorial to learn one
prototype’s user interface and to experience the kinds of messages and topics they
would be seeing during the study. Using the tutorial set, participants practiced testing
and finding the assistant’s mistakes in that prototype. For the first main task, participants used the prototype to test and look for mistakes in a 200-message test set. After
each treatment, participants filled out a Likert-scale questionnaire with their opinions
of their success, the task difficulty, and the prototype. They then took another brief
tutorial explaining the changes in the next prototype, practiced, and performed the
main task in the next assigned data set and treatment. Finally, participants answered a
questionnaire covering their overall opinions of the four prototypes and comprehension.
Table 1. ANOVA contrast results (against Control) by treatment. The highest values in each
row are shaded.
Mean (p-value for contrast with Control)
Confidence
Similarity
Relevance
Control
12.2 (p<.001) 10.3 (p<.001) 10.0 (p<.001) 6.5 (N/A)

df

F

p

Bugs Found
3, 10.61 <.001
(max 30)
186
Helpfulness
5.3 (p<.001) 5.0 (p<.001) 4.6 (p<.001) 2.9 (N/A) 3, 22.88 <.001
(max 7)
186
Perceived
13.4 (p=.016) 13.3(p=.024) 14.0 (p=.002) 11.4 (N/A) 3, 3.82 .011
Success (max 21)
186

6 Results
6.1 RQ1 (Efficacy): Finding Bugs
Bugs Found. To investigate how well participants managed to find an assistant’s
mistakes using WYSIWYT/ML, we compared bugs they found using the
WYSIWYT/ML treatments to bugs they found with the Control treatment. An
ANOVA contrast against Control showed a significant difference between treatment
means (Table 1). For example, participants found nearly twice as many bugs using the
frontrunner, Confidence, than using the Control version.
Not only did participants find more bugs with WYSIWYT/ML, the more tests participants performed using WYSIWYT/ML, the more bugs they found (linear regression, F(1,46)=14.34, R2=.24, beta=0.08, p<.001), a relationship for which there was
no evidence in the Control variant (linear regression, F(1,45)=1.56, R2=.03,
beta=0.03, p=.218). Systematic testing using WYSIWYT/ML yielded significantly
better results for finding bugs than ad-hoc testing.
Profile of a Hard Bug. Our formative offline oracle experiments revealed types of
bugs that would be hard for some of our methods to target as high-priority tests. (Recall that, offline, Relevance and Similarity were better than Confidence in this respect.) In order to evaluate our methods with real users, we took a close look at Bug
20635, which was one of the hardest bugs for our participants to find (one of the five
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least frequently identified). The message topic should have been Religion but was
instead predicted to be Computers, perhaps in part because Bug 20635’s message was
very short and required domain-specific information to understand (which was also
true of the four other hardest bugs):
Subject: Mission Aviation Fellowship
Hi, Does anyone know anything about this group and what they do? Any
info would be appreciated. Thanks!

As Table 2 shows, nearly all participants who had this bug in their test set found it
with the Relevance treatment, but a much lower fraction found it using the other
treatments. As the table’s Prioritization column shows, Relevance ranked the message
as very high priority because it did not contain any useful words, unlike Confidence
(the assistant was very confident in its prediction), and unlike Similarity (the message
was fairly similar to other messages). Given this complementarity among the different
methods, we hope in the future to evaluate a combination (e.g., a weighted average or
voting scheme) of prioritization methods, thus enabling users to quickly find a wider
variety of bugs than they could using any one method alone.
6.2 RQ2 (Satisfaction): User Attitudes
Participants appeared to recognize the benefits of systematic testing, indicating increased satisfaction over ad hoc testing. When asked “How much did each system
help you find the computer’s mistakes?” on a seven-point Likert scale, an ANOVA
contrast again confirmed that responses differed between treatments (Table 1, row 2),
with WYSIWYT/ML treatments rated more helpful than Control. Table 1’s 3rd row
shows that participant responses to the NASA-TLX questionnaire triangulate this
result. Together, these results are encouraging from the perspective of the Attention
Investment Model—they suggest that end users can be apprised of the benefits (so as
to accurately weigh the costs) of testing an assistant that does work important to them.
Table 2. The number of participants who found Bug 20635 while working with each
WYSIWYT/ML treatment
Treatment
Confidence
Similarity
Relevance

Prioritization
0.14
0.58
1.00

Found Did not find
9
15
11
14
19
4

6.3 RQ3 (Efficiency): The Partnership’s Test Coverage
Recall that when a participant tested a message, the system partnered with the user by
inferring additional tests to “cover” similar messages (recall Figure 4). Coverage can
be a powerful concept: it enables a user to reduce the number of items they must look
over while still gaining a reasonable understanding of the assistant’s reliability. It also
reveals the weaknesses of an assistant’s reasoning in terms of areas not yet covered by
tests. In other domains, research has generally found that increased coverage increases
bug finding [5, 8, 25]. Thus, in this section, we consider how much coverage the partnership achieved and how this related to participants’ efficiency.
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Table 3. Tests via check marks, X marks, and topic changes during a 10-minute session (out of
200 total messages per session), for the three WYSIWYT/ML treatments
Mean √s
Mean Xs
participants
participants
entered per
entered per
session
session
Explicit
Regular: 35.0
Regular: 2.4
“Maybe”: 7.1
“Maybe”: 2.7
Implicit
8.2 topic changes as shortcuts for
X+topic+√
Total tests
50.3
13.3
Total messages tested 2

Mean √s
inferred
per session

Mean Xs
inferred
per session

Total
√s

Total
Xs

105.2

20.2

Regular: 46.4 Regular: 4.7
“Maybe”: 8.5 “Maybe”: 2.2
N/A1
54.9

6.9
117.2

1

Although the computer sometimes did change topics, this was due to leveraging tests as increased training
on message classification. Thus, because these topic changes were not directly due to the coverage (cosine-similarity) mechanism, we omit them from this coverage analysis.
2
Total Tests is larger than Messages Tested because topic changes acted as two tests: an X on the original
topic, then a √ on the new topic.

Coverage: How much? Using WYSIYWT/ML, our participants were able to leverage their explicit tests by a factor of about 2. Together with the computer-oracle-aspartner, participants’ mean of 55 test actions using WYSIWYT/ML covered a mean
of 117 (60%) of the messages—thus, participants gained 62 inferred tests “for free”.
Table 3 shows the raw counts. With the help of their computer partners, two participants even reached 100% test coverage, covering all 200 messages within their 10minute time limit.
Further, coverage scaled well. In an offline experiment, we tried our participants’
explicit tests on the entire set of Newsgroup messages from the dates and topics we
had sampled for the experiment—a data set containing 1,448 messages. (These were
tests participants explicitly entered using either WYSIWYT/ML or Control, a mean of
55 test actions per session.) Using participants’ 55 explicit tests (mean), the computer
inferred a mean of 568 tests per participant, for a total coverage of 623 tests (mean)
from only 10 minutes of work—a 10-fold leveraging of the user’s invested effort.
Participant and WYSIWYT/ML Approvals vs. Disapprovals. As Table 3 shows,
participants approved more messages than they disapproved. When participants approved
a message, their topic choice matched the 20-Newsgroup “gold standard” (the original
newsgroup topic) for 94% of their regular checkmarks and 81% of their “maybe” checkmarks (the agreement level across both types of approval was 92%). By the same measure, WYSIWYT/ML’s approvals were also very accurate, agreeing with the gold
standard an average 92% of the time—exactly the same level as the participants’.
Participants’ regular X marks agreed with the gold standard reasonably often
(77%), but their “maybe” X marks agreed only 43% of the time. Informal pilot interviews revealed a possible explanation: re-appropriation of the “maybe” X marks for a
subtly different purpose. When unsure of the right topic, pilot participants said they
marked it as “maybe wrong” to denote that it could be wrong, but with the intention to
revisit it later. This indicates that secondary notation (in addition to testing notation)—in the form of a “reminder” to revisit instead of a disapproval—could prove
useful in future prototypes.
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Perhaps in part for this reason, WYSIWYT/ML did not correctly infer many
bugs—only 19% of its X marks agreed with the gold standard. (The computer’s regular X marks and “maybe” X marks did not differ—both were in low agreement with
the gold standard.) The problem cannot be fully explained by participants repurposing
“maybe” X marks—WYSIWYT/ML’s regular inferred X marks were just as faulty.
However, this problem’s impact was limited because inferred X marks only serve to
highlight possible bugs. Thus, the 81% failure rate on WYSIWYT/ML’s average of
seven X’s per session meant that participants only had to look at an extra five messages/session. Most inferred tests were the very accurate positive tests (average of 55
per session), which were so accurate, participants could safely skip them when looking for bugs.

7 Discussion
Will end users really explicitly and systematically test an intelligent assistant? Although we did not test this question in our lab study, theory suggests that they will
when the perceived benefits of doing so outweigh the costs [4]. Until this question can
be investigated empirically, we target the subset of end users who are willing to expend at least modest effort to assess assistants on tasks in which mistake types and
frequencies must be understood before the user would be willing to rely on them, such
as with Adam’s intelligent qualitative coding assistant.
Our current similarity-based notion of coverage also warrants further empirical investigation. It worked well for approvals, but a smaller threshold for disapprovals
may result in fewer false bug identifications. In the future, we plan a systematic
evaluation of this threshold and its impact on different aspects of WYSIWYT/ML.
Finally, we emphasize that finding (not fixing) bugs is WYSIWYT/ML’s primary
contribution toward debugging. Although WYSIWYT/ML leverages user tests as
additional training data, simply adding training data is not an efficient method for
debugging intelligent assistants. To illustrate, our participants’ testing labeled, on
average, 55 messages, which increased average accuracy by 3%. In contrast, participants in another study that also used a subset of the 20 Newsgroup dataset spent their
10 minutes debugging by specifying words/phrases associated with a label [32]. They
entered only about 32 words/phrases but averaged almost twice as much of an accuracy increase (5%) in their 10 minutes. Other researchers have similarly reported that
allowing users to debug by labeling a word/phrase is up five times more efficient than
simply labeling training messages [23]. Thus, rather than attempting to replace the
interactive debugging approaches emerging for intelligent assistants (e.g., [17, 18, 22,
30]), WYSIWYT/ML’s bug-finding complements them. It provides the missing testing piece, suggesting where important bugs have emerged and when those bugs have
been eradicated, so that end users need not debug blindly.

8 Conclusion
With the increase in intelligent assistants helping with critical tasks comes the need to
rethink the nature of how end users can assess whether and when to rely on their assistants’ help. WYSIWYT/ML is the first work to address this need.
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WYSIWYT/ML is a human/computer partnership that enables end users to assess
intelligent assistants systematically. The human’s role is to approve or disapprove
(i.e., test) portions of the assistant’s work. The computer’s role is to advise the user
about testing priorities, contribute additional tests similar to the user’s (which the user
may verify), measure how much of the assistant’s reasoning has been assessed, and
monitor the need for additional assessment as the assistant evolves over time.
Our empirical evaluation showed that systematically testing with WYSIWYT/ML
resulted in a significant improvement over ad hoc methods in end users’ abilities to
assess their assistants: our participants found almost twice as many bugs with our best
WYSIWYT/ML variant as they did while testing ad hoc. Further, the approach scales:
participants covered 117 messages in the 200-message data set (over twice as many as
they explicitly tested) and 623 messages in the 1448-message data set (over 10 times
as many as they explicitly tested)—all at a cost of only 10 minutes work.
Thus, systematic assessment of intelligent assistants was not only effective at finding bugs—it also helped ordinary end users assess a reasonable fraction of an assistant’s work in a matter of minutes. These findings strongly support the viability of
bringing systematic testing to this domain, empowering end users to judge whether
and when to rely on intelligent assistants that support critical tasks.
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Abstract. A primary issue in the design of interactive art guides is the effort to
build them as a synthesis of several cultures and skills concerning content editing, multimedia production, application structuring and interaction design. The
communication between the actors of the development process can be boosted
by involving the cultural domain experts in the whole life cycle, providing them
with proper design environments for extending and modifying the guide structure
and content, to refine the initial design without the intervention of computer specialists. We have developed a framework for End-User Development (EUD) of
interactive multimedia guides based on experiences in art exhibitions held at Ca’
Foscari in the last two years, culminating in the project of a multimedia guide
for the François Pinault contemporary art collection at Punta della Dogana in
Venice. The guide features dynamically generated tours personalized on the user
answers to a set of questions asked during the tour, prepared by a domain expert
as part of the guide content. In this paper we present a methodology for designing
end-user oriented software environments based on open and portable standards,
and discuss the development of a content management systems for domain experts able to generate personalized tours.
Keywords: Building pattern, end-user development, interactive multimedia guides,
web application.

1 Introduction
Multimedia interactive guides are replacing at fast pace the old-fashioned audio guides
in city tours, museums and temporary exhibitions. The development of powerful mobile
devices, fast wireless communication and rich interaction styles boost the production of
mobile applications devoted to tourism and art, available not only on-site but also in
large on-line markets.
Pioneering experiments with devices based on Microsoft Windows Mobile and Apple iOS have been made in the last decade by prominent cultural institutions like the
New York Moma, the Tate Liverpool Gallery, the Barcelona Ship Museum, the San
Jose Museum of Art, to cite a few [1,2,3,4]. Web sites and portals of museum offered
mobile-specific sections with the possibility of downloading multimedia content. The
Apple AppStore and Android Market are changing the landscape of applications available to tourists and museum visitors, which are delivered not only as a support to on-site
tours, but also (and sometimes primarily) as an independent product of the issuing institution “brand”. The AppStore returns hundreds of titles as answers to the queries “art
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 187–202, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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guide” and “museum guide”. Many of them are electronic versions of traditional touristic guides, and the quality is sometimes questionable, but the growth of interest in this
market is evident.
Among the most interesting examples we cite the MoMA iOS application [1] that allows users to access information about the artworks of the New York MoMA collection,
informs users on current and future events, and lets them to access a series of tours. The
application is available also for Android devices. Other similar applications have been
developed in Europe by Versailles Gardens, with an interesting view of the castle’s garden by proposing discovery paths; by Tate Trumps in UK, with games and puzzles to
learn about the Tate Modern Gallery artworks; by the Vatican Museum of Rome, with
a detailed view on some of the most important masterpieces of Italian art. Temporary
exhibitions complete the scenario with guides increasingly based on interactive multimedia rather than on bare audio; a balance between the greater effort to produce them
and the improved attractiveness for the public is leaning towards the new technologies.
Critical issues in the design of mobile guides are the choice of the amount, detail
and style of information, the design of the proper access and navigation paths and the
adaptation of a potentially huge set of multimedia material to a wide spread of visitors; as a consequence, new methods and tools to design, implement and evaluate the
new applications are needed and, indeed, are emerging [8,15,16]. We argue that, mainly
when such applications are conceived as the outcome of interdisciplinary research environments, it is important to devise not only a set of final products, but also a set of
frameworks where programmers, designers and domain experts can cooperate in the
development and extension of the software artifacts. Following this principle, the Indianapolis Museum of Art released TAP, an open-source tool to create and deliver mobile
tour applications in a museum setting [9]. The TAP system is based on a content management system that exports data into an intermediate format, TourML, which can then
be used as a pluggable bundle for mobile applications.
In this paper we describe the Punta della Dogana project (hereafter referred to as
PuD), an academic research project aiming to set up a modern critical instrument to
understand contemporary art with a double focus: at one hand, to provide visitors with
comprehensive information about an art collection, an institution, a set of artists, with
rich multimedia material prepared by experts in the domain: researchers, art critics, collectors, etc.. At the other hand, to provide not only designers and programmers but also
domain experts (e.g., art critics) with a system in which they can gather, organize and
tailor multimedia content of heterogeneous nature, instantiating a set of predefined templates on actual “visit paths” for a wide range of users of mobile devices. The project
outcomes are, at the first stage, a Content Management System (CMS) oriented to domain experts and a mobile guide on Apple iOS devices with comprehensive information
about a sample of the art collection of the François Pinault Foundation at Punta della
Dogana in Venice.
We have developed a structure for multimedia art guides that departs from the classical menu based application and is, instead, based on a directed graph of visits built on
top of selected topics. We argue that such approach, if paired with an accurate selection
of multimedia content by domain-experts, leads to an interesting and new way of presenting contents to art visitor. In particular, in situations where a large set of multimedia
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items is available, our model allows domain experts to categorize it and lets the user to
choose, more or less transparently, a personal selection to experience.
The PuD project takes inspiration from our previous work with multimedia installations and with mobile guides on Apple iOS devices, designed for several art exhibition
held at Ca’ Foscari in Venice in 2009 and 2010 [5,6]. The PuD project is the culmination
of those experiences: as an improvement with respect to the past projects, it aims to give
the visitor the ability to create a personalized tour through a sequence of questions that
progressively builds the tour’s steps based not only on the visitor’s background and general interests but also on the attention and curiosity developed during the tour itself. The
development system to be used by domain experts to define the guide structure is based
on a multimedia repository on which multiple perspectives, multiple navigation paths
and multiple interaction styles can be adapted and dynamically composed, fulfilling the
requirements of different categories of users. The resulting experience is thus built upon
a spread of cultural and emotional feedbacks coming from the user background and also
from the reaction to the actual exhibition contents.
In developing the CMS and the PuD mobile guide we followed the end user development principles presented in [7,10] and produced a framework where programmers,
interface designers, and domain experts can cooperate in the development and extension
of the software artifact. We built our framework to be as much re-usable as possible for
future projects with similar characteristics. Research in this area usually seeks to develop domain-specific or graphic modeling languages that allow users to easily express
the desired functionalities [14]: we initially used a simple text-based domain-specific
language, but later we also developed a web-based environment to shorten the conceptual gap between the technical view of programmers and the more abstract view
required by the end-user development principles [12].

2 The PuD Mobile Guide
Even a well informed public may find difficult to access and to understand contemporary art. Contemporary art is not yet historicized and in continuous development;
it lacks a consolidated criticism and escapes fixed classification schemes, resulting in
a very complex field of investigation. We believe that a way to develop knowledge
in contemporary art is to make appealing to explore, with a user-friendly approach,
its different contexts to understand how they contribute to build its cultural value; the
possibilities offered by new devices to interact with engaging audiovisual content can
attract the user much more than simple traditional, often boring, audio narrations.
The PuD project focuses on a selection of artists and artworks from the collection
of the François Pinault Foundation in the exhibition Mapping the Studio at Punta della
Dogana in Venice. The PuD project retraces the course of each art piece, from its conception in the studio up to its integration within the private collection, analyzing the artist’s
conception of art and the social and historical events occurring during the artist’s work.
The experts in contemporary art that are following this project have selected a small
group of artists: Jake & Dinos Chapman, Takashi Murakami, Rachel Whiteread, Huang
Yong Ping and Rob Pruitt. They are representative of the Punta della Dogana collection,
and showed much enthusiasm for collaborating to the project; moreover, some of their
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artworks are highly suitable for a multimedia interpretation, because rich of miniaturized figures like Jake & Dinos Chapman’s Fucking Hell and Huang Yong Ping’s
Football Match; their reading could be facilitated by a close visual investigation, not
possible on the original artworks.
The art experts collected the basic critical documentation, mainly audio-video resources. They interviewed the artists to build a consistent picture of each artist and
artwork to build the guide skeleton. The interviews consisted in a series of questions
based on a standard pattern touching similar subjects for all cases, to anticipate the
possibility of comparing them during the guide exploitation: a presentation of the artist
made by him/herself; reasons for deciding to be an artist; a personal view of the role
of the artist in contemporary society; a description of the studio and of the artistic creation process; a commentary about the specific artwork; general comments about own’s
work; finally, the relationship with the Pinault Collection and with the city of Venice.
More specific themes were addressed to consider the artist’s personal history and ideas.
The collected material was completed with commentaries of the exhibition curators and
a sample from a lecture series about the Punta della Dogana collection organized by the
Venice Universities in 2010.
A complementary section of the project is devoted to the architecture of the Punta
della Dogana building, from its origins until the recent restoration by the Japanese architect Tadao Ando, and to a selection of interesting viewpoints used in the guide as
environments for general discussions. The collection of the material produced a very
large set of heterogeneous files, that were processed and organized to build a multimedia repository, a project database on which experts, interface designers and application
programmers could work together to progressively refine the mobile guide content.
To avoid a cognitive overload on the visitor with so much material we based the guide
conceptual architecture on a structured set of questions, multiple choice criteria that allow the visitors to enjoy a dynamic tour based on their own interaction with the system,
making them active users building their own interactive journey in the exhibition [11].
2.1 The PuD Guide Model
The guide structure is defined by an abstract model based on the notion of topic and
visit. A topic represents a subject of interest in the exhibition: it can be abstract, like
an historical period, or concrete, like a painting. In the PuD project, for instance, the
topics are five artworks and four architectural points of interest. Each topic of the guide
is composed by a set of related contents. A visit, instead, represent the path a user
experiences through the set of proposed contents about a specific topic. The structure
of each topic is described by a deterministic finite automaton M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F )
where:
– Q is a finite set of states; each state is the abstract representation of a content;
– Σ is a finite set of inputs, which are atomic user interactions like pressing a button,
selecting an image, tilting the device, etc.;
– δ is a transition function (Q × Σ → Q);
– q0 is the starting state, marking the beginning of a visit;
– F is a set of final states, each representing a possible end of a visit.
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In state q0 a summary of the topic is presented to the visitor (the artwork’s title, the
author’s name, etc.). The remaining states Q − q0 are partitioned in two disjoint subsets
Qc and Qq , called contents and questions, respectively. When the guide is in a content
state the visitor is presented a node containing a multimedia piece of information. Each
content state is associated with only one transition: after experiencing the content, the
visitor goes to the next state without any explicit interaction. Question states, instead,
present the users a node containing two or more alternatives to choose from: the visitor
interaction (the answer to the questions) is used to select the next state, i.e., the next
node shown. When the system reaches a final state in F the visit ends: the guide presents
the user a summary of the experienced contents and allows him/her to select a new topic.
A visit is therefore the sequence of states q0 , q1 , . . . , qn experienced by the visitor.
Visits are used immediately to give the user a summary of the experienced contents, but
are also stored persistently on the device for subsequent analysis of the paths followed:
our experience with mobile guides proved that such analysis is a valuable evaluation
tool for tuning the guide design [6].
2.2 The PuD Guide Implementation
According to [10] the goal of human computer interaction is evolving from just making
systems that are easy to use to systems that are easy to develop. This is of particular
importance in the field of computer science applied to cultural heritage, where different
areas of expertise require different approaches, and often data is biased by some degree
of subjectivity. For this reason we departed from the simple solution of developing
an ad-hoc structure for our contents, but produced instead a framework where domain
experts can participate in the development of the guide.
The navigational structure of the guide is quite trivial, composed by a set of pages
and menus. We focused our development process on the creation and presentation of
contents and questions. A guide page corresponds to a node of the abstract model, and
is generated starting from a tuple (T, D, St, Sc, F ), where:
– T is an HTML document that contains the node’s markup. This document works as
a template and defines the general structure of the node.
– D is a document containing the node’s data (actually, a JSON text document).
– St is a CSS document containing styles to apply to the node markup.
– Sc is a Javascript document to be executed after the node has loaded.
– F is a set of external files that can be linked by the node, like images, videos, and
so on.
When a specific node is requested the application fetches the required files and combines them to create the actual content that is presented to the user.
The design of such a product, however, tends to become fairly quickly outdated or
insufficient because of changing requirements. The conventional view of design before
use is challenged by a new approach of design during use [12,13]. Our system has been
designed to be adaptable by end-users of different classes and skills, following the principle of gentle slope: modifications and personalizations can be carried out at different
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Fig. 1. The guide development architecture

levels of increasing complexity. Our architecture allows us to extend and modify the
guide at three different levels:
– at the lower and most complex level a programmer can act on the application source
code to modify or extend the basic behavior of the guide: this level requires a deep
knowledge of the Javascript programming language, Ajax calls, and knowledge of
the development framework, but allows also the programmer to include completely
new functionalities, like, for instance, the possibility of controlling a shared, large
screen with the portable device;
– at the middle level a designer can act on T , St, and Sc to create new node templates:
this level require knowledge of HTML, CSS and, optionally, some Javascript to
attach dynamic behavior to the new types.
– at the higher level a domain expert with little or no prior knowledge of HTML,
CSS, or Javascript can act on D and F , the node data and the external multimedia
files, to create content that will be applied to the pre-existing templates to generate
new node instances. This solution requires only the knowledge of some simple
syntactical conventions to format the content and familiarity with the available node
templates, which are part of the framework’s documentation.
The system is thus organized according to three different perspectives corresponding
to the development team roles, in three levels of increasing complexity. Domain experts
can compose data files to insert new nodes and, defining relationships between them,
creating new thematic, spatial, or logical organizations of artworks in the guide. There is
no need of intervention by specialized actors to perform common tasks such as inserting
data, organizing catalogs, defining multiple relationships between contents. Should the
need of new, unforeseen, extensions arise, our building pattern takes into account two
different levels of intervention: on a first level designers (actors with knowledge of web
design technologies) can create new templates, different only in aesthetics or provide
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advanced behavior obtained through the Javascript programming language; on a second
level programmers can extend the system by implementing new components.
Our modular approach, summarized in Figure 1, provides a gentle slope by allowing
successive decomposition and reconfiguration of software entities that are themselves
built from smaller components [7,10]. We produced a framework where different actors can cooperate in the development and extension of the software artifact, and the
produced modules are re-usable as much as possible for new projects.

3 The Content Management System
The domain experts play a role in two cases: the design of the guide conceptual structure
and the organization of the multimedia material from which the guide content is built. In
the former case experts must work in strict cooperation with the interface designers and
the programmers, to exchange feedback about templates and interaction styles. In the
latter case they could be more independent, if provided with a set of software tools easy
to use and oriented to their needs. General purpose databases and digital library systems
provide rich classification functions but are too general and, often, scarcely suitable for
handling large multimedia documents. Content management systems (CMS) for web
sites and portals are targeted to web masters and need to be customized to be user
friendly, but are a better alternative to design a usable system.
In our early experiences with interactive multimedia guides we managed data about
artworks and multimedia files in ad-hoc ways, collecting them in a shared structure
of files and folders suited to the application logical structure. While this approach has
the advantage of immediacy and efficiency, it might introduce ambiguities and inconsistencies; dealing with large quantities of data can hinder the entire project in terms
of development speed and error detection. For the multimedia guide designed for the
exhibition Nigra sum sed formosa; sacred and beauty of the christian Ethiopia held at
Ca’ Foscari in 2009 we developed a very simple CMS whose purpose was primarily the
organization of the artworks in several collections, to be used as indices in the guide to
browse the exhibition content according to different perspectives: themes, rooms, artwork type. The CMS proved to be useful mainly in managing the changes needed to
reflect late decisions by the curators about what objects to select and how to place them
in the exhibition spaces.
In the PuD project, to archive, classify and query multimedia content we have developed our own CMS (a web application with a tailored interface), whose main goal is to
boost cooperation and integration between domain experts and application designers;
multimedia content is collected, archived and organized according to the guide conceptual structure defined by the domain experts, leaving them the possibility of attaching
comments, tags, taxonomies, etc.; at the same time the application designers are free to
access data in an efficient way to build the application. The multimedia files uploaded
by domain experts are accessible not only through the CMS but also through a regular filesystem accessed by the mobile application. Names and structure of the files and
folders are generated automatically by the application to avoid conflicts. This approach
can be seen as a sort of low-level API: the possibility of accessing contents through a
filesystem allows developers to use consistently also other applications, batch processing, backup procedures, and so on.
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3.1 Overview of the CMS
The CMS is an online storage space with the following characteristics:
1. it is accessed through a web-based application, requiring neither a specific installation nor specialized plugins, with a graphical interface based on common knowledge and clear action feedback, allowing domain experts to easily operate it;
2. the CMS data model is basically hierarchical. This is a direct consequence of the
initial constraint requiring all the uploaded contents to be finally accessible through
a filesystem. The model can represent entities (authors, artists, or conferences),
multimedia contents (video, audio, images or texts), and their relationships;
3. to enrich the classification system and to allow domain experts to trace non hierarchical relationships, the CMS introduces a set of vocabularies to organize contents
among different categories. Vocabularies may represent taxonomies, i.e., catalogs
of predefined terms, or folksonomies, i.e. catalogs dynamically built on free terms.
Different content types can relate to different vocabularies. Such a flexible classifications allows the CMS users to have different views of the data, e.g., to visualize
the items related to a certain topic independently from their location in a standard
hierarchical schema.
When multimedia content is added to CMS, it has a double representation: an abstract representation and a concrete representation. The abstract representation can be
accessed from the web application. The content can be explored by keyword, relations
can be visualized in a graphical way, and so on. The abstract representation is useful for
domain experts to access, categorize, and discuss the contents. The concrete representation, instead, is represented by the underlying filesystem generated by the CMS. The
resulting structure can be handled without any need of external applications but, at the
same time, is not polluted by subjectivity. The concrete representation is mainly useful
to computer scientists that need a formal, self-describing, structure to develop complex
software constructs with contents coming from disciplines their are not expert in.
3.2 The CMS Abstract Data Model
The CMS abstract data model has two different classes of objects: entities and multimedia content. An entity can be, for instance, an author, an artwork, or an event (e.g., a talk,
a lecture). Multimedia content can be a text, a video, an audio or an image. Each object
has a set of attributes (a name, a short description, a creation/modification date, etc.)
and can be in relation with other objects. The types of relationships involved, however,
are limited by the constraint of implementing a hierarchical, meaningful underlying
filesystem. For this reason we designed the data structure based on assumptions shared
with the domain experts. In the context of the PuD project the assumptions derive from
the structure of a the visits; being based on guided tours, not on free exploration, the
connections among data items can be classified in advance according to a few main
perspectives.
The entities can be related as shown in Figure 2. Boxes are content types and arrows
represent relations between types. Content types are further categorized in entities and
multimedia contents. An arrow from a type A to a type B means that objects of type A
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Fig. 2. The CMS abstract data model

maintain a reference to an object of type B. An event like a lecture, for instance, has
a relation with either an artist (the one giving the lecture) or an artwork (the subject of
the lecture). Each multimedia object can be in relation with any entity, either artists,
artworks or events.
Multimedia contents are organized in groups: each group has a master element and
a set of derivates. In a video object, for instance, the master element can be a whole
interview with an artist, while the derivates can be meaningful clips of the same interview, technically refined and commented. In a text element, the master can be the
transcript of a lecture and the derivates translations of the same text in different languages. The semantics of the master/derivate structure is left to the content authors by
using description fields.
Images behave in a slight different way: since it’s common to have a large number
of images with the same subject without a specific master/derivate relation, we opted to
drop this structure and to group images in simple collections.
3.3 Implementation
The CMS has been implemented in Drupal 6, a popular open-source content management system. We decided to use Drupal mainly for the time constraints given by the
project: the development from scratch of a full-fledged content management system
would have been too much time-consuming. Since the system must be used online by
researchers without a computer science background it had to be secure and easy to use,
with an intuitive interface. All these requirements could be met with a careful ad-hoc
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design, but not when developing from scratch in the short time required by our project.
For this reason we found a good trade-off in adapting an already consolidated open
source system to our needs.
The Drupal system allows users to create contents, also called nodes, based on predefined templates called content types. Each of these templates has a title, a description,
and a set of typed fields. Fields can contain, for instance, text, dates, or files. Contents
can be classified through vocabulary entries, both fixed terms or free tags, and can be
related each other using a simple referencing mechanism. With these abstract blocks we
built a web application where users can insert data about artists, artworks and conferences of the PuD project, classify them, add metadata, upload related multimedia files.
The Drupal system features a fine-grained control on permissions: different classes of
users can be allowed to edit, delete, comment, or view each type of content: all users,
for instance, are allowed to view the contents and participate the discussions, while only
editors can create or edit contents.
We are aware that using a general purpose software like Drupal can limit the innovation in the development process. Even if open source and easily extended, the Drupal
system is still limited in its underlying structure. The major limitation, in our opinion, is
the lack of an object-oriented design. The alternative, to be taken in consideration when
writing a more general system, is to use an ad-hoc web application with a more complex
data model based on object oriented principles. The physical filesystem representation
does not have to be discarded, but it should not influence the data model: it should be
possible to express a richer set of relationships, including many-to-many ones.
Another module of the CMS allows domain experts to browse between the different
guide’s node types and presents dynamic web forms to let users input the required data.
Nodes are linked together to build the visit graph and the result is compiled in a bundle,
a set of data and multimedia files, that can be used directly by the guide application.

4 A Case Study
In Figure 3 an example of an abstract topic graph is given: questions are represented by
diamonds and contents are represented by circles. Each circle is labeled with a letter to
denote the content type and a sequence number: a for audio, t for text, i for image, and
v for video. Arrows represent the possible transitions between nodes. It is important to
note that the topology of the graph, defined by domain experts, has a direct influence
on how visitors can explore the exhibition with the assistance of the guide.
The graph in Figure 3 is the abstract representation of the topic related to the Rachel
Whiteread’s artwork “Untitled” (One Hundred Spaces, 1995). Figure 4 shows an instance of the abstract topic graph of Figure 3 with selected screenshots that represent a
visit; each screenshot is labeled as the corresponding node in the abstract representation.
In state s and i1 introductory contents are shown; in state q1 the user is presented
with a first visual question, asking to choose between information about the author,
about the artwork, or about the atelier. When the user selects the first option another
question q2 is presented in text form, prompting the visitor to guess the motivation
behind the artwork’s title out of three possible answers. Figure 4 shows a specific point
of view leading the visitor to a sequence of nodes about what the domain experts called
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Fig. 3. Example of an abstract topic graph

“Building an invisible city”. This part of the visit is characterized by a comparative
approach to the artwork: the casts of chairs that compose the artist’s installation look
like the urban blocks of an imaginary city. Investigating the relationship between the
sculpture and the architecture in Whiteread’s artwork, the visitor is guided to explore
this perspective. In state i4 the concept is visually introduced by a graphic view of the
City skyline in London behind the transparent surface of one of the artist’s blocks; in
state i3 the user can read or listen to quotations of poetic and literary sources (e.g.,
excerpts from Italo Calvino’s Invisible cities); in state v9 the visitor can explore other
Whiteread’s installations where the concept of space is investigated in a progressive size
reduction, from a city to a room. In the final state v1 , the user can listen to an excerpt of
an interview where the artist directly describes and comments her work.
The guide subsequently asks the visitor if he/she wants to receive more information
about this topic. A positive answer brings the user back to the artwork/artist/atelier selection, while a negative answer presents the visitor with a summary of the part of the
visit just completed (represented by the chosen path of nodes) and let he/she to select
another topic to continue. In the example of Figure 4 the visitor chooses to continue the
visit with more information about the same artist. State i2 features a brief introduction
to the artist; in state q3 three aspects of the artist’s life are proposed, asking the visitor
to select one: a spoken interview, where she speaks about herself, a biography (pictured
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Fig. 4. A visit instantiated on the abstract topic graph of Figure 3
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in state t2 ), and a visual journey of her early years as an artist. Two videos about her
works (v5 ) and a comparison with other artists (v6 ) are finally presented.
To archive and classify data about the authors and artworks the domain experts used
the CMS described in Section 3. A large quantity of contents have been inserted during
the course of the project: our preliminary internal tests shows that the web application
has been not only a way of storing the contents remotely, but also an instrument useful
for sharing and collaboration. In Figure 5 a screenshot of the artists catalog (called
Authors in the guide) of the CMS is shown. The page presents a view of all the nodes of
type Author created during the project. In Figure 6 a screenshot of the page relative to
Rachel Whiteread is presented. In the upper part the artist is introduced by a picture and
a short biography. In the lower part a summary of the relationships with other content
is shown: in the example the artist is in relation with four items of type Video and an
item of type Talk. Note, in the lower part of the figure, the master/derivate organization
of the multimedia files: the master video is the full interview, while the derivates focus
on specific parts.
To create new nodes for the guide the domain-experts have to work with a data file
that can be either prepared by hand, using a domain-specific language, or compiled
with the aid of the CMS. In the data file the user specifies a set of key-value pairs.
Each key identifies an element of the node template to be instanced with the given
value. Different elements are instantiated in different ways: text is written in the file as
a string, multimedia content is linked by specifying a URL, and so on. By writing a
few simple statements the domain-experts can define the contents and questions nodes,
specify their relationships, and select the multimedia files to include in the guide.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed our experience in designing a system for producing
multimedia art guides for mobile devices as a joint effort of domain experts, interface
and web designers and programmers; using the principles of End User Design, they can
collaborate, each one according to own’s expertise. We followed the design during use
principle, setting up a system adaptable to end-users of different expertise, following
the principle of gentle slope: modifications and personalizations can be carried out at
different levels of increasing complexity involving domain experts at the simplest level
and programmers only for substantial structural revisions.
We used the system to develop an interactive guide on the Apple iOS platform for the
contemporary art collection of the François Pinault Foundation at Punta della Dogana
in Venice. We have gained the evidence that articulating knowledge according to the
user mood and need raises interest, curiosity and amusement, without diminishing the
importance of art or trivializing its cultural value.
The web-based Content Management System we developed allows the project partners to archive, share, classify, and query multimedia contents enforcing a set of predefined guidelines: the process eliminate subjectivity and make the whole process less
error-prone. The stored contents are accessible both through the web and a remote
filesystem, resulting in an effective data representation for all the project participants,
both of humanistic and scientific background.
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The vast majority of art guides face the visitors with classical hierarchical menus to
select contents: in this scenario the users have complete freedom to choose their tours.
This approach, however, can be confusing to many, mainly in contemporary art that is,
in general, considered an arduous topic. The PuD guide allows the visitors to create
dynamic tours based on their interaction with the system. The user is solicited with
a set of questions, in the form of text, images, gestures, etc., collectively defining the
shape and the theme of the tour. In the proposed interaction model visitors are guided
by the domain-experts choices toward a gradual learning and understanding process,
according to their individual sensibility, curiosity, and feelings.
Embracing the end-user development principles we developed a three-level framework where domain experts, web designers and programmers can successfully and
seamlessly cooperate to extend the guide features and contents. We plan to extend this
concept by creating a more advanced CMS, where end-users can exploit a fully graphical interface to easily construct and visualize the topic graphs through touch or point and
click events. The use of open standards ensures future portability on different devices.
We would like that the PuD Project guide could be understood as a conceptual instrument that encourages the exploration of the art world from an inner view, particularly
from the look of the artist creator.
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Abstract. The integral nature of IT to business processes means that every
organization relies on technology to help manage the workflow, encourage
innovation and maintain information flows. Agility has come in the form of end
–user development, which allows users who do not have background in programming to develop or modify their own applications. Changes exist when users develop their own systems, creating a potential legal minefield. Many of the
legal issues relate to copyright infringement and security breach. Aside from the
potential liability for intellectual property infringement, end user development
raises tort liability issues. Licensing plays a critical role as the tool used to protect rights and distribution condition. Industries have also chosen to restrict the
damages which end users can recover through industry end –user licensing
agreement, which exempts software publishers from all liability, which are often unacceptable to user. This paper investigates the legal issues surrounding
end–user development, in particular copyright issues and whether liability for
defects can be excluded through licensing agreement.
Keywords: liability, joint authorship, copyright infringement, data protection.

1 Introduction
The End User Development (EUD) landscape has undergone dramatic changes in the
last ten tears. Traditionally, the major tool used for EUD has been spreadsheets followed by database management systems From being a simple technological tool enabling non-programmers to create software artefacts and then customize their models,
recent developments such as the Web 2.0 technology, and social networking have
allowed end user developers (EUDers) to create their own webpage, and wikis that
enable collaborative creation, collective intelligence and distribution of content on the
Internet and augmented user experience.
The EUD trend is now moving to Web 3.0, the next generation applications using
natural language processing, machine based learning and intelligent applications. It
combines the social elements of Web 2.0 with user-specific Semantic Web tools and
opens possibilities for creating new tools. Web 3.0 allows users to roam freely from
database to database, program to program. The idea is to make data to process and reuse.
The opportunities that will come after the web has been turned into a database are
generating excitement to EUD. Integration of semantic web and social networks has
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 203–217, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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also opened the possibilities of user generated networks, where EUDers can create
their own networks by anyone at anytime and at any access points.
With the popularity of Web 2.0 in EUD and maturing of Web 3.0, their vulnerability to a host of legal issues also increases. And of course legal aspects are never simple! This paper will investigate the legal issues surrounding end – user development
such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Copyright and intellectual property rights infringement including trademarks
Data protection, Retention and Security
Choice of Law
Jurisdiction
Tort and Product Liability

2 End User Development
End – user development (EUD) is a set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow
users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software developers, at
some point to create, modify or extend a software artefact (Lieberman, 2006). Users
who are inexperienced and unqualified as software developers are able to create their
own solutions or to address a wide range of problems by adapting software systems
on their own. Some of the tools used for EUD are: spreadsheets, scripts and macros,
3-D Models, Visual Programming, Web Pages, Animations and Game Modifications.
Initially, end users could only use the software without modification. Later, they
were able to modify and adopt the systems on their own. The Open Source movement
then revolutionized the software industry by opening up software systems for everybody’s participation. This enabled non-professional developers to manage their local
infrastructure of information systems. The advent of Web 2 .0 technology has also
allowed EUDers to generate their own content and become a potential information
provider. The use of social software (Facebook, blogs, wikis) has raised inevitable
questions with regard to the legal issues based on three features of Web 2.0: ownership of creation and liability due to the interaction and collaboration; privacy and
liability issue arising from loss or damage occurring.
The next generation of the world wide (Web 3.0) semantic web offers end-user developers the promise of a vast network of interconnected nodes of data, accessible to
any computer and application connected to the internet. Semantic Web tools and
techniques, for example, can be used to create a web based end-user programming
environment. One of the main aims of Web3.0 is to make data available, accessed
over the internet, and integrated with other data raising practical, legal issues to which
their implementations are likely to give rise.

3 Legal Issue
3.1 Data Protection, Security and Confidentiality
Users generate posts, messages, chat, relationships with others, and in turn other people will add their own thoughts on this content. The Web 2.0 has brought a change in
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the way data is managed. This allows users to easily exchange or distribute information, images and file - often without requiring identification or validating information
beyond a log-in and password.
New technologies have a dual effect. On one hand, these new tools enable more efficient working and innovation. On the other hand, they give rise to security problems. Vulnerabilities identified with this technology include: denial of service attacks,
identity theft, worms, viruses, loss of privacy and malware. Inadequate privacy settings
and security remain a major problem in end-user development. For instance, the number of incidents of malware distributed by social networking and emails are rapidly
increasing. These attacks typically result in the compromised site directing malware at
end-user computers and stealing sensitive data. Additionally, massive data loss and
unintended release of data may result due to the EUDers negligence through file sharing of large sensitive files, which may find themselves in the public domain.
Collaborative file sharing often requires an analysis of data from multiple sources.
Such analysis requires data integration, which enable integration with other environments. However, this requires appropriate tools which will maintain data integrity and
are isolated from changes made by other members of the team. One of the major
drawbacks of data integration is that other tools can access and potentially update the
data and compromise data integrity.
Typically, end-user developers are not professional programmers and they are employed to perform other tasks. They write programs to assist their primary job. The
problem is that they write software that may or may not work, but with little thought
to “security.” The goals of security are to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of information while respecting fundamental human rights including privacy. Many EUDers write software with little knowledge of generally accepted good
practices such as systematic testing. Warren Harrison (2004) wrote:
It’s simply unfathomable that we could expect security... from the vast majority of
software applications out there when they’re written with little, if any, knowledge of
generally accepted good practices such as specifying before coding, systematic testing, and so on.... How many X for Complete Idiots (where “X” is your favorite programming language) books are out there? I was initially amused by this trend, but
recently I’ve become uneasy thinking about where these dabblers are applying their
newfound knowledge.
EUDers have a legal obligation to process all personal data is processed in a ‘fair
and lawful’ manner and in accordance with the various data protection principles with
the overriding aim of protecting the interests of the ‘data subject’. Most countries
have private and data protection laws. In the European Union, there exist several data
protection and privacy legislations. The EU data protection legal framework mainly
consists of the Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC), the e-Privacy Directive
(2002/58/EC) and the Data Retention Directive (2006/24/EC), and several other Directives that set forth rules with respect to data protection.
Directive 95/46 is the reference text, at European level, on the protection of personal data. The Directive sets strict limits on the collection and use of personal data
within the European Union and requires each Member States to have an independent
national body responsible for protecting these data.
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Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor, including the processor himself, who has access to personal data, must not process them
except on instructions from the controller. In addition, the controller must implement
appropriate measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure or access. All personal data
must be:

• fairly and lawfully processed, -processed for specified purposes and not in
•
•
•
•
•
•

any manner incompatible with those purposes,
adequate, relevant and not excessive,
accurate
kept for no longer than is necessary,
processed in line with the individual’s legal rights,
kept securely,
transferred to countries outside the European Economic Area, only if the individual’s rights can be assured.

In collaborative file sharing such as Wikis, the end user developer can act as both
publisher and user of content. Other contributors can upload files, remove or edit
contents that may contain personal information. Many Web 2.0 technologies also use
tools which require users to register and submit personal information. Any obtaining,
holding, processing and disclosing of personal information must be within the remit
of the data protection and privacy principles.
In Case C-101/01 Criminal Proceedings against Bodil Lindqvist, the European
Court of Justice held that the act of posting people's names, phone numbers, working
conditions, and hobbies constitutes "the processing of personal data wholly or partly
by automatic means," under article 3(1) of the DPD. Additionally, the court held,
such processing of personal data is not covered by any exceptions in article 3(2) of the
same Directive. Likewise, posting information in a website about a person's health,
such as the parishioner's injured foot, constitutes personal data within the meaning of
article 8(1) of the DPD. In the Lindqvist case, the defendant published the names and
other information of a number of people working with her as volunteers for a parish
of the Swedish Protestant Church. In her homepage, the lady also mentioned that one
of the parishioners had an injured foot and was under medical leave. The Swedish
lady did not inform the data protection supervisory authority nor notify the mentioned-parishioners about the existence of that webpage she created.
3.2 Intellectual Property Rights
End-user development poses interesting challenges relating to intellectual property
rights. The term Intellectual Property (IP) covers a range of legal protections for creations of the human mind, such as trademarks, database, software, copyrights, patent,
design rights and performers’ rights.
Adaptation of works and collaborative creations raise profound issues for end-user
development.
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• Who owns the rights in works that are a result of collective collaboration?
• What are the risks associated with content reuse?
• Who is responsible for dealing with infringements within different legal jurisdictions and/or the identity of collaborators

• What may be permitted under exceptions to copyright
Wikis, for example, involve a number of authors who can claim copyright in their
individual contribution. Texts are at the very core of copyright law, extending protection to original literary “works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.”(CDPA 1988, ss 1-8; 17 U.S.C.A. §102(a) (1996) . Copyright forms the bedrock
of the legal basis of what can, and cannot be done to text, images, sound recordings,
film and broadcasts, and other types of content. Copyright gives the owner of copyright the right to authorise or prevent the doing of certain acts with a work protected
by copyright. In particular, the owner can prevent third parties from copying, broadcasting and adapting the works. The right to adaptation is one of the exclusive rights
of the copyright owner and therefore any adaptation should be with the permission of
the copyright owner. Under the Berne Convention, protection covers all “literary and
artistic works.” This term encompasses diverse forms of creativity, such as writings,
including scientific and technical texts and computer programs, databases that are
original due to the selection or arrangement of their contents; musical works; audiovisual works (etc). Under article 10 of the TRIPS Agreement “Computer programs,
whether in source or object code, shall be protected as literary works under the 1971
Berne Convention” (Kierkegaard, et al, 2010).
The categories of elements that will receive copyright protection are: text (data and
code), digital images, computer generated works, and multimedia/database, and transformative works.
3.2.1 Collaboration: Joint Authorship
A question arises as to who owns the rights in works that are a result of collective
collaboration in end user development. The essence of the collaboration agreement is
copyright ownership. The formal legal definition of a “joint work” is "a work prepared by two or more authors with the intention that their contributions be merged
into inseparable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole" (1976 US Copyright Act,
Section 101).
Section 10(1) of the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (and amending
legislation) defines a work of joint authorship as “a work produced by the collaboration of two or more authors in which the contribution of each other is not distinct
from that of the other author or authors.” If it is not possible to distinguish exactly
what each contributed, copyright will be owned jointly and no single contributor can
publish or license the work without the consent of the other/two. If they are distinct,
then the work is simply a collection or anthology of individual copyright works.
When a joint work is created, the parties contributing to the work jointly hold copyright ownership unless the parties have agreed otherwise.
Many works have been inspired by another person’s idea. However, merely a suggestion does not entitle a contributor to share in the copyright (Robin Ray v Classic
Plc FM Plc [1998] FSR 622). What copyright protects is not an idea, but the expression of it so that even the originator of the information that forms the basis of the
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work in question will not be considered the author of the work. There must be a contribution by way of expression, not mere facts or ideas. It is for this reason that copyright requires that the work must be fixed in a tangible form to qualify for protection,
such as writing or recording.
In order to entitle someone to become a co-author, there must be a significant skill
and labour in the finished text (actual written paper/work). In Fylde Microsystems
Ltd and Key Radio Systems EWHC Patents 340 (11 Feb, 1998), the question arose as
to whether copyright in software that had been written by the plaintiff with the defendant's co-operation belonged to the plaintiff alone or to the plaintiff and defendant
jointly. It is not disputed that the plaintiff wrote the software. However, the defendant
claimed joint authorship arguing that he invested the skill, time and effort into ensuring that the software performed in the way it now does through discussion of the
software, saving the plaintiff a lot of time in perfecting the software.
In relation to the authorship, the Court addressed two issues:

• whether the defendant (putative author) has contributed the right kind of labour; and

• if he has, whether his contribution was big enough.
Although the Court found that there had been a close co-operation between the parties over 5 years and that the defendant had saved the defendant considerable time by
testing the software - that was not enough to claim authorship.
“The defendant had put effort into error fixing and reporting faults and bugs. It
had made a functional contribution by way of setting the specification for what the
software was to do. It suggested causes of some of the faults in the software though
it did not produce solutions to them. It had provided technical information concerning the hardware. It set parameters and timings within the software. Although, valuable and time consuming though such contributions must have been, they did not
contribute to the authoring. “
The Court further elaborated:
“Beta testing does not make the user an author of a program and proof reading
does not make the printer an author of a book. What counted was whether the defendant had contributed authorship skill. “
In the UK, collaboration between two or three people will result in a work of joint
authorship only if their respective contributions to the finished work are not distinct
from each other. However, if at the time of creation, the authors did not intend their
work to be part of an inseparable whole, the result is a collective work. A “collective
work” is a work, in which a number of contributions, constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. Collective works
include compilations.
A compilation, which is formed by the collection and assembling of pre-existing
materials or of data that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the
resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The copyright in
each article remains distinct and separate from the copyright in and to the collective
work as a whole. To create the collective work from the works of various authors
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requires the individual seeking to create the “collective work” to get permission from
each copyright holder. In this case, each author owns a copyright in only the material he or she added to the finished text.
Protection for databases under copyright law is provided under the concept of a
compilation copyright. Compilation copyrights protect the collection and assembling
of data or other materials. In the case of Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone
Service Company, Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a compilation work such as
a database must contain a minimum level of creativity in order to be protectable under
the Copyright Act. Under 17 U.S.C. § 101 of the US Copyright Act, a compilation is
defined as a "collection and assembling of pre-existing materials or of data that are
selected in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work
of authorship." In the European Union, directive 96/9/EC on the legal protection of a
database defines database as “a collection of independent components, such as pieces
of information, data, or works, arranged in a systematic or methodical way and which
are individually accessible by electronic or other means. “The content of a database
can include literary, musical, artistic, or other works or material such as text, sound,
images, numbers, facts, and raw data.
Multimedia resources also fall under this definition but computer programs do not.
Wiki-like directories using user-generated contents is regarded as a database .Ward
Cunningham, the developer of WikiWikiWeb, the first Wiki software, described a
wiki as “the simplest online database that could possibly work” and as such, enjoy
database protection. There are two main bases for database protection: copyright
protection (under the condition of creativity) and new sui generis protection (under
the condition of substantial investment).
Another issue arises concerning the ownership of the innovative tools if the work
is created in the course of the EUDers ‘employment. If the work is made by an employee
in the course of his employment, his employer is the first owner of any copyright
in the work subject to any agreement to the contrary (see Sec. 11(1) of UK Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act). The same rule applies in the US and many other jurisdictions. According to the copyright law in the United States , a work created by an
employee within the scope of his or her employment is a work made for hire. The
employer for whom the work is made is the "author" of the work for copyright purposes and is the owner of the work's copyright (unless the employee and employer
have agreed otherwise).
Many domain experts use their free time to develop or modify creative tools during
their free time. The question arises as to the ownership of the technology or data.
The work made for hire rule does not give employers ownership of works made by
employees outside the scope of their employment. This means that the end user developer who wrote the text or created the new technology on his own initiative on
weekends or outside office hours owns the copyright. The work for hire rule does not
apply as this was done outside the scope of his employment. If the company wants
ownership, it needs to acquire an assignment i.e., a transfer of copyright ownership.
An assignment is not valid unless it is in writing and is signed by the rightholder.
However the rules governing employment relationship are not always straightforward. There are situations where the end user developer writes a program in his free
time using the code which was developed at work. If the programming is done on
work-supplied equipment or under instructions, the work may fall within the course of
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employment. In many instances, the domain expert might work remotely outside
working hours to create a work for his employer. Others might transfer to other companies bringing with them the tools they developed in their previous employer. The
employee can make a claim of ownership to the imported materials are used or embedded in software written for the new employer.
Determining who is the copyright owner could be problematic in the absence of a
written agreement or provisions in the terms of employment that clearly state that the
“course of employment” includes work undertaken for the employer whether that
work is conducted on or off the employer’s premises and whether during or outside
normal working hours.
If the work is created by an independent contractor and the independent contractor
signs a written agreement stating that the work shall be “made for hire,” the commissioning person or organization owns the copyright. Commonly, however, the contract
is silent on the matter. Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, there is
no automatic vesting of copyright in a commissioned work in the commissioner
of such a work. If there is no written agreement specifically addressing copyright
ownership between a producer and an independent contractor, the independent contractor is generally presumed to retain copyright ownership in those elements of the
work that the contractor created. In Robin Ray v Classic FM [1998] FSR 622, the UK
Court of Appeals held that a contractor providing services owns the intellectual property in the materials created for the client in the absence of an implied or express
term. Justice Lightman’s view is that in order to imply some grant of rights, it is necessary to have either a licence or an assignment of the copyright.
Further complications arise when the independent contractor contracts the work to
third parties. A written agreement between the commissioner and the contractor may
not afford total protection.
3.2.2 Prerequisite for Copyright
The sine qua non of copyright is that in order for the domain expert to claim copyright, he has to satisfy the element of originality and copyrightability of his data and
text. In the US, 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) of the Copyright Act defines the scope of copyright protection: “Copyright protection subsists…in original works of authorship
fixed in any tangible medium of expression.” Thus a work must be original to the
author in order to be protected. The term “original” as used in copyright law simply
means (i) that the work was independently created by the author (as opposed to copied from other works), and (ii) that it possesses at least some minimal degree of creativity(Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 361 (1991).
Establishing originality implicates only a light burden. As noted by the US Fourth
Circuit in Universal Furniture v. Collezione Europa (Aug. 20, 2010):
." "[T]he requisite level of creativity is extremely low; even a slight amount will
suffice. The vast majority of works make the grade quite easily, as they possess some
creative spark."
Even when the work at issue is a compilation of pre-existing design elements, the
originality threshold remains low: "Copyright protection may extend to such a compilation, even if the material of which it is composed is not copyrightable itself . . . ; it is
sufficient if original skill and labour is expended in creating the work."
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Names, titles, and short phrases or expressions are not subject to copyright protection. Even if a name, title, or short phrase is novel, distinctive, or lends itself to a play
on words, it cannot be protected by copyright. To be protected by copyright, a work
must contain at least a minimum amount of authorship in the form of original expression. Names, titles, and other short phrases are simply too minimal to meet these
requirement. However, there are also many exemptions to this rule. If the phrase is a
whole or heart of the work, or that that literary phrase must be so idiosyncratic that its
appearance in another work would preclude coincidence, then it could be protected.
In Brilliant v. W.B. Productions, Inc. Civ. No. 79-1893-WMB (S.D. Cal Oct. 22,
1979), a company copied two of Brilliant's phrases -"I may not be totally perfect, but
parts of me are excellent" and "I have abandoned my search for truth and am now
looking for a good fantasy"-and altered a third phrase, all for sale on t-shirt transfers.
The court acknowledged that the phrases were distinguished by conciseness, cleverness, and a pointed observation, and ruled that they were protected by copyright. In
short, the author must either demonstrate that the phrases exhibit sufficient creativity.
The second prerequisite for copyright protection is that that works must be fixed in
a tangible form of expression. The fixation requirement requires a physical embodiment, of a work which is in its essence intellectual, that is, intangible. Tangible form
may include anything written on paper, saved to disk (web pages, graphics on web,
electronic mail messages or computer programs), or saved on any audio/video device.
There are, however, several fundamental items that are not eligible for copyright
protection: ideas, facts, titles, names, procedures, and works not fixed in tangible
form. Copyright only protects the form in which these ideas or facts are expressed,
not the ideas or facts themselves.
3.2.3 Digital and Visual Images
Multimedia works include any combination of music, text, diagrams, graphics, illustrations, photographs and audiovisual imagery combined into an integrated presentation, along with accompanying projection and playback equipment. In the UK, the
copyright law protects images and photographs which are considered to be artistic
works. It also protects films, broadcasts and sound recordings. In general, one will
need permission to copy such works for educational purposes unless the works whose
copyright protections have expired enter into the public domain and thus can be used
without permission.
Like other copyright works, it may be possible to copy images under one of the fair
dealing exceptions without infringing copyright provided. For example, an EUDer
could copy an image which is made available in the public domain for the purposes of
giving criticism, parody and review of the image provided a suitable acknowledgment
is given.
3.2.4 Computer-Generated Works
Depending on the jurisdiction, approaches to ownership of computer-generated works
vary. Under the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, “In the case of a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work which is computer-generated, the author shall
be taken to be the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the
work are undertaken.” This would imply that “a user of a word-processor or excel
spreadsheet would own exclusive rights in his or her respective essays or worksheet
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compilations. A user of a word-processor would be solely responsible for the "arrangements necessary for the creation of the work, and thus, would ostensibly acquire
copyright protection in the resulting output.” (Glasser, 2001) The problem arises
when there is little human input in the creation of a computer-generated program.
In Express Newspapers plc v Liverpool Daily Post & Echo plc [1985], the High
Court ruled that ‘output from a computer that has been randomly generated by the
machine itself is a copyright work’. The case arose out of the battles between the
national newspapers in their lottery competition. In this case, a computer program was
used to generate unique five letter sequences which were printed on 22 million cards
as part of a competition called Millionaire of the Month. Council for the defence argues that as there was no human author, copyright did not subsist – hence the defendant was free to publish the winning sequence is their newspaper. Whitford J Ruling
defined the role of the computer as instrumental, saying:”The computer was no more
than a tool” and rejected the defence argument stating ‘it would be to suggest that, if
you write your work with a pen, it is the pen which is the author of the work rather
than the person who drives the pen.” In the ruling the author of the work was adjudged to be the programmer.
However, in Nova Productions Ltd v Mazooma Games Ltd [2006], the owner of a
coin-op pool game sued two competitors who created games with similar features.
The games looked and played differently and none of the source code for the original
game was copied. The court concluded that there had been no copyright infringement.
Although certain features of the defendants’ games were to some extent derived from
or inspired by Pocket Money, there was not reproduction of a substantial part of any
of the classes of copyright work relied on. “It confirms the approach taken in Navitaire to infringement of copyright in source code. It will clearly continue to be difficult, if not impossible, to extract high level functional or behavioural architecture
from source code and match it to what is said to have been taken by the alleged infringer”(Smith et al, 2006).
The decision also makes it difficult for software copyright owners to take action
against developers of software which has the same functionality, but which does not
copy the underlying code or the graphics displayed on screen.
3.2.5 Transformative Works
A transformative work takes a previously established work of art and turns it into
something new. An EUDer can use the wiki engine, graphics, or other elements to
create a new expression which is no longer a solely an entry. The creation of such
transformative work that is truly a fair use is not an infringement of copyright, and
therefore does not run afoul of US Copyright Law even if a protection mechanism is
circumvented. The doctrine of fair use (17 U.S.C. § 107) allows limited use of copyrighted material without requiring permission from the rights holders. In fact, the fair
use exceptions have been credited for more than for more than $4,500 billion dollars
in annual revenue for the United States economy representing one-sixth of the total
U.S. GDP. (Computer and Communications Industry Association, 2008) In determining whether the particular use is fair use, four factors must be weighed:
•
•

the purpose and character of your use;
the nature of the copyrighted work
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the amount and substantiality of the portion taken. However, even if you take
a small portion of a work, the copying will not be a fair use if the portion
taken is the "heart" of the work; and
the effect of the use upon the potential market.

For a work to be considered transformative instead of derivative, it must demonstrate originality under the law. A derivative work simply takes the work and changes
a few aspects of it. In other words, the works must be obviously substantially different
for the change to be considered transformative under law.
In Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corporation and Perfect 10, Inc. V Amazon, the US Ninth
Circuit found that the use of thumbnail images was allowed under the copyright law
doctrine of "fair use." The courts find their use (for indexing purposes) as transformative because it provides an added benefit to the public.
3.2.6 Derivative Works
According to the Section 101 of the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976:
"A 'derivative work' is a work based upon one or more pre-existing works, such as
a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture
version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other
form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting of
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications, which, as a
whole, represent an original work of authorship, is a 'derivative work'".
In short, all other modifications whose outcome is a new, creates a new copyright
on all original aspects of the new version. In Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc, the
court held that a commercial parody can qualify as fair use and qualifies as derivative
work. The lightning rod was 2 Live Crew allegedly parodic use of the "Pretty
Woman" song. The court reasoned that “even if 2 Live Crew's copying of the original's first line of lyrics and characteristic opening bass riff may be said to go to the
original's “heart, “that heart is what most readily conjures up the song for parody, and
it is the heart at which parody takes aim.” The Supreme Court concluded that 2 Live
Crew produced otherwise distinctive music.
If an EUDer takes the copyrighted source code of any program and actually
revises, modifies, changes or translates it into another computer language or new
program, he has created a derivative work of the program. The touchstone for a derivative work is the “recasting, transforming, or adapting” of the original work, often
to a new form, the copyright extends only to the material contributed by the author
and not to the pre-existing material. The real measure of the derivative work is that it
be recognizable. (See Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (9th Cir.
1992).
Open source software allows derivative works (developers can reuse existing code
to fill specific needs rather than write new software from scratch). The GNU General
Public License is one of the best known and most widely used licenses governing
open source code. It is a means of implementing a concept called Copyleft.
Copyleft attempts to negate copyright for the purposes of collaborative software
development. When an author releases a piece of code under the GPL license, she is
granting recipients of the source code the following rights:
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•
•
•

anyone can use the code anywhere, in any situation;
anyone can redistribute the code to anyone else, as long as the source code is
included and the distribution license remains the GPL;
anyone can create a derivative work of the code and redistribute it, as long as
the resulting source code is also made available at redistribution time, and as
long as the resulting source code is licensed under the terms of the GPL.

The GPL implies that a derivative work is one that is linked, statically or dynamically, with the original work. The GPLv2 refers several times to derivative work,
however, it fails to provide a definition of what constitutes derivative work and thus
raises questions. The word derivative does not appear in the GPLv3 and is replaced by
the expression ("work based on").It allows the user to convey a work based on the
Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source
code provided that he meets all of these conditions, specifically the provision of Notices.
3.2.7 Trademarks
A trade mark is a sign which serves to distinguish the goods and services of one organisation from those of another. A trade mark may consist of any sign capable of
being represented graphically, particularly words, including personal names, designs,
letters, numerals, the shape of goods or of their packaging, provided that such signs
are capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from those of
other undertakings. In order to serve as a trademark, a mark must be distinctive -- that
is, it must be capable of identifying the source of a particular good.
Wikis abound with logos and EUDers can potentially infringe trademark law by
posting trademarks that are subject to protection. Trademark infringement claims
generally involve the issues of likelihood of confusion, counterfeit marks, and dilution
of marks. To be more specific, the use of a trademark in connection with the sale of a
good constitutes infringement if it is likely to cause consumer confusion as to the
source of those goods or as to the sponsorship or approval of such goods.
Dilution can occur if the character of the trademark becomes clouded by an unwanted association, either through tarnishment, or through blurring, which means the
use of a famous trademark causes consumers to blur the two companies in their
minds. Dilution by blurring is considered to have occurred when a trademark is used
by someone other than the trademark owner on products that are very different from
those normally produced by the trademark owner (for example Coke yoyo), as the key
element of harm to distinctiveness is present resulting in the weakening of the
strength of their marks.

4 Licenses
Copyright gives the owner of copyright the right to authorise or prevent the doing of
certain acts with a work protected by copyright. One of the primary values of owning
copyright rights is the ability to transfer some or all of those rights to third parties. A
transfer of copyright rights is usually either an assignment or a license. A license on
the other hand, encapsulates the rights and privileges that a copyright holder grants
to someone else vis a vis something they have created, such as authorization to
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reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute, perform or display, in the manner
specified in the license. In a collaborative environment such as wikis and open source
software, where many EUDers are collaborating to build something, a single piece of
open source software will have multiple copyright holders. To get around these difficulties, people and organisations often enter into negotiations for licences (contracts)
to give them permission. In an open source software, the organisation such as the Free
Software Foundation requires every contributor to assign the copyright of their creation back to them through a license agreement. These licenses are governed by contract law. Some of the licenses available are:

• General Public License version 3.0 (GPLv3) grants the rights to copy, modify
•
•

•

and distribute the program.
GNU General Public License (GPL) allows everyone to make changes or extend the source code and redistribute it as long as the changes are clearly
marked, and the modified work is also licensed.
The BSD license allows for a redistribution and use of source code and object
code with or without modification. It also allows the licensee to mix closed
source software with open source software without the GNU GPL’s limits on
integration.
The Creative Commons License system (consisting of six licenses) which offers a set of standardised and automated licences those authors can affix to
their work in order to indicate under which conditions the work may be used.

However, the problem is that that many of the licenses are onerous and contain unreasonable terms. The licenses contain a liability disclaimer and a warranty exclusion
clause. They do not contain the kinds of representations and warranties of quality or
fitness for a particular purpose that commercial software vendors sometimes negotiate
into agreements among themselves. No warranty of any kind is offered to the licensee, and the software is provided “as is”. Most licenses provide that no damages arising from the use of the software, including any direct or indirect damages (e.g. loss of
use, data or profits, business interruption), will entail the liability of the Licensor.
The outright denial of any form of warranty protection for users shifts to the user any
and all liabilities for product failure as well as intellectual property infringement.
(Kierkegaard, 2010).
In the EU, these disclaimers are actually ineffective against statutory liabilities,
when they are not in conformity with consumer protection or product liability. While
in the USA, many manufacturers often include "limit of liability" clauses in contracts
with buyers, the producer cannot do so in Europe regardless of what contractual arrangement they have made with the injured person. Directive 85/374/EEC imposes a
scheme of strict product liability for damage arising from defective products. However, this liability only applies to damages caused to the physical integrity of the person and to his/her property. If someone in Europe is injured by the device made by the
EUDers or if the EUDer is injured by the software, the injured person is required to
prove the damage, the defect in the product and the causal relationship between the
two, and has three years to seek compensation.
Moreover, when a consumer is party to an open source license, the contract provision limiting the liability of the licensor will be in violation of the Unfair Contract
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Terms Directive ((1993/13/EEC) since the standard tern causes a significant imbalance in the parties' rights and obligations arising under the contract, to the detriment
of the consumer. Terms excluding or limiting the legal liability of a seller or supplier
in the event of the death of a consumer or personal injury to the latter resulting from
an act or omission of that seller or supplier is unfair.
The European Union Public License (EUPL) is the first European Free/Open
Source software (F/OSS) license with emphasis placed on the universality of the license.. The license was developed to conform to the copyright law of the 27 member
states of the European Union unlike most existing licenses originating from the
United States, which are based only on American law. To be valid in all Member
States, limitations of liability or warranty had to be precise, and not formulated “to the
extent allowed by the law” as in most licenses designed with the legal environment of
the United States in mind.
To strengthen consumer protection, the EU Commission has proposed a new law
that would hold developers responsible for the security and efficacy of their product
by extending the principles of consumer protection rules to cover licensing agreements of products like proprietary and open-source software or other licensed content.
But how does a customer prove that it was the EUDers’ application, for example, and
not another application causing the problem?
4.1 Choice of Law and Jurisdiction
Because of the ease with which materials can be copied and distributed, EUDers face
the difficulties of determining the lex contractus and lex fori,. This is mainly due to
the fact that Internet encompasses numerous jurisdictions and the copyright and contract laws of many countries differ significantly.
Most licenses contain terms which specify the forum and law applicable in case of
disputes such as copyright infringement, violation of licenses and tort. However,
EUDers based in different countries could be collaborating without any contractual
agreement. Any contributor could put infringing materials or share software which
causes damage or harm. All of the contributors will be liable for damage. Moreover,
in case of litigation, most of the considered licenses are governed by US law and
therefore prejudice the public policy provisions that are enjoyed by the consumer in
his country of residence. In addition, many licenses determine the jurisdiction competent for any litigation, and are normally the courts in California or Paris.
In conflict of laws, the choice of law rules for tort are intended to select the lex
causae by which to determine the nature and scope of the judicial remedy to claim
damages for loss or damage suffered. In the European Union, the applicable law and
jurisdiction are governed by the Rome II Regulation and Brussels 1 Regulation.
The Rome II Regulation creates a harmonised set of rules within the European Union to govern choice of law in civil and commercial matters (subject to certain exclusions) concerning non-contractual obligations, including specific rules for tort/delict,
unjust enrichment , negotiorum gestio and culpa in contrahendo.
Of significance to EUDers would be the law applicable to a non-contractual obligation arising out of a tort/delict. It shall be the law of the country in which the damage
occurs. Where the product causes damage, the law applicable to a non-contractual
obligation arising out of damage caused by a product will be lex domicile, or the law
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of the country in which the person sustaining the damage had his or her habitual residence when the damage occurred.
In non-contractual obligations arising from an infringement of an intellectual property rights, the law of the country for which protection is claimed applies (Art.8).
Council Regulation 44/2001(Brussels I) lays down the basic rules governing the jurisdiction of courts in civil and commercial matters. The basic principle is that jurisdiction is to be exercised by the EU country in which the defendant is domiciled.
Regardless of domicile, in case of disputes arising from the registration or validity of
patents, trademarks, designs or other similar rights, the courts of the EU country in
which the deposit or registration has been applied for, has taken place or is under the
terms of a Community instrument or an international convention deemed to have
taken place is the law of forum. In matters relating to liability for wrongful acts - tort,
delict or quasi-delict, these will be decided by the courts for the place where the harmful
event occurred or may occur.

5 Conclusion
Changes exist when users develop their own systems, creating a potential legal minefield. Many of the legal issues relate to copyright infringement and security breach.
Aside from the potential liability for intellectual property infringement, end user development raises tort liability issues. Licensing plays a critical role as the tool used to
protect rights and distribution condition. Industries have chosen to restrict the damages which end users can recover through industry end –user licensing agreement,
which exempts software publishers from all liability, which are often unacceptable to
user and in contravention of the EU legal frameworks on product liability, consumer
protection in unfair contract terms. In order to avoid legal pitfalls, the process of
considering IPR and data protection should ideally be built in to every stage of creating or repurposing content found on the Web.
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Abstract. Digital information is typically distributed across several resources, but users are annoyed by the need to deal with diﬀerent formats
and applications for its retrieval, processing and creation. Corporate solutions for document composition are heavy-weight and unwieldy for
extemporaneous usage. On the contrary, we propose a light-weight interaction framework, in which document speciﬁcation results from the selection of existing resources, also comprising annotations retrieved from
the Web. Style-sheets allow on-the-ﬂy generation of actual documents.
Keywords: Document composition, Web annotation.

1

Introduction

When preparing reports, curricula, technical papers or even personal memos,
users retrieve and access public or private information contained in resources of
diﬀerent nature (e.g. formatted documents, post-it notes, complex web pages)
and distributed across diﬀerent locations (e.g. owned folders, corporate databases,
or the Web). In many cases, the information relevant to a user’s task is only a
part of a rich document, possibly composed of heterogeneous contents. Moreover,
the diﬀerent kinds of resource containing the target information force users to
use several complex specialized applications to both extract relevant parts from
the documents and compose them in a suitable way.
This situation poses two types of problems. First, users want to retrieve information, without being interested in its location or format, or in the tools
needed to access it. Second, users need to collate pieces of information from
multiple, possibly heterogeneous, sources, and to generate documents on-the-ﬂy
from such collections, without committing to any speciﬁc application, but retaining information on the composition of the document. While corporate solutions
exist, they are typically heavy-weight applications, so that users need to learn a
diﬀerent tool or adhere to some speciﬁc discipline for managing information.
We address end-user needs for organising information by proposing a lightweight resource-oriented interaction framework for document composition. The
framework is based on the Universal Resource Engine (URE), allowing users
to: 1) create complex resources by combining data of heterogeneous nature and
diﬀerent provenience; 2) organise information as resources stored in personal
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 221–226, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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pools; 3) publish resources, making them available to other users’ pools in a
collaborative setting; 4) retrieve resources from pools; 5) generate documents
on-the-ﬂy, using stylesheets to produce diﬀerent renderings or formats for the
same content. In particular, in this paper we show how resources derived from
Web annotations can be integrated within URE.
Paper organisation. Section 2 reports work on document composition and
modeling of multimedia resources. Section 3 introduces a scenario of document
composition related to personal interests, while Section 4 illustrates URE architecture and the interactive activities it supports. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2

Related Work

The issue of relieving users from the need to use several tools for document
composition has been addressed, at the industrial level, by companies such as
StreamServe, IsisPapyrus, or PrintSoft1 . Their solutions are based on proprietary templates and allow a complete management of the whole document composition life-cycle. Solutions based on XML for content storage, description and
manipulation, e.g. Thunderhead2 , are gaining momentum.
Zotero3 is a Web-based framework for exploring resources and identifying related content according to their contextual environment (e.g. the web page), thus
presenting aspects common to both URE and the MADCOW (for Multimedia
Annotation of Digital Content Over the Web) annotation system adopted in this
paper. Being completely Web-based, Zotero is mostly oriented to the construction of reference libraries, rather than the organization of personal information.
Wiki-based technologies allow rapid integration of content, but not a direct
trace to its origin. RDF is being adopted for document composition to manage content through tagged descriptions, often adopting reasoning mechanisms
based on Description Logic [1,2], Document Composition Logic [3], or other logics [4]. While URE’s modular structure can be adapted to use diﬀerent logics
for document retrieval, we consider here recursive composition of multisets of
complex resources as the basis for document construction and exploration.
We base our modelisation of resources on the OMMMA (Object-oriented Modeling of MultimMedia Applications) metamodel [5], mapping the types of resources in URE to OMMMA types. However, OMMMA does not directly deﬁne
the concept of annotation, which describes a subtype of textual resource in URE.
Interesting relations can be drawn with the metamodel for content repurposing
proposed in [6], allowing the description of several aspects related to features of
speciﬁc media and of interaction processes.
1
2
3

http://www.streamserve.com,http://www.isis-papyrus.com,
http://www.printsoft.com
http://www.thunderhead.com
http://www.zotero.org/
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A Scenario

The scenario illustrates how the resource-based features of URE can be employed
to integrate publicly available annotations on Web pages (produced with the
MADCOW system [7]) in the construction of complex documents.
John is a student with a passion for everything is space exploration and is a
member of a local club of space enthusiasts, for which every month he prepares
a small report on current activities. To this end, he exploits URE to manage a
pool of resources on space exploration. He maintains a list of sources, that he
constantly updates, and from which he extracts several pieces of information,
which he makes available to URE by saving them as resource items that he
categorises under a number of topics. As a frequent visitor of websites on these
topics, he is also a user of MADCOW, that he employs to generate annotations
on the visited pages and to explore public annotations by other users.
To prepare for the meeting, John collects updates from preferred websites.
While browsing the NASA page on the Mars Rover mission, he notices annotations made by two MADCOW users (see Figure 1), providing context information
and decides to incorporate this material. To ﬁnd out other interesting annotations, he launches a query from URE to the MADCOW server for annotations
on the page. The server replies with the text and the metadata associated with
annotations matching the query. He incorporates these as resources in the resource pool and starts previewing them and selecting the most interesting ones.
Finally, he writes a new summary piece, creates a resource to keep comments,
and incorporates these in a complex resource to create and print a memo.

Fig. 1. MADCOW annotations on a NASA page for the Opportunity mission
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Managing Resources

We call universal resource any entity uniquely identiﬁable and accessible within
a computer-based system and whose availability is limited in time or space. Typically, they are abstract digital counterparts of resources (or portions thereof)
actually existing in the physical world, or virtual entities accessible through the
system. Besides being identiﬁed, resources are described through metadata, each
of which oﬀers a criterion for retrieval purposes. Several universal resources can
refer to the same physical resource and in principle an arbitrary number of universal resources can be generated having as origin the same physical resource.
The URE environment adopts a two-level architecture where the OMMMA
metamodel provides the types for user-side activities of resource selection, composition and manipulation, while a resource-oriented programming language (in
the current implementation the WIPPOG rule-based language [8]) allows the
computational speciﬁcation of these activities. With reference to Figure 2, the
Composer system consists of: 1) an Aggregation Support (AS) environment with
primitives for checking resource availability and managing generation, editing
and deletion processes; 2) a Universal Resource Engine (URE) able to resolve
references to simple and complex resources, imported or generated in a resource
pool; 3) a Composition Support (CS) with tools to convert resource contents into
a format readable by a suitable generator of documents; 4) a collection (URPs)
of pools of currently available Universal Resources.

Fig. 2. Overall architecture for URE

URE architecture is complemented by three types of components: 1) Document Generators, able to obtain a resource description from a URP and produce a physical document; 2) In-place Editors, interactive light-weight tools
for producing simple textual or graphical documents; 3) Universal Resources
Generators, external applications able to export resources in the URE format,
or software services able to explore repositories of resources and import them into
a URP. Through the URE GUI, users specify the resources they are interested
in, explore the structure of the documents they are composing, and activate dedicated viewers. URE has been customized to interact with the MADCOW public
interface supporting read-only queries to retrieve information about public annotations. The query ﬁeld contents are sent, in XML format, to MADCOW,
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Fig. 3. Retrieving, incorporating, and composing resources

which parses them to build a suitable query for the MADCOW’s database. The
result of the query is packaged in a new XML ﬁle and sent to URE.
Considering the OMMMA metamodel, simple resources are directly related
to Media subtypes, while a URE-based interactive composition process deﬁnes
realisations of ApplicationUnit by aggregating resources into complex ones.
Within URE, resources can be retrieved from a pool according to metadata
descriptors, or tags associated with them. They are presented to the user, who
can decide to upload them to the working pool. Figure 3 (top left) shows the
results of a query for retrieving simple resources with material on the Opportunity mission, within the resources (both text and image) already present in
the resource pool. In the bottom panel of the interface, a query to MADCOW
is prepared to ﬁnd all the annotations available for the NASA page devoted to
the Opportunity mission. The retrieved annotations are encapsulated as annotation resources and downloaded to the resource pool for inspection. The user can
then create a complex resource from selected ones. In the bottom left subﬁgure of
Figure 3, John has examined the available resources and selected six of them (an
image and two text ﬁles, together with two annotations and a text fragment),
shown as thumbnails, to create the document. He has also saved the resulting
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composite resource and speciﬁed its metatags for future queries. Finally, Figure 3
(bottom right) shows a summary of the composite structure named OpportunityOnMars, which John can export for print. In this case, John is exploiting the
simple print format conﬁguration, provided as default in URE.

5

Conclusions

URE is a system for browsing, organising and retrieving multimedia resources
and composing them into complex structures, from which documents can be
generated on-the-ﬂy. URE can access resources distributed over diﬀerent pools
in a collaborative setting, and is able to query the MADCOW database to obtain annotations over Web pages of interest. In general, it aims at integrating
material which was produced at any moment for whatever reason, but which
can relate to the current interests of a user. This allows end-users to compose
complex documents without recurring to heavy-weight applications incorporating facilities for creation, editing and integration of richly formatted documents.
Current developments are aimed at integrating in URE a number of light-weight
editors for images and text, for creation of simple resources as need arises, and
at achieving a full integration with MADCOW, so that resources can be used to
provide content for annotations.
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Abstract. Mash-ups are applications – typically web applications – designed by
combining data from several web services into a new tool or expression. New
mash-ups emerge every day. Different End-User Development environments
for mash-ups are available. However, the identification of mashable webservices, their exploration and the definition of data aggregation from heterogeneous web services still requires familiarity with programming representations
and environments. Can the provision and usage of mashable web-services become as easy as the provision and usage of RSS feeds? What is needed is (1) a
web server that allows providers of mashable web services to define dataformats describing their interface and users of the same web services to identify
mashable data sources and (2) a simple standard to annotate the result of
web services so that mash-ups editors can support even non professional developers in pruning and aggregating the data according to their needs. The article
presents our bid on how this vision can be realized.
Keywords: Mash-ups, Cooperative End-User Development, Web-services.

1 Introduction
Mash-ups composed from existing web services into new functionality, are becoming
a more and more appreciated way of personalizing home pages, creating picture galleries of your own photos and providing different ways of presenting e.g. search results. Several end-user environments, like Yahoo Pipes, allow users to easily combine
known building blocks.
However, the discovery, exploration and aggregation of new mashable web services is still a bottleneck. This is especially relevant for mash-ups combining heterogeneous data sources, e.g. in data source, consumer, or enterprise mashups [8]. And
maybe this is the reason why only few services are used in mash-ups. Existing standards – like the Dublin Core Metadata – that could support the data aggregation are
cumbersome both for suppliers and users of mashable data sources. Is there a possibility to make the provision usage of mashable web services as easy as the provision and
presentation of an RSS-feed?
This short paper presents the result of our exploration of this question. It does not
address the End-User interface of mashing-up services but focuses on an infrastructure that supports the sharing and combination of mashable services through Mashup
editors like Marmite [9]. The following section explores the existing possibilities for
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 227–232, 2011.
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sharing mashable web services and support for aggregation of results. Thereafter we
present our concept, consisting of (1) a web server supporting a community process
defining data formats for provision and consumption of web services, the publication
of mashable web services, and the possibility for developers to search for suitable
web services to use for their mash-up ideas; and (2) a standard for annotation of web
services so that the results of different web services can easily be aggregated. Our
proposal of a RSM standard and infrastructure is supported by two prototypes; the
RSM web server allowing for definition of data formats and a query by example
based editor demonstrating how the information in the RSM annotations to web services can be used for aggregating data.

2 Existing Support for Sharing of Mashables and Data
Aggregation
Mash-ups are not a new phenomenon, and data exchange through web services and
other techniques has been done and supported for a long time. Below, we shortly
discuss the three initiatives closest to our vision.
programmableweb.com
The programmableweb.com [1] is a web site allowing to upload and download both
mashable services and mash-ups. The site lists at the time of writing 2151 mashable
services, ‘APIs’. Each API is described with a short comment. The statistics indicate
that only a fraction of the uploaded mashables is used by the mash-ups uploaded on
the same site. The activity on the web site shows that it provides a well-received location service for APIs and for mash-ups. However, there is no support for potential
users of mashable services to explore the interface prior to accessing the service.
The Microformat Community
The microformats community [7] defines and shares xhtml-based formats for marking
web content in order for automatically being able to identify and collect information
e.g. about events from webpages and blogs. Part of the idea presented here is doing
the same for mashable web services. On top of the sharing of formats, functionality to
locate mashable services and a common way to describe the results of web-services to
allow for data aggregation is needed.
The Resource Description Framework and the Dublin Core Metadata
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a metadata format developed by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). [2] The RDF provides an ontology and knowledge management inspired notation allowing to describe the contents of web documents in the form of ‘subject-predicate-object’ statements. A net of such statements
can be depicted as a tree.
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative develops and maintains an ISO standard for
data exchange that is formulated using the RDF notation. [3] On first glance, it sounds
like a good idea to use these standards: RDF schemas and descriptions can be formulated in XML. There exist a XML version of the Dublin Core Metadata (DCM). Why
not just annotate the result of web service calls with the suitable RDF description and
use the description to merge and aggregate data from different web services? There
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already exists a standard for ‘Semantically Annotated’ web services: SA-REST. [4]
The output from web-services is translated, ‘lifted’, to a common RDF schema,
merged, pruned, aggregated, and translated back, ‘lowered’, to serve as input for another service. A more lightweight version, WSMO-Lite, is presented in [10]: web
services can be annotated with among other information interface, functional and
behavioral specifications.
Discussion
The RDF schemes have the reputation of being unnecessarily verbose. [5] The logic
of subject-predicate-object triples might provide an additional hinderance for providing a for programmers of mashable services easily accessible representation for data
merging, pruning and aggregation.
For the exchange of business critical data, like e.g. electronic invoicing or the like,
this approach is a necessary one. However, for a developer who contemplates to make
his recent fun development available for others, the effort to understand the logic of
RDF schemes and find a fitting ontology would provide an overhead he might not
want to take. Even if the developer does not need define and maintain ‘lifting’ and
‘lowering’ schemes this might provide a hinder to annotate his service.
An additional problem is that the DCM cannot easily be extended. The DCM has
the status of an ISO standard. That means, there is a committee that is steering the
development of the standard. New schemes undergo review and revisions before they
are finally included in the standard and published for usage. If no fitting RDF scheme
is available, one would need to submit an addition to the right standardization committee. Furthermore, the usage of RDF, SA-REST, and maybe the DCM standards
does not help with sharing and locating mashable services.
Is there a possibility to combine the advantages the three above presented approaches? Can we have a lightweight definition of formats combined with a really
lightweight annotation mechanism and a location service for mashable services?

3 Really Simple Mash-Ups
The discussion above indicates that the existing solutions are not satisfying for a simple way to share mash-ups and support the aggregation of data from heterogeneous
services.
What would be needed is the possibility to (a) define common formats in a community process without too much overhead and organizational red tape, (b) easily
publish mashable web services; (c) to match the existing interfaces of web services
with the common format in case that the interface cannot be adjusted; (d) locate services and information about the format they use; and (e) access to the meta-data necessary to aggregate the output.
The Really Simple Mash-up concept consists of a web server, the global RSM dictionary, solving (a), (b) and (d), and a format for annotations of web services solving
(c) and (e). Both the RSM dictionary and the annotation format depend on the concept
of an RSM-key, a way to specify the format of an atomic piece of data. All three ingredients are presented below. Feedback is welcome.
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3.1 RSM Keys
RSM keys are defined in the global RSM dictionary and are used to annotate the result of web services. RSM keys are defined slightly different in the annotated documents than in the dictionary:
Attribute
Name
Tag
Format
Descriptor
Value
Local Name
Id

Used in RSM dictionary
Required
Required
Required
Required
Not applicable
Not applicable
Required

Used in annotated document
Required
Required
Optional
Not applicable
Required
Optional
Required

Name. The name should refer to the concept the data describes, e.g. “GPSposition”.
The RSM Dictionary guarantees the uniqueness of the name.
Tag. Tags are a non-rigid way of grouping and relating RSM tags. Its tags will relate
a RSM key to one or more real world domains.
Format. This element contains the regular expression used to validate whether a
specific value complies with the format of a RSM key. In document annotations
it supports validation of values without access to the RSM dictionary.
Descriptor. Descriptors can be used to assign descriptive information to a RSM key,
like date of creation, author, date of modification, or description. A key can contain an arbitrary amount of Descriptor elements.
Value. This element contains the actual key value. It is used to annotate a specific
data set.
Local Name. A local name can be assigned for an annotation to describe a local appliance of a key concept, e.g. a RSM key with the Name “GPSposition” could
have a local name of “InterestPoint” either to distinguish it from another usage of
“GPSposition” in the same document or simply to help mash-up creators.
Id. Unique identification of a RSM key, required in both annotation and definition.
3.2 A Global RSM Dictionary
The global RSM dictionary needs to support three basic needs or use cases: The definition of RSM keys and their formats, the location of keys for annotation of mashable
web service results, the sharing and the location of mashable web services.Tags denoting application domains are used to group and relate RSM keys in a non-rigid way.
Rather than applying a screening or review process it supports reaching a core set of
commonly used RSM keys by inviting users to reuse concepts already defined. The
only restriction is that the RSM key names should be unique.
The RSM dictionary will encourage data providers to register their services and
link them to the relevant domains as well as the RSM-keys they use. It might expose
information about the usage to help data providers choose the most accepted RSMkeys when annotating their data services. The RSM dictionary should hold additional
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searchable information to assist the process of identifying RSM enabled mashable
web services. For a more thorough presentation of the design see [6]. A prototype for
the RSM dictionary is available from the authors.
3.3 Annotating Web Service Results
We propose to use an annotation approach rather than ask providers to change the
interface of their services. The web services might have been designed based on inhouse policies or to fit with specific local requirements. The overhead for providing
the services to other users should be kept as low as possible. We therefore follow the
SA-REST and WSMO-lite strategy to enrich the services with RSM keys.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<books xmlns:rsm=http://www.reallysimplemashup.org/schema/rsm/v1.0/
xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com">
<book>
<title>Title A</title>
<author>John Doe</author>
<isbn>1111111111;2222222222</isbn>
<rsm:key name="isbn" tag="book|library" value="1111111111"
id="A5A45C15-9D52-46D6-A2B2-5972FD34427C" />
<rsm:key name="isbn" tag="book|library" value="2222222222"
id="A5A45C15-9D52-46D6-A2B2-5972FD34427C" />
<rsm:key name="title" tag="book" value="Title A"
id="C73C2A21-1060-48A9-8EDE-B70EA852A227" />
</book>
<book>
<title>Title B</title>
<author>Jane Doe</author>
<isbn>3333333333</isbn>
<rsm:key name="isbn" tag="book|library" value="3333333333"
id="A5A45C15-9D52-46D6-A2B2-5972FD34427C" />
<rsm:key name="title" tag="book" value="Title A"
id="C73C2A21-1060-48A9-8EDE-B70EA852A227" />
</book>
</books>

Example of a XML document after RSM annotation.

Web service results can come in different notations. By defining the RSM keys notation independent of the format, we open up for defining annotations for different
notations. Above we present our annotation format for XML. A similar one can be
designed for JSON or any other API format.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
The Really Simple Mash-Up infrastructure proposed here provides a low overhead
and low bureaucracy approach to sharing formats for mashable web services. It supports acquisition and aggregation of data from heterogeneous web services when
designing new mash-ups. The definition of RSM keys and formats is left to the users
of the RSM dictionary in a true web 2.0 spirit. By proposing an annotation of the web
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service results rather than asking providers of mashable services to change the interface, we minimise the additional effort for providers of services.
As the focus was on data acquisition and aggregation, we did not address how to
use the RSM keys for specifying input parameters. Another extension would be to
provide the functionality of the RSM dictionary as a mashable service, described by
RSM keys. Mash-Up editors could then seamlessly include the RSM functionality.
Any design, however, has to be tested with real users and real applications. We did
only develop a very basic proof of concept prototype (e.g. there is presently no support for registration and location of RSM-annotated services). If the RSM dictionary
and annotation format would be adopted and used by a broader community the design
would for sure be refined. The concrete design of the web site, the keys, and the annotation format might be up to discussion. The basic ideas, however, we believe will
hold beyond our proof of concept prototypes.
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Abstract. wConnect is a participatory action research project [1] building a developmental community for women in computer and information science (CIS).
One activity hosted by wConnect is end-user web programming workshops for
high school girls. Thus far we have relied on our lab’s Java-based toolkit for
these workshops, but this requires considerable advance work and subsequent
maintenance by team members for each workshop, making the outreach process
difficult to generalize and sustain. Currently we are using the Drupal CMS to
create a web authoring tool that will support these workshops but also enable
teachers to design and specify their own project concepts. Once a project is
specified, learners can instantiate and complete them, adding data and other
customizations according to personal preferences. We describe our work thus
far on the authoring tool, design tradeoffs we are facing, and ongoing research.
Keywords: End-User Web Development, K-12 Education, Content Management Systems, Sustainable Action Research.

1 Introduction
As girls enter their teenage years, many lose interest in computer and information
science (CIS); in the U.S. the number of women graduating with CIS degrees has
dropped by almost 25% in the past ten years [2]. This trend threatens the future availability of qualified CIS professionals, and particularly the diversity and vitality of the
profession. The wConnect project has been addressing this problem through professional community building. Many young women hold a narrow and negative view of
CIS professionals as “geeks” who work alone on boring computer programming tasks
[3]. To counter such misconceptions, wConnect is building social networks that convey a broader and more personally meaningful view of CIS.
Earlier publications have described the wConnect online community and its outreach activities, including web programming workshops [4][5][6]. In this paper we
report new work motivated by sustainability goals. In particular we are exploring
authoring tools that would enable teachers or other interested parties to design and
conduct outreach workshops of the sort demonstrated by wConnect members. In the
balance of this short paper we motivate these new efforts, describe how the tool
works, and conclude with a brief discussion of open issues and ongoing work.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 233–238, 2011.
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1.1 The wConnect Developmental Community
wConnect is a developmental community – members join with shared commitments to
personal growth and helping one another transition through stages in this growth [7].
The specific learning domain is education and careers in CIS, and the growth includes
changes in both cognitive skills (e.g., analyzing and building software) and attitudes
(e.g., view of individuals and activities that comprise the CIS profession). The stages
comprise middle or high school girls who are tend to be disinclined toward CIS; 1st –
2nd year undergraduates who are considering CIS education or careers; 3rd – 4th year
undergraduates who have committed to a CIS degree; and female alumni or mentors
who are in the CIS workforce.
In the past three years, wConnect has developed as a participatory action research
project [1]. We began with a core team of undergraduate members who first created
content for access-controlled community websites and activities and gradually became more directly involved in the development of the online system. We worked
with three different infrastructures in this – the Bridgetools research toolkit; the Facebook API; and currently the Drupal CMS ([8] articulates this evolutionary process).
The development and use of the online community has been an important focus for
wConnect. It currently supports a variety of interactions, including user profiles with
developmental status, blogs, discussion forums, online chat and instant messaging,
group and subgroup email sending, a video library (e.g., interviews with alumni),
photo and image sharing, a bi-monthly newsletter, games and playful visualizations.
1.2 High School Workshops as an Outreach Activity
In addition to online activities, wConnect members organize events in the physical
world, primarily outreach workshops for high school girls. These workshops typically
take about 90 minutes and require preparatory work by an undergraduate volunteer,
who contacts the school, identifies a teacher advocate to help with local details, works
out logistics, and leads a team of peers to conduct the actual workshop. wConnect has
sponsored seven such workshops outside the university and four within. The outcomes have been promising, with both school staff and students enthusiastic about the
outreach event, the girls showing basic comprehension of the concepts taught, and
about half of them (about 50 thus far) expressing interest in staying connected [9].
As a developmental activity, the workshops have two pedagogical goals. On the
one hand, the development and delivery of the activity is a growth experience for
current wConnect members; on the other the activities are designed to convey dynamic web development concepts and skills to the high school girls: they learn to add
data records to a database; construct queries that return subsets of the data; and build
web pages that display not only static content like text and images, but also dynamic
content delivered through embedded database queries. Thus far, these goals have been
supported by the Bridgetools workspace seen in Fig. 1; in this environment, the database, each query, and each web page are instantiated as independent objects in a Javabased interactive environment. These objects can be edited directly in the workspace
(on the right of the figure), but can also be rendered as objects on the web (see the
web page on the left). Working with these objects, the girls grasp the essential concept of a dynamic web page that draws information from a server-based data store.
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Fig. 1. High school web programming workshop as supported by Bridgetools. The workspace
used to edit content objects is right and left, the lower shots show a website and class setting.

The Bridgetools infrastructure has allowed us to convey the basic concepts of
dynamic web programming, but has raised concerns about longterm sustainability of
this activity within wConnect. First, the Java toolkit is complex and wConnect community members do not have the skills to debug or extend it when problems arise.
Second, it is difficult or impossible to access the lab server through the firewalls intalled by some schools. Third, the initialization of a Bridgetools workshop is complex
and tedious, with separate instantiation of database tables, user accounts, and project
objects for each prospective user. Finally, Bridgetools expertise is limited to our research group, making it impossible to generalize and share the activity in other education contexts. For these reasons, we have begun to explore an alternative workshop
infrastructure using Drupal, and open-source content management system (CMS).

2 wProjects: A Drupal-Based Authoring Tool for Web Projects
We chose to explore Drupal (drupal.org) as the foundation for a new tool because the
current wConnect community website was built with this technology and as a result,
our membership has a growing body of relevant expertise. We also wanted leverage
the Drupal community, both for maintenance of the infrastructure and the influx of
novel functionality. We confirmed that Drupal could support the basic learning goals
(populate a table with data, query the data, and embed the results in a web page) and
began protoyping a new tool that we dubbed wProjects (for web projects).
As we refined wProjects, we recognized a bonus of the Drupal CMS: we can support both specification and use of projects with the same web client. We did this by
defining two possible roles for users, project designer and project learner. Designerusers can access project definition dialogs; learner-users can only instantiate and edit
projects. As a result we have expanded our target population of end users to include
project designers. Other work discusses the goals and experiences of learners [5][6];
in this short paper we focus on project specification by teachers or other mentors.
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Fig. 2. Basic architecture of the teacher’s web project specification process in wProjects. Key
project parameters (tables and their structure; learner prompts) are collected and stored in a
database, then later used to instantiate and guide construction of project instances.

2.1 Specifying Projects Using wProjects: The Basic Concept
An overview of the project specification process is in Fig. 2. At the heart of wProjects
is Drupal’s MySQL database that stores the specifications for projects (e.g., number
and structure of the data tables) and the data corresponding to learner-user project
instances (e.g., table data added by a student, queries saved). As soon as a project is
specified, it becomes available in template form for learners to select and use.
The user experience is quite different in the Drupal tool than in Bridgetools. Rather
than operating in a workspace that “contains” a variety of interactive and editable
objects, all work is done in a web browser via a tabbed user interface that provides
access to a number of special-purpose forms. For instance, the initial page in the project specification dialog appears in the middle of Fig. 2, where the teacher is giving
the project a name, a shorthand description, a longer description that expresses the hir
or her learning goals, and the number of tables it will use.
2.2 A Simple Scenario
We do not have space to provide a complete wProjects walkthrough with illustrations.
Instead, we present a step-by-step scenario, again focusing on the teacher-designer
role during project specification. In the scenario, imagine that Ms. Kissell is a teacher
designing a “College Applications” project; her students will use the project to gather
and post information about universities they are considering.
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Ms. Kissell specifies the name of the new project, along with a shorthand description, a longer description that summarizes its goals, and the number of
tables the project will use (just one table for this project).
This information is stored in variables; the names and number of tables are
used to generate custom versions of the next form.
Ms. Kissell names her table “Colleges” and after thinking through the types of
queries she wants to enable, she specifies that it will have 5 columns.
This information is also saved in variables and used to generate a custom version of the next form. Note that the authoring tool also provides FAQs and
other help information to guide project planning and specification.
The next form is extensive; for each of the 5 requested columns Ms. Kissell
enters a name and a description. The names will be used as column headings,
as well as fields that can be queried. The descriptions are used to prompt input
during project creation. Ms. Kissell specifies Name, City, State, Tuition, Avg
SAT as column names; she then presses the Save button.
When the project is saved, three tables are populated in the MySQL database.
One holds Project information, e.g. name, description and author. A second
holds Table information, e.g. table name, description and the project it serves.
A third holds Column information, e.g., column name, description and the table and project it serves.

Once a wProjects specification is saved, it can be instantiated by a student. When
this happens, the specification content is mapped into variables, and used to generate
the custom forms presented to the student. The student is guided to add data records,
and this information is stored in a fourth table in the MySQL database; each record
holds student data along with column and table identifiers. A fifth table stores the
parameters of any queries a student creates. A special web page editing function supports insertion of saved queries as part of a web page. Other functions (most inherited
from the Drupal module we adapted) support simple page editing (e.g., fonts, color,
images) as well as selection from among a number of pre-set visual themes.
2.3 Design Tradeoffs
The wConnect Web Projects tool addresses many issues we faced with Bridgetools:
anyone can use the tool, from anywhere and without preliminary configuration; the
web form interface is simple and familiar; the system can be maintained and refined
by wConnect community members. It also adds a new layer of functionality via the
designer role, wherein teachers or mentors can specify their own project ideas.
At the same time, wProjects introduces new downsides. For instance, though web
forms are familiar to Internet users, they can be tedious to view and use (e.g., relative
to WYSIWYG object editors in Bridgetools). The Drupal architecture enforces many
constraints, for instance the use of themes, the relationship of forms and pages. We
are also now linked to Drupal’s OSS process, so as new versions are released, our
members must monitor this process and learn new skills for release testing. Finally,
the database manager within Drupal is less flexible than our Java tools, making the
use of queries less dynamic (e.g., revised queries must be re-saved before pages update). We are exploring workarounds for such issues while also beginning to gather
empirical data concerning their consequences for designers and learners.
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3 Status and Open Issues
Our initial exploration of Drupal as a platform for end-user web application authoring
has been promising. However many issues remain. We have already begun empirical
evaluation of wProjects, both to refine it and to compare it to our experiences with
Bridgetools. One key issue that has already emerged is the availability of examples
for teachers that convey meaningful teaching goals; Wiedenbeck [10] has reported
similar issues in her observations of teachers as end-user programmers. In parallel we
will continue to test the boundaries of what we can accomplish within the CMS. We
will explore options for dynamic query and page rendering, and tracking of projects
over time. Eventually we will integrate this tool within the wConnect online community, so that any member might choose to become a project designer or builder.
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Abstract. Despite advances in mobile computing technologies, end-user
development has mainly focused on desktop applications. Fundamentally
contrasting desktop applications, mobile applications should satisfy the
changing needs and tasks of the users on the move, and usually have a
strong aﬃnity with the physical world surrounding the users. We illustrate the potentials of this novel area for end-user development through
the case of city exploration and we discuss how the diﬀerent techniques
of tailoring, sharing of user-generated content and code, and service composition can be exploited by users to create a tailored city exploration.

1

Introduction

Mobile computing has the potential to support users in most everyday tasks, including their activities at home, at work, as well as on the move. Unlike desktop
software that assumes a static view of the user needs and operating conditions,
future mobile application scenarios underline the importance of making interaction with devices as transparent as possible but yet eﬀective, maximizing the
utility perceived by the users [1]. While this need for transparency has lead
to a signiﬁcant amount of research on context-awareness and self-adaptation of
mobile systems [2,3], little work has been done on empowering users to develop
themselves applications adapted to their needs and tasks in a mobile context.
Truly, developing mobile software has until now been complex –also for professional developers. As mobile devices are becoming more powerful in terms of
computing resources and interfaces, we expect mobile software development to
get more accessible for all. New platforms and development environments, such
as provided by Apple and Android, also facilitate and popularize the development of mobile applications and their distribution. However, these environments
target expert developers and do not address the needs of ordinary users.
As a starting point for understanding the challenges and potentials of enduser development in the area of mobile computing, we have selected city exploration as a focus application area. Obviously, city exploration is inherently
mobile. Moreover, it is applicable in diﬀerent domains, such as tourism, games
and e-learning. This diversity of domains leads to varying requirements to city
exploration and associated mobile applications. Further, earlier research in the
tourism application domain has shown positive acceptance of mobile guiding,
and provides a number of valuable recommendations for the design of an initial
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 239–244, 2011.
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city exploration framework. In particular, it shows that a tourist guide should
accommodate a wide range of user needs and let users to choose the level of
functionality that they require [4].
This paper presents our initial results. We ﬁrst position our approach to related work (Section 2) and discuss our research method (Section 3). Then starting
from a set of scenarios, we seek to identify a set of software services relevant for
city exploration and to understand how particular user situations and needs inﬂuence the conﬁguration and composition of these services (Section 4). We also
introduce the initial design of a concrete city exploration framework that combines simple tailoring, sharing of user-generated content and code, and service
composition as means for the user to adapt city exploration to his particular
needs (Section 5).

2

Related Work

Little research has been dedicated to the end-user development of mobile applications. This is not surprising as mobile devices had until recently limited
capabilities and supported few advanced functionalities. Rather approaches for
deﬁning user proﬁles and triggering device components have been proposed. For
instance, in [5] a tool is described that support users in specifying context-action
rules for customizing the triggering of components (e.g. send SMS, set up call,
etc.) to context (e.g. location, noise, device activity) on the Nokia Symbian Series
60 mobile phone. Exploiting more advanced platform support, PdaGraph [6] is a
data-ﬂow visual language for end-user component-based programming on PDA.
Since this research was conducted, the premises for end-user programming on
mobile devices have tremendously changed. On one hand, a large number of users
are familiar with smartphones today. On the other hand, new interface technologies greatly increase the usability of devices and applications, and provide new
concepts for the design of end-user tools.
The App Inventor framework [7] that was proposed by Google Labs early summer 2010, supports the development of applications for the Android platform.
Diﬀerently from the two approaches described above, programming is performed
on a desktop –not on the mobile device itself, and, after development, the resulting application is downloaded to the mobile device. While App Inventor targets
the development of generic applications, we seek to understand the potentials
and requirements of the end-user development in the area of mobile computing
through a speciﬁc application case.
As relevant application domains for city exploration are concerned, mobile
and context-aware city guiding was a hot research topic in the 90’s. The research was motivated by the exploration of an emerging mobile technology [4,8].
Commercial applications currently available on smartphones, e.g. LonelyPlanet
and Beeloop on iPhone, do not exploit earlier research results. They are typically are structured as books and, besides navigation support, do not take advantage of other services made available through the mobile platform, such as
on-line reservation services. They do not either provide support for tailoring to
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individual needs, such as itinerary creation. Further, commercial applications are
bound to large cities; none is available for medium-size and small cities. Targeting museums rather than cities, Cicero Designer [9] supports end-user creation of
museum guides. By letting the creator attach quizzes or other games to museum
artefacts, this tool exempliﬁes that exploration is not restricted to providing information. Diﬀerently from our framework, using Cicero Designer, the guides are
created on a desktop platform. Beyond the domain of tourism, city exploration
has also been applied in the context of e-learning. In [10], a platform facilitating the development of interactive city games is proposed. The intention is to
let pupils get known with the cultural city through exploration and collaboration. This work does not address end-user development. Our ambition is to let
teachers compose and conﬁgure the exploration application used by the pupils.

3

Research Approach

Our research follows the design science methodology [11] where development and
improvement of software artefacts is central for understanding a research problem and answering questions related to the problem. A software artefact can be
a number of diﬀerent things, such as scenarios illustrating software uses, speciﬁcations and implementations. In this paper, we address two main questions:
1) What mobile services are relevant for city exploration, and how do diﬀerent
users’ needs inﬂuence the conﬁguration and composition of these services? 2)
What mechanisms can be exploited to conﬁgure and compose these services on
a mobile platform?
To address the ﬁrst question, a set of scenarios involving diﬀerent kinds of
users and illustrating diﬀerent user activities were created. The scenarios were
ﬁrst sketched by IT-researchers and -students. The reason for that choice is
twofold. First, end-user development of mobile applications is a novel research
area that we do not understand well and therefore ﬁnd diﬃcult to communicate
to end-users. Second, few end-users understand what can be achieved through
exploiting the ﬂexibility of an emerging mobile technology as there is no precedence in the ﬁeld. Focus was set on the tourist domain that all contributors
to the scenarios had a good knowledge of. After an initial sketching, scenarios
were evaluated and improved through interviews of tourism professionals at two
tourist oﬃces in Norway.
To address the second question, an initial design of the city exploration framework was speciﬁed, and the resulting speciﬁcations presented and evaluated by
end users. Due to space limitations, we do not present the details of this initial
design in this paper, but rather focus on important design decisions. The framework is currently under realisation aiming at user evaluation of the prototype.

4

Scenarios for Tailored City Exploration

The scenarios describe various activities during city exploration and depict the
mobile services used to perform these activities. Each scenario consists of a main
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story and a set of alternative behaviours corresponding to diﬀerent user needs.
In that way, the scenarios also explore how and when end-user development
can be applied in the setting of city exploration. In the following, we provide a
summary of the main services identiﬁed through the scenario work. A complete
description of the scenarios is available at [12].
The scenarios cover diﬀerent phases of a city exploration: planning a visit,
performing the visit and reporting experiences after the visit. In all phases,
we can distinguish between domain-speciﬁc services that most users probably
expect from a city guide and user-speciﬁc services that relate to individual needs
under a visit. While the latter is most relevant from the viewpoint of end-user
development, the former is also interesting as the services illustrate a need for
tailoring that, today, is not supported by commercial applications. Tailoring
applies both to the visit and the level of functionality supported by the guide.
We aim at taking advantage of the combination of tailoring of domain-speciﬁc
services and creating user-speciﬁc services when introducing end-users to the city
exploration framework. Indeed this facilitates an incremental development and
a gradual acquisition of skills –with tailoring ﬁrst and creation of user-speciﬁc
services later, as recommended in early research on end-user development [13].
Tailorable domain-speciﬁc services include:
– retrieval of site descriptions, related services and itinerary suggestions oﬀered
by diﬀerent actors such the tourist oﬃce or cultural associations;
– selection of favourite sites and creation of tailored itineraries possibly setting
up ﬁxed route;
– inclusion of city-related software services, i.e. transport or parking services;
– navigation support and access to online-guiding services available at diﬀerent
site;
– discovery and recommendation of new sites on the ﬂy;
– update of itineraries on the ﬂy with inclusion of new sites or postponing of
visits;
– information sharing on a blog and reviewing of sites;
– annotation of sites with pictures and possibly route recording for later picture
tagging and sharing with friends.
In addition to these domain-speciﬁc services, the scenarios depict user-speciﬁc
services such as:
– deﬁnition of triggers for the activation of speciﬁc software services with/
without involvement of the user, e.g. looking for a parking spot when getting
close to the city, getting bus routes to the next place in a tailored itinerary
when approaching the end of a visit, retrieving site description when arriving
to a site, or posting information on a blog when arriving to a site;
– support for group collaboration, e.g. positioning group members according
to places in itineraries, or setting up meeting points with notiﬁcation to the
group members;
– deﬁnition of areas where a visitor should stay, e.g. kids should stay in areas as
agreed with their parents and if not notiﬁcations should be sent to parents.
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Initial Design of the City Exploration Framework

This section introduces the initial design of the city exploration framework. As
shown in Fig. 1, the framework supports four main functions: 1) Sharing of
artefacts such as descriptions of sites, games and other software related to sites,
itineraries linking sites together and services composed by the users; 2) Tailoring
of domain-speciﬁc services whereusers conﬁgure and set up own visits through
the selection of favourite places and creation of itineraries; 3) Composition of
user-speciﬁc services (Note that the analysis of the scenarios does not depict the
need to support detailed programming. Rather the end-users need to describe the
activation of composite services in the case some events occur.); 4) Exploration
of the city using the tailored and composed services.
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Fig. 1. Overall picture of the city exploration framework

The users of the framework play diﬀerent roles, as providers or consumers of
the shared artefacts. For instance, tourist oﬃces and associations typically provide information, while visitors consume information. Depending of the situation
of use, the framework should be available on a desktop or a mobile platform. In
a ﬁrst time, we concentrate on the realisation on a mobile platform. Android was
chosen because of its support for ﬂexible software composition and its availability
as open source software.
We propose to address domain-speciﬁc tailoring and composition of userspeciﬁc services separately and introduce two applications: City Explorer for
sharing, tailoring and exploration, and UbiComposer for the composition of userspeciﬁc services. This is done with consideration of reuse as we observe that the
user-services depicted in our scenarios can also be used in other domains. For
instance, uploading annotated pictures is useful in an accident situation, and
person tracking is relevant for caregivers of persons mentally challenged.
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An initial exploratory study with interviews of test users was conducted to
ﬁnd out 1) how the concepts were perceived by ordinary users, 2) the willingness
to use such a framework. 12 frequent travellers from all over the world, women
and men, aged between 25 and 60, and with various education background were
recruited to take part in the study. All had experience with using smartphones.
Our results show that the participants are favourable to the concept of tailoring
and feel conﬁdent they could use it. The concept of composition gets lower scores,
but still the results are positive and encourage us to further develop the concept.
We also observe that the youngest participants (under 35) were in general more
favourable to the concept.
Acknowledgement. Our research has been performed in the Norwegian project
UbiCompForAll.
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Abstract. This paper presents requirements elicitation study for a EUD tool for
composing service-based applications. WIRE aims at enabling EUD by harvesting and recommending community composition knowledge (the wisdom), thus
facilitating knowledge transfer from developers to end-users. The idea was
evaluated with 10 contextual interviews to accountants, eliciting a rich set of information, which can lead to requirements for Wisdom-Aware EUD.

1 Introduction
There are two common approaches to enable less skilled users to develop software
artifacts. Development can be eased by simplifying it or by reusing knowledge.
Among the simplification approaches, the business process management and service
computing communities have focused on abstracting process development and service
composition into activities, as well as control and data flows. However, these are still
challenging tasks even for expert developers [1,2]. Traditional reuse approaches, in
the form of program libraries, services, or templates (such as generics in Java or process templates in workflows) have targeted developers rather than end-users. Recently,
some effort has been invested into knowledge reuse techniques for end-users. In programming by demonstration [3], the system auto-completes a process definition, starting from a set of examples chosen by the user. Goal-oriented approaches [5] assist the
users by automatically composing solutions that satisfy user-specified goals. Patternbased development [4] proposes the use of libraries of patterns provided by experts to
represent good development practices, yet patterns, such as the glue patterns in [7],
may also be derived from existing compositions. Syntactic approaches [11], for instance, suggest operators based on syntactic similarity (comparing output and input
data types), while semantic-based approaches [6] annotate ingredients to support the
retrieval of semantically matching elements.
While some of these approaches support end-users with reusable knowledge, they
all suffer from some shortcomings. Programming by demonstration and goal-based
approaches propose “best”, complete solutions, not allowing the user to control which
exact ingredients the solution should contain. Pattern- and semantics-based approaches are hard to maintain, in that they require explicit input from human experts.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 245–250, 2011.
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In this paper we present the results of a requirement study for WIRE (WIsdomawaRE development environment) a EUD tool to exploit the benefits of simplification
and reuse. WIRE targets process-oriented, mashup-like applications that are characterized by relatively simple composition logics and complex tasks or components.
This class of programs provides the benefit of simplicity (composition, not coding)
and a sufficient information base (the compositions themselves). The idea is to learn
from existing compositions developed by expert IT developers and provide learned
knowledge in the form of interactive recommendations to facilitate EUD.

2 WIRE
The motivation behind the idea of WIRE has derived by the analysis of the shortcomings of existing mashup development tools. To exemplify this claim, let us consider a
simple application created by Yahoo! Pipes, which retrieves news feeds from a specified website, filters the content based on user-specified criteria, and publishes the
filtered content for viewing (Fig. 1). Such a simple application requires 5 components.
The user has to set the value of the configuration parameters of a component (e.g., the
URL Parameter of the Fetch Feed component) and define the data-flow logic between
components. Assuming that an end-user has this kind of technical knowledge is not
realistic.

Fig. 1. Implementation of the example scenario in Yahoo! Pipes

WIRE is aimed at discovering technical knowledge by analyzing existing, successful applications, storing knowledge as development advice (“community composition
knowledge”[8]), and delivering it in the form of contextual interactive recommendations to the end-user. The intuition is that this knowledge can be captured through
composition patterns and reused as recommendations. The patterns we identified
include Parameter Values (e.g., values for the URL parameter in the Fetch Feed component), Component Associations (e.g., suggest that a Loop component should be
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added together with a Fetch Feed component), Connectors (e.g., possible connections
between components), Data Mapping (e.g., suggest that the item.link element coming
from the Fetch Feed component should be mapped to the URL parameter of the Fetch
Page component), or Complex patterns (e.g., suggest adding components based on a
Component Association pattern together with the wiring among them based on a
Connector pattern). A detailed explanation of the conceptual model and architecture
of WIRE is presented in [8].

3 User Study
An evaluation of the conceptual design of WIRE was run in order to address benefits
and limitations of the proposal and elicit user requirements [12]. The evaluation was
based on contextual interviews to 10 University accountants (7 F, 3 M; mean age = 37
years of age), which lasted approximately one hour. None of them had a background
in computer science. Participation was rewarded with 15 Euros. The interview addressed two main topics. Section A targeted the strategies that people use for overcoming the difficulties that emerge while using computers during day-to-day work,
and their attitudes towards computer-provided help and advice with particular focus
on the comparison between automatic/contextual and on-demand help. Participants
were shown a slideshow of familiar examples of automatic/contextual advice (i.e.,
word completion in the Google search box, friend suggestion in Facebook, book suggestions in Amazon, passwords auto-save in web-browsers, pop-up reminder on calendars, related videos sidebar on YouTube), invited to comment on each example,
and report their understanding on how the advice was created.
Section B collected opinions and suggestions about WIRE by a plus and a minus
scenario [9] reporting on an accountant who is using WIRE for automating the process of management of travel reimbursement. Both scenarios described the effects
brought forward by WIRE on a new user. These effects were taken to the positive or
negative extreme to help users to think what consequences the approach could have in
their work practices. In the Positive Scenario, the accountant had a successful experience, which helped him to save time and speed up repetitive work leading to adoption. In the Negative Scenario, the accountant encountered serious difficulties and
eventually decided to go back to his traditional work procedures. Scenarios were
presented with a counterbalanced order. Interviewees were asked specific questions
addressing their willingness to use the system, advantages and drawbacks, preference
for contextual or on-request help, and for the way the help was presented.

4 Results
Asking to colleagues and technicians represented the most common option used by
half of the interviewees to seek for help and advice. The person to whom they asked
for help was usually chosen on the basis of his/her level of expertise or on friendship/acquaintanceship. Google represented the first choice of help for four of the
participants and the second choice for those participants who could not find a solution
to their problems asking colleagues or technicians. Participants reported using online
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help and help menus rarely, and this was the first choice only for one interviewee.
When asked which source of help was the most effective, eight participants indicated
colleagues and technicians. Their choice was motivated by the fact that technicians
are professional and helpful, and that providing support is part of their job. One participant indicated Google as the best source of information “because you can use it at
any time, also when you are at home” (P10).
Seven participants reported a preference for automatic/contextual help rather than
help on-request, but two of them also specified that this method works better for new
or simple applications. Participants suggested that the automatic/help function should
be customizable in order to be really useful. One participant provided an interesting
observation about the function of automatic/contextual help:
“Automatic/contextual help has a double function: it
appears when you need help and reminds you of potential
errors; help on request covers only the first function”
(P10).
Participants provided valuable comments on the effectiveness and usefulness of
common examples of contextual advice. People favoured less intrusive contextual
advice, that do not try to guess the user’s preferences or opinions, and that do not
present risks for data security, such as Google’s automatic word completion, pop-up
reminders in Google Calendar, and the related videos sidebar in YouTube. Contextual advice was valued mainly in the case of “objective” suggestions (e.g., YouTube)
but perceived as less accurate when it tries to enter users’ private space (e.g., Facebook). When asked to formulate their “naïve theories” about contextual help is generated, all the participants reported that they are created on the basis of the inserted
keywords. One participant also made a distinction between general, or simple, and
particular, or complex, suggestions:
“For simple queries, the system works on simple
analogies with the inserted keywords; for more complex
issues, the system does a matching with your personal
characteristics (provided while registering to a service”
(P8).
Participants provided useful information about their attitude toward WIRE. When
reading the positive scenario, participants recognized several similarities with their
work practices and perceived the system as potentially very useful. Two participants
expressed a common concern about the introduction of WIRE into their work practices and suggested that, in order to benefit of its potentialities, the use of WIRE
should totally replace previous practices, without leaving space for overlapping. The
Negative Scenario was also perceived as very plausible as it described well fears and
frustrations that may emerge when something goes wrong dealing with new systems
or procedures. In particular the interviewees stressed the need for a system which is
well designed and thoroughly tested before being introduced into the work practice:
“I gave for granted that this technology was previously tested and approved by the central administration
office. […]. In the case of dealing with sensitive or financial matters, I would trust the system only if I am 100%
sure that it is effective and functional” (P7).
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Participants were asked if they would be interested in using WIRE. Nine of the interviewees responded positively and one was openly sceptical stating that “using
WIRE would take the same time it takes doing the procedure manually” (P1). Anyway, formal training was indicated by two participants as a fundamental prerequisite
for adoption. Drivers to adoption were identified in better organization of work, optimization of time, reduction of errors, and sharing of procedures and methodologies
with colleagues. Major obstacles were connected to loss of control over work processes, in the case that these were entirely completed in an automatic way:
“I would like to keep track of each step of the process;
if everything is made automatically, the users misses the
logic that stays behind the process” (P4).
All the participants declared that the advice provided by WIRE in the scenarios
would be effective in meeting their needs, as they were generated on the basis of past
experience of colleagues that share the same work procedures and possibly the same
difficulties. Interviewees showed a marked preference for contextual help (8 participants) over help on-request; two of them added that the possibility of personalizing
the way suggestions are provided would be a very important feature in order to make
help messages really effective. Help messages provided during the task were preferred to messages provided before the task by nine of the interviewees. One participant suggested that the two modalities could be combined:
“I can see the two modalities as complementary. At the
beginning of the activity the system asks what your needs
are in general; during the activity, pop-up windows provide you solutions when the system feels that you are
stuck” (P8).

5 Conclusion
End-users acknowledged that the idea of WIRE for providing assistance, which was
derived from the experience of colleagues working in a similar context, was useful.
However, issues related to trust, timing and usefulness of the advice still remained as
concerns to the users. During the design of WIRE we will need to find new strategies
to make its’ operations transparent e.g. showing users how the advice is generated and
why a particular advice is suggested in a given context. Transparency will also help to
build up the trust of the users to use a recommendation tool like WIRE. This is particularly important when people deal with the sensitive and financial issues. Personalization is another desired feature, which enables users to receive optimized advice
based upon their expertise level. Helping users with the personalized advice can certainly reduce the barrier for adopting this kind of EUD tools to a larger end-user
community.
The study provides support to the proposal of collaborative tailoring, discussed in
[10], as often participants mentioned that their willingness to engage in EUD was
mediated by having support from other people and technical help easily available to
them. This help was meant not only to alleviate some of the technical difficulties they
had to face during development but also to take the responsibility out of their hands,
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making them less accountable in case of software failures. Issues related to organizational regulations and corporate processes also emerged as barriers to general EUD
uptake, as people often mentioned the need to have explicit approval from their manager as a fundamental step towards making them willing to explore new techniques
and tools to automatise their work practices.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by funds from the European
Commission (project OMELETTE, contract no. 257635; project SERVFACE,
contract no. 216699).
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Abstract. The categorisation of information is a very common practice. Often,
the user may need to use multiple hierarchies or require multiple characterisations
to be active at the same time, or they may wish to define cross-cutting groups
for special purposes. The work developed in this paper is aimed at providing a
flexible, seamless management of various ways of organising the required information. The concept of a set is adopted as the fundamental notion of information
organisation, and, in particular, the familiar visual representation of sets and their
relationships in terms of Euler Diagrams is used. We facilitate the visualisation
of sets, enabling the application of functions to items presented in regions of the
diagram corresponding to set, or category, intersections. We present a system that
realises this novel concept, together with rationale for the choices made in its
development, as well as a simple scenario of use.

1 Introduction
Users continually make categorisations in their daily practices and exploit them to perform personal or organisational tasks. They often need multiple hierarchies or multiple
characterisations to be active at the same time, or to define cross-cutting groups for
special purposes. In such situations, current tools either require the use of complex procedures, or do not allow such usages at all.
Typically, the main categorisation provided by current file systems is an inflexible
one, and hierarchical-based representations have well-known limitations in supporting
user categorisation. On the other hand, the explicit construction of virtual folders is
usually restricted to specific cases (e.g. emails), that are typically used to save the results
of some search. As a result of this, users may have to deal with two different types of
categorisation, which potentially may cause cognitive difficulties for non-sophisticated
users in particular. Therefore, helping users to efficiently define and maintain the desired
categorisations in the context of resource-based tasks which are routinely performed, or
even for special purposes, would be of benefit in such situations.
The tagging of documents, or the use of metadata in general, is an emerging methodology for handling resources, but tag-based methodologies have the downside that documents with missing or mistyped tags may be omitted, and they can run into trouble
if one also wishes to utilise methods based on file types. Although modern operating
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 251–257, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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systems support both tag and file-type based save, search and retrieval methods, they do
not explicitly exploit spatial features, leveraging users’ spatial abilities and memory.
The work developed in this paper is aimed at providing a flexible and seamless management of different ways of organising information, whilst exploiting visual representations to facilitate user understanding of the structure of the information. Through
these representations, users should be able to dynamically define the categories they
are interested in, to manage multiple characterisations at the same time, and to access
or define actions relevant to the different categories. In particular, we propose to adopt
sets, rather than folders, as the fundamental notion of information organisation, and to
exploit their familiar visual representation in terms of Euler Diagrams (EDs).
The main contribution of the paper is the realisation as a flexible framework, together
with an implementation of a user interface for the construction and modification of
Euler Diagrams as a non-hierarchical categorisation structure. We also provide a palette
of operations, permitting a user to select from a collection of predefined operations and
to apply the operations to the zones of an ED. The interface permits end users to develop
their own functionalities or to combine functionalities into macros.
Related Work. The categorization process can be viewed as the process of assigning
tags to items. Hierarchies have been so widespread since the advent of personal computing that they are often automatically considered the natural way to organize data.
There are many different techniques to visualize hierarchies (cf. [13,14,15]). Since hierarchical classification structures are often not sufficient for user classification needs,
one can consider non-hierarchical classification structures, such as polyarchies [17] or
EulerView [4].
Venn diagrams were used to represent non-hierarchical directories, replacing the traditional structure of file systems in [3], where diagrams could be drawn with curves
representing categories (or tags) and files could be placed within more than one directory by utilising curve overlapping. In [6], an accessible Euler diagram interface was
developed which enabled more general resource management, together with efficient
interpretation algorithms to detect the underlying meaning of the regions of the diagram. A reification of an ED-based categorisation structure was integrated into Flickr
in [5], utilising the non-hierarchical categorisation structure.
There has been relatively little user testing of the ED concept, with the idea generally being taken for granted as being beneficial. In [2], the comprehension of basic
EDs (without items) with the same zone sets, but different visual properties e.g. curve
jaggedness, was examined. In [8] the effects on user comprehension and preference of
varying well-formedness conditions were investigated.

2 Background on Euler Diagrams
An Euler diagram is a pair d = C, Z where C = C(d) is a set of labelled contours
(closed curves) in the plane and Z = Z(d) is the collection of zones, z, which are
specified as being inside a set of contours, Xz ⊆ C(d), and outside the rest of the
contours of the diagram; Xz is called a zone descriptor (for details see [9]).
Figure 1 shows an Euler diagram with four labelled curves representing the categories: music, technology, work, gadget. This set of curves decomposes the plane
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Fig. 1. An example of an ED used for resource categorisation

into a set of seven zones (the region outside all curves is itself a zone). As per the notion of zone descriptor, we describe zones by specifying the labels of the complete set
of curves that the zone is inside, with the outside set of curves being derivable from this
information. For instance, Figure 1 presents two music files (making use of the icons),
one belonging to the zone {music} and the other to the zone {music, technology}.
We view the zones of an Euler diagram as a repository in which to place resources,
such as filess and urls, and so the basic notion of Euler diagrams is extended to
capture the placement of items in the diagram. We assign to each zone, z, the set of tags
in its zone descriptor, Xz , and extend this assignation to any items placed in that zone.
Thus an ED provides a means to build a non-hierarchical categorisation structure, and
can be used to categorise resources, as in [6].

3 Categorising Items with FunEuler
We describe the FunEuler system, together with the rationale for the design decisions
adopted. The application is available at [1].
Architecture. FunEuler is conceived as a simple application running beside the windows that a user uses to manipulate their files and documents. FunEuler is implemented
in Java on top of the EulerVC library [7]. This library provides a number of set manipulation functions and it enables the interactive creation and modification (e.g. curve
addition, removal, or transformation) of an ED. It also allows the manipulation of items,
which are simple elements that associate a resource to a two dimensional co-ordinate.
FunEuler is filetype agnostic, handling the placement (via drag and drop) of resources from any repository of files as well as URLs. An example of the flexibility
of the paradigm is that it is permissible to categorise files (e.g. .doc, .pdf) and URLs
(e.g. email addresses and bookmarks) using the same ED. We highlight that data in FunEuler is not duplicated, with FunEuler keeping track of both the resource location in
the repository and the position in which the user placed the files on the ED.
Figure 2 shows the functional blocks of FunEuler: 1) repositories from which the
items to be categorised can be retrieved (left); 2) a library of functions, see [7], for
diagram manipulation and query operations for zones and items (centre); 3) processes
for invoking operations (right), where arrows indicate the parameters to be passed.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the current user interface, comprised of three panes:
the palette of operations, the Euler Diagram and the Results Euler Diagram. The lefthand pane contains a list of icons for the possible operations that the user may apply
to the regions of the ED shown in the main pane. The main portion of the application
window contains the ED that is used for categorisation and this is where the majority of
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Fig. 2. FunEuler architecture

Fig. 3. A screenshot of the FunEuler interface

the user-interaction is likely to occur. The rightmost pane shows a diagram that depicts
the output from the application of the user-selected operations.
Diagram construction and interaction. Users can construct a diagram by adding
curves, in the form of ellipses, one at a time by a simple mechanism of left click and
drag to specify one axis, whilst using the mouse scroll wheel for the other axis. The
restriction of curves to be ellipses in the EDs does not permit the representation of arbitrary relations between curves, so a user might not be able to draw a diagram containing
all and only regions from a specific selection. However, it is important to realise that
the creation of a diagram with the exact set of relations is not necessary in this context.
When a user creates a curve c, FunEuler assigns a random colour to c, as well as
an automatic choice of set name, according to a pre-determined sequence. These set
names, as well as the colours, can then be edited by the user. This enables users to
rapidly construct a diagram, via ellipse additions, without having to explicitly name
and set a colour for each new curve constructed since this could interrupt the user’s
reasoning flow. Moreover, every ellipse present in the diagram can be quickly modified
by translation, rotation or by shape alteration (i.e. modifying the size of its axes).
In order to try to enhance the ease of comprehension of a diagram, and promote interactivity, FunEuler allows the user to query the diagram: when a user selects a position p
in the diagram, exploiting the eyedropper, the entire zone z containing p is highlighted
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and the zone descriptor Xz is displayed in the status bar. The intent is to simplify item
categorization and to help a reader understand an existing categorisation.
To enhance user navigation within larger diagrams, FunEuler provides horizontal and
vertical scrollbars together with spatial zooming, via a select/zoom option and scroll in
and out, in order to provide a larger working area when needed.
We utilise a drag and drop approach for resource classification: items are placed
within the relevant region of the diagram in order to categorise them. Item properties
are visualized through tool tip text. The status bar, at the bottom of the interface, shows
the current categorization for the selected item. Double click on an item allows the
user to access the item using the default program associated with its extension/protocol.
Each item can be interactively repositioned and consequently re-classified. Operations
applied to single or multiple zones effect all items within those zones. However, in order
to not restrict the selection of items (and hence the application of operations) to be all
the items within the selected zones, we also allow the selection of multiple individual
items that are displayed via a common box-selection.

4 Operational Functionality
At the core of the FunEuler functionalities is the ability to select and apply one or more
operations to diagram regions. This is performed by using the familiar drag and drop:
the user first selects (with the eyedropper) all of the zones to which an operation is to
be applied, and then drags the operation icon onto the diagram, placing it on one of
the selected zones. Placing the operation icon on a zone which is not already selected
applies the operation to that zone, disregarding the selection.
For resources produced as the result of operations performed, we adopt an automatic
naming convention of assigning the zone name followed by the type extension. For
example, if we were to apply the zip function to the region in the intersection of the
“Rock” and “Pop” curves, we would automatically name it Pop&Rock.zip.
End User Development. We consider, and encourage, various levels of end user programming or development with this interface. At a very low level, the very essence of
the operational application within the interface is allowing users to assemble operations
and this could be viewed as building a simple program or macro to support their tasks.
However, we consider the development of new operations as being a more sophisticated
instance of End User Development and we facilitate this development by offering a simple means to plug in new operations that have been developed or to combine existing
operations. This is a key area where we feel the design of the interface will provide
benefits. Note that the interface allows End User Programmers to develop operations
using their favourite scripting language (e.g. php, python, etc).
To allow the end user to design a new operation, FunEuler provides access to two lists
for the items and the zones that the operation is to be applied to: one list containing the
pathnames of the items and the zones they belong to, and another list reporting the zones
and the items that each zone contains. Each operation can produce zero, one or several
files as result. As an example, the zip file operation produces a zipped file for each
pathname in the input list, whilst the zip to single file operation produces one
single zip file containing all of the files of the input list. On the other hand, the send
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by email operation does not produce any result files. Independent of the number of
files produced the Results pane supports their representation in a special single-curve
ED, where file icons are automatically placed within the curve representing the results
set.
Since the result set is itself an ED, users can apply operations to it. This facilitates
the sequential combination of operations, which produces a new Results diagram. The
operation icons are added consecutively, on top of the previous ones. At a higher level,
we can view the class of diagrams in FunEuler as being closed under the application
of operations, since the application of an operation to a region of a diagram causes
the generation of a new diagram in the Results pane of the application window. Given
this closure property, FunEuler allows users to drag the Results diagram onto the main
diagram area. Hence, users can categorise items which are the result of one of more
operations alongside the original items that were already displayed in their diagram.

5 Conclusion and Future Works
We have brought together concepts of visual classification, spatial arrangements and
functional application in a novel Euler diagram based interface called FunEuler.
Future work includes examining how this representation interacts with other natural
representations such as geography or time-lines, performing testing on end user programmers (e.g. how difficult do they find concatenation of function, provision of new
operations) and extending functionalities to include methods for suggesting synonyms
(since not only do different users use different names but that, over time, even the same
user uses different names [18]). Scalability is another important issue, and although,
computationally the interface and underlying algorithms can deal with large numbers
of curves and items, the utility of the interface remains to be tested on users.
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Abstract. The models that guide the development of software systems
Model-Driven Development (MDD) are usually conceived to be used by
software professional developers and they are quite diﬃcult to be understood by end-users. In this work, we propose a method that improves
the involvement of end-users within MDD approaches. Furthermore, we
present an example of how each step of the method is applied to involve
end-users within an existing MDD approach for developing smart homes.

1

Introduction

Model Driven Development (MDD) promotes to capture every important aspect
of a software system through appropriate models [1] in order to guide the full
process of software development until code is obtained. MDD approaches are
usually supported by Software Professionals (SPs) to specify the models from
a description of end-users’ needs. However, many times there are diﬀerences
between the end-user description and the developed system obtained from the
models. One of the reasons why this happens is that SPs may misunderstand
end-user descriptions and may create models that do not represent the end-user’s
needs in a proper way. To improve this problem, end-users should be involved
within diﬀerent stages of MDD approaches.
However, involving end-users within an MDD approach is a diﬃcult task because they do not know about Domain Speciﬁc Languages (DSLs) and modelling
tools as software professionals do. Thus, the aim of our work is to bridge the
gap between end-users and MDD approaches. As one of the goals of MDD is
to automatically transform models into code, those models that are enriched
by end-users are transformed into the ﬁnal implementation. Thus, the developed application better ﬁts the end-user expectations because end-users have
the knowledge about the problem domain [2] and their involvement helps them
to adopt and use the system [3].
Towards the involvement of end-users, we present a method that provides
mechanisms for both end-users and SPs to allow them to work cooperatively
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from the modelling stage by means of modelling and variability techniques, and
speciﬁc tool support. Next, the end-user descriptions are transformed into the
models of the given MDD approach. Thus, these models are enriched with enduser and SP descriptions. To sum up, the contributions of this paper are: (1)
an analysis of good practices to involve end-users within MDD approaches, (2)
a method to involve end-users within existing MDD approaches, and (3) an example of application of our proposed method within an existing MDD approach
for developing smart home systems.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 brieﬂy describes
the good practices in EUD, and the six steps of the proposed method. Finally,
Section 3 concludes the paper.

2

Involving the End-Users within MDD Approaches

We have identiﬁed good practices in EUD to involve end-users who have certain
development skills but they only develop software to solve the speciﬁc problems
that they face. These good practices are the following:
End-users should be provided with a Domain-Specific Visual Language (DSVL) [4]. The End-user Development community claims that a
DSVL lowers the barriers for end-users to describe domain-speciﬁc content.
End-users should focus on user-dependent properties, whereas
software engineers should focus on quality or maintenance properties [2] because end-users do not pay attention to software quality as
software engineers do.
End-users have to use a library of components as a starting point
in order to customize their system [5]. It is essential that a library of
components or an initial system be provided by SPs.
End-users do not have to be transformed into software professionals1 .
End-users have to be supported by specific tools made especially
for them. Nielsen [6] recommends that end-users should participate in the
description of their system though user interfaces. These interfaces should
include good mappings between the user’s conceptual model of the information and the computer’s interface for it.
To apply these good practices, and allow SPs and end-users to work cooperatively, we have designed a method by taking as input (1) a DSL language, and
(2) a MDD approach that are used by a SP. The result of applying our method
(output) is (1) the DSL language and the MDD approach taken as input, (2)
a DSVL that is used by end-users by means of speciﬁc tool support, and (3)
modelling and variability techniques.
The method can be applied within any MDD approach where the participation
of end-users should be carried out. To do this, we have proposed to perform
the following steps: Step 1) Identify user-dependent properties to delimit the
1

http://eusesconsortium.org/
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participation of end-users in the system description; Step 2) Select a DSVL
to allow end-users to describe the user-dependent properties; Step 3) Design
a base system to be completed by the end-user descriptions; Step 4) Design
reference components to provide end-users with a library to help them in the
system description; Step 5) Deﬁne mappings between the DSL and the DSVL;
and Step 6) Provide speciﬁc tool support for end-users.
Note that Step 1, Step 3, and Step 4 depend on the MDD project where the
steps are performed. However, the remaining steps, Step 2, Step 5, and Step
6 are reused if they are performed in a diﬀerent MDD project but the MDD
approach and the domain are the same.
As an example, we apply our method within an existing MDD approach called
Pervasive Modelling Language (PervML) [7], which is focused on the development of pervasive services in the context of smart home systems. PervML requires six models to describe services (i.e., comfort and security services), devices
(i.e., alarm and presence detector devices), and the location of the services and
devices (i.e., living room). These models also describe the behaviour of the services and devices. More detailed information about PervML can be found in [7].
Therefore, end-users cannot participate in the description of their smart home
system because end-users lack the skills to manage the technologies that PervML
uses (i.e., ASL, OCL, or UML). Next, we describe how the steps of our method
are performed to involve end-users within PervML:
Step 1) Identify user-dependent properties. We have to determine the
properties of the MDD project that can be deﬁned by end-users. In the proposed
example, we have chosen the comfort service of the master bedroom (parents
room).
Step 2) Select a DSVL. We have to provide end-users with a DSVL to allow
them to describe the user-dependent properties. The DSVL can be set by SP
from the scratch or it can be reused. In this example, we select an existing DSVL
named Pantagruel [8]. Pantagruel follows a sensor-controller-actuator development paradigm that improves the usability of non-SP participants according
to the studies assessed in [8]. Moreover, we select Pantagruel because it oﬀers
improvements in the abstract and concrete syntax with regard to PervML. For
example, Pantagruel links devices that can work as a sensor or actuator to design
the events of the system. This makes Pantagruel more intuitive than PervML
because PervML uses sequence diagrams.
Step 3) Design a base system. The SP designs it from previous works or
designs it from scratch using the base language (DSL). The base system is marked
with special model elements to indicate which user-dependent properties must
be included. These special model elements are marked as variable because its
description depends on end-users. We suggest that the SP uses a variability
language to manage (1) the variable parts of a base system model, and (2) the
components that may ﬁt into the variable parts. To do this, we use the Common
Variability Language (CVL) [9]. CVL expresses variability independently of the
base modelling language in a variation model. Two concepts to express variability
are the following: placement fragment and replacement fragment. A placement
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fragment (original) of the base model (DSL) is the fragment of the model that
can be completed by so-called (alternative) replacement fragments. In our case,
the SP creates placement fragments in the DSL in order to allow end-users
to complete them with replacement fragments. The advantage of this step is
that the base system can be reused even though the conﬁguration of the userdependent properties changes.
By following the example introduced above, we design the base system by
using PervML. Speciﬁcally, it provides 5 services to the parents room: ParentsRoomFireSecurity, ParentsWindow, ParentsBlind, ParentsActivation, and
ParentsRoomTimeManagement. The left side of Fig. 1 shows a partial view of
the base system that we have designed and the conceptual representation of
the placement fragment that is designed to support the comfort user-dependent
property (represented by an empty grey square).
Conceptual base system

Conceptual Reference components

Component /Home/House/SecondFloor/ParentsRoom

FireSecurity

OpenningDetection

Comfort
Replacement
Fragment 1

<<component>>

<<component>>

BlindManagement

Activation <<component>>

ParentsRoomComfort1

<<component>>

ParentsWindow

<<component>>

Activation

Lighting

ParentsBlind

IntrusionSecurity
<<component>>

<<component>>

FireDetection

ParentsActivation

ParentsBlind

<<component>>

ParentsRoomFireSecurity

BlindManagement

RoomDeviceSupply

<<component>>

[/HOME/GARDEN] GardenLighting

[/HOME/HOUSE] HomeSecurity

ParentsActivation
<<component>>

ParentsRoomFireDetector

<<component>>

<<component>>

Comfort

Placement
Fragment

Variation model

TimeManagement

ParentsRoomDeviceSupply
ParentsRoomTimeManagement
<<component>>

[/HOME/HOUSE] TimeManagement

Comfort
Placement
Fragment

Comfort
Replacement
Fragment 1
Comfort
Replacement
Fragment 2

Fig. 1. Design of the comfort base system and reference components

Step 4) Design reference components. For each placement fragment that
the SP has deﬁned in the previous step, the SP can design additional reference
components (replacement fragments) in order to (1) provide end-users with a
library of components, or (2) use them as a starting point to customize their
system. Thus, the end-users do not have to describe the system from scratch.
For the comfort fragment placement that we deﬁned above in the variation
model, we can design additional replacement fragments. For example, the functionality of a reference component is as follows: it lowers the parents’ room blind,
switches oﬀ the garden lights and switches on the home security when the service
is activated. The conceptual view of this reference component is shown in the
right side of Fig. 1. The ﬁgure also shows the variation model after the placement
fragments (from the previous step) and the replacement fragments are designed.
Step 5) Define mappings. The mappings allow the SP to design the system
using the DSL whereas end-users describe the user-dependent properties of the
system using the DSVL. The mappings are used in a bi-directional way in order
to obtain DSL descriptions from DSVL descriptions and vice versa. Thus, the
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Fig. 2. Speciﬁc tool support for end-users

models of the MDD approach that are taken as input at the beginning of the
process are enriched by the end-user descriptions. The mappings establish relationships (i.e., links) between the DSL concepts and the DSVL concepts to store
them in a model named weaving model. This fulﬁlls the need to oﬀer new custom
visual languages, which according to the EUD community is essential [10].
Following the example, we set the mappings between the main concepts of
PervML (Device, Service, Interaction, and Trigger ) and the main concepts of
Pantagruel (Sensor, Actuator, Controller, and Rule). These mappings improve
both the abstract and the concrete syntax with regard to PervML. For example,
two PervML concepts (Service and Interaction) that are described in diﬀerent
PervML models are mapped to only one Pantagruel concept (Controller ).
Step 6) Provide specific tool support. We have developed a toolkit that
provides a domain-independent user interface. This interface is fulﬁlled with the
domain-dependent information described in the previous steps (DSVL concepts,
the base system model, the variation model, and the mappings). The user interface is designed using templates that are applied from common elements, design
principles, and patterns that were detected in end-user interfaces. Thus, this
step provides speciﬁc tool support for end-users; and it provides elements that
are domain-independent, and reusable.
Fig. 2 shows the 3 steps that the toolkit follows to support the end-user
descriptions. The steps are the following:
1. It automatically fulﬁlls the user interface to show the domain-dependent
information using DSVL concepts. The left side of Fig. 2 shows the user
interface and how its 5 areas (Palette, Components, Library of components,
Components personalization, and Properties) are fulﬁlled using Pantagruel
concepts.
2. It executes transformations from the user descriptions done by the DSVL
concepts to DSL concepts to store the end-user description in the variation
model. To do this, the toolkit uses the weaving model.
3. It makes a CVL transformation of the variation model, into a resolution
model. The resolution model uses the concepts of the DSL language. Thus,
the MDD process that is taken as input of the method can continue with
the models enriched by end-users.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a method that involves end-users within MDD approaches.
The method follows good practices and techniques in EUD, and combines modelling techniques. We applied our method within an existing MDD approach
named PervML for allowing end-users to participate in the description of their
smart home. End-users can now participate in the system development by means
of an appropriate DSVL and speciﬁc tool support for them. As initial evaluation, we have developed a prototype to carry out diﬀerent smart home system
examples that their description may involve end-users. The result is a developed application that is described using models that are enriched by both SPs
and end-users. This end-user involvement since the early stages helps them to
successfully adopt and use the system.
As future work, we plan to evaluate our method within the smart home domain
by means of a case study with voluntary end-users that may have certain software
development skills. We also plan to apply our method to others domains such
as information systems, autonomic computing systems, etc.
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Abstract. Meta-design has emerged as a theoretical framework by supporting
open systems that allow end-users to become designers in dynamic use contexts. Our research is grounded in the objectives that (1) the meta-design theory
can inform the design of virtual worlds, and that, in return, (2) observations and
insights from virtual worlds can broaden the meta-design theory. Our work is
based on 80 hours participant observation and additional interviews.
Keywords: Meta-design, virtual worlds, end-user design, human-centered design, science of design, open evolvable systems, empowerment of the user.

1 Introduction
In recent years, persistent virtual 3D-environments, in the following referred to as
‘virtual worlds (VW)’, have drawn increasing interest both from industry and academia [1,2,3]. VWs provide persistent virtual environments in which users can interact
by controlling a virtual avatar. The avatar can move in the VW and interact with other
avatars and virtual artifacts. Two of the most successful and widely used applications
of VWs are:




massively-multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs), such as
‘Lord of the Rings Online’ (LOTRO), where millions of players worldwide
come together and spend considerable amounts of time in order to engage in
collaborative tasks or simply to engage in social interactions; and
open-ended VWs, such as Second Life1 and OpenSimulator2, where users
engage in many endeavors paralleling and augmenting daily life and work,
including advanced, simulated environments that support various research
efforts (e.g. Center for Computer Games & Virtual Worlds at UC Irvine3).

1

See: www.secondlife.com
See: www.opensimulator.org
3
See: http://cgvw.ics.uci.edu
2

M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 264–269, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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In this paper we re-examine and evolve the current theories of meta-design based
on observations made within VWs. We present accounts of both a gaming-oriented
and an open-ended VW system. We juxtapose our observations in the MMORPG
‘Lord of the Rings Online’ (LOTRO) and the open-ended environment of Second Life
(SL). A series of interviews with individual players of LOTRO and users of SL provide individual viewpoints and contextualize the ethnographic investigation.

2 Virtual World Systems: Second Life and LOTRO
SL represents an open-ended VW system that allows users to modify and extend the
virtual environment with high flexibility and in great detail. Users build up virtual
artifacts from simple building blocks and can customize appearance and behavior of
these objects. SL does not prescribe a common goal for its users. Instead users explore the possibilities of the environment on their own accord.
LOTRO attracts users with a complex storyline and visually appealing graphics.
Users of LOTRO can engage in various activities that ultimately lead to the development of virtual characters within the given regulations of the game framework. The
creation of virtual artifacts in LOTRO is tied to the game logic and more constrained
compared to open-ended VWs such as SL.
We see a dual relationship between VWs and concepts of meta-design that further
motivates our argument to consider VWs for the extension of meta-design theory in
general. In this discussion we specifically focus on user participation. Based on existing meta-design concepts, VWs can employ scaffolding processes that guide casual
users. Similarly, the unique characteristics of popular VWs and the users they attract
can inform the extension of user participation theory.

Fig. 1. Second Life (left) and LOTRO (right)

VWs have great potential to affect meta-design theory by providing environments
that enable casual users to, possibly unintentionally, engage in meta-design practice.

3 Methodology
Our investigation of LOTRO and SL to re-examine and evolve the current theories of
meta-design is focused on the following research objectives:
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develop additional examples of meta-design for worlds that have no laws
and boundaries;
support the empowerment of end-users that are not initially interested or motivated to conduct design practice;
assess the duality between VWs and meta-design, i.e.: how does meta-design
affects practices in VWs and vice versa; and,
analyze the support for meta-design in both unique environments, focusing
on the benefits and shortcomings of the gaming-oriented and the open-ended
environment under study.

Our methodology draws from virtual ethnography [6,10] and from multi-sited ethnography [9], which allows us to supplement our findings with interviews with users
outside of the VW context.
We conducted 80 hours of participant observation in LOTRO and SL. We took part
in various everyday activities in both VWs with other users. Additionally, we conducted 6 semi-structured interviews with players of LOTRO and two interviews with
designers in SL. Each interview lasted between 40 and 60 minutes.
The long-term participant observation allowed us to learn about individual activities of the users in the VWs. The semi-structured interviews provided us with personal perspectives and reflections. We recruited informants for the interviews through
snowball-sampling in the player community of LOTRO and SL. The interviews focused on themes of the VWs that we related to meta-design activities based on our
previous participant observation. Additionally, we asked the participants about their
individual personal backgrounds and their general motivations to participate in the
VWs.
Patterns and themes based on our observations were analyzed using open-coding
techniques [8]. The meta-design concepts identified in the following chapter were
used to filter and code the collected data. The data analysis focused on practices
framed by meta-design in the VWs. We were specifically interested in the changing
roles during different stages of participation. We structure our findings based on central concepts of meta-design originally formulated in [5].

4 Discussion: Meta-design Concepts in SL and LOTRO
SL and LOTRO represent two systems that implement elements of meta-design in
quite different ways. Both systems can individually serve as systems for exemplifying
various concepts of meta-design theory. A synthesis of the exemplified concepts allows for a more detailed analysis of VW system features that particularly affect casual
end-user participation. Table 1 provides a comparison of the central meta-design
concepts and the corresponding properties of the VW systems included in the analysis. An expanded discussion of these concepts is available in [7].
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Table 1. Meta-Design Concepts in Virtual Worlds
Meta-Design Concept

LOTRO

Second Life

convivial tools

Adventure &
leveling system

prim design tools

domain orientation

goals from fixed set
in the fantasy world
context

user-imagined
goals, openendedness

open, evolvable
systems

limited
customization

unrestricted
customization

underdesigned
systems

fixed fantasy world
context

minimalist
environment

collaborative work
practices

high cooperation
amongst players

limited cooperation,
specialization

VWs, in particular MMORPGs, draw a large number of users. As our analysis has
shown, users join the environments with very different aspirations. VWs can accommodate a very diverse user base by providing a system of technological and social
structures that is sufficiently flexible to provide individuals with discrete virtual
spaces within the larger system. Current systems discussed in the context of metadesign mostly lack opportunities to unpack rich ecologies of participation. Our observations in the VWs point to a collaboration practices as deciding factors to support
different levels of participation in the game- and open-ended context.
LOTRO makes casual gamers gradually aware of the functional and social properties of the game. The scaffolding system in LOTRO is based on elements in the VW
providing guidance and works in close connection with collaboration between the
players. While SL represents an open environment with great freedom of creative
interaction, LOTRO’s strength lies in the integration of collaborative community
effects.
VWs offer an opportunity to study the effects of collaboration on the way casual
users move through ecologies of participation. Technical scaffolding systems alone
are not sufficient. Instead, social community components need to make collaboration
tools more accessible and attractive for casual users.
Collaboration in VWs is closely tied to the social structure of the system. In
LOTRO, collaboration is initially triggered by the functional structure of the game
that creates the need for players to find collaborators for difficult adventures or to
create powerful artifacts. Over time, the recurring need for collaborative activities
creates social networks amongst players that, once initially established, are sustained
for a longer time period. In this eco-system of social collaboration, the motivation to
help others becomes detached from traditional reward systems. Respect and a good
reputation become equally or more important than monetary rewards or other character improvements.
These examples show that a useful extension of the meta-design framework would
be a careful analysis of user roles on an individual level. Intrinsic motivations to engage in creative activities only come forward in large scale systems such as LOTRO
or SL.
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Users of VWs can dynamically switch between the roles of passive consumers and
active contributors. While the degree of contributions differs between LOTRO and
SL, it is common in both worlds that users are not locked into either the designer or
the user role.
The domain-oriented gaming environment creates opportunities for need-based attendance to creative practices. Players can also decide to completely neglect crafting
activities. The open-ended environment of SL allows users to switch between observer and designer roles. However, the complexity imposed by the available design
tools creates a higher entry barrier to become a designer. Meta-designers need to find
a middle ground between complex and universal design tools as exemplified in SL
and socially embedded creative activity as exemplified in LOTRO. Our results point
to a priority for socio-technical contexts that allow users to develop their roles based
on social interactions through collaborative activities with other users. More experienced users develop their own strategies while novice users require guidance to be
gradually introduced to the system functionalities. There is not a perfect solution for
this trade-off problem.
However, our analysis of two distinct VWs leads us to suggest an extension of the
seeding, evolutionary growth and reseeding model (SER) [4] that clearly focuses on
support during transition phases between different stages of participation. In the VWs
other users constantly provide seeds for design practice. The leveling system in
LOTRO gradually prepares players with coordinated stages and sub-goals on their
progression from novice players to experienced performers. Combined with the
visibility of fine-grained design processes observed in SL, our findings suggest a
combination of these two concepts. Designers and design artifacts undergo stages of
evolutionary growth. Design products are re-introduced in the environments and serve
users on different levels of participation as examples for novel design projects.
Meta-design theory can benefit designers of VWs. The meta-design concepts discussed in the qualitative investigation can guide game designers but also designers of
open-ended systems. Possible design recommendations can be imagined by combining the social community elements found in LOTRO and the accessible design tools
in SL. Studying VWs can contribute to broadening the theory of meta-design. VWs
inherit qualities that can inform an expansion of the theory by providing additional
systems to exemplify meta-design concepts. The large numbers of casual users with
diverse interests in our view represent the missing masses that meta-designers should
focus on. Gaming-oriented VWs employ concepts that gradually empower end-users
while keeping them motivated and engaged. Social structures create an environment
that fosters cooperation amongst the players.
Meta-designers look for tools to empower end-users to tailor systems towards their
needs. Open-ended environments like SL provide these types of tools in virtual
spaces. The tools do not discriminate between novice users and users with design
experience in different domains. Studying tools that create an even, flat entry level for
all users can inform concepts of meta-design tools in general.
Based on our study, we have identified a rich duality between VWs and metadesign. Meta-design potentially provides VW designers with a useful analytic design
for user participation and open systems. VWs extend meta-design theory by providing
a class of new systems to exemplify meta-design concepts.
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Initially, it appears simple to dismiss LOTRO as a system for meta-design
practices based on the regulations imposed on the users and the limited design opportunities in the VW. However, our analysis has brought to light concepts that metadesigners are well-advised to take into account.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work opens many avenues for future research. First, some open-ended VWs such
as SL and, more particularly, the open source counterpart, OpenSimulator, provide
means for extension through source code modification. Extending them to provide
scaffolding that makes meta-design more explicit in the VWs that players or end users
experience is one real possibility. Second, the potential that meta-design holds for
empowering end users is an on-going exploration. The implications in altering the
power between the roles of end users and designers are just being understood.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation under grant #0808783. We would like to thank our colleagues at UC Irvine and
the University of Colorado at Boulder for their insightful comments.
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Abstract. Through the past seven years, our research group has engaged in a
participatory action research collaboration with a variety of community partners
to explore understandings, possibilities, and commitments for a new community
networking infrastructure in State College, Pennsylvania. This paper describes a
case study of multifaceted information technology infrastructures, and of collaborating with the plethora of actors and institutions that are stakeholders in
such infrastructures. Information technology projects increasingly depend upon
the commitment and energies of a great diversity of stakeholders. Understanding better how broad projects move forward is critical to society.
Keywords: Participatory Action Research, Information Infrastructures, Community Networks, Location-based Services, Feed Aggregation.

1 Introduction
Community networks provide online tools and information for users living in proximity. Early networks used simple text tools like bulletin boards or email to invite
opinions and concerns [1]. In the 1990s, community networks migrated to the web,
with a brief period of growth. They exploited the accessibility of the Internet, and the
expressive power of HTML. There were ironies in this; for example, posting information became easier, but community discussion became less easy. But the internet
quickly attracted commercial interests on a global scale. Soon, websites of local merchants and nonprofits pointed to corporate portals. Government information migrated
to government sites. Tourism information migrated to tourism sites. By the early
2000s, the concept of community network had fragmented into a chaos of redundant
and commercial or semi-commercial portals, often carelessly maintained.
The overarching objectives of community networking – enhancing participation of
end users in designing their community technology; exchange of community information - remain valid today. However, user expectations about web information systems
are much more demanding. People expect up-to-date information, value-added interactions and new options like wireless access, location-based services, syndication,
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 270–275, 2011.
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recommendation and peer sharing. Support of these richer interactions and information requires much more than HTML editors. Our research team has been exploring
options such support for the past seven years, working with a wide variety of community partners in State College, Pennsylvania.

Fig. 1. Three threads in our project, showing relative timing and embedded relationships

In this short paper, we summarize our participatory activities by narrating three
overlapping threads Fig. 1: (1) A community learning process in which community
members reflected on technology possibilities and developed skills; (2) Our own
technology explorations of specific services, such as location-based wireless and feed
aggregation; and (3) Infrastructure planning with community leaders to help them
envision possibilities and become stakeholders in the implementation process.

2 Community Learning
When we began this project in 2003, many of our local community groups were using
websites to increase their visibility, or to organize key functions like announcements
and donations. We began to explore how community groups were articulating technology goals, learning IT skills, and building practices with respect to novel information technology. We structured our investigations into cycles of 2-year partnerships,
recruiting four local nonprofits for each cycle. The groups learned by reflecting on
their current use of the Web, and specifying information technology tasks they wanted
to accomplish. They also analyzed the organizational structures they would need for
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addressing such challenges in a continuing way. In return, we facilitated their planning processes and pursuits of specific technology needs.
The outcomes of our community learning investigations varied through the years.
Early on, we documented fascinating examples of how even technologically sophisticated groups were often disempowered with respect to their own information technology. One community development group that focuses on water quality issues had
hired a local web designer. The contractor designed a website that the group considered a cliché and not an expression of their mission [2]. They refused to even allow
the site to go public because of the visual design had bamboo in its background – “an
invasive species […] stuff we pull out”. The contracting also left them powerless; the
contractor hosted their content on his server, and was not responsive to their concerns.
Some challenges were management issues, for example having no technology plan
at all. Their reasoning was that it did not make sense to plan for technology when they
had so few resources to invest in it. Many groups relied on volunteers as their webmasters and system administrators, but volunteers tend to come and go in nonprofit
groups. Other challenges were identity issues: One group leader told us flatly that no
one joins a local nonprofit group to manipulate software [3].
The informal learning engagements had both short- and long-term implications.
Group members became more comfortable, literate, and skilled with respect to web
technologies like HTML and low-tech design methods like sketching and scenarios.
The community development group was able to use such methods to envision and
build a new and more appropriate website. In the longer term, groups felt greater
autonomy and control of their own web information technology, and began to develop
practices that could sustain transformation. The community development group subsequently decided to build technology-related knowledge management practices
within the group itself, reducing its future dependence on outside technical experts.
In addition to the engagements with nonprofits, we initiated a series of community
information technology workshops (CITWs), to recruit partners and disseminate findings to the larger community. At these events, we and other community members
provided tutorials and demonstrations of new technologies and approaches. There
have been five such workshops: October 2003, October 2004, August 2005, August
2006, and April 2010. The first four CITWs progressed from fairly small and focused
on recruiting partner organizations and sharing results to broad discussions of the
community nonprofit organization’s information technology needs and resources and
half-day and full-day tutorials on new technologies (see [4] for a more complete description and analysis of CITWs 1-4).
The most recent workshop, CITW 5, introduced Web 2.0 technologies to the community, for instance as an aid to collecting and organizing group information or enabling more effective outreach to community residents. For instance, we demonstrated
how Google’s online documents and calendars can be recruited as lightweight collaboration and communication tools. Tools for creating and using RSS and calendar
feeds were demonstrated as a way to publicize issues and events. While these Web
2.0 services are used many web-savvy digital natives, the idea of using such services
for community outreach goals was a novel concept.
To sum up, we learned that nonprofits face significant challenges with respect to
IT. They have few IT resources because they have few resources in general. They
have no IT management practices, and often lack specific technical skills. However
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with modest support, our partners were eager and creative about adapting their IT
practices, particularly web-related IT innovations. Through the CITW process we
observed that nonprofits in general are quite receptive to community discussions
about technology skills and practices, unmet challenges, and new possibilities.

3 Technology Explorations
Through a series of empirical requirements studies and prototypes we are currently
exploring how community members might appropriate new technologies (e.g., aggregation of local information or location-based wireless services). We began with a
series of interviews, surveys, and focus group discussions with community groups [5].
We observed a high level of interest in our design scenarios, but also apprehension
about the perceived difficulty of managing mobile interactions. We concluded that we
needed to involve people in more concrete experiencs of technological possibilities.
To help community members grasp how technology can support community activities, we built prototypes providing location-sensitive, mobile information for community events [6]. Our first was a wiki-style mobile system with an interactive calendar
of events. We conducted field trials of the prototype during two popular community
events: the 2008 Central PA Festival of the Arts in the summer and First Night State
College 2009. We recruited a small number of residents to take mobile devices to
these events so that they could try out the prototype and provide feedback.
These trials were a step in the right direction, but we were entering and managing
the information by hand and thus were responsible for keeping it current. For a time
we partnered with a commercial provider, StateCollege.com, which already hosted
and maintained a community calendar. While functionally similar to our first prototype application, the new tools enabled users to submit events that are merged into the
database. Once in the database, these events appear on the calendar, and are integrated
within the StateCollege.com site; we thus inherited mobile and desktop views, user
commenting, and search. In short, we merged our prototype’s features with theirs to
better achieve our aim as well as improving their community calendar. This prototype
was field tested during the 2009 Central PA Festival of the Arts. Unfortunately, this
partnership eventually floundered: In retrospect, we recognize that while StateCollege.com calendar service is for the community, it is not by and of the community.
So, we took location-sensitive content and community ownership of information as
primary design points and built the CiVicinity prototype (Fig. 2). Our new design
relies on Web 2.0 services that enable direct participatory development of the community information system. Community groups use RSS or ATOM to publish information that is aggregated by CiVicinity. We enhance the content they publish with
location-specific features that apply not only to events but also any place-related
community content. Residents “program” custom views of the resulting content by
assembling just the feeds (or categories of feeds) they prefer. Our primary goal is to
support collaboration for citizens to develop, share and maintain information as part
of their own community system. The screenshot shows the home page as well as a
more focused event view. CiVicinity is in operation but continuing to evolve and
expand as we interact with stakeholders and gather feedback.
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Fig. 2. CiVicinity news feed page (left) and Arts Festival calendar (right); http://civicinity.org

4

Infrastructure Planning

After CITW 3, a group of community leaders initiated a planning process directed at
creating a more continuous community learning mechanism and a more comprehensive information infrastructure for nonprofits, and for the community in general.
These efforts were critical in organizing and realizing subsequent CITWs. They also
helped to focus community discussion about shared technology infrastructures [4].
After CITW 5, a group of partners that included the regional public library, local
public access media, and a youth services bureau began meeting to plan a comprehensive community calendar. They wanted software that could support a wide variety of
information types in order to maximize adoption from local nonprofits. This melded
well with our ongoing prototyping of CiVicinity and provided additional motivation
for supporting a broad range of Web 2.0 APIs. The meetings also addressed the need
for a wireless network that could enable community information input and sharing.
We faced the challenge of building such a network without town council support – an
earlier plan to implement a wireless network had recently been abandoned. We agreed
that demonstrating the value of community wireless access was of high priority.
Of immediate concern was showing that a downtown wireless network could provide opportunities for a wide range nonprofits, businesses and government entities to
interact with community members and visitors. This led the group to emphasize geolocation services. Such services can enhance civic, social and economic interests and
support many new kinds of interactions on mobile computing platforms, including
location-based advertising benefits local businesses. Our community partners are not
commercially motivated, but they see that a collective venture between local business
and nonprofits may be an important step to take.
A related topic is long-term sustainability of a community wireless network. With
respect to this issue, our partners expressed two areas of concern. First was technical
support for hosting the network. Our community partners who have IT expertise are
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already spread quite thin in their organizations, while also volunteering additional
services for other community groups. Thus while eager to support network development, they worried about long-term support. Our partners also emphasized the need
for a business model that can support both implementation and maintenance of the
network. We are currently facilitating an cooperation between the community groups
and an organization of downtown merchants to address these issues.

5 Summary and Concluding Remarks
The internet has dramatically expanded the possibilities for information systems.
Recent developments like Web 2.0 services enable enhanced participation and enduser design. In this paper we summarized a participatory action research project with
nonprofit groups in State College, Pennsylvania, more recently including representatives of local businesses. We presented the project through three related threads community learning, technology explorations, and infrastructure planning.
Each thread of participatory development has led to recruitment of important
community allies. In many cases, the three threads have been symbiotic: The community learning produced more ambitious goals. Our technology explorations helped our
partners to grasp new possibilities and realize they have key roles to play in fulfilling
these possibilities. Our partners’ evolving technology goals have helped community
planners recognize the need for an alliance among nonprofits and businesses. In the
end, technology can entrain cultures of participation only when it is integrated into
multi-faceted social and institutional infrastructures, predicated upon the interdependence of technology and human activity, and aimed at enhancing participation and
engagement among the greatest possible variety of human actors.
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Abstract. Meta-design is defined as a conceptual framework that allows endusers to create contents by using socio-technological infrastructures in which
people can actively participate. Despite the fact that the foundations for metadesign are well known, it is still an abstract concept lacking of suitable design
artifacts to guide its application. The aim of this paper is to analyze the concept
of meta-design in order to define blueprints for its application in web-based environments. Based on a review of both literature and websites conceived to design contents by users, the paper compiles a number of guidelines to address the
development of web tools that support meta-design.
Keywords: meta-design, designing design, guidelines, web-based environment.

1 Introduction
One of the main weaknesses of designing is related to the own evolutionary character
of the design and the incapacity of fully anticipating the needs and tasks of users at
design-time [5]. With the purpose of overcoming this limitation, meta-design aims at
defining mechanisms that allow ‘owners of the problem’ to become designers [1].
Meta-design is defined as a ‘conceptual framework aimed at defining and creating
social and technical infrastructures in which new forms of collaborative design can
take place’ [3]. Meta-design is therefore oriented to fulfill not only technological
artifacts but also social contexts that allow users to participate in the process of design
[2,4,6]. Nevertheless, though meta-design has been successfully applied in different
domains, there are neither guidelines nor detailed rules that lead the creation of environments that support meta-design; being based their definition on the experience of
meta-designers.
The purpose of this paper is to define a set of directions that address and systematize the creation of web-based platforms that support meta-design. The elaboration
of these guidelines has relied on the review of web tools for co-creation. First of
all, taking into account related literature, we defined a number of criteria for discriminating meta-design environments. Secondly, different web tools based on participation were identified, filtering them in keeping with the previous defined criteria.
Once appropriate web tools were discriminated, their services were studied, identifying a set of common characteristics that support the meta-design process. Finally,
these characteristics were normalized and categorized by activities, defining a set of
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 276–281, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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guidelines. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The review of web tools for
co-creation is described in next section. Section three is focused on explaining the
guidelines for designing the design process. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for further work are drawn in the last section.

2 A Qualitative Survey of Co-creation
The growing signification of cultures of participation and the appearance of new
technologies that support this tendency in the web context have led to a profusion of
web applications that enable users to actively participate in personally meaningful
problems. All those web applications may be considered as a reference to identify
what requirements, features, or services are required by web-based environments that
support meta-design. With the purpose of achieving this goal, the review of several
web tools for participation has been carried out.
The review started by identifying web tools that provide environments for the creation of contents, the publication of ideas, or the submission of edits. After a preliminary search, twenty-four tools were selected. The majority of them were websites
conceived to connect people with similar passions and interests. In a second step, all
those sites that support the submission of contents but not their revision, or whose
rules of engagement are neither well known nor explicit, were withdrawn; similarly,
since there were several websites to share hobbies, we decided to filter them and just
consider one of the most popular websites –‘Do It Yourself Happy’- about pastimes.
In addition, because of funding restrictions to carry out the study, not free web sites
were removed. At the end of the selection process, eleven representative web tools
had been selected.
The following step was based on analyzing the capabilities of those tools to support the evolution of solutions. As a result, we decided to remove four additional
websites that provide mechanism to create contents and share knowledge among distributed participants, but not allowing the evolution and gradually improvement of the
solution. Finally, we went over the other seven1 web sites, analyzing their capabilities,
features, and services. Services such as comment, annotation, tagging, and rating
support the participation of the community and the improvement of the solution; similarly, feedback and reviewing services have proved as effective mechanisms for addressing the development. Other services, as tracking and version control, are used to
manage the evolution of the solution, supporting its validation and the reverse of
undesirable changes. Finally, participation rules and membership procedures are usually published as a way of resolving conflicts and clarifying behaviors. In summary,
co-creation in virtual environments is based on services that allow participants to
exchange ideas in a structured and organized way, promoting participation, and avoiding an uncontrolled evolution of the creation.

3 Guidelines for Building Meta-design Web Environments
From the review of the selected websites we have compiled a set of characteristics,
shared by all these applications, which support the collaborative creation of contents
1

OpenStreetMap, ABtests.com, Google Sketch Up, IkiMap, Knol, PassTheBall, Wikipedia.
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and knowledge in virtual environments. These characteristics may be classified into
four activities according to the objective to achieve: the elaboration of the solution,
the participation in the design process, the collaboration with others by expressing
yourself, and the validation of the evolution of the solution. Relying on these characteristics, it is possible to define general rules or guides that serve as a compilation of
reviewed web applications. Such guidelines may lead the building of virtual environments for meta-design. This section is devoted to describe these guidelines for which
they will be organized into four groups dealing with the aforementioned activities:
elaborate, participate, express yourself, and validate.
− Elaborate. Meta-design aims at creating original solutions to significant problems.
Thus, a virtual meta-design environment must provide workspaces to develop, derive or specify new products. Besides, these workspaces should provide services
not only to create new contents but also to alter, edit or modify them. The design
directions considered in this category are:
− G1. Define a collaborative creation environment to produce and evolve virtual
artifacts. As collaborative creation environments we may identify workspaces
that allow participants to upload files, to create online documents, to produce
specific resources –such as maps, surveys, data tables, presentations, etc.-, to develop single components, or to customize composite elements.
− G2. Address the evolution of the solution. Design is defined as an evolutionary
process aimed at gradually developing a solution from early models to final
products. Although evolution is an essential element of meta-design, and one of
the reasons of its success, designs do not freely evolve but change controlled by
the community itself. As a consequence, rating mechanisms that allow member
of the community to appraise contributions, point out the most relevant, and get
rid of unworthy directions are required. In addition, reviewing and feedback
mechanism are effective ways of controlling the evolution of the solution.
− G3. Tracking changes. Due to its evolutionary character, participants can make
continuous modifications and suggestions throughout the design process. Thus,
with the purpose of managing the evolution of the product, tracking changes
mechanisms are required. Such mechanisms provide a systematic record of
modifications and comments related to them. Tracking include services such as
logging, control versions, related changes, changes history, undoing and redoing
changes, etc.
− Participate. Meta-design relies on participation, on exchanging and sharing ideas
as a manner of meeting needs and achieving objectives. As a consequence, participation is an essential activity that should be encouraged and rewarded. Nevertheless, taking part affects and is affected by the others. Different participants have
different ideas about similar situations; then, a virtual meta-design environment
must provide mechanisms to deal with conflicts and misinterpretations. The guidelines in this category include:
− G4. Award participation. Participants’ contributions should be rewarded in order
to recognize their efforts and achievements, and encourage further participations.
There is a neither unique nor definitive way of rewarding participation; however,
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using ego as a grant is a very common way of rewarding. For instance, ‘Knol’
presents the name of the most prolific participants in the main page, as well as
the list of the most popular contributions; on the other hand, ‘Google Sketch Up’
provides a gallery that compiles the best models according to the opinion of
users.
− G5. Ease involvement. Participation is a costly activity that should be simplified
by providing multiple channels to communicate and to contribute. As an example, ‘OpenStreetMap’ allows participants to contribute in different ways: editing
elements of maps, adding points of interest such as petrol stations, hospitals, or
drugstores, and importing information about either roads or geographical points
gathered by using GPS; similarly, ‘Knol’ provides features to upload papers, edit
them, or just reviewing contributions of others. The more ways of contributions
are provided by the environment the more suitable solution will be achieved by
the community.
− G6. Policies and guidelines. It is essential to define participation rules that determine in an unambiguous way how members of the community can participate
and express themselves. These rules might avoid confusions as well as inappropriate contributions. Policies and guidelines should be public and accessible, and
they must be accepted by the members of the community before contributing.
− G7. Dispute resolution. Along the design process, emerging disputes among participants is almost inevitable; specially, related to the validation activity. With
the purpose of avoiding unpleasant situations and guaranteeing the good atmosphere of the community, resolution guidelines and application processes must be
defined. The main purpose of the community should be avoiding disputes. Metadesign is built upon the principle of collaboration and assuming that the efforts
of others are in good faith is important to any community. Just in case this purpose fails, formal process or third-party intervention mechanism must be applied. Techniques such as negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and even sanction
may be applied to resolve disputes. As policies and guidelines, the dispute resolution process should be published in an accessible place of the environment.
− Express yourself. Being member of the community requires not only participate
but also express your opinions and comments as a way of influencing in others.
Nevertheless, members of the community are not homogeneous. Different members have different knowledge, different expertise, or different level of implication.
Then, a virtual meta-design environment must support different ways of expressing. The guidelines in this category include:
− G8. Levels of users. All opinions are valuable but not all opinions have the same
value. Moreover, depending on your background, your opinion may be expressed in a different way and should be considered in a different manner. As a
consequence, the virtual environment must provide different levels of user
(roles) as stated in the user profile. The definition of different levels of users
concerns not only to give opinions but also to create contents or modify the contributions of others.
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− G9. Provide different ways of expressing. Give your point of view is a critical
and difficult activity that should be eased by supporting different options, including annotation, tagging, rating, reviewing, etc. Similarly, managing and accessing opinions of others should be facilitated by using different mechanisms
such as content filtering, ordering mechanisms, search services, etc.
− Validate. As aforementioned, neither the design process can freely evolve nor all
contributions are fitting or applicable. For this reason, it is necessary to provide
validation mechanisms that lead the evolution of the design. Validation activity
aims at checking and proving the accuracy of contributions (creations, opinions,
changes, etc.) in order to guarantee the achievement of common goals and the success of a better solution. Based on our review, three different ways of validation
are usually applied:
− G10. Validation by the community. It is the most important and most usual validation mechanism. Meta-design relies on collaboration and membership, on groups
of people who share their creations, ideas, and opinions in order to reach common
goals. Thanks to this way of working, contributions are therefore validated and
self-regulated inside of the community, achieving a steady improvement.
− G11. Validation by holders. Sometimes, depending on the product to metadesign, the solution has an owner or stakeholder who is especially interested in
the direction of the evolution of the product. As examples of this situation, we
can highlight ‘Knol’ and the authors of the original paper draft, or ‘Google
Sketch Up’ and the designers of the original 3D model shared to other members
of the community. These owners and stakeholders are responsible of addressing
the evolution of their products, rejecting inappropriate changes, and prioritizing
opinions, but always with an open-minded and receptive attitude.
− G12. Validation by curators. When the validation by the community and holders
is not enough, third-party validators must be involved. These validators, known
as curator or supervisors, are experts or specialties appointed by the community
to review the evolution of the design, reject inappropriate progressions, and revert unfitting changes. In addition, curators may behave as mediators or thirdpart negotiator in case of disputes among members of the community.

4 Conclusions and Further Works
The review of web tools for social creativity and mass collaboration has allowed us
to identify a set of services, features and capabilities that supports the basic of metadesign: the evolutionary creation of solutions by end-users. In particular, services
such as annotation, tagging and rating are essential to achieve a better solution; similarly, reviewing and feedback mechanism are effective ways of addressing the evolution of the solution. At the same time, the definition of policies and guidelines
to describe best practices, clarify behaviors, and resolve conflicts are necessary
to create a fruitful and prolific community of participants. Furthermore, such a
community should not be considered as a homogenous reality but as a blending of
different groups of participants with diverse profiles, interests, and experiences. The
environment must therefore support different roles and levels of participation. On the
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other hand, solutions cannot freely evolve; then, it is necessary to provide mechanisms to manage the development of the solution and to assure its suitableness.
Among them, tracking and version-control services are successful instruments to
control the evolution of the solution, allowing undoing actions and recovering operations. Finally, participants, creators, and curators or reviewers should be able to carry
out the validation of the solution according to well-known procedures and rules.
Further work will lead to the development of technological platforms that allow the
evaluation of our guidelines for building meta-design environments, as well as their
refinement or refutation. The final aim of our work is to define a design framework
that addresses the application of the meta-design paradigm in the web context.
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Abstract. Spreadsheets are widely used and studies show that most of the existing ones contain non-trivial errors. To improve end-users productivity, recent research proposes the use of a model-driven engineering approach to spreadsheets.
In this paper we conduct the first empirical study to assess the effectiveness
and efficiency of this approach. A set of spreadsheet end users worked with
two different model-based spreadsheets. We present and analyze here the results
achieved.

1 Introduction
Spreadsheets (SS) can be viewed as programming environments for non-professional
programmers, the so-called “end users” [7]. End-user programmers vastly outnumber
professional ones and create hundreds of millions of spreadsheets every year [10], especially for developing business applications. As numerous studies have shown, this high
production rate is accompanied by an alarming high rate of errors, with some reports
claiming that 90% of real-world spreadsheets contain errors [8,9].
In order to improve the robustness of SS, a considerable amount of research has been
done [1,3,4,5,6]. One of the promising solutions advocates the use of a Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) approach, in which a business model of the spreadsheet data is defined; end users are then guided to introduce data that conforms to the model [4]. Several models have been proposed namely, templates [1], ClassSheets [3,6] and relational
models [5] and also techniques to infer models from (legacy) spreadsheet data [1,3].
Although all these works claim that a MDE approach improves end-users productivity, the reality is that there is no detailed evaluation study to support this idea. In this
paper, we present an empirical study that we have conducted with the aim of analyzing the practical influence that models have on productivity. We consider two different
model-based SS, as proposed in [4,5]. We assess the productivity in introducing, updating and querying data in those two model-based SS and in a traditional one.
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Our study is necessary and useful: it is based on a sound experimental setting which
allows us to draw sound conclusions and directions for further studies on the same topic.
With it, we wish to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Do end users introduce fewer errors when they use one of the model-based spreadsheet versus the original unmodified spreadsheet?
RQ2 Are end users more efficient using the model-based ones?
RQ3 Do particular models lead to fewer errors in particular tasks?
We used a within subjects design, where each participant received a task list for each
of three spreadsheet environments. Participants were asked to do various tasks in each
spreadsheet, for example: data entry, modifications to existing data, and calculations of
the data in the spreadsheet. They were encouraged to work as quickly as possible, but
were not given time limits for any specific spreadsheet.

2 Model-Based Spreadsheets
Two different techniques to tackle the problem of preventing errors in SS have been
proposed [4,5]. In order to introduce them we will rely on the spreadsheet shown in
Fig. 1, which represents a movie renting system (labels should be self-explicative).

Fig. 1. Part of a spreadsheet representing a movie renting system

The Refactored Model: The spreadsheet in Fig. 1 shows an instance of a renting system containing redundant information: for example, client Paul’s information appears
twice! This kind of redundancy makes maintenance complex and error-prone. A mistake is easily made (for example, by mistyping a name) and thus corrupting the data.
The same information can be stored without redundancy: in the database realm, techniques for data normalization, based on the exploitation of functional dependencies
(FDs) inherent in the data, are commonly used to minimize duplication of information
and improve data integrity [2]. We have adapted these techniques to work with spreadsheets: from the spreadsheet data we infer a set of normalized FDs, and from them, we
compute a relational model [5]. A spreadsheet respecting such model is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Part of a refactored spreadsheet representing a movie renting system
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The obtained data organization solves two well-known database problems, namely
update anomalies and deletion anomalies [2]. The former occurs when we change information in one tuple but leave the same information unchanged in others, e.g., if a user
changes the rent per day of mv23 from 0.5 to 0.6. This value occurs only once in the
modular spreadsheet, where it must be updated. The latter happens when we delete a
tuple and lose other information as a side effect, e.g., if a user deletes the rent in row 3
in the original spreadsheet all the information concerning movie mv1 is eliminated.
Since we know the data relations and relationships, we can generate SS that respect
them, and thus, help end users. For example, in the renter table, the generated spreadsheet should not allow the user to introduce two renters with the same number.
The new spreadsheet improves modularity and detects the introduction of incorrect
data, and also eliminates redundancy; this should help end users commit less errors.
The Visual Model: In [4], a technique to enhance a system with mechanisms to guide
end users to introduce correct data was proposed. Using the relational database schema
induced by the data we construct an environment that respects that schema. For example, for the movie spreadsheet, the system must not allow the introduction of two
different movies with the same number. Instead, it offers to the user a list of possible
movies, such that the value to fill in the cell can be chosen. This new spreadsheet, that
we show in Fig. 3, also includes advanced features which provide information to the
end user about correct data that can be introduced.

Fig. 3. Part of a visual spreadsheet representing a movie renting system

We consider three types of advanced features: (bidirectional) auto-completion of column values, non-editable columns and safe deletion of rows.

3 Analyzing End-Users Performance
Effectiveness. Each participant was handed
3 different lists of tasks to perform on
3 different spreadsheets, each of which
constructed under a different model. We
have graded their performance under each
model, obtaining the results in Fig. 4. We
notice that no model is neither the best nor
the worst for all spreadsheets. Nevertheless, the results seem to indicate that models
from [3] and [5] are not effective in reducing the number of errors, since one of them
is always getting the lowest scores. This intuition deserves further development.

Fig. 4. Global effectiveness results
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One may argue that original is the model that users are more accustomed to. Nevertheless, we remark that the more complex models refactored and visual where given
no explanation; a part of our study was also to learn whether they could live on their
own.
Our next step was to investigate whether the (apparent) poor results obtained by
complex models are due to their own nature or if they result from participants not having understood them. In order to realize this, we studied the participations that did not
achieve a score of at least 50%: 0% in original, 25% in refactored and 21% in visual. While in original no participation was graded under 50%, this was not the case
for refactored and visual; this may have degraded their overall average results. For
these participations, we analyzed the questionnaire that participants were asked to fill
in after the session. The classifications for the post session questionnaires, for participations in the study that were graded under 50% is 24% for refactored and 31% for
visual.
These results show that participants obtaining poor gradings on their effectiveness,
also got extremely poor gradings for their answers to the questions assessing how they
understood (or not) the models. Indeed, we can see that they were not, in average, able
to answer correctly to (at least) two thirds of the questions raised in the post session
questionnaire. From such results we can read that (roughly) a quarter of participants
was not able to understand the more complex models used in the study, which might
have caused a degradation of the global effectiveness results for these models. This
also suggests that if these models are to be used within an organization, it is necessary to take some time to introduce them to end users in order to achieve maximum
effectiveness.
Effectiveness by Task Type: Next, we wanted to realize how effective models are to
perform the different types of tasks that we proposed: insertion, edition and statistics.
i) Data insertion: the original model
was the most effective, for all 3 spreadsheets, being closely followed by refactored and visual for DISHES, and by visual
for PROJECTS. The refactored model, for
PROJECTS , and refactored and visual, for
PROPERTIES, proved not to be competitive
for data insertion. Again, we believe that
this in part due to the lack of introduction
to these models: the insertion of new data is
Fig. 5. Effectiveness results for insertion
the task that most likely benefits from understanding them, and also the one that can
be otherwise most affected. This is confirmed by the effectiveness results observed for
other task types, that we present next.
ii) Data edition: once a spreadsheet is populated, we can effectively use models to edit
it. This is the case of refactored for PROJECTS and for PROPERTIES. original is the most
effective in editing for DISHES. visual is comparable to refactored for DISHES, but for
other spreadsheets, it always achieves the lowest scores.
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iii) Statistics: we can see that visual obtained the best results for DISHES, and that
refactored obtained the best results for both
spreadsheets PROJECTS and PROPERTIES.
We can also see that all models obtained the
worst results for exactly one spreadsheet.
Results from i), ii) and iii) confirm that
the models are competitive against the original model. On the other hand, these results
allow us to draw some new conclusions: if
Fig. 6. Effectiveness results for edition
the models are going to be used within an
organization, it may not always be necessary to introduce them prior to their use. Indeed, if an organization mostly edits spreadsheet data or computes new values from
such data, and does not insert new data, then the models, and specially refactored, may
deliver good results even when they are not explicitly explained (as it was the case in
our study). These results also show that it is in the data insertion tasks that the models
need to be better understood by end users in order to increase effectiveness.
Efficiency. We started by measuring, for
each participant, and for each spreadsheet,
the time elapsed from the moment participants started reading the list of tasks to
undertake until the moment they completed
the tasks proposed and moved on to a different spreadsheet or concluded the study.
We are able of calculating these times by
looking at the individual screen activity that
was recorded during the study, for each parFig. 7. Effectiveness results for statistics
ticipant: the participant stopping interacting
with the computer signals the end of his/her
work on a spreadsheet. The measured period therefore includes the time that participants took trying to understand the models they received each spreadsheet in. Fig. 8
presents the average of the overall times, for each spreadsheet and for each model.
We can see that refactored and visual are
competitive against original. Indeed, participants performed fastest for DISHES in visual, and fastest for PROPERTIES in refactored. The original model got the best result
for PROJECTS. Again, note that no introduction to refactored or visual preceded the
study. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that, for these models, the results observed
include some time overhead. In an attempt
to measure this overhead we extracted some
Fig. 8. Global efficiency results
more information out of the results of our
study: we measured the time elapsed from
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the moment participants started reading, for each spreadsheet, the list of tasks to perform, until the moment they actually began editing the spreadsheet. We assume that this
period corresponds exactly to the overhead of understanding each model. The average
results obtained are presented in Table 1.
There is a constant average overhead of 2
Table 1. Average overhead results
minutes for almost all models and all spreadsheets, with the most significant exceptions
original refactored visual
occurring for refactored, for both DISHES
2
6
1
and PROJECTS. In these cases, we can clearly DISHES


PROJECTS
2
4
2
notice an important time gap, which pro

PROPERTIES
2
2
2
vides some evidence that refactored is most
likely the hardest model to understand. This
also comes in line with previous indications
that the merits of the models can be maximized if we take the time to explain them
to end users. For the particular case of efficiency, this means that the results shown in
Fig. 8 could be further improved for the more complex models, and particularly for
refactored.

4 Conclusions
We have presented the results of an empirical study that we conducted in order to assess
the practical interest of models for spreadsheets. From the preparation of the study, from
running it and from its results, we can summarize our main contributions as follows:
i) we have shown that MDE techniques can be adapted for end-users software; ii) we
proved empirically that models can bring benefits for spreadsheet end users; iii) we
proposed a methodology that can be reused in studies similar to ours.
Now, we seek to answer our initial research questions.
RQ1. Our observations indicate that model-based spreadsheets can improve end-user
effectiveness. Even if this is not always the case, our results also indicate that deeper
insight on the spreadsheet models is required to maximize effectiveness.
RQ2. We observed that, frequently, the more elaborate spreadsheet models allowed
users to perform faster. Nevertheless, we were not fully able of isolating the time that
participants took trying to understand the models they were working with. So, we believe that the observed efficiency results could also be better for refactored and visual
if they had been previously introduced.
RQ3. Although this was not observed for inserting tasks, for editing and querying data
the models did help end users. Furthermore, the results seem to indicate that the inserting data task is the one that benefits the most from better understanding the models.
With this study we have shown that there is potential in MDE techniques for helping
spreadsheet end users. The study of these techniques for professional users of spreadsheets seems a promising research topic. Moreover, the use of MDE techniques in other
non-professional softwares should also be investigated.
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Abstract. The definition of an approach supporting an End-User in the development of mobile applications is a hard task because of the characteristics and
the limitations of mobile device interfaces. In this paper we present an approach
and a tool to enable End-Users to visually compose their own applications directly on their mobile phone. To this aim, a touchable interface and an ad-hoc
visual language have been developed, enabling the user to compose simple focused applications, named MicroApps. The user has not in charge the creation
of the user interface that is automatically generated.
Keywords: Visual languages, Mobile End-User Development, Mobile
Applications.

1 Introduction
The number of available applications on emerging top-of-the-range mobile devices
rapidly grows, together with the increasing number of users interested in smartphones. New input sources, such as on-board camera, accelerometers, GPS, are also
available. As a result, new multimodal interaction methods can be adopted, including
gesture detection, device movement and context-based control [5].
The design of complex applications covering the various user demands is not an
easy task. Indeed, mobile users have different preferences and employ the applications in various situations. Thus, there is the need of supporting an End-User in the
composition and customization of mobile applications. However, several mobile
applications can be modeled as a composition of pre-existing applications/services
present on different mobile devices. In fact, these services properly handled, allow the
user to define more complex applications that meet his needs. To this aim, the composition of these applications can be visually modeled through graphical symbols, associated to a particular application behavior and to a specific user interface.
This paper aims at supporting an End-User in the creation of focused mobile applications, called MicroApps. A naive End-User generates and uses a MicroApp directly
on the mobile phone. A MicroApp is designed by graphically composing the functionalities offered by the various available phone applications, such as taking an image from the Camera object and saving it, retrieving the contacts list from the
Contacts object, and sending an email using the Mail object, etc. Each object exposes
a description of its user interface that is exploited to automatically generate the MicroApp interface. Moreover, the user is assisted in the composition of the functionalities provided by the mobile device. The result is a specific application based on the
user needs that customizes the usage of the mobile device.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 289–294, 2011.
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3
presents the proposed approach for the generation of mobile applications, whereas
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
Mobile End-User development is at the beginning phase and presents new issues
mainly due to the characteristics and the limitations of mobile device interfaces. The
research interest towards this topic is mainly due to the growing preference revealed
by the user towards the services offered by these devices and the need of customizing
their applications [2].
In [4] and [5] an approach has been proposed supporting the user in the definition
of context-action rules aiming at activating mobile phone functions when the rule
conditions are satisfied. Differently from them, we adopt a visual interface to compose a MicroApp that can be more complex than the pattern event-action.
Jigsaw programming has been largely investigated. Program constructs are represented using icons that look like jigsaw pieces, and only icons that fit together can be
composed to form legal programs [3] [6]. More recently, Google proposes AppInventor [1], that adopts a block editor to create simple programs on the PC that should be
downloaded on the mobile device. This editor enables the user to program by using
the OpenBlocks programming language [7]. Blocks enable the user to program repeating actions, conditions, information storing, etc. The approach we propose is very
similar. It does not require the user to compose the interface and the PC usage, because MicroApps are directly created on the mobile device, and provides a form of
assistance in the composition considering the compatibility of the input/output of the
various actions.

3 The Proposed Approach
In this paper we focus on the creation of customized mobile applications, named MicroApp, that the user is able to compose directly on the mobile device. The framework works into two main configuration: model and enactment. In the first configuration, the user composes the application using a Visual Editor. During the enactment
configuration phase a micro application is executed on the mobile device touching its
icon or when a specific event occurs.
The proposed approach helps the users to manage the complexity of their activities
performed with the mobile device by composing simple applications. The users do not
concentrate in managing the dataflow and in the designing of the user interface, but
only on the sequence of the actions needed to model the required MicroApp. In particular, the tool assists the composition by enabling the user to select an individual
action from a wide range of actions available on the phone and, on the other side, it
allows the user to compose the actions using an ad-hoc developed visual languages.
The composition of a MicroApp is supported by a Visual Editor and a Visual Language adopting a Jigsaw-based programming approach.
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In the rest of this section we describe in detail the composition and the user interface generation of a MicroApp.
3.1 MicroApp Visual Editor and Language
The behavior of a MicroApp is modeled composing its application logic through the
features offered by an ad-hoc developed mobile Visual Editor that has been designed
considering the limited size of the device screen.
The main idea is to eliminate all the textual components of a programming language, but providing a suitable visual language simple to use and not restricted to
simple functionalities. Users can select from a wide range of actions and do not have
to define dataflow among them as these aspects are automatically managed. Indeed, to
enable the user to appropriately compose MicroApps, the selection of actions is supported by an underlying computational algorithms that manage the compatibility of
already selected actions.
In Fig. 1 a screenshot of the Visual Editor is shown. The main area of the screen is
the Composition Area, where the MicroApp is composed by dragging and dropping
the action icon of the selected application. This area is divided in columns to allow
the user sequential and parallel composition of actions. The editor allows only these
types of composition rules because one of the usability objective of the proposed
approach is that the language has to be easy to use and to learn and that it has to enable the composition of simple applications.

Fig. 1. The Visual Editor layout

The user adds a new action by pressing the Add button, represented by the “+” icon
in the middle lower part of the Composition Area. Then, the editor opens a new window showing a list of the available applications. The list of all available applications
is provided by the MicroApp Repository. When the user selects an application (e.g.,
Camera, Contacts, Net and so on), the editor shows the list of the actions available for
that application. As an example for the Camera application the available actions are
Camera.Take, Camera.Preview, etc. The Visual Editor assists the selection of an
action by highlighting the action icons whose input is compatible with the outputs of
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the blocks already positioned. Once selected the action, the user clicks on a specific
column of the Composition Area to add the action. The editor still assists the user
disabling the columns that are not compatible with the action to be inserted. However,
an action can always be inserted in the first empty column on the right, highlighted
differently from the others, as shown in Fig. 1. In this case a new empty column is
automatically added in the rightmost part of the editor.
Graphically, an application action available on the mobile device is represented by
a rounded square containing the application icon, such as Camera and Mail, and the
name of the action, such as Preview and Send, respectively. The input/output parameters are represented by colored bullets. In particular, as shown in Fig. 2, the input
parameters are depicted in the higher part of the square, whereas the output parameters are shown on the bottom.
The parameters are differently colored, depending on the type of the corresponding
object. As an example, the pink colored parameter represents an Image object, while
the cyan colored parameter represents a Contact object, containing the contact data
(e.g., name, surname, address, email, cellular phone and so on). Similarly, the red
bullet represents a text string and, finally, the yellow bullet represents an email object.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Action block examples

Fig. 2 shows some examples of application actions. In particular, in Fig. 2(a) the
Preview action takes as input an Image object, displays it and returns the same object
as output. The generated user interface is described in the next section. In Fig. 2(b)
the red bullet parameter, corresponding to a text string, is used to fill the subject field
of an email. Moreover, the circled bullet denotes a variable number of parameters of
any type. The objects associated to these parameters will be used to compose the
email body, and could be indifferently image and/or text objects. Once the mail is
sent, it will be provided as output.
Let us note that in Fig. 2(c) the Contacts action exposes a triangle parameter in the
left hand side. This kind of parameter has to be assigned during the application composition, and the associated value will be fixed for each execution of this MicroApp.
This means that at design time the user has to select a contact present in the contact
list.
Fig. 3 shows some composition rules available to create a MicroApp. In particular,
Fig. 3(a) depicts an example of a successful sequential action flow. In fact, the output
parameter of the topmost action is compatible with input parameter of the lower action. Fig. 3(b) shows an example of a parallel action flow, whereas Fig. 3(c) depicts
an example of joint action flow. In particular, a new action is added to collect the
outputs of the actions in the first and second columns. The user initially drags and
drops the action on a particular column (i.e., the first column), and successively clicks
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on the other columns for associating the input parameters to the action, respecting the
number and the type of the inputs. Note that if, as in the case of the second column,
there is an empty space, the action Contacts is automatically lengthened. If the user
provides no action in the third column, the text input will be provided by the default
action associated to the text parameter (i.e., the Text.Input action), otherwise only an
action with a textual output parameter should to be added successively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Example of composition rules

Once the user terminates the MicroApp modeling phase, he selects the Deploy
command that saves an XML description of the composition process in the MicroApp
Repository, ready to be enacted by the MicroApp Engine.
When the MicroApp Engine loads the XML description, it translates the description into an execution sequence by instantiating the action objects, and then running
the process over them.
3.2 The MicroApp User Interface
The composition of the user interface is not an easy task for a non programming user.
Indeed, there is the need of model the user interaction in terms of GUI elements, such
as windows, pull-down menus, buttons, scroll bars, iconic images, wizards, etc.
In this paper each application action is annotated by a user interface. The MicroApp user interface is automatically generated by combining the annotated actions
presentation frontends. When generating a MicroApp, the interface is created following the Microsoft PowerPoint presentation approach: each action is presented as a
slide.
As an example, Fig. 4(a) shows the interface generated for the Camera.Take action. In particular, the user is able to get an image, touching the Take button, or he can
go Back in the control flow or eventually Exit the MicroApp by pressing the appropriate buttons. Similarly, Fig. 4(b) shows the user interface for the Mail.Send action. In
particular, a preview of the mail is provided to the user that sends the mail by touching the Send button.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. The user interface of the Camera.Take and Mail.Send actions

4 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a mobile application that supports the user in the
visual composition of customized applications for mobile devices. It has been designed for naive users and does not require the user involvement in the specification
of the user interface.
The approach has been implemented in a prototype of a supporting users in the
composition of MicroApps. In particular, the prototype is running on an Android
based HTC device, by using the SDK version 2.2.
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Abstract. When designing interactive interfaces and behaviors, interface designers compare and contrast multiple design ideas, often creating and testing
many intermediate user interface prototypes before deciding on a final design.
However, existing interface prototyping and creation tools do not effectively let
designers explore, compare, or keep track of older versions of interface mockups, implicitly making the assumption that the users of these tools will work
with one design alternative at a time. To explore how to enable designers to
work with multiple designs in a prototyping tool, we created Playbook, a new
system oriented towards helping interface designers keep track of, compare, and
create interactive mockups. In this paper, we describe Playbook and discuss
ways that future prototyping tools can better support the workflow of designers.
Keywords: prototyping, mockups, interface design, versioning.

1 Introduction
In the intermediate stages of interface design, designers typically produce a large
number of design artifacts: site maps, story boards, static mock-ups, interactive prototypes, etc. [1]. Although a number of surveys and empirical evidence have shown that
designers need better tools to manage and evaluate these design artifacts [1][2][3],
designers are still using ad-hoc versioning solutions, like manually renaming files
[1][4]. This may be for two reasons: first, revision control systems do not effectively
fit in with interface designers’ workflows or the tools they most frequently use for
creating mockups. Second, while methods for keeping track of and comparing static
artifacts, like site maps, are relatively straightforward, there are no appropriate methods for keeping track of interactive artifacts, like interactive mockups, and this presents a significant research challenge.
Interactive artifacts are ill suited for tracking with traditional revision control
methods because they are defined by both their appearance and behavior. Although
many imperative languages conflate the two, interface designers should ideally be
able to define and modify each independently. Having separate revision control repositories for appearance and behavior is not practical because the two aspects are
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 295–300, 2011.
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interdependent. Particular revisions of the interface behavior are only compatible with
a subset of the versions of the interface appearance because, for example, the code for
the behavior will be dependent on the presence of specific interface elements in the
appearance. Thus, a revision control system for interactive prototypes should be able
to keep track of not only revisions of appearances and behaviors, but also compatibility between the two.
In addition to keeping track of revisions, a revision control system should enable
comparisons to be made across different revisions. For static artifacts, this is largely a
solved problem, as evidenced by the large number of textual and image-based difference systems. For interactive artifacts, however, comparisons between mockups are
more difficult to make in a meaningful way, beyond changes in appearance, or beyond textual differences in the code responsible for the behavior.
We created Playbook to explore solutions to the aforementioned issues of revision
tracking for interactive interface mockups. To manage revisions of both appearance
and behavior, Playbook keeps track of layered images that define the appearance of
the mockup and “scripts” that define the behavior of the mockup. To effectively fit in
with interface designers’ existing workflows and tools, Playbook allows designers to
upload layered images quickly and directly from Photoshop. To add interactivity to
these static layered images, Playbook uses a scripting language inspired by that of
CoScripter [5], where high-level scripts describe the behaviors of a mockup. Our
scripting language describes behaviors on a sufficiently high level that one script may
be applied to mockups with very different appearances. Playbook scripts are grouped
around the specific “tasks” that they enable the user of the interface to perform. For
example, one task for a mockup of a movie rental website might be “rent a movie.”
Scripts grouped under this task describe how different interactive mockups react as
the user goes through the steps of renting a movie. If the interface changes dramatically between revisions, very different scripts may be required to describe how the
interface behaves when the user is performing a task. To allow interactive mockups to
be compared, Playbook allows for mappings between these scripts within a task to
define equivalent parts of different scripts, as is shown in Figure 1. This paper demonstrates that design tools can help designers manage and compare different revisions
of interactive prototypes and presents Playbook, a tool for creating interactive prototypes that embodies this idea.

2 Related Work
A number of tools have been created to enable the creation of interactive mockups of
various fidelities, including Adobe’s Flash Catalyst, DENIM [6], and Designer’s
Outpost [7]. However, our focus in Playbook is on how to enable revision tracking
and comparison, rather than on how the interactive behaviors are defined originally.
Playbook is only concerned with the language describing mockup behavior to the
extent that it is simple enough to be used by interface designers without a programming background and allows for revision control and comparison between interactive
mockups.
Other systems have been built with the intention of exploring and comparing designs. Cogtool [8] supports estimating expert performances on mockup user interfaces
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and displays a grid of interface designs along with their performance in doing userspecified tasks. Whereas Cogtool allows interface designers to compare prototypes
using task completion times, Playbook allows designers compare different prototypes
more qualitatively by being able to interact with the prototypes side-by-side. Juxtapose [9] is another system that lets designers compare different possible designs sideby-side. However, Juxtapose only allows low-level user input events to be replicated,
such as mouse clicks at a particular (x,y) location on the screen, when comparing
different prototypes. This limits the differentiation that is permissible when comparing interactive mockups side-by-side with Juxtapose.

3 Design
Playbook mockups start out as layered Photoshop images. Each interactive element of
the interface must be in a separate layer. When the designer has a mockup they are
happy with, the next step is to upload that mockup to the Playbook server, which
keeps track of every uploaded revision. To make this step as simple as possible, we
created a Photoshop plugin that adds a menu item to the Photoshop interface’s File
menu that does this. After the user clicks this menu item, the file is uploaded and the
user’s web browser is opened, pointing to the Playbook web page, so it operates like a
versioned save feature.
After uploading the layered Photoshop file to the Playbook server, the next step is
to create scripts to make the mockups interactive. Every script is then classified under
a “task” group, which describes, on a high level, what the scripts in that group enable
the user to do on the mockup. For example, in a mockup for a clothing website, one
could write a set of scripts for the task of buying a t-shirt. Every script in that task
group would describe how a user would buy a t-shirt in a particular version of that
mockup (click the ‘mens’ button, and then the menu overlay should appear…click the
‘t-shirts’ button, and a list of t-shirts should appear, etc.). These scripts can be thought
of as interaction traces through a mockup. Every script is a set of “behaviors” which
consist of one “stimulus” and any number of “responses.” A stimulus is a user action
to which the mockup will respond. For example “mouseover the ‘womens’ layer” or
“click the ‘t-shirt’ layer.” Each response is a simple reaction to a stimulus. Only two
responses are currently supported: hiding and showing layers. While the set of responses is limited, evidence from popular prototyping tools such as Balsamiq shows
that even with these simple responses, designers can mock-up many of the desired
behaviors that appear in web interfaces.
When writing a script for the first time, every behavior is specified by the designer. Designers can write these behaviors by demonstrating the stimuli on the interface mockup, and can later go back and edit these scripts manually if necessary. As
the user demonstrates an action, the currently-selected behavior in the script updates
itself by setting its stimulus to the action the user just performed. For example, if the
user demonstrates a click on a particular layer, the currently-selected behavior’s
stimulus is set to clicking on that layer. The stimulus options for behaviors are:
mouseover, mouseout, mousedown, mouseup, and click. Playbook does not do any
inferencing or reasoning on the stimulus-response pairs the user writes.
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Fig. 1. The user is mapping stimuli and responses from the script on the left to the script on the
right. Equivalent objects have a line between them. For example, a click on the “MENS” layer
in the left mockup is equivalent to a mouseover of the “MENS” layer in the right mockup.
When whole behaviors are equivalent, Playbook uses curly braces and a single line between the
behaviors to reduce clutter. The mappings between mockup stimuli and responses are used to
allow the user to interact with multiple interactive mockups simultaneously.

Every script is tied to a particular mockup (but may be used across versions of that
mockup), because it uses layers that may only be in that mockup. However, we
wanted to give the designer the ability to easily apply old scripts to new mockups. For
example, if a designer writes a script for version 1 of a mockup, and makes some
minor tweaks to the graphics between version 1 and version 2, we did not want the
designer to have to rewrite the scripts that they wrote for version 1. Thus, after the
user writes a script, Playbook automatically tries to apply the script to new versions of
that mockup, and generates scripts for them. This is done by trying to replicate all of
the behaviors from the previous script by looking for layers with the same name on
the new version. If a behavior, or part of a behavior, refers to a layer name that is not
in the new version, Playbook omits that part of the behavior. The designer must then
verify these newly generated scripts before they can be used. As they are verifying the
script, they can make any desired changes to its content.
One of the novel features of Playbook is the interface “compare” feature, which allows designers to compare interactive versions of their mockups by interacting with
both simultaneously. We designed the compare feature to allow mockups with very
different user interfaces to be compared. Allowing the designer to specify which actions are ‘equivalent’ on different interfaces enables this. When designing the compare feature, the first important design issue that needed to be addressed was: at what
granularity should designers be able to specify equivalence: complete behaviors or
individual stimuli and responses? We decided to allow designers to specify equivalencies of stimuli and responses because it increased the flexibility of what could be
equivalent. Between interfaces, stimuli can be marked as equivalent to other stimuli,
and responses can be marked as equivalent to other responses in a many-to-many
relationship (any number of stimuli or behaviors can be marked as equivalent to any
number of stimuli or behaviors in another mockup).
Another design issue was how and when designers would view and edit the
equivalency relationships. We believe that the most natural way of visualizing equivalency relationships is by drawing lines between equivalent stimuli and responses, as
shown in the center of Figure 1.
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These equivalency relationships between actions can only be specified in scripts
within a task. For example, the ‘buy a t-shirt’ script in mockup version 1 can only
have equivalency mappings with the ‘buy a t-shirt’ script in mockup version 2; mappings cannot be made across tasks. When Playbook generates a script for a new
mockup based on an old script, it automatically generates a set of equivalency relationships that can be verified, discarded, or augmented by the designer.
The equivalency connections are the basis for how Playbook allows the user to interact with multiple prototypes at the same time. When the user performs an action
(stimulus) on one interactive mockup, Playbook then looks for the equivalent stimulus
on any other mockups that are running. If there is an equivalent stimulus, Playbook
simulates the stimulus on that prototype. If not, Playbook looks at the responses for
the original stimulus. For every response, Playbook looks for equivalent responses in
the other mockup, and simulates the stimulus responsible for that response. If the
layer responsible for that stimulus on the equivalent prototype is not visible, Playbook
still executes the stimulus, giving the designer a warning.
One of the benefits of Playbook being a web platform is that it enables multiple
people to easily share the interactive prototypes. Playbook provides menu items to
allow users to download a previous mockup as a Photoshop file, make changes to the
mockup through Photoshop, and re-upload it to the Playbook server as a new version.
Further, Playbook generates small HTML snippets that allow these interactive mockups to be easily embedded into other webpages. One could, for example, embed an
interactive mockup into a wiki page that describes the interface and use the interactive
mockup as a working example.

4 Implementation
Because it is a web-based interface, Playbook was implemented almost entirely in
JavaScript. Using Photoshop’s built-in JavaScript plugin capability, we added an
“Upload to Playbook server” menu item to the Photoshop File Menu. On the Playbook server, the Photoshop file is processed, splitting the layers into separate image
files. The Playbook server runs a copy of Photoshop and uses another Photoshop
script to create the web version of the layer image so it can be used by the mockup.
The Playbook server stores all of the information it contains about each mockup,
layer, script, etc. in a database. Playbook’s web interface, in turn, periodically updates
itself by querying the database. This allows users to stay updated if other team members are using the Playbook interface at the same time. The web interface also periodically saves any changes that are made to scripts back to the database, so that the
users’ scripts will still be on the server after they leave the page.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented Playbook, a system that allows designers to maintain and compare multiple revisions of interactive prototypes. Playbook is a proof-of-concept that
shows that it is feasible to enable revision control and comparison of interactive
mockups while working with the tools that interface designers currently use. We
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believe that many of the ideas behind Playbook can be used to augment future prototyping tools, including giving designers the ability to keep track of old designs and
design alternatives, and allowing designers to compare prototypes. For future research, we plan to explore alternative ways to highlight differences between interactive mockups, expand the range of what can be prototyped using our scripting language without raising the floor of knowledge required, and explore ways to use Playbook as a “boundary object” to improve communication between designers and developers.
Finally, while Playbook is a system especially for interface designers, we also plan
on exploring ways of applying some of the principles behind Playbook to development and prototyping systems for End User Development. To the extent that these
systems permit separation of concerns between appearance and behaviors, augmenting them with some of Playbook’s features may enable end users to better explore
their design space and create more thoroughly designed artifacts
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Abstract. Cultural Probes have proven to be a successful approach for involving end users in exploring the context one might design for. Several studies
made value of probes in domestic contexts to inspire the design of systems but
the role of probes in business contexts is underexplored. In this paper we report
on our experiences of adapting probes to be used as a method for a usercentered design process in work environments. Our probes, called Infrastructure
Probes, are tools for self-documentation and reflection to enable employees to
document usage, problems and suggestions related to their IT and workplace infrastructure. We evaluated the Infrastructure Probes in two field studies. In this
paper we motivate the approach, discuss values and issues by introducing
probes into a business context and reflect on the lessons we learnt.
Keywords: Human Factors, Empirical Study, Probes, Workplace Infrastructure,
Field Research, Participatory Design.

1 Introduction
In previous works [2] we focused on the design of software systems for Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) which can easily be adapted by users themselves.
We were interested in the existing practice of end-user activities, e.g. in relation of
how they adapt the IT infrastructure, how they report and resolve technological problems and how they communicate work arounds. The practices we were interested in
are incident-based ones, only weakly routinized and regarded as peripheral to the
‘actual, productive work’. Even if ethnographic methods are being widely used in
user-centered design processes to provide a rich picture of the work environment, the
contextualized feedback we are interested in is difficult to explore this way.
Apart from ethnographic methods (e.g. observations, surveys, interviews) “Cultural
Probes” [3] has gained scientific interest within the past decade. The approach introduced by Gaver et al. and in meantime adapted in several studies [1], can be characterized as an explorative self-reflection method that enables users to provide open and
creative forms of feedback from the context in question. Probes usually consist of
several tools that enable participants to capture their environment and also to express
their feelings and wishes, leading to a documentation of their context. These properties
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make probes unique in a sense since they easily allow capturing information about the
researched context without distracting people too much in their environment.
Although probes were introduced to inspire the design in domestic contexts, we
were interested to see if they can also be adopted for professional settings to get insights into work contexts. There are a few studies of probes for business contexts.
Jäsköö and Mattelmäki [5] adapted the probes concepts to gain an understanding of
routines and actions of nurses. Lucero and Martens [7] used probes as a first ethnographical part for identifying design activities that can be supported by mixed reality.
In [8] Lucero and Mattelmäki describe an approach they called ‘Professional Probes’.
In their work they reflect their findings gathered with industrial designers. They spent
a considerable amount of work and resources in creating their probes. However, they
identified several problems of using probes in a professional context. Several participants dropped the study while mentioning a lack of time for the documentation process. For some attendees the probes study also turned into an obligation they had to do.
In our research we also adapted probes to a business context. While conducting
standard ethnographical methods for the overall research project [2] we experimented
with the probes in addition to gather own hands-on experience and to put the focus on
activities related to end-user development (EUD) [6]. Our work is motivated by the
question to what extend a probes design can support empirical exploration of the
current EUD practice. Such practice, e.g. customize a module to reach a specific goal,
would not only be of interest for us as researcher but also of interest for the employees within the same company, e.g. by sharing such documentations with each other. In
order to reach those goals, our probes approach is a combination of physical artifacts,
such as cameras and a ‘Technology Probe’ [4] which we realized as a snapshot tool.
Such a technological probe combines “… the social science goal of collecting information, the engineering goal of field-testing the technology, and the design goal of
inspiring users and designers…” [4]. We studied the Infrastructure Probes in a real
world context, by involving five small- and medium-sized companies in our study.
Based on this broad practical setting, we are able to report on the lessons we learned
and will also draw some valuable conclusions from our work.

2 Concept
Methods for End-User Development (EUD) enable end-users to get actively engaged
in adaption and development of information systems [6]. Our so-called Infrastructure
Probes (IPs) are intended for self-documentation and reflection on problems and use
innovations in the everyday practice of the employees. The IPs should enable participants to help each other and to improve their working infrastructure. Since users may
be good at solving the problems they have, but not at documenting how they did it,
the Infrastructure Probes should help them to simplify this process. The Infrastructure
Probes help users to structure their documentations, making it easier for others to
understand them. The arrangement of the IPs targets the documentation of usages of
IT infrastructures. Their design is theoretically informed by research on EInfrastructures as described in [10]: The IPs specifically aim at documenting ‘infrastructure breakdowns’ and ‘use innovations’.
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Our Infrastructure Probes are an arrangement of different probes/tools to enable
users to “self-document” their environment (see Figure 1). The IP package should
attract users in different ways depending on their skills and knowledge. All probes are
quite simple to understand, making sure to get as many users involved as possible.
The following collection of probes is contained in the IPs package: A digital camera
(Figure 1, #2) can be used to reveal problems that are not restricted to software alone
(e.g. if the transfer of data between two applications is done by paper documents).
The Post-its (Figure 1, #3) can be used to take down short notes or to “highlight”
specific things in a picture. The forms (Figure 1, #4) are designed for a structured
description of problems and problem solving strategies. The IT diary (Figure 1, #5)
has two functions: First, it offers an unstructured way to document problems and
problem solving strategies. Second, it allows participants to put documentations
which have been made with different probes in a connected, chronological order. The
writing pad (Figure 1, #6) can be used for the creation of paper mock-ups. We also
added a user manual (Figure 1. #7) that describes the function and possible usage of
each probe. Our ‘Technology Probe’ [8] – a snapshot tool (installed on the USB-Stick
shown in Figure 1, #1) – is considered to be the most important probe of the package
because it gives users the chance to create, annotate and manage screen shots. The
annotation of the screen shots is important, as it allows users to provide more detailed
context information about the problem at hand.

Fig. 1. Infrastructure Probes

3 Evaluation
In the first evaluation of the Infrastructure Probes we basically aimed to answer the
following questions. First, what is the general perception of the usefulness of the
probes in the work context of each participant? Second, what kind of problems did
the participants record? Third, in which way were the probes used? Forth, how can
the quality of the problem descriptions be evaluated and fifth, how usable are the
probe tools. We created twelve IPs packages with the previously described set of
different probes. The packages were given for eight weeks to twelve participants
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working for five different SME. We gave each participant a short oral introduction,
telling her or him about the aim of IPs and about the possible usage of each probe.
After the first third of the eight-week trial, we interviewed the participants via telephone to get first impressions about their experiences with the IPs. At the end of the
trial, we analyzed the data and organized feedback workshops together with the participants to discuss the results and ask them about their experiences with using the
probes.
For the second evaluation we gave eleven participants an improved version of the
IPs. Regarding the IT-diary, the Post-it’s and the forms, participants from the first
trial noted that these probes were too bureaucratic and required too much time to be
used properly. For these reasons we didn’t use these probes in the second evaluation.
The digital cameras from the first phase were used again. One of the major improvements concerned the snapshot tool. According to the suitability of the users’ tasks, we
integrated an email function which enables users to send screenshots to other persons.
Collaboration among employees would be possible this way, e.g. by tailoring artifacts
[9] and documenting of the adaption. This time, only four of the five companies of the
first evaluation participated. Based on our experiences, we demonstrated the use of
the snapshot tool and the other tools during the introduction and also gave participants
the chance to try each of the probes. After several months we end up the evaluation by
interviewing nine participants separately to get more detailed information about their
experiences with the probes.
Seven out of 11 participants used the IPs in the first evaluation. Table 1 provides
an overview of the collected data. Instead of using our tools, three participants used
an alternative documentation method. They took screenshots and copied and pasted
them into Word documents. While the snapshot tool was used by some of the participants, the IT diary and the writing pad were not used by anyone and only two persons
used the forms.
Table 1. Quantitative overview of the feedback (*notes include forms)
Feedback
Pictures taken by the camera
Screenshots taken by the snapshot tool
Screenshots embedded in WORD documents
Handwritten notes*

Quantity
26
11
17
5

The camera was primarily used to document participants’ workspace. In addition,
one of the participants used the camera to take photos of her screen. Her pictures
showed different dialogs which were related to driver problems and error messages.
She also tried to describe her problems by using the forms. Four persons used the
screenshot tool as intended by us, providing a rather rich documentation. Three of
these participants worked for the same company where a culture of documenting
problems and solutions (with another screenshot tool) was already established. These
three participants made screenshots of the applications and used the tool’s annotation
functions to describe their problems. For example, one of the participants took a
screenshot of an order document in his SAP system and described it as “Transfer of
supplier master data”. He also added a complaint: “[…] the current master data of
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the supplier is obviously not transferred” by using copy-and-paste which could lead
to a wrong address on the order document. In the comment field of another screenshot
he extensively described problems that can occur in the case an article is “locked”.
The second phase with the modified approach did not lead to the expected adoption
of the IPs. Instead of using the Infrastructure Probes, one participant used Microsoft
Excel to describe his problems. Within his Excel sheet, we found problem descriptions with Microsoft Office applications, general software errors and difficulties with
SAP software modules. Another participant, working in quality management, claimed
that they already use a snapshot and reporting tool to indicate and describe product
shortcomings and problems.
To get detailed information about the acceptance/non-acceptance of the IPs and to
reflect on the method, we conducted telephone interviews and feedback workshops.
The majority of the participants said that they did not use the probes because they did
not have enough time during the day. The use of the probes seemed to be too time
consuming and too difficult to incorporate into the daily work routine for most participants. In case problems occurred, participants stayed focused on the resolutions of
these problems and did not think about using the Infrastructure Probes to document
these processes. Another important aspect for not using the probes was the fact that
most users considered the IPs as a “job” which had to be done in addition to their
regular work and not as a useful extra task that could stimulate collaboration to improve the IT and workplace infrastructure.
Technical problems also lead to the fact that participants refused to use the probes.
The participants from one firm did not use the snapshot tool because of policy constraints from the IT department. In the first evaluation two participants also had problems in using the USB sticks with the snapshot tool. However, according to the
majority of the participants, the snapshot tool had been the most interesting tool in the
probes package. In the feedback workshops, participants suggested improvements for
the snapshot tool. They showed us typical work processes where they printed documentations or help instructions that were kept in folders. To enrich these documentation processes, a print functionality should be included in the snapshot tool as well as
the option to create a series of screenshots. Additionally, a faster and easier-to-use
interface was strongly demanded. Especially for users with less technical knowledge
the tool was not as easy to use as it should be.

4 Conclusion
Our research was motivated by the necessities to find efficient means to capture an
incident-oriented, weakly routinized and peripheral work practice (coping with workplace infrastructure breakdowns and innovations). Participants who used the Infrastructure Probes gave us concrete examples of breakdown situations which we could
discuss later on in more detail. These examples were helpful for us because we could
not identify them in the interviews that we had conducted before. The method worked
– at least for some users – as intended by us. Participants informed us about their
work environment and problems with the IT infrastructure. From this point of view,
the Infrastructure Probes can add value to other empirical methods. However, in our
evaluation of the Infrastructure Probes we also identified different aspects that make it
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hard to use them in business contexts. For the participants it was difficult to integrate
them in their work practice, time constraints also did not gave enough space to use the
probes as intended by us.
The Cultural Probes are well-designed artifacts that stimulate use. Lucero & Mattelmäki [8] recommended adapting them to a fluid and playful process to avoid obligation. In contrast to this, our Infrastructure Probes are less playful, although we tried
to integrate some ‘funny’ things in the packages of the second study, such as comics,
mouse pad, emoticons within the snapshot tool. Maybe we would have gotten better
results if the probes had been more attractive, for example by using better designed
material to stimulate creativity. However, the Infrastructure Probes needed to be balanced out between a creative or even playful [8] motivation for using them (that still
has to done by further improvements of the design) and a ‘serious’ motivation of
getting something in return (e.g. help, documentation of problem solutions). In addition, we consider the first confrontation of users with the Infrastructure Probes is a
critical point for adoption. The reason is that we saw the strongest interest of participants in the first evaluation which means that the initial try-out experience of participants is very important. In the long run, the fact of having a personal benefit from
using the probes becomes more important.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported by the German Federal Ministry for
Education and Research in the project EUDISMES.
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Abstract. This paper examines the socio-technical and organisational factors
that influence the adoption of End User Development (EUD) technology and
practices at the workplace. This research focuses on the rehabilitation industry,
where a 64-item paper-based survey was completed by 52 therapists working at
two rehabilitation clinics in the Netherlands. Results suggest that therapists
need to be motivated to act as creators of technological innovations in rehabilitation as this is not part of their current work culture and current rewards for
such innovations are perceived as small. Most likely incentives for therapists
are (1) time allocated for end user development practices (2) monetary compensation for overtime required for this work (3) and intellectual ownership of the
innovation.
Keywords: organizational studies, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation,
therapy, technology acceptance, creativity, end-user development.

1 Introduction
Theoretical and empirical works in the field of End User Development have often
examined the cognitive aspects of programming. Comparatively, much less attention
has been placed on the motivational, socio-technical, and organisation factors that
influence an individual’s and especially an employee’s willingness to successfully
engage in EUD. A question that is critical to answer for the eventual feasibility of
EUD as a software creation approach pertains to what are the social and organizational conditions that will enable the adoption and success of EUD.
Little is known on how an organisation can best foster and support the employee’s
acceptance and use of EUD technology. The research described here is part of an
investigation processes for introducing novel technologies in rehabilitation. Specifically, it aims to provide EUD technologies for therapists so that they can create their
own tangible and robotic interaction solutions for supporting patient therapy. EUD
can potentially overcome the difficulty for technology developers to access highly
specialized domain expertise and to tailor patient specific requirements – something
that is arguably better done post deployment by therapists. The paper reports on a
survey conducted among therapists in a rehabilitation clinic aiming to understand end
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 307–312, 2011.
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user (therapist) perceptions, background experience with software technology, perceptions about risks and benefits, factors that determine their willingness to apply
EUD and perceptions on the organizational support in performing these tasks.

2 Literature Review
In one of the few studies that have taken a broader organizational perspective on
EUD, Sutcliffe et al [8] analysed the importance of connecting user motivation to the
perceived rewards of using an EUD tool. He concluded that motivation will depend
critically on perceived utility and then the actual utility payoff. Mehandjiev et al [5]
concluded that participants saw EUD as adding corporate value in terms of better
support for agile working practices at an affordable price. However, attitudes to EUD
are shaped to a large extent by the culture of the organization and by the benefits.
Deci et al. [3] suggests that external intervention via monetary incentives and punishment may undermine intrinsic motivation.

3 Method
A set of open-ended interview sessions with therapists and healthcare researchers
were held with the aim of gaining a better understanding of therapists, their experience with technology, work environment, motivation, and creativity skills. Three core
themes were identified as critical for enabling EUD practices to take place in the
rehabilitation domain:
-

Creativity: Do therapists have the creativity required for creating novel technology based solutions and are they motivated to do so?
Organisation: Support and incentives to nurture a culture of EUD at the
workplace.
Technology: Willingness to work and adopt technology as well as understand
software programming concepts i.e. abstract manipulation.

Based on these interviews and a literature survey of related works on organizational
perspectives regarding end-user development practice, e.g., see [5], we designed a
survey study aiming to evaluate the attitude of therapists regarding these topics.
3.1 Participants
A total of 140 questionnaires were distributed with the support of the management in
two rehabilitation clinics; 52 therapists (15 male, 37 female) returned these questionnaires resulting in 37 % overall response rate. Participants were selected based on
their knowledge and work with new rehabilitation methods at two research driven
rehabilitation clinics in the Netherlands.
The ages of participants ranged from 24 to 62 years with an average of 39.58 years.
Twenty one (21) of the participants were occupational therapists; 25, physiotherapists;
and 3, speech therapists. The subjects used in this study were identified by their questionnaires as either educated at bachelor level (37%) or have masters degrees (12%).
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3.2 Procedure
The questionnaires were distributed in paper form during the summer and autumn of
2010. Subjects were informed that the survey was anonymous, and the statistics gathered would be used for summary purposes only. Participation was voluntary. The
questionnaires were followed by a brief interview at a later stage to gather feedback.
3.3 Materials
The questionnaire was designed to investigate therapists’ backgrounds as potential
End-User Developers, their willingness to create, share, and extend therapy, and their
perception of the organisational support available to develop and motivate the creation of new therapies. The final version of the questionnaire consisted of 64 questions.
Most questions were presented as a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly
agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) – in some cases, 6-point Likert scales were used addressing feedback from pilot runs of the questionnaire.

4 Results
The following summarises the result of the survey.
• Therapists consider themselves personally creative. They report being more
creative during working hours and when collaborating with others.
• Therapists learn new approaches to therapies mostly from direct interaction with
peers rather than from publications or websites, and receive a lot of peer support.
• Therapists are mostly unaware of opportunities to fund new therapy development and rate financial incentive provided as low.
• The result of the survey reveals that therapists are driven by their desire to assist
patients rather than to develop technologies. They spend little time on technology development but spend time and effort in developing new therapies.
• Respondents named the following organizational factors that might motivate
them to explore new rehabilitation technologies, ranked according to importance: peer recognition (1) more time (2) monetary compensation for extra hours
(3) and intellectual ownership of the innovation.
• Therapists are familiar with digital technology but are largely unfamiliar and
averse to software programming.
• Therapist attitude is positive towards new technologies if they can improve therapy and are confident that they would bring no risks to patients.

5 Discussion
The results indicate that therapists think that they are slightly more creative when
collaborating with other people. We were interested in the possibility of online collaborative applications supporting the dissemination of new therapy approaches supported by technology. Our respondents felt that they understand new things best when
learning together with other people in a group setting. The respondents’ responses are
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consistent with the social facilitation theory, which posits that people often perform
better in the presence of others than alone [2]. Group learning with peer input is
thought to significantly increase learning perceptions, problem solving skills, and help
achieve a higher level of learning than individual learning alone [4]. This knowledge
allows for the development of competencies and incremental or transformational
change and the strong peer support learning.
Regarding technology adoption, respondents felt that they should be given time to
learn new tools and attend training sessions. Contribution to training for these users
would be funds well invested in keeping those workers motivated by their jobs. It has
been cited as a strategy that will increase the likelihood of innovation in end user
application [1]. The more positive the perception of organizational support, the
greater is the degree of motivation and system utilization [6].
The result of the survey reveals that therapists are driven by their desire to assist
patients; adoption of technology thus needs to be related to providing tangible benefits to patients rather than other types of savings of financial benefits. In the Netherlands (and probably also in other countries with similarly organized national health
systems), health workers are normally not exposed to extrinsic rewards for creating
innovative solutions. Health workers are driven by a high level of moral commitment
and intrinsic motivation. The most common form of reward is praise, which can
boost an individual's perception of competence and ability. This can inspire a person
to continue achieving his goal – thus increasing intrinsic motivation.
The observation of insufficient time as the predominant barrier deserves note.
Based on the respondents’ response, it would seem that external incentives such as
more time to develop new therapies and financial rewards could increase the intrinsic
motivation. Awards can be seen as a device that, like intrinsic motivation, motivates
individuals to exert an effort. Awards are typically perceived as a gesture of support
and are likely to have a positive effect on performance [8].
Some conclusions can be drawn from the data with regards to the feasibility of
EUD by therapists: in the current situation therapists are not motivated to become
software developers of therapeutic applications. The analysis above identifies factors
that could enhance the motivation of therapists to do so (improving treatment, recognition) and remove perceived barriers (allocation of time).

6 Limitation of the Study
This study considers only therapists drawn from two clinics in the Netherlands. Organizational culture and the level of support may vary from country to country and
even within. The quantitative nature of these results emphasizes the prevalent attitudes and ignores the possibility that in each organization there will be one or two
individuals who take the role of the innovator and who are differentially motivated
than the average employee to create, innovate and share their knowledge. To understand how to support these individuals and increase their impact in therapy a more
qualitative research approach is needed that will examine motivations, incentives, and
barriers these innovators face and how end-user development practices could be enabled through supporting them.
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7 Conclusion
Software applications developed by therapists can contribute to major innovations and
improvements in health care. The study reported on this paper investigated the ability
and motivation of therapists to act as end-user developers, as well as their perception
of their organizational support for doing so.
This research examined therapists who have highly specialized expertise and training, but not much exposure or interest in software technology. In contrast to professionals in the creative industries, the therapists ‘primary goal is to treat patients,
which has to be done within working hours as patients’ treatment is confined to working hours. They also do a lot of work outside their regular working hours (e.g. giving
courses, workshops etc.). This leaves little room for creativity and therapists are not
motivated to create, innovate and share new therapeutic software using new technology; this is not inherent in their job, their culture or their training. Therapists were
driven by their primary motivation to assist patients in the rehabilitative clinics and
the use of IT technology was not considered the primary management tool to achieve
their tasks, unlike the subjects of earlier studies employed in industries where IT is
central to the business development. Moreover, majority of our respondents did not
posses software development skills unlike respondents of previous studies. Perception
and attitude towards EUD thus vary according to the job task and the nature of the
organization and their computer skills.
The domain of therapy presents some distinct characteristics. This study surprisingly found that although therapists are driven by their moral commitment to help
patients, they lack the motivation to explore new opportunities to further their understanding and knowledge regarding software technology. Praise (in its current form)
was not sufficient to motivate them to develop new technology-based tools. This
finding is in contrast to earlier studies which found that EUDers in other sectors consider peer recognition, training and management recognition of the time spent by
EUDers for learning especially outside work hours, sufficient to motivate them to
engage or extend the scope of EUD.
This study charts into new territory by providing new insights into the role and significance of gender differences. Male therapists have greater motivation to explore
and share new innovative rehabilitative tools than female therapists.
Efforts to introduce EUD in therapy will have implications for the development of
interventions and rehabilitation therapy. EUD will encourage therapists to share valuable information necessary in achieving high quality therapy services and optimal
patient outcomes. A clinical culture that does not value the importance of implementing EUD and understanding the needs of end user developers will fall short of these
goals.
The present study yield valuable insights about the role of rewards and motivation
in end-user development. Research to date on EUD has focused on task performance,
computer skills, job satisfaction, and technological aspect and implementation barriers
of EUD. However, it is difficult to address the issues of growth, barriers and management without in-depth understanding of the EUDers creativity experiences and
motivation to address questions arising from implementation of EUD. This study fills
this lacuna and provides valuable insights in identifying the EUDers ‘attitude towards
organizational resources and supportive culture.
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This study could be expanded to include a more in-depth study on what motivation
techniques would drive the therapists to achieve the goal of new therapeutic technology-based tools and sharing.
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Abstract. This paper describes the prototype of a framework for designing interactive applications for cultural heritage sites by following an end-user development approach. The framework is devoted to all design stakeholders, i.e.
software engineers, HCI experts, cultural heritage experts and visitors, and provides them with tailored design environments for contributing their expertise to
shaping the final applications. The design is guided by application templates,
which provide the rules for assembling the basic components, called building
blocks, whose result is the final application.
Keywords: end-user development, meta-design, cultural heritage.

1 Introduction and Motivation
Since its early ages, information technology has been applied in the cultural heritage
domain. Audio guides represented the first type of applications and are still in use in
many museums worldwide even today. They provide access to audio descriptions of
exhibits present in a museum. In the last decade, various improvements in the used
technologies were brought forward. For example, RFID tags and infrared beacons
were proposed in order to provide contextual information by identifying the position
of the visitor in respect of the museum exhibits. Recent developments have investigated new ways in which technology can be employed to provide more engaging experiences at sites of cultural interest.
Previous work of our research group addressed multimedia educational games to
be played at historical sites [1]. In Italy, schoolchildren aged 9-13 are among the frequent visitors of archaeological parks; in order to stimulate their motivation and curiosity, Explore!, a m-learning framework designed to facilitate history learning during visits to sites of cultural interest. This research highlighted three main issues: 1)
the need to favor the reuse of existing resources; 2) the inherent difficulties in developing applications for multiple platforms; 3) the advantages in including domain experts and even end users in the design process. In fact, the efforts to create, convert in
digital form and maintain the multitude of data related to cultural heritage assets are
very high. This is especially true for applications for mobile devices supporting museum or park visitors, as contents have to be adapted to cater to different platforms,
screen sizes, input methods, etc. Because of the frequently changing nature of exhibitions, both content and structure of the applications must be updated. This could be
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 313–318, 2011.
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carried out by cultural heritage experts if they are empowered with the means to contribute to shaping software artifacts.
An important point of this research concerns the definition of a formal model, the
Cultural Heritage Resources model (CHeR), which describes a generic visit experience to a site of cultural interest. It was initially designed to model multimedia resources, in order to facilitate their reuse [2]. However, there are many other types of
visitors, who perform various activities at museums and historical sites, exploiting
thematic itineraries, exhibitions, interactive installations, etc. In order to reason on all
aspects related to different types of visits to sites of cultural interest, the CHeR model
encompasses the stakeholders involved in creating the final applications, the digital
resources to be presented, the different types of visitors and the relations among all
such elements; it better defines the problem space, driving the design of new activities
to be performed at cultural heritage sites.
A software framework comprising a set of design environments is in development
to allow teams of different experts (software engineers, HCI and domain experts) to
cooperate for creating applications according to the CHeR model. A prototype of one
of the environments is presented in this paper. In [3] the authors present an EUD environment to assist curators in the design of museum guides. Although similar in
concept, our approach, described in Section 2, has a broader aim encompassing all
activities related to sites of cultural interest. Our prototype focuses on allowing its users to design such applications in an exclusively visual way by composing building
blocks, i.e. elements that represent atomic features of a software application. The activities available in the CHeR are modeled through application templates that expose
the available blocks and associated rules. These are described in Section 3; the environment is presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Framework Design
A basic assumption of our approach to the design of interactive systems is that all
stakeholders of an interactive system, including end users, are “owners” (or experts)
of a part of the problem: software engineers are technology experts, end users are domain experts, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers are human factors experts, etc. We follow the Software Shaping Workshop (SSW) methodology, which
prescribes that systems are developed according to a meta-design approach and involving all stakeholders [4]. The software engineers are not any longer the only system developers, but they act as meta-designers: they do not directly create the final
systems, but they develop software environments, each targeted to a specific communities of stakeholders, in order to allow them to contribute to system design by
bringing their own expertise [5]. The SSW methodology calls such design environments workshops to refer to the workshops of some artisans, like carpenters, where
every tool suitable for their activity is available.
The communities of stakeholders involved in the design of applications for visiting
cultural sites, as addressed by the CHeR model, are: Software Engineers, HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) experts, Cultural Heritage (CH) experts and Visitors. The
design occurs in two phases. In the first phase, Software Engineers use an environment such as Microsoft Visual Studio® to design and develop the workshops for the
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other communities of stakeholders. They also develop application templates, which
provide atomic components and rules to combine them for creating final applications
(described in the next section). They collaborate with HCI experts, who bring human
factors to workshop design. In the second phase, all stakeholders through their workshops contribute to creating the final applications. In particular, CH experts contribute
to the design primarily by providing proper content and by shaping software artifacts
according to the purpose of the final application, e.g. a thematic itinerary in a museum
or an educational game in an archaeological park. Visitors are the end users, i.e. the
persons who will use the developed applications.

3 Application Templates
In software engineering, a template is any processing element that can be combined
with a data model and processed by a template engine to produce a result document.
In the context of the CHeR model, an application template formally is represented by
a set of rules to assemble together basic elements, called building blocks, in order to
define the final applications, i.e. those supporting the activities that can be performed
or participated at cultural sites, such as: thematic itineraries, interactive installations,
educational games, etc. Building blocks are atomic components who expose several
functionalities (e.g. showing content, inputting data); they must be completed by inserting different types of multimedia resources (text, image, video, etc). Finally, it defines the devices that the application can be generated to.
Three application templates are available in the current framework, one referring to
traditional museum visits (Museum guide), one referring to a learning game implemented on mobile phones (Excursion-game) [1], and the third one referring to a puzzle game, implemented on a large multitouch screen (History-Puzzle) [6]. This latter
game is designed to be played by young students at an archaeological park. It proposes puzzles of the 3D reconstruction of historical monuments in the park. In order to
solve the puzzles, students have to manipulate with their hands visual widgets shown
on the screen representing either puzzle tiles or tiles with questions and answers. In
Section 4 we will show how CH experts design a game using the History-Puzzle template. Once a designer (e.g. the CH expert) chooses an application template among
those available in his workshop, its associated rules determine the building blocks (B
rule) available, the permitted connections among them (C rule) and the multimedia
resources that can be inserted in each particular building block (R rule).
A rule of type B can be defined as follows:
,

:
•
•

,…,

, where:

AT is an application template
Ei is an element type

In the case of History-Puzzle, rule B is: “For History-Puzzle application template,
the allowed building blocks are of types: Puzzle, Questions and Answers”.
A rule of type C can be defined as follows:
:

, ,

,

,

,..,

, where:
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•
•
•

ci is a connection point of the left-hand side (LHS) element E
p indicates whether the connection point allows 1:1 or 1:N
cj is a connection point of each one of the right-hand side (RHS) elements , , . . ,

An example of rule C is: “From the source connection point ci of a building block
of type Puzzle (E), it is allowed only one connection (p is of type 1:1) to the target
connection point cj of a building block of type Q&A (in this case the set of elements
, . . . , is the singleton )”.
A rule of type R can be defined as follows:
,

:
•
•
•
•

,…,

, where:

ki is a constraint on the E and it is defined as k :
,
,
mini is the minimum number of occurrences of resource ri
maxi is the maximum number of occurrences of resource ri
ri is the type of resource (text, image, video, etc)

An example of rule R is: “Given a building block of type Puzzle (E), each associated constraint ki specifies that Puzzle accepts a minimum mini and a maximum
maxi number of resources of type image (ri)”.
Rules are designed to be extensible by software engineers as they are defined as
XML files. In this way, interoperability with elements of future templates is ensured.

4 The Cultural Heritage Experts Workshop
The CH experts workshop offers a visual design environment (inspired by YahooPipes [6]), application templates, building blocks and multimedia resources to allow CH experts to collaborate to the design of applications aimed at visitors of sites of
cultural interests. After logging in the workshop, the CH expert (e.g. a male archaeologist) has to choose an application template among those available in his workshop.
Application templates, building blocks and multimedia resources are classified according to different visitors’ profiles and devices they use.
Let us suppose that the CH expert wishes to design a History-Puzzle game for the
archaeological park of Egnathia, in Southern Italy. In his workshop, he selects
the History-Puzzle template; an interface, like the one shown in Fig. 1 appears with
the History-Puzzle block (the root element of the game application) already in place.
This element can be maximized by clicking on the button on the top right corner. The
root element can be connected to the other elements available for the History-Puzzle
template, which are listed in the Elements toolbar on the left side of the interface:
Puzzle, Q&A (Questions&Answers) and Connector. The Puzzle element is a building
block representing a single puzzle of the game, which is usually composed by several
puzzles. In order to add a Puzzle, the CH expert drags this element from the toolbar to
the main area of the workshop. Then he connects the Puzzle to the root element
by drawing a line between the connection points of these blocks. If an element
allows 1:N connections, a Connector element can be used to multiply that element’s
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connection points. In Fig. 1, three puzzles, Foro Boario, Fornace and Via Traiana
have been connected to the root through a Connector.
The CH expert completes each Puzzle by defining the number of tiles in terms of
Number of Rows and Number of Columns and by selecting the image of the 3D reconstruction, which will be automatically subdivided in tiles. To include multimedia
resources, e.g. the Puzzle image, the CH expert expands the search panel at the bottom of the screen, where resources are classified by type (text, image, audio and video); filter buttons are used to include or exclude the corresponding category from the
matches. Then he drags each resource on the accepting element; in the example of
Fig. 1, he has added the Via Traiana image in the homonymous Puzzle block. When
no resource is present, a watermark label informs users what kind of resources and
how many of them the block accepts. When a resource of the wrong kind is dragged
over, the cursor will change to indicate that the operation is forbidden.

Fig. 1. The visual design environment in the CH experts workshop.

The final step is to connect every Puzzle block with a corresponding Q&A building
block. First the CH expert drags the Q&A element in the working area and connects it
to the associated Puzzle as he has previously done for Puzzles and root. Then he maximizes the Q&A block and types as many questions and matching answers as there
are tiles in the connected Puzzle. In order to increment the difficulty of the game,
more tiles than necessary can be shown: these additional tiles are created by
typing false answers in the corresponding text area of the Q&A block. The preview
panel on the right of the interface, when expanded, shows how the content will be
presented on the application on the target device with the current presentation template. There are multiple templates for each allowed device in the application
template. HCI experts can use their workshop to develop new presentation templates.
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Once the game is ready, the Export to… command in the File menu of the CH experts
workshop generates a collection of XML
documents.
A host application running on the target device uses these files to show the application
built in the environment with which visitors
can interact. Fig. 2 shows two students interacting on a large multitouch screen with the
resulting History-Puzzle developed for the
Fig. 2. Two young students playing archaeological park of Egnathia. Applications
built in this way can be shared and modified
with a History-Puzzle game
once reloaded in the environment.

5 Conclusion
This research work has been motivated by the idea that the design of interactive systems requires a more active participation of all the involved stakeholders. In order to
facilitate this process, a framework providing design environments tailored to each
community of stakeholders is being developed. In particular, this paper has focused
on cultural heritage experts, which play a special role having a deep knowledge both
of domain and end users of the applications, namely the visitors of cultural sites. User
studies evaluating the impact of the environment in the design process are currently
underway and will be reported in a future work.
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Prof. Maria F. Costabile for her guidance in
this research. We also thank the archaeologists of the Department of “Scienze
dell’Antichità” of the University of Bari for participating in the design team as CH
experts and for testing the CH experts workshop.
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From Consumers to Owners: Using Meta-design
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Abstract. Unsustainable energy consumption is a systemic problem facing society that requires technical and social innovations and changes. We argue for
understanding and using end-user developments as not just another design principle but as a socio-technical intervention to help people make better decisions
as they work to solve such systemic problems. We further explore two established EUD frameworks, Meta-Design and Cultures of Participation, to design
systems for one such systemic problem: the energy domain. We present the
draft for a system that incorporates principles from these frameworks to inform,
motivate, and involve end-users in reducing their energy consumption.
Keywords: meta-design, cultures of participation, energy sustainability, changing human behavior.

1 Introduction
There is overwhelming evidence that our current lifestyle is not sustainable and human energy consumption causes global warming [1]. Governments, industry, and
environmental groups are undertaking major efforts to reduce energy consumption,
largely resulting in systems that, although technically innovative, are static and
closed, viewing the end user as a passive consumer. To reduce energy consumption to
sustainable levels, technological innovations and policy changes are not sufficient—
changes in human behavior are necessary [2] and systems that involve users as active
decision makers [3] are needed.

2 Efforts to Reduce Energy Consumption
Changes in behavior to reduce energy consumption can be fostered through both
social and technological interventions. Providing feedback, goal setting, and tailored
information are useful in motivating people to change their energy behavior [5]. Steg
and Vlek [6] have shown that a meta-design approach [7] in which participants are
asked to become active in planning their energy environment increases the probability
of participants changing their behaviors and saving more energy. Staats, Harland and
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 319–324, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Wilke [8] found in their longitudinal study that one of the most important contributing
factors for changing behaviors and energy savings were supportive social environments. In addition, computer-based feedback mechanisms [9-11] are effective in reducing energy consumption [2, 5, 12] and have been implemented and analyzed in the
HCI domain.

3 Motivating People with Socio-technical Environments
To reach the goal of reducing energy consumption at a societal level, socio-technical
interventions [13] that go beyond simple presentations of facts are necessary; they
need to make use of new insights into social and behavioral psychology to motivate
consumers. We have identified two mechanisms, psychological ownership and motivating social environments to involve consumers that could be facilitated by software
systems but are currently being ignored in the energy domain.
Psychological ownership [14] describes a state in which a person feels closely connected to an object or idea, to the degree that it becomes part of an ‘extended self’. As
soon as people see something as their own, they value it higher and are more likely to
invest time and effort in it.
In a meta-review of research on psychological ownership, Pierce and colleagues
have found several requirements for psychological ownership: (1) control, (2) investment of self, (3) intimate knowing, and (4) modifiable targets [14]. If an object or an
idea fulfills all of these requirements, people are more likely to feel ownership for this
target.
While the technological foundations for these requirements are currently created
with smart grids (http://www.oe.energy.gov/smartgrid.htm), the software infrastructure available to end-users does not make use of them. In almost all developments of
smart grids to date, consumers are given very limited control. The technical implementation and the utility companies do not reward investment of self. The grid is
designed as a system for passive consumers in which consumers are given the same
monthly bills that list overall consumption in the abstract unit kwH, not supporting
intimate knowing of how energy is being used or how energy could be saved. Finally,
the only thing that consumers can change in the current smart grid is which devices
they use and how often they use them; the system does not provide any means of
modifiability to end-users.
Motivating Social Environments. Although changes in the social environment have
been shown to cause people to use less energy [15, 16], supportive social environments are not commonly used to reduce energy. Unfortunately, current energy infrastructures prevent consumers from creating social norms or peer pressure.
Social proof [17] describes the effect that people act a certain way because they
observe others acting this way. In such situations, the fact that others chose something
acts as proof that this choice is preferable. However, energy consumption is completely individualistic and invisible to the consumers themselves and to others [2].
Aside from choosing to drive a Toyota Prius as a symbol of energy-efficiency or
installing solar cells to show support for renewable energies, people have few way to
share their energy attitudes or behaviors. Thus, for highly energy relevant behaviors
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like the temperature of the thermostat, the installation of house insulation, or the
choice of appliances, no generally established social norms exist that could motivate
and guide consumers to reduce energy consumption. Without awareness of other
people’s actions, no social proof can be created.

4 Conceptual Frameworks
To address and implement the two ways of motivating people mentioned above, we
have found two conceptual frameworks to be particularly helpful, namely meta-design
and cultures of participation. They are well suited for systems that motivate and involve end-users and thus offer themselves to the design of energy-relevant systems.
Meta-Design. Meta-design environments [7] are solution spaces [18] in which users
are able to identify, explore, and reassess their needs during use time and act as designers that can change the environment accordingly when needed.
An important element of a meta-design environment is the “Seed-Evolutionary
Growth-Reseed” model [7]. In this model, designers do not attempt to build a complete system; instead they create seeds for users that provide basic functionality and
can be modified by end-users. All users can modify and expand the seed in the evolutionary growth phase before the designer reseed the system with the contributions
made by the community.
Meta-design environments foster psychological ownership by giving users control
and openness and rewarding investment of self in the ongoing development of the
system. Being an owner of the system makes people more likely to prefer the system
to others, invest more time in it, and develop extensions to it. Their own extensions, in
return are something for which users are likely to feel responsible for, increasing their
feeling of ownership and their motivation to contribute on an ongoing basis.
Cultures of Participation [19] offer a new platform for human connection, bringing
together otherwise unconnected individuals and replacing common background or
geographic proximity with a sense of well-defined purpose and the successful common pursuit of this purpose as the condensation point for human connection.
Cultures of participation and meta-design environments are tightly integrated [20].
To be a successful meta-design system, users have to be able to share their ideas and
developments, to get help from other users, and to find extensions and developments
that have already been implemented by others; they have to form a culture of participation. Cultures of participation require the underlying software system to be open
and modifiable so that users can participate in meaningful problems. The software
underlying a culture of participation has to be dynamic and has to allow users to adapt
it to their needs, and to reseed their own developments with others in the community;
meta-design environments are needed. Cultures of participation are well suited to
foster and support motivating social environments in which people can create social
proofs and social norms by providing tools for sharing and for creating awareness.
Since people are not merely consumers of a system but active participants of a community, they are more likely to be influenced by the actions and opinions of others.
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5 EMPIRE–A System to Reduce Energy Consumption
We are currently building EMPIRE (EMPIRE = Empower People in Reducing Energy
Consumption), a meta-design environment in which users can measure, simulate, and
visualize their energy consumption. We are following a design approach with the two
conceptual frameworks providing the overall design and functionality of the system.
In the design of the prototypes, we use personas that are based on a crowd-sourced
survey using Amazon Mechanical Turk. This approach allows us to cover a wide
variety of potential users, interest, and preferences; for the final versions, the personas
will be based on the actual users of the system to more accurately fit their specific
needs.

Fig. 1. First Prototype of EMPIRE

The first iteration of EMPIRE aimed to address the problem of a missing psychological ownership. Using a meta-design approach, we created several prototypes that
let users explore and visualize their own energy consumption by answering questions
about their energy profile and integrating a simple energy simulator (see Figure 1).
The goal of this approach was to foster intimate knowing by providing the ability to
explore the causes and effects of consumption in detail. Initial informal tests with
users showed that people were surprised by the results and expressed the opinion that
prototypes gave them insights that had not occurred to them before. One participant
found, to his surprise, that using a power-strip to turn off his cable box and DVD
player at night would save him more energy than getting a new Energy Star certified
TV–saving the money he would have spent on a new TV.
We are currently evaluating our early prototypes in crowd-sourced user studies, using Amazon Mechanical Turk [21]. In these studies, we measure how the different
systems and different representations influence the users’ decision-making processes
and opinions about their energy consumption.
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The next steps will be to further improve the meta-design aspects of the system and
let all users modify and expand the system to their needs by creating simulations and
visualizations that are meaningful to them. Currently, they can combine and select
elements but not edit or create new ones. These steps should offer further reward for
the investment of self and offer more control.
Finally, the individual’s actions will be integrated with a culture of participation, so
that users can share their creations and insights, help others, gain social recognition,
and take on leadership roles within the community, thereby fostering and rewarding
the investment of self. We will use our experiences and insights from our former work
on supporting Cultures of Participation [22] and implement awareness tools [23], that
will allow the community of EMPIRE participants to share and become aware of
people’s energy improvements, their insights, their behaviors, and their consumption.
These tools build the foundation for a supportive social environment in which energy
usage becomes social.

6 Conclusions
Meta-design and cultures of participation are promising frameworks for the development of more-involving and motivating energy systems. There is ample support in the
literature that helping people to become psychological owners of their personal energy domain and to become part of a supportive social environment are effective and
underused ways to reduce energy consumption. Our system building efforts are at an
early stage and more user testing is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of our own
implementation of the conceptual frameworks.
Acknowledgments. The research is supported in part by two grants from the National
Science Foundation: (1) IIS 0968588 “SoCS: Energy Sustainability and Smart Grids:
Fostering and Supporting Cultures of Participation in the Energy Landscape of the
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Discovery in Cultures of Participation”.
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Abstract. The do-it-yourself Web 2.0 culture is quickly creating and sharing
more end-user produced content. Gradually moving from static content, such as
pictures and text, to interactive content, such as end-user programmed games,
the artifacts created and shared have become significantly more sophisticated.
The next frontier to make end-user programming more social is to move beyond
the current create, upload, share, download, and repeat Web 2.0 models. Collective Programming is a framework that fuses 100% Web-native end-user programming tools with real-time communication mechanisms into a cloud-based
multi end-user programming environment. A prototype built, called CyberCollage, enables groups of students to work on game design projects together: they
can play multi-user games, change game worlds in real-time, and engage in virtual pair programming.
Keywords: collective programming, end-user pair programming, computers
and education.

1 Introduction
The 21st century do-it-yourself Web 2.0 culture is quickly creating more end-user
produced content. From sharing static content such as pictures (e.g. Flickr), encyclopedic articles (e.g., Wikipedia) and dynamic content such as movies (e.g. YouTube),
end-users are gradually progressing to interactive content such as end-user modded
[1] games (e.g. LittleBigPlanet) and end-user created programs (e.g. Yahoo pipes). At
the same time, improved infrastructure including faster networks, ubiquitous internet
connectivity, audio and video capabilities built into basic computers enables real-time
communication of potentially large numbers of end-users to create sophisticated computational artifacts such as games and simulations. Already, the combination of tools
such as screen sharing, chat, voice over IP, and shared white boards is facilitating new
kinds of collaboration including training, design and research at great distances.
CyberCollage is a first-of-a-kind real-time end-user development environment
for creating interactive content. Implemented as a cloud-based Web application,
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 325–330, 2011.
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CyberCollage enables a new form of social end-user development that we call Collective Programming. At the content level, CyberCollage allows end users to build sophisticated computation artifacts such as games and simulations using drag and drop
visual programming approaches developed previously in AgentSheets [2], AgentCubes [3] and numerous other educational programming environments including Alice [4], Scratch [5], and Squeak Etoys [6]. An important contribution of CyberCollage
over these previous systems is that the entire programming and runtime environment
is 100% browser based and built with Web-native HTML 5 technologies. Even more
important for Collective Programming, however, is the real-time communication
framework built into CyberCollage allowing groups of end-user programmers to collaborate concurrently on projects shared in the cloud. Imagine, for instance, two end
users collaborating on a Frogger-like video game (Fig. 1). They can simultaneously
play the game, e.g., have a two-frog race, change the game world, or modify the game
behavior.
The real-time communication aspect of Collective Programming is essential for
enabling a new kind of social end-user programming that we believe to be especially
useful in educational settings. The challenge is not just to send more information
faster, but also to maintain the perception of simultaneity among a group of collaborators. For instance, if Tim and Victoria are using or modifying their game (Fig. 1) their
perception of the interaction should be as though they were sitting next to each other
in the physical world. Significant motivational and peer learning [7] benefits of pair
programming [8] have been documented. CyberCollage could be considered a virtual
pair-programming environment that enables end users to program together remotely.

2 CyberCollage: Real-Time Collaborative End-User
Programming
CyberCollage enables real-time collaboration through a combination of formal and
informal communication. At the formal level, participants share a common artifact
(game or simulation) consisting of media (images), programs (agent behaviors), and
game/simulation worlds (worksheets) and communicate through the exchange of the
modified pieces of the artifact. Informally, participants communicate through online
communication mechanisms such as chat, voice or video. They also communicate
through awareness interfaces that keep them informed about other participant actions.
CyberCollage significantly advances the state of real-time social interfaces in ways
that are probably best explained through a scenario. Imagine that two students, Tim
and Victoria, are working on a joint Frogger-like game (Fig. 1). Tim wants to work on
the frog whereas Victoria is eager to build the road and the truck. They start a new
project and work on their respective game objects in real time. Each person has a focus defined by what they are working on and a peripheral vision providing social information about what others are doing. Even with Victoria’s focus on programming
the truck, a presence (or awareness) interface allows her to perceive that Tim is drawing the Frog. This presence information may trigger the need, or opportunity, to engage in additional communication. They will not only be able to see how the other
person doing, but will also be able to take control and contribute in real time. That is,
Victoria can touch up Tim’s frog image and Tim can help Victoria program the truck.
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Fig. 1. Collective Programming = Real-Time Communication + Rich Interactive Content +
Web-based End-User Programming. Tim and Victoria collectively author a Frogger game. Tim
draws the frog, Victoria programs the truck. Through peripheral vision implemented as presence interface they can track what the other is doing and interact in real time.

Technically speaking, CyberCollage is a cloud-based integrated development environment (IDE) with client and server side components. On the front-end, Javascript
clients provide end users with an HTML 5-based visual programming environment,
operating inside a Web browser. The IDE lets users create agents, draw depictions,
program the agent behavior in a visual programming environment, and execute the
agents in the worksheet. On the back-end, a communication component synchronizes
multiple clients working on the same project. While users interact with their programming environment individually, the client sends updates to the server. The
updates include changes in agent depictions, program updates, and the worksheet
modifications. The server collects the updates from each client and broadcasts them to
all other clients. Each client has a dispatching component that fetches the updates
from the server and dispatches them to the IDE.
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3 Related Work
Fig. 2 depicts a two dimensional space of collaboration models. Horizontally, the
Use⇔Design continuum captures a number of points, including just using a finished
artifact, changing it (modding), and programming one from scratch. Vertically, an
essential distinction is made between real-time, synchronous collaboration and offline, asynchronous interaction.

Fig. 2. Collaboration Models

Offline collaboration models are based on the asynchronous interactions of participants to use, mod, or design games and simulations. A typical interaction at this level
may start with one person making a game, uploading it to a repository and then having a different person play the game. This, in turn, may interest the second person to
change the game world or even to change the game behavior. This would typically
require downloading the game, assuming its source is available, modifying it, and
then perhaps uploading the new version back to the repository.
The synchronous nature of real-time collaboration is radically different from the
asynchronous type of offline interaction. In this model people are working together on
shared artifacts. The real-time character of this approach requires more sophisticated
client/server architectures providing collaborators a sense of presence. Who is online?
Who is working on what and how? If one person is changing something then this
change needs to be broadcasted to all other users as fast as possible. The enormous
degree of interactivity may require access control, e.g., file locking, and interaction
protocols such as turn taking to avoid potential conflict. Artifacts are shared.
CyberCollage is a real-time collaboration framework covering the entire Use⇔
Design continuum. With it end users can use games and simulations, change them,
and program new ones collectively. CyberCollage allows, theoretically, any number
of users to participate in all aspects of the Use⇔Design continuum. Conceptually
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speaking, CyberCollage combines and extends ideas found in frameworks such as
Google Wave, Google Docs Drawing and Google Docs Spreadsheet. Combining the
ideas from Google Wave and Google Docs Drawing two users could collaboratively
build a chess game by creating all the pieces, drawing a chess board, placing the
pieces onto the board and moving them on the board taking turns. However, the ability to program the game would allow them to quickly advance from the collaborative
drawing to implementing multi-user games or simulations.

4 Evaluation
To evaluate CyberCollage as an environment for real-time collaborative design, education researchers from the University of Colorado conducted a pilot study. Three
sessions involving middle grades students with prior experience with AgentSheets
were organized to document student interaction and assess end-user feasibility.
In one activity, two boys started with a highly structured, competitive programming activity. However, they soon expressed that they did not like to compete but
collaborate. Their interaction organically evolved into a side-by-side game design
session. The pair immediately began adding, drawing, and programming agents, creating a sophisticated two-player ‘good versus evil’ game. The students became so
engaged in their game creation that they continued working on it after class and at
home. Once their game was functional, the communication between the pair shifted
from collaborative design to negotiation of agent behaviors. Communication occurred
through verbal interaction as well as through observing agent behavior in the programming environment and in successive rounds of game play. For example, when
one student observed that his partner’s agent was immune to his “laser beam”, he
adapted his agent’s behavior to gain an advantage. Eventually, the collaborative design session morphed again into a competitive programming arms race in which two
boys pitted strategic programming methods against each other and, at times, renegotiated the rules of the game.
Another activity involved five students – two from Colorado and three from Wyoming – communicating over a Skype video connection while using CyberCollage.
Students were encouraged to design a Frogger-like game. With five students involved,
the group required leadership and some negotiation of roles [9]. Over a period of 90
minutes we observed an emergent participatory structure in which students communicated verbally, as needed, but found ample information available on their collective
workspace as new agents were designed, positioned, and programmed by group
members [10]. Tasks were initially assigned by one of the girls from Wyoming, but
over time all students provided input on additions, deletions and adaptations of the
game objects.
While space limitations preclude a more detailed summary of the analysis of student participation and collaboration, the initial pilot of CyberCollage shows promise
as an environment for real-time design for both local and distant collaborators. Realtime, synchronous design and programming were accessible and engaging for middle
grades students, demonstrating that they could collaboratively develop a working
game in one to two hours.
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Abstract. The use of pattern languages is not so straightforward since itsusers
have to identify the patterns they need, browsing the language and understanding both the benefits and trade-offs of each pattern as well as the relations and
interactions it has with other patterns. Novice designers might benefit from
tools that assist them in this learning task. In this paper we describe a recommendation tool embedded in a visual environment for pattern-based design
which aims at suggesting patterns to help novice designers to produce better designs and understand the language.
Keywords: Collaborative filtering,Design Patterns, end-user development.

1 Introduction
Design patterns are supposed to help novices, including casual designers and endusers,to produce better designs, since each design pattern encapsulates a piece of
design knowledge based on real experience.Patterns are usually organized as a cohesive language [6]so when novice designersapproach complex design problems that
involve the application of several patterns, they can navigate through the language to
identify successful design options. However, the use of pattern languages is not as
straightforward. The chance to identify the right patterns strongly depends on the
designers experience and on the communicability of both the patterns and the relationships used in the language. Taking into account that pattern languages should
support novices we have to look for ways to assist them in finding the solutions they
need.In this context there are two ways to try to enhance the pattern searching process. On the one hand, we can try to reduce the cognitive gap between the designer
perspective of the problem and the pattern description byusing notations more meaningful for the user.On the other, we can help novices to understand how patterns relate
by making explicit framework, that in the sense of [2] arecollections ofpatterns
thatexperienced designers usually apply together. In this paper we propose a recommendation system that has been built upona visual tool that follows the first approach
(reducing the cognitive gap) to deal with the second one (knowing how experts do
combine patterns). We will describe the tool and a limited experiment with novice
designers.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 331–336, 2011.
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2 Related Works
In an empirical study [4] it was found out that novices apply different strategies to
browse pattern languages and most of them are driven by the need to understand
whether a design pattern contributes or not to solve a specific design goal. VEISIG is
a tool aimed at fulfilling this browsing strategy [3]. It represents a pattern language
using a visually enhanced and interactive graph that puts the stress on design goals,
since theyseem to be closer to the designers’ perspective of the problem. The tool
also highlights therelations amongst patterns so that designers can realize how they
interact. This way of interacting with the language was considered useful in an experiment with non-expert designers [3] but participants didn’t identify all the patterns
required to solve the problem they were proposed. To deal with this flaw,the concept
of framework [2] can be implemented as a recommendation system. Recommendation
systems rate collections of items taking into account several sources of knowledge. To
the best of our knowledge there is only one work about recommendation anddesign
patterns and [1]but it is oriented towards identifying the patterns required for a given
problem description. Our goal is to help casual designers to reuse the design knowledge underlying patterns languages that can be inferred from the way more experience designers use them; but still we aim at letting them the initiative to explore the
language and take the decisions about the patterns they need to use.

3 The Recommendation Module
In this paper we propose the creation of a recommendation module for VEISIG in
order to help novice designersto improve theirdesigns by reusing design patterns and
the knowledge of more experienced designers.The recommendation module is based
on collaborative filtering to obtain a rating for each pattern of the pattern
space.According to literature there are four kinds of recommendation systems [1]:
content-based; collaborative filtering; hybrid systems and preference-based filtering
systems. Among them only collaborative filtering do not rely on the previous experience of the same user; which is our case would be useless. Instead of that it rates the
items to recommend using the ratings that other users gave them. In our case, the
knowledge base is made up of the pattern language (whose items and structure gather
explicit expert design knowledge) and the solutions made by expert users, that is,
implicit expert design knowledge.
VEISIG provides users witha visual representation of the pattern language using
design goals. Goals are related through structural relations (AND and OR), positive
contributions or negative relations (Hurt and Break). Patterns, which are the boxes in
Fig. 1, are tied to the goals they satisfy which are the clouds in the figure. Goals are
organized in six design views to facilitate users’ exploration: structure, navigation,
presentation, personalization and security. Once the user has selected the goals (those
with a tick in fig. 1), she can ask for recommendations. The recommendation algorithm is described below.
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First, it rates allthe patterns thatare not in the initial user selection (MZ1, MZ2 and
MZ3 in the example). The rating of a pattern indicates its affinity with the initial set
and it is obtained using three factors:
a) The number of occurrences where the pattern appears in combination with
any of the patterns in the initial set.
b) The types of relation with the patterns in the initial set. In the example, AZ1
is connected with all the patterns in the initial set with a contribution relation,
so it rating is increased.
c) If a pattern is categorized in the same design viewthan patterns in the initial
set, its rating is increased.
Once all the ratings are obtained, the recommendation algorithm chooses the pattern
with higher rating. From that pattern, the results are filtered to produce a number of
manageable recommendations, that shouldn’t be higher than the number of patterns in
the initial set. Recommendations never include patterns that have a conflict relationship with those in the initial set or with patterns with a higher rating in the
recommendation set. Recommended goals (patterns) are highlighted in the visual
representation and shown in a popup window.

Fig. 1. Example of recommendation

In the image the goals initially selected by the user are those with a tick. Once the
recommendation module is fired, two feedbacks are provided: a popup window shows
the goals recommended and they are also highlighted in the visual representation
using a circle. Users then, may choose some of the patterns recommended to extend
their solution or they can skip the recommendation and continue with the design process selecting other patterns.
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4 Evaluation
We made a preliminary evaluation study of the recommendation module trying to
achieve two goals: (1) check if the recommendation system helps to select patterns to
improve a design, and (2) if it is useful for novice designers.Theparticipants (evaluators so forth)are undergraduate students from computer engineering who didn’t know
anything about the patterns language. They can be considered novice designers as
their knowledge on web design is more concerned with technical issues than with
usability ones, which are those gathered in the pattern language. 39 students took part
in this study.
First of all we gave them a brief introduction onthe tool functionalities. Then, the
evaluation was divided in three phases. In the first one, they were prompted with a
group of tasks that could be solved using VEISIG and the recommendation module.
Alltaskshad the same structure: a problem with an incomplete solution. We asked
them to improve the solutions with new patterns. The second phase was a questionnaire used to collect users' perceptions and opinions about the system as well as suggestions to improve it. Table 1 summarizes the questions included in the form.
Table 1. Questions about VEISG and its recommendation module

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6

Does the recommendation module help in the navigation of web pattern space?
Were your strategies improved by the recommendation system?
What should be added to improve the navigation quality?
Are you satisfied with the proposed solutions?
How would you improve the quality of the solutions?
In your opinion is this component useful for expert users or for novice users
(or both)? Explain your decision.
How useful was the system to understand the patterns and their relationships?

Q7

Q3, Q4, Q6, Q7were open, whilstQ1, Q2 and Q5 used a 5-values like scale.The first
three questions were about using the language (i.e. browsing the design space). Q4
and Q5 collect information about the usefulness of the system for designing solutions,
and Q6 gather their impression on whether the system was useful for novice users or
not. The last question, Q7, was focused on getting feedback about whether the module
could help to understand the patterns language. Finally they had to measure their
expertise in design patterns, web design and other design issues. As expected, most of
the users were knowledgeable in web design and design patterns in general, though
they did not know anything about VEISIG and its pattern language.So our participants
could be considered as novice users for this language: they didn’t know the patterns in
advance or the way they were organized in the language but they were able to design
solutions.
The main findings we got from the answers to these questions are the following:
-

The recommendation algorithm is considered useful. Mostparticipants said
that they felt the design time had been reduced and helped to obtain better
solutions. Indeed all of them improved the initial solutions they were
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proposed when they used VEISIG to look for more patterns. A great number
of the participant use the recommendation made by the system to improve
their solutions.
Novice users might find the recommendation tool useful not only to improve
their designs but to learn about patterns and their relation.Most participants
thought that VEISIG was useful to understand the patterns language and its
relationships, so that it can help to understand better the language and its patterns. They learn with the recommendation how to extend their solution using expert’s knowledge.
Users do not blindly trust the recommendations. Even if the system might
help in designing a solution, most of the users said they would have preferred
to know the reasons that support such recommendations. Users prefer to
know how a solution was designed instead of applying a solution whose
source is unknown. Some authors like Donovan [5]argue that users are more
comfortable with elements that are familiar so that black box systemsdo not
favour trust. The VEISIG module could be considered as a black box system
since it does not provide an explanation on the way recommendations are
derived. However it also shows visually the relations amongst the recommendations and the selections done by the user, and, therefore, there is some
implicit information on the closeness of recommendations and user selections which might explain why the participants found it useful.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
The use of design patterns may reduce development effort if designers are able to
reuse the design knowledge. In this paper we haveintroduced a recommendation
module that according to a preliminary study mighthelpto understand a design patterns language to novice users and it might produces produce better solutions or more
complete solutions. Also we were able to reduce the design time, suggesting new
solutions to the users.
The qualitative evaluation presented in this paper has shown several future works
to undertake. Firstly, the recommendation process has to be more transparent to address a wider audience as said before. Users who want to learn to design need to trust
on the recommendations by explicitly seeing the rationale behind them. A black box
model of recommendation is not useful and users demands to improve their on the
solutions more knowledge about how are obtained. Moreover, since design is a collaborative task this approach has to be extended to support cooperation amongst several designers. The validity of the experiment is limited and it should be repeated with
real end-users to get sound conclusions and to detect how the recommendations could
evolve to make up a really useful knowledge reuse environment for end-users.
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Abstract. Software applications that can be changed, modified and extended
are nowadays pretty mainstream. But only few researchers focused on the role
of the users social network for actual modifying practices and hurdles. Therefore this paper, studies in a comparative manner, how users modify software
applications by using markets of existing components. We examine two popular
applications: the universal tool platform Eclipse as an example for work applications and the game of World of Warcraft as an example for leisure applications. Despite the difference of the contexts, we found common patterns in
collaborative actions within the social networks, that lead us to discuss the role
of sharing and support for modification awareness for end users.
Keywords: EUD, Collaborative Tailoring, Software Ecosystems, Awareness.

1 Introduction
For a long time, research on managing software portfolios primarily focused on the
appropriation of single applications. At a time, when applications had a clear border
and when the software market was very limited this was well-suited. Examples are the
work of Mackay [1] or Gantt and Nardi [2] who empirically investigated into tailoring
efforts. One remarkable result of both studies was, how much collaboration in form of
artifact or knowledge sharing they had observed. But since then the basic conditions
have changed. Today it is often tried to establish so called software ecosystems. They
consist of an open, extensible software platform that attracts different manufacturers
and hobbyists, creating small-scale components, which can be individually assembled
by end users [3]. Software ecosystems are an interesting topic to look upon, when it
comes to study end user development. They empower the end user to choose or add
functionality to their software by orchestrating pre-existing modifications. Compared
to the situation of the 1990s, software ecosystems and the involved stakeholders are
globally networked. We believe that this changes the users opportunities for modifying applications, since under these circumstances local networks of users (e.g. a company) collaboratively makes use of software ecosystems. Our first goal is therefore to
understand: “How and based on what information do people modify their personal
software installations?” To answer this question, we followed a similar approach
as Mackay [1], which can be described as a set of empirical field studies, consisting
of observations and interviews. Since we are not expecting an universal answer,
we chose two quite different software ecosystems to investigate into, hoping for
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 337–342, 2011.
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contrasting results. First we analyzed how professional software developers modify
their Eclipse installations during their day to day work. This was followed by a second series of investigations, that examined how players of the online role playing
game World of Warcraft (WoW) modify their game clients during leisure time.

2 Two Field Studies on Managing Software Portfolios
Our research process is loosely oriented on Mackay’s [1] studies. For each study
(Eclipse and WoW) we started exploring the relevant literature on the software, organizations and communities that are related to the case. This was followed by partially-structured interviews and in the case of Eclipse, on-site observations. The work
is still carried out as open ended qualitative study. The material presented here was
transcribed and the transcripts analyzed using coding mechanisms of the Grounded
Theory [4] approach. While this is not a full grounded theory (so far we rely on InVivo codes), the approach has still proven very helpful to carefully analyze the material, without subsuming our observations under pre-defined categories from literature.
For the Eclipse case we cooperated with six software companies with 10 to 250
employees. At each company, we conducted at least two semi-structured interviews of
at least one hour (altogether, we conducted 17 interviews. Additionally, we visited
two of the smaller companies over a period of 3-5 days for on-site observation. For
the WoW study, we interviewed a small WoW guild that is constituted by 8 to 10
active members of various game experience and with a different educational background. Whereby a guild is an in-game association of player characters formed to
make the accomplishment of group-related tasks easier. We conducted at least two
semi-structured interviews of 15 to 60 minutes with each player. Additionally, we
recorded the changes in their addon configuration over a period of one month.
2.1 Customizing the Eclipse IDE (Study 1)
Eclipse is a multi-language integrated development environment (IDE) and an extensible software ecosystem. It began as a toolbox for the Java programming language at
IBM. It was designed to integrate future tools under one roof, using a plug-in mechanism. The platform was made freely available, open source and steered by a nonprofit foundation to attract other companies and other contributors.
Eclipse provides all of its functionality on top of a core runtime system and can be
extended by using additional third-party plug-ins. The Eclipse core and most additional plug-ins come free of charge and are released under the terms of an open source
license. An Eclipse plug-in is constituted by an XML description and Java code that
supplies the functionality. There are about 900 tools available that consist of thousands of plug-ins called components. Tools are either installed using the included
install and update mechanism or just copied to a folder manually.
Software developers as we interviewed and observed have to fulfill quite different
tasks, from documenting requirements, modeling, coding, testing, debugging to talking to customers. For many of these tasks special tools are either needed or at least are
a great help. Furthermore the resulting artifacts are often shared among other developers who work on the same or similar tasks. Eclipse allows to be extended by
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additional plug-ins that could support the task in question. Most of the observed and
interviewed users were capable of creating such plug-ins on their own. But due to the
amount of plug-ins that already exist on the global Eclipse ecosystem and the time
and effort necessary to create a new plug-in, they chose to first search for existing
alternatives that might fit their requirements.
One of the key findings of the study, when the need for a new tool arose, suitable
recommendations regarding tool selection, installation, and configuration were sought
out from co-workers who also found themselves in similar working contexts. We
especially could observe this in environments where software developers organized
themselves in agile teams. People did trust in their co-workers advice much more than
in recommendations found on the Internet or in magazines. Within the observed companies, several related strategies were established or put into practice by accident.
If it was obvious that someone should be told about what plug-ins to install, e.g. if
a new person joined a project team, either the plug-in names or even the whole set of
artifacts were passed to that person. In case of a problem, people went to colleagues
and just asked for advice which plug-in to pick or how to proceed if problems occurred. Unfortunately quite often it was not clear who could be an experienced colleague for a certain topic. As some Eclipse users were constantly trying to stay informed on plug-in related topics, they sometimes stumbled upon interesting news that
could also be relevant for their colleagues. This was an interesting source for innovation for their colleagues. But as they did not consider chatting about new tools as a
central part of their job, it was often unclear if news were important enough to be
shared. On several occasions Eclipse users sat together at one machine to discuss a
problem or how to proceed with a project or task. While doing so, the colleague did
discover new icons in the Eclipse toolbar and so the topic moved to new plug-ins. The
result was an exchange on new interesting plug-ins.
Overall we observed that Eclipse users tended to ensure personal information exchange on which plug-ins are interesting, how to install them and which problems can
occur. On the other hand it was often unclear if general plug-in related news, tips,
experiences should be spread and through which channels. Therefore this was often
triggered by accident.
2.2 Customizing World of Warcraft (Study 2)
With more than 12 million subscribers the massive multiplayer online role-playing
game World of Warcraft (WoW) is currently the world’s largest game of this kind.
WoW was developed by Blizzard Entertainment and released in November 2004.
Three expansions for the game have been released since then, in addition updates of
the game client are regularly released.
WoW is an interesting example for EUD in games, because it is possible for players to create their own addons for the game client that is used to play. Addons are
constituted by describing metadata, XML documents describing the user interface and
the functionality, which is written in the scrip language LUA. The development of
addons is officially encouraged by providing the user with access to certain game API
functions. There are currently over 5900 user-created addons [5] for the player to
choose from. Addons are installed by downloading a code package from the internet
and then placing it in a specific addon folder in the WoW installation.
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The game is designed in a way that people work together in groups to accomplish
complex tasks in the game world. Players organize themselves in guilds in order to
simplify group building and represent social networks. Although the game is designed
in a way that players do not necessarily need addons, they play an important role
because they can enhance the players or groups performance. Addon functionality can
range from displaying additional information that is helpful to the player to automating certain tasks or reorganizing the built-in chat function. Not every player benefits
from certain addons as the usefulness of an addon depends on the role that the player
seeks to fulfill in the game.
Throughout the whole interview study, every person had modified his/her game
client using addons, although this was not a selection criterion. Most of the collaborative innovation process happens via in game chat and voice chat. All interviewees use
an external tool called TeamSpeak to coordinate group-related tasks and having general discussions. TeamSpeak works similar to a Skype or a telephone conference
where the players connect to a persistent server in order to talk to each other. One of
the key findings of our study was that most of the addons are installed, based on recommendations from other guild members. These recommendations are seen as more
or equally important as recommendations on the addon-related websites. The experienced players try to stay up-to-date by informing themselves on various WoW addon
sites about updates for their current addons or new addons that could enhance their
playing experience. As part of the study, we discovered several non-formal modifications practices.
If players want to accomplish certain tasks or face problems concerning certain
game elements, this was often discussed with guild members, as helping other players
is quite common. As part of this, players often received recommendations on what
addons could simplify the completion of this task. If a problem with an addon or the
game client arose, the other guild members were always asked first. Unfortunately,
often it was not clear which guild member could be an expert for a certain addon or
problem. The continuous use of voice chat benefits the virtual collaboration in a way
that it can create virtual over-the-shoulder learning situations. For example in one
specific case a player mentioned certain statistics about his character and another
player asked where he could find this statistic. The first player then realized that this
statistic was generated by an addon and recommended it. All interviewees use a third
party tool, called Curse Client (see [5]) to install new and update existing addons. It
was developed to help players in installing new addons and managing their current
addon configuration, by providing them with an easy-to-use interface representation
of a rich addon database. Information about new and interesting addons is spread
verbally to players which are suspected to have an interest in these. New players usually get recommendations on certain addons they should install. These recommendations are usually given to them before they engage a difficult task with other guild
members.
2.3 Discussion
A common phenomenon that we expected was that people tend to employ preexisting modifications rather then developing their own, hence the fact that certain
people in both studies had the skills to develop them. The interviewees in both studies
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argued, that using pre-existing modifications saves them a lot of time. What we did
not expect were the similarities at the practice level as well as the reasons behind
certain actions.
But by comparing the two studies, we found more similarities. Despite the differences of the contexts (work vs. play) and heterogeneous user groups (very skilled vs.
varying) the sharing behavior was very similar. In both cases people relied on the
recommendations of their friends or co-workers more or as much as they relied on
recommendations made by external people or websites. We classified these as
follows:
#1 asking, because of a problem
People actively asked their friends or co-workers about their software configuration and which modifications they use. This happened mostly if a problem or a new
and unknown task appeared. In both studies we traced this back to the belief that the
co-workers or friends better understand each others context and therefore are a more
reliable source of information.
#2 asking, triggered by accident
In several cases, people either accidently observed or discussed the use of an modification unknown to others. This triggered a need for awareness of what the colleague
or friend is using and resulted often in a discussion to exchange experience on modifications.
#3 actively spreading the news
If people were actively informing themselves or by accident picking up news on
modifications, they tried to spread this information further to (potentially) interested
people in their near social network.
#4 actively introducing new workers/players
Sometimes a new person joins the game of WoW or a colleague joins a certain development project or even the company. In this case people did introduce the “junior”
not only to the work/game, but also recommended certain modifications.
If we mirror these categories back to the several observations and interviews, they
lead back to a lack of awareness within social networks as colleagues or guilds. Even
more, there is a constant and latent need for this kind modification or EUD awareness.
But since there was no support, it took certain points of interaction like a breakdown,
beneficial accident or a complex task to bring the topic of modifications to the center
of attention and create this sort of awareness.

3 Related Work
Mackay [1] as well as Gantt and Nardi [2] empirically investigated into the collaborative effects of tailoring, as sharing knowledge and artifacts. Our work is similarly
structured but takes current developments into account. More recent work on collaborative tailoring and the related topic of software appropriation was especially done by
Pipek and Kahler [6]. They did describe different shared scenarios (concerning usage,
artifacts or infrastructure) that also lead to a need for awareness. While their work
discusses this topic marginally, we wanted to focus more deeply on the role of awareness in collaborative EUD processes.
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While existing research efforts investigated into organizations or closed groups as
target for their research, we focus on groups, that act as social networks and are embedded in software ecosystems [3]. Therefore we can address appropriation efforts in
environments where large numbers plug-ins/addons from 3rd parties already exist.
This results in a different view on collaborative tailoring efforts and awareness.

4 Conclusion
Our research shows that people may trust in particular recommendations of local
peers, regarding modifications as plug-ins or addons. Both, Eclipse and WoW users
facilitate third party tools, to orchestrate and maintain their sets of plug-ins or addons.
These tools all share the same basic features. Curse for WoW, as well as the Eclipse
Marketplace or Yoxos for Eclipse represent central repositories of components to
modify the application. These tools keep track of what a user installs, they help keeping addons or plug-ins up to date and ensure an installation that is not broken after
modifying. On the other hand, they miss to reflect the collaborative nature of modifying software that creates a demand for addon awareness and recommendations.
In small local or remote groups as the ones we examined, we found plenty of incidents were breakdowns, accidents or planned intervention functioned as a trigger that
revealed a need for awareness. This resulted in discussions and recommendations.
This was just “the tip of the iceberg”, as we observed a constant and latent need for
modification awareness in groups. And as there already exist tools to support some of
the users EUD efforts, future research should suggest and evaluate possibilities to
support modification awareness, as it could improve the reach of EUD.
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Abstract. This paper presents MikiWiki, a meta-wiki developed to prototype
key aspects of the Hive-Mind Space (HMS) model. The HMS model has been
proposed to share the visions of End-User Development and meta-design in collaborative online environment development. It aims to support cultures of
participation and to tackle the co-evolution of users and systems. The model
provides localized habitable environments for diverse stakeholders and tools for
them to tailor the system under design, allowing the co-evolution of systems
and practices. MikiWiki is aimed at supporting the exploration of opportunities
to enable software tailoring at use time. Such an open-ended collaborative design process is realized by providing basic building blocks as boundary object
prototypes, allowing end users to remix, modify, and create their own boundary
objects. Moreover, MikiWiki minimizes essential services at the server-side,
while putting the main functionalities on the client-side, opening the whole system to its users for further tailoring.
Keywords: HMS model, Meta-design, End User Development, Boundary
Objects, Co-evolution, Habitable Environment, Wiki, MikiWiki, Mikinugget.

1 Introduction
Web 2.0, social media and advanced information technology are changing the role of
end users and the way they are sharing and managing knowledge, and encourage
cultures of participation [1]. Complex design projects also need to actively engage all
the stakeholders in the design process. However, communication among stakeholders
often breaks down due to differences in cultures, backgrounds and modes of communication. Moreover, the co-evolution of design communities and software systems [2]
requires open software development environments to support emerging needs. To
tackle these issues, the Hive-Mind Space (HMS) model, a meta-design conceptual
model has been proposed [3][4]. It aims to provide a common meeting space to bring
diverse stakeholder Communities of Practice (CoP) [5] together as a Community of
Interest (CoI) [6] and to support their collaborative design in an evolving manner. The
HMS model brings software engineers, domain experts and end-users together to
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 343–348, 2011.
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collaboratively work on design projects. Each stakeholder specific design community
in the HMS model is provided with a ‘habitable environment’ [7] that provides essential tools for the CoP to perform its use and design activities. This environment is
localized to the CoP’s culture, role and digital devices in use [8]. To enhance communication among CoPs, the HMS model introduces a central communication channel
serving as a boundary zone [9], where different CoPs can create, exchange, and cooperate around boundary objects [10]. Boundary objects are artifacts that mediate communication, for instance, sketches can be used as boundary objects among architects,
clients and civil engineers for reasoning about design.
The HMS model derives from the Software Shaping Workshop (SSW) methodology [11] and supports three different levels of participation and design activities: i)
meta-design level, where software engineers maintain the system and design environments for domain experts; ii) design level, where domain experts design environments for end users; iii) use level, where end users tailor and use the environments
and tools. In addition, the HMS model has an open infrastructure, i.e. CoPs can tailor
their habitable environments.
The HMS model has been applied before to two different cases, mechanical engineering and collaborative knowledge management for tourism [3][4]. In these two
applications, the environments were designed and implemented using a specific software framework – the BANCO framework [8][12].
This paper describes MikiWiki, a new and still in-progress implementation of
HMS, based on a new architecture and design principles.

2 Backgrounds and Related Work
End-User Development (EUD) is a set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow
users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software developers, at
some point to create, modify or extend a software artifact [13]. A prominent motivation for EUD is addressing “design as a process, which is tightly coupled to use and
continues during the use of the system” [14].
Nevertheless, EUD tends to solve the co-evolution [2] problem from a technocentric perspective and mainly focuses on tailorability without taking other technology-related communication, demonstration and negotiation activities into consideration
[15].
In the past few years, mashup software applications have been studied as possible
tools to support end-user development activities [16]. Two popular examples of
mashup applications are Yahoo Pipes [17] and Microsoft Popfly [18]. Yahoo Pipes is
a tool for aggregation and manipulation of content available in the Web, while Microsoft Popfly (discontinued since 2009) was a tool for Web pages and games creation
by visual composition.
MikiWiki merges the high potentiality of visual composition and direct manipulation interaction style with mashup techniques to empower end users and enable then
to become end-user developer. Moreover, MikiWiki is based on the wiki [19] approach that fosters collaboration among users and supports their communication.
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3 MikiWiki
MikiWiki is a prototype that implements the HMS model and allows to further explore EUD and meta-design approach [20]. However, the mapping of HMS concepts
to MikiWikis mechanism is not one-to-one, as many theoretical concepts, such as
boundary objects, cannot be reduced to a simple software system component. We
started by implementing a simple wiki system, then extended it to support different
levels of participation, boundary objects, habitable environments and, finally, the
mediation mechanism. We chose a wiki approach to prototype the HMS model since
wikis have an open editable structure, pages as basic units of sharing, existing documented architecture models and implementation of traditional wikis. All this makes
them a good starting point for prototyping the HMS model.
3.1 Habitable Environments in MikiWiki
In accordance with the HMS model, a flexible mechanism is designed to allow CoPs
to partition and locally configure communication [3]. Environments are used as a way
to associate specific behavior to a large set of pages, for instance, by customizing an
environment to a domain with specific tools and working habits [23] (Fig. 1).
Environments allow customization, without imposing predefined structure on all
CoPs, but allowing the sharing among selected members. For example, access control
in MikiWiki is not an inherent property of all environments, but it can be achieved by
including a “check point” mikinugget in the environment settings page: all the pages
within this environment inherit the access control property. Environments can be
structured hierarchically: an environment inherits all the settings of the environments
containing it. Individual environments can be further extended or override the properties of their parent environments.
Environments are also a mechanism to negotiate the awareness of the convergent
and divergent viewpoints, by which diverse points of view from other environments
are represented. Being aware of those differences eventually enhances the mutual
understanding and supports CoPs collaboration. The communication and rendering
mechanisms are also expressed via mikinuggets, thus the behavior and rendering of
pages can be customized and extended. For example, an architectural plan visualized
within an environment used by a Japanese construction team using iPads will require
different representations of the same plan as seen by the German procurement department of the building company for whom the same data might be more meaningfully represented as a spreadsheet with building materials price list.
3.2 MikiWiki in Use
MikiWiki has been primarily developed to support diverse CoPs (mainly software
engineers, designers and clients) collaboratively designing iPhone applications
(Fig. 1). At the meta-design level, software engineers design workflow and interactions, which generate domain-oriented habitable environments for different CoPs. At
the design level, designers use one of the environments to create iPhone mockup
applications by simply using drag-and-drop components and sharing their designer
results with all team members. At the use level, users can vote, annotate and discuss
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the mockups with the designers. This last environment consists of an iPhone mockup
and three boundary objects used for ranking and adding sticky notes and comments.
Mikinuggets are designed to support communication and negotiation among CoPs.
For instance, design teams can easily create a shared to-do list to coordinate their
collaboration, and add an online presence mikinugget to increase awareness.

Fig. 1. iPhone mockup environment in MikiWiki

3.3 MikiWiki Architecture
In MikiWiki, the server side supports the minimal amount of features and services
that maintain basic functionality. When possible choices should not be expressed as
server-side code, but as a wiki page that gets executed on the client-side and that
relies on server-side ‘primitive’ services invoked via AJAX techniques. Some functionality cannot be removed from the server side specifically all the basic facilities
that handle the sharing of information, since the server acts as a repository and single
aggregation point for wiki pages. As a concept demonstrator, MikiWiki aims to explore some key characteristics of meta-design, i.e. design infrastructure tailorability
and EUD.
3.4 Mikinuggets and Open Infrastructure
Mikinuggets in MikiWiki are explicitly designed to reflect the HMS model’s boundary objects’ concept. A mikinugget is a page embedded within another page in order
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to create sharable remixable components. We provide a set of mikinuggets for instance
ranking, commenting, annotations, drawing tools, notification, online presence,
change-tracking, user-tracking, chat, to-do list, video embedding, access control and
profile to be embedded.
The separation between user interface and application, the surface and the deep
[21] restricts end users to simple manipulation of surface features, while the deeper
system remains only accessible to developers. However, developers often do not
know all the ways in which the system might be used by different end users over time
[22]. Hence some lower-level details of system behavior should be also available for
customization at the user interface.
Mikinuggets allow end users further appropriation of the system. Mikinuggets’
pages act as a mechanism and interface for supporting the creation and evolution of
software artifacts beyond their initial form. Moreover, mikinuggets are also a medium
made of captured knowledge. CoPs can incrementally construct knowledge via mikinuggets during collaboration and communication. Non-programmers can start using
and remixing existing mikinuggets, while advanced users can clone and modify these
mikinuggets and consequently introduce new behaviors.

4 Conclusions
MikiWiki is a meta-wiki architecture and a work-in-progress prototype to support and
evaluate the HMS model. It brings diverse CoPs together to participate in the design
process, support their communication and evolve all the system components as well
as the communities themselves. Considering situated innovation emerging in local
contexts, MikiWiki aims to provide a just-enough infrastructure based on underdesign principles, allowing users to further build, extend and develop their own environment. The next step will be to apply MikiWiki to various use scenarios, to improve
its usability as well as to focus on how mikinuggets and habitable environments can
be used to support and shape collaboration and communication.
Acknowledgments. The work of Li Zhu and Barbara Rita Barricelli is supported by
the Initial Training Network “Marie Curie Actions”, funded by the FP 7 - People
Programme with reference PITN-GA-2008-215446 entitled “DESIRE: Creative
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Abstract. Current approaches to collaborative modeling mainly focus on facilitated modeling workshops. This approach proves to be very beneficial when big
parts of processes have to be newly designed that require the interaction of multiple process stakeholders. However as modern businesses require flexible
adaption of processes to changing environments inside and outside an organization, this approach is not always feasible. So my goal is to seamlessly integrate
tight and loosely coupled interaction in collaborative modeling.
Keywords: end-user modeling, collaborative modeling, collaboration.

1 Introduction
My particular research interest can roughly be described as collaborative end-user
modeling, with end-users including all people working in a socio-technical environment [7]. In this context modeling does not only apply to the creation and modification of graphical representations of software systems, but to representations of the
whole socio-technical environment including business and work processes as well.
However transferring knowledge about processes into expressions according to a
modeling notation is a difficult task even for skilled modelers. This task becomes
even more difficult for end-users who are not used to apply this transfer on a regular
basis. Additionally modeling software is mainly designed and built for modeling
professionals, making it difficult to use for end-users during their everyday work. So
my research will put strong emphasis in the creation of a modeling-environment in
which end-users are able to directly contribute to collaborative process modeling.
But creating an easy to use interface is only part of what is necessary to directly
integrate end-users into modeling. Socio-technical environments require the collaboration of various different process participants and stakeholders. Considering the
creation of models for these environments strong emphasis has to be put on the ability
to flexibly apply different types of collaboration, ranging from facilitated workshops
to asynchronous dislocated scenarios (c.f. [6] for a more sophisticated distinction).
So creating a modeling-environment that enables end-users to directly participate
in process modeling without solely relying on the help of facilitators and process
experts can be described as my primary goal. This modeling-environment includes an
easy to use interface as well as the ability to flexibly apply different modes of collaboration by incorporating means of communication and coordination.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 351–354, 2011.
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2 Background
Modeling business and work processes is a complex task. It requires the allocation of
several roles to different tasks as well as to the technical equipment that is used. Because of the complexity it is reasonable to draft these models collaboratively by involving various stakeholders which serve as domain experts. This approach known as
collaborative modeling [10] has been widely discussed in literature. Usually it incorporates a series of facilitated workshops in which all relevant process participants and
stakeholders are brought together. During these workshops a facilitator manages the
communication while an additional chauffeur operates a modeling tool1.
This inevitably sequential approach forces idle times for the majority of the participants as only one person may speak at the same time. Additional idleness is enforced
as not every person is knowledgeable about every part of the process. These forced idle
times are likely to cause frustration among the participants [9]. So it appears reasonable to enable parallel development of model parts which also saves time [3].
A first approach into flexibly applying different modes of collaboration in collocated modeling workshops has been taken by Andersen and Richardson who propose
a variety of different activities which they call scripts [1]. This approach however is
still limited to synchronous collocated settings and requires facilitation throughout the
whole process. Newer approaches – thus also being limited to collocated settings –
challenge the need of a facilitator in collaborative modeling as they enable the participants to enhance and modify the process model on their own [12].
These findings provide a great opportunity for the improvement and sustainability
of process models in general as creating a process and executing it during the daily
work practice is not sufficient. Problems are likely to arise that “cannot be completely
anticipated at design time” [5]. The very same thing applies to software design in the
context of end-user development [5]. Modeling without the need of a facilitator also
enables modeling on demand which is dearly needed as work processes have to be
flexibly adjusted to changing conditions. This however cannot be done by entering the
previously described process design workshops again, because these design cycles
would be “too slow, time-consuming and expensive” as Lieberman states in the context of end-user development [8]. In order to increase the flexibility of modeling it
may not be restricted to these kinds of workshops. It has to be integrated into the
everyday work of the process participants. This is where collaborative process modeling and end-user development come together. Process participants have to be able to
become co-designers [4] and create their own work-environment without the need for
specially trained professionals [13].

3 Chosen Approach
There is very little evidence about which specific functions end-users require when
using modeling tools in different collaborative settings2. So I chose an ethnographic
1
2

c.f. [11] for a more exhaustive and sophisticated distinction of roles in collaborative modeling.
c.f. section 1 for an elaboration on collaborative settings.
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approach (c.f. [2]) because I wanted people to work in an environment that is familiar
to them thus minimizing distraction.
Beforehand I conducted a first study which aimed at finding out whether end-users
have the required skills to actively contribute to modeling. These include the ability to
think in sequences and to translate thoughts into a modeling notation. As a start I
involved future stakeholders – all but one not modeling experts – in a workshop
where a process had to be designed from scratch. This process incorporates the work
of a service agency offering accompaniment for elderly people during their weekly
shopping. It is part of a three-year long interdisciplinary research project3 which aims
at enabling elderly people to live in their own home for as long as possible. During
the course of this workshop the participants were ordered to contribute activities to a
previously prepared process model. Each participant was given a laptop and contributed through a single text-input box in a web interface. Afterwards the participants
were told to sort the contributed elements according to the process sequence. The
actual moving of the process elements was conducted by a facilitator.
Results derived from this study show the ability of end-users contribute to process
development, given adequate means to do so. However as moving elements inside the
modeling tool could have been done by the participants themselves, there are possibly
multiple other functions that process stakeholders can make use of. In order to find
more of them before developing a prototype, I started with the ethnographic approach.
In order to incorporate the use of process models into the daily activities of nonprocess experts, multiple work process models were developed in different departments of two major steel fabricating companies in Germany. The participants that
were involved in these workshops were predominantly metalworkers with no previous
experience in modeling or the use of modeling software at all. We started by collaboratively modeling their work process in a fairly detailed manner. Afterwards the models were printed out to avoid any bias considering the use of graphical modeling tools.
These printed models were attached next to the workbench of the metalworkers.
We advised them to pay close attention during their work to any irregularities
compared to the standard process, visualized in the process model (like e.g. missing
tools and material). They were advised to document these irregularities and attach the
documents to the part of the model that represents the process step where the irregularity occurred. Once every week all employees of this specific department came
together, trying to find the source of the problems that were documented during the
week. Afterwards the paper based process model was collaboratively altered to fix the
source of the problem. During these meetings I was able to monitor their activities.
First results confirm the results from the previous study: End-users are able to
think in processes and have no problem identifying process parts where irregularities
occur. Additionally they alter models by deleting elements (crossing them out) and
providing additional information through annotations. These findings lead to a more
sophisticated set of functions for an end-user friendly collaborative modeling tool and
will be used to develop a first software prototype. This software will then replace the
previously described paper based prototype in order to evaluate these functions. The
prototype will also be tested in different other collaborative settings such as collocated modeling workshops, in order to ultimately come up with a suitable software
3
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tool and a surrounding environment that enables the seamless integration of tight and
loosely coupled interaction in collaborative modeling.
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Abstract. Meta-design theory emphasizes that future use can never be entirely
anticipated at design time, as users shape their environments in response to
emerging needs. Systems should therefore be designed to adapt to future conditions in the hands of end users, empowering end-user development to take place
in a continuous, participatory manner. In our increasingly complex technological environments, tomorrow‘s meta-designers must be able to anticipate the environment in which the end users will work in order to provide the flexibility
for users to craft and develop their tools. By exploring and projecting forward
current trends in technology use, I have identified key principles for metadesigners and suggest that using them as design heuristics will aid metadesigners in crafting systems for future end-users to employ in designing and
developing their future environments. This paper describes my doctoral research, aimed towards validating and critiquing these meta-design principles.
Keywords: design, meta-design, design time, use time, heuristics, context.

1 Introduction
At one time, design and use were closely entwined activities: human crafters designed
tools through use and there was no distinctly separate design process. As technology
advanced, industrialization introduced a divide between the goals of the setting of
design (design time) and the setting of use (use time). Design time focused on experts
creating a completed design artifact, while use time was oriented towards gradual
user-driven evolution and change, responsive to environment and context. This tension between what could be accomplished at design time and what unpredictable
situations the system would encounter during use has been an ongoing challenge to
the evolving field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
When environments of use were constrained to the workplace, our early HCI
methodologies could strive to match known work tasks with suitable interfaces; this
human factors approach focused on interfaces to afford interaction between man and
machine. As technology moved into the home and into more complex environments
of use and practice, HCI methodologies began to take a broader view of interaction,
supporting human actors who controlled the technologies used in their daily lives [1].
However, recently developed technologies have allowed for complex and shifting
contexts of use [2] as well as empowered users to design their own technological
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 355–358, 2011.
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environments. Novel means of information and technology production (e.g. open
source software development, mash-ups, commons-based peer production [3]) have
radically changed the technological landscape. Users are again behaving as human
crafters – controlling, designing, and developing not only their relationships with
technology, but the very form and function of this technology.

2 Meta-design: Moving towards “Designing in Use”
The increasing evidence of “designing in use” behavior by end users is poorly supported by our existing HCI design methodologies which distance designers, both in
time and space, from future scenarios of use and future users. Our design processes,
in the words of Stewart Brand, “over-respond to the immediate needs of the immediate users” [4]. As Suzanne Bødker notes, there are currently many related challenges
facing the field of HCI: (1) people need to be involved in design, not just as workers,
but as someone who brings their entire life experience into the design, (2) this will
necessitate a change in the way we design and prototype, and (3) we need to move
away from end-user programming in isolation to configurations involving multiple
people and multiple systems [2].
These challenges have been explored for many years in end-user development research, which seeks to empower end-users to design solutions to their problems in
use. Fischer’s recent work in this area [e.g. 5] suggests moving towards a future state
of end-user development or meta-design, emphasizing participatory co-design
throughout the life of the system. Meta-design describes a future state of design consisting of open systems that evolve during use, with design activities redistributed
across time and levels of interaction with the environment. The framework emphasizes that the design of socio-technical systems must support flexible and evolving
systems, that are not (and cannot be) completely designed before use, and that evolve
in the hands of their users. Building on the great deal of previous research in end-user
development, meta-design begins to place these ideas within a conceptual framework
that can guide the successful creation of future socio-technical systems facilitating
end-user development.
However, these ideas need further exploration to provide generalizable design
methods to the HCI community, in an age of rapidly evolving and changing technology. My dissertation research, which is currently in progress, seeks to understand:
how should we design for a world that is increasingly full of human crafters? Specifically, I seek to derive useful heuristics from key literatures and perspectives supporting systems that evolve in the hands of their users over their entire lifespan,
exploring them first in a controlled laboratory setting and then on real-world design
problems. These experiments are described in further detail within the following
sections.
2.1 Principles for Designing in Use
The proposed idea generation process consists of a series of guidelines aimed at focusing thought towards common emergent behaviors that users engage in over time.
These center around: connecting – to people with similar interests or needs, reaching
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out – in real-time across space and time, combining – the system with other tools and
systems they use, getting up to speed quickly – so undue time is not spent learning the
system, and tailoring – such that the system is molded to their personal needs. The
rationale behind the inclusion of each guideline is briefly described below:
Guideline 1: Connect with other people with similar needs and interests, both nearby
and far away.
John Thackara’s [6] series of design frameworks for complex worlds emphasizes
the increasing importance of systems that allow people to connect and communicate
both locally and across the boundaries of time and space. This guideline intends to
encourage these possibilities by focusing designers on how users can use the system
to connect to similar people or extend the system in this direction.
Guideline 2: Reach out and converse with other people in real-time, while they are
using the system.
Research prior to meta-design has explored modifiable systems that allow for reflective use-time conversations to occur, between designers and users [e.g. 7]. This
guideline seeks to emphasize how users can have live experiences and conversation
with other people within, or around, the system.
Guideline 3: Combine it with other tools and systems they use regularly.
The new (or redesigned) system may be only one of several tools and systems they
use on a daily basis or even at the same time. While designers can never anticipate
exactly how their system might be used, a focus on the surrounding edge and combinatory effects may spark new ideas [6].
Guideline 4: Begin using it quickly, without a lot of help or instruction.
Alexander’s unselfconscious culture of design [8] requires systems users can understand relatively quickly and then contribute to confidently. This guideline is oriented towards envisioning ways in which novice users could begin using systems
quickly and confidently, potentially becoming empowered to act as designers.
Guideline 5: Tailor it to their personalized needs.
Henderson and Kyng’s [9] early writings on designing in use identified tailorability
as essential to systems supporting users acting as designers. The system may tailor
itself to the particular individual’s needs automatically or through the user’s tailoring
actions.

3 Current and Future Work
The proposed guidelines are currently being used in a series of experiments testing the
ability of the guidelines to focus and encourage design-time idea generation. The
intention of this work is to move the conceptual framework of meta-design and support for end-user development to the forefront of design discussions, in a form that is
accessible both to designers and end users. By identifying key behaviors that users
are motivated to engage in, independent of technology, the guidelines intend to focus
designers on possibilities for how they can endow their system with tools for future
end-user development in the hands of their eventual users.
The guidelines will first be explored in a controlled laboratory setting to ensure
that they are well-understood and relevant to both users and designers. Then the
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guidelines will be used in design exercises to brainstorm features for an existing system (the Internet Public Library’s website), involving both the official system designers and several end users. These exercises will be conducted multiple times, to begin
to explore these issues more longitudinally, and the end users will be engaging in
diary-keeping, noting when and where they might want to make changes as they use
the system. This will contribute an understanding of what modifications users might
want to do in use and their motivations. Additionally, from the designer perspective,
it will help us understand what designers can focus on at design-time to move towards
becoming true meta-designers oriented towards what changes users might consider in
use as opposed to simply providing a “completed” system.
The longer term goal of this work is to introduce meta-design concerns into the
common methodologies of HCI, going further than addressing immediate needs (for
example, through usability testing) and towards considering more possibilities for
future system use. As emphasized by meta-design, we can never anticipate all the
future scenarios of use. However, the field of HCI needs to evolve its methodologies
to account for continuous, emergent use and change. It is my hope that the guidelines,
integrated into a participatory and continuous design process, can help designers provide the necessary tools for the future human crafters of the system.
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Abstract. Creative collaborative processes are more than often characterized
by the synchronous collaboration of stakeholders with different backgrounds
and expertise. However, little work has been done in identifying design patterns
for the design of software systems which support such collaboration. This line
of research aims at identifying such design patterns following a two-phase pattern mining process: 1). the analysis of the results of a series of design workshops during which participants would design applications for synchronous
collaboration, and 2). the analysis of a set of software applications which support synchronous collaboration in drawing, text editing, searching, and games.
Keywords: Design patterns, creative processes, synchronous collaboration.

1 Introduction
Creative collaborative processes bring together stakeholders with different backgrounds and expertise which communicate and interact with each other in real-time
through activities such as searching [1,2], or sketching [3]. However, little work has
been done in identifying design patterns for the design of software systems which
support common synchronous collaborative activities such as drawing, searching, text
editing, or games. This work aims to identify a collection of design patterns to be used
in the design of synchronous collaborative systems. The patterns address communities
of both novice and experienced software designers interested in applying a set of
documented best practices in their design processes and in being supported in the
collective understanding of problems and solution alternatives.
The concept of design patterns was first introduced in the ‘70s by Alexander [4],
who proposed a pattern language for architectural design. Later on, the concept was
adopted in domains such as software engineering and HCI [5]. In [6], a survey of 21
HCI pattern languages published between 1996 and 2007 shows that these collections
target web user interface design, interactive exhibits, user interface related programming, hypermedia applications, or ubiquitous computing. Moreover, in the past few
years, several collections of patterns have been proposed for the design of social interfaces [7], groupware technology [8], and cross-culture collaboration [9].
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2 Research Goals and Methods
The research question addressed by this work is: What design patterns can be identified in the design of software systems which support creative collaboration in realtime? To answer this question, a two-phase design pattern mining process was followed. During the first phase, a series of design workshops were conducted in order
to identify the recurring design issues designers would consider in the design of software applications for synchronous collaboration. During the second phase, a set of 20
software applications which support synchronous collaboration were analyzed in
order to identify those design issues considered in the implementation of concrete
cases of applications. For both phases, 4 domains were considered for collaboration:
drawing, text editing, database querying (searching), and games.
2.1 Design Workshops
A design workshop provides a team of 3-5 designers (the participants) with a set of
problems, relevant to the area the mining process addresses. Each workshop lasts for
approximately 2 hours and has 3 phases.
During the first phase, participants are encouraged to choose one problem from the
set and to define as many scenarios [10] as they can consider for software solutions
(applications) to tackle the problem. The second phase asks participants to choose
another problem from the list and to find similarities and differences between the two
problems (the one chosen during the first phase and the one chosen during the second
phase). Lastly, participants are asked to design the GUI and the interaction process of
the application related to the problem they initially chose during the first phase. For
that, they are strongly encouraged to sketch their ideas, express all the design problems they encounter and, possibly, create a mock up of their overall design. A facilitator is present during each workshop and his/her role is to introduce the participants to
the topic of the workshop and observe them, taking notes of their conversations.
13 teams - including professional graphic designers (8%), graduate (72%) and undergraduate (20%) students in Computer Science - participated in design workshops
which addressed 5 problems subject to synchronous collaboration: drawing, text editing, database querying, puzzle solving, and crosswords solving. The design issues
discussed by the teams were collected after each workshop. For each issues, its degree
of recurrence (DoR) was computed as the ratio between the number of workshops
during which the design issue has been discussed and the total number of workshops
conducted.
2.2 Collaborative Software Analysis
As a second phase of the design pattern mining process, a set of 20 software applications which support synchronous collaboration has been analyzed through scenario
and software walkthroughs. The goal of this analysis was the identification of those
design issues considered in the implementation of concrete cases of applications and
had as starting point the list of design issues identified during the workshops. For each
of these design issues, its degree of recurrence was computed, similarly as in the case
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Who is the coordinator in a real-time
collaboration? How do collaborators
coordinate themselves?
Support the visualization and the storage of
the history of the collaboration
Support the tracking of each collaborator’s
individual contribution
Support collaborators’ communication;
integrate instant messaging features in the
application
Visualize what others are doing in real
time
Adapt application to several devices; make
sure collaborators using different devices
can work together in real time
Support collaborators in providing
feedback, comments, rankings
Design the application for the web

TellTable [12]

CPG [14]

M@M [13]

Coagmento [2]

GoogleDocs [11]

CoSearch [1]

Design issue

Synergo [3]

Table 1. The most recurring design issues in the software analysis

DoR

85.71
71.42
71.42
57.14
57.14
42.85
42.85
42.85

of the design workshops, as the percentage of recurrence of the issue in the implementations analyzed. This paper reports on the partial results obtained through the analysis of a limited number of application (Table 1).

3 Partial Results and Expected Contributions
The design issues with the highest DoR in both the workshops’ results and the software analysis results were considered for being documented through design patterns.
This subsection briefly describes a subset of the patterns identified, their full description being provided in [15].
Who is the coordinator? addresses the problem of providing a coordination
mechanism which: a). allows all collaborators to take part in the collaborations and b).
maintains the resource in a consistent state at all times.
Integrated chat suggests integrating an instant messaging feature in the design of
the application in order to support communication among collaborators.
Eyes wide open addresses the problem of allowing each collaborator to be notified
about and visualize what the others are contributing to the process at any time.
Choose your collaborators suggests allowing each user to be able to choose the
people s/he wants to work with during the collaboration.
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Collaboration, always social suggests integrating mechanisms of tagging, ranking, annotating, and commenting in the application in order to support the collaborators in forming a community.
With or without collaboration addresses the issue of providing users with an additional private area, not available to the other collaborators, where each collaborator
has total control and where s/he is provided with tools specific to the context of the
application.
This work will provide a better understanding of the design issues to be faced during the design of synchronous collaborative systems by providing as output a pattern
language to be used for the design of synchronous collaborative applications.
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Abstract. Open Source development model gives users the opportunity to contribute. The development of Open Source System does not end at deployment
time but requires continuous user participation and contribution. Many companies are involved in Open Source communities for enterprise software
development and a huge amount of investments are related to training and new
paradigms of Distance Learning. Open Source Community approach in Learning Environments code development, in Open Source courses and Learning
Objects gives each user (and each company) the opportunity to contribute to
software and course development. The new e-learning frontier and the world research community interest are focused on collaborative learning approach.
Using Intelligent agent and systems (based on reasoning tools or linked data
complex querying) makes possible to give each learner or teacher the opportunity to build customized learning paths. Learning Intelligent System (LIS)
should recommend learning objects based on learner skills and learner final
goals.
Keywords: Open Source, Learning Environments, SCORM, Learning Intelligent System, Linked Data, Ontology.

1 Research Background: Open Sources Driven Enterprises in
e-Learning Fields
The Free and Open Source Software movement has had phenomenal impact on industry evolution: most of companies today, makes extensive use of Open Source Software (OSS) and technologies. Research, academic and professional communities are
engaged in the study of the open software-related development in order to highlight
advantages and disadvantages in terms of technology, re-use and economic impact.
An Open Source software could be adopted for ideological or purely pragmatic
reasons [1], but it is necessary that the strategic management takes constant critical
points that may influence this choice: a decision not weighted, it can cause damages
to the company, or make them miss opportunities in terms of profit and development.
The variables involved are numerous and not always immediately visible at a first
analysis.
The Open Source development model gives users the opportunity to contribute in
various projects. Open Source systems development does not end at deployment time
but requires continuous user participation and contribution.
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One critical factor that enables the continual evolution of an OSS project is the
forming of a vibrant and sustained community of practice [2] of developers, users and
user-turned-developers. In OSS projects, there is no clear distinction between developers and users: all users are potential developers, everyone at his own level of
knowledge and technical skills.
For an OSS project to have a sustainable development, the system and the community must co-evolve. A large base of voluntarily contributing members is one of the
most important success factors of OSS. The role that an OSS member plays in the
community is not pre-assigned, and is assumed by the member as he interacts with
other members [3].
The approach described [4] is quite different when a company decides to invest in
Open Source Software development, in fact facing the community, a company could
play different roles:
• Open code indifferent: in this scenario, the source code availability is neither an
advantage nor a disadvantage for the organization. OSS serves as a black box and
its advantages or disadvantages are comparable to proprietary packaged software.
• Open code scholar: in this scenario, the organization considers the source code
availability to be an advantage, but it does not use it to study or customize the
program. Some organizations choose OSS because they feel that the program is
less likely to contain hidden features or bugs, and that in case of bugs discovery,
it will be fixed quickly. With this kind of approach the use of OSS implies a
learning process, in which the organization gains experience and skills (and this
could represent a profitable investment)
• Open code developer: in this scenario, OSS serves as a white box [5]. Organizations use the source code to study the software inner workings or to adapt the
software to their own (or their clients) needs. This is primarily interesting for
software houses developing OSS-based applications.
In OSS approach there is an upside not present often in proprietary software: anyone
can verify the quality of the software code because the source code is available to
everyone [6].

2 Student Generated Learning Path for Powerful Learning
Experience
The research in e-learning field is focused on automatic (or semi-automatic) building
learning path for each learner. The idea is that a learner could select and customize his
own learning path guided by an intelligent system that suggests and recommends
learning objects based on learner experience and previous skills. The final goal is to
reach a new level of competence or skills through customized learning paths.
Students and teachers in this learning environments are the end user developers.
They could design their own learning path aided by Learning Intelligent System.
The research approach to achieve this goal is composed by 6 main steps:
1.

Provide a best practice analysis report about open source learning environments and identify reference international standards for e-learning (for example: Learning Objects, learning paths, Ontologies, Metadata, Linked Data);
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Provide a common framework in order to design Learning Objects and learning Path;
Design and development of LIS (Learning Intelligent System) according to
previously defined standards;
Develop a bridge between learning repositories and learning management system;
Implement courses on web portal and test in a pilot course;
Evaluation of results.

Actually the research team is involved in LIS design and development. The crucial
point is to identify the best semantic approach for this specific situation.
In order to create dynamic learning paths it becomes crucial to model users profiles
and correlate them to a suitable competency model. The idea behind this approach is
to exploit actual vocabularies and ontologies that can be used to capture metadata
about people and competencies using Semantic Web technologies. Technically this
goal is achieved using linked data or ontologies.

3 Ontologies vs. Linked Data
This will lead to the application of common machine-readable formats (e.g. RDF) as
well as enabling technologies (e.g. SPARQL) in order to implement practical use
cases for the generation of customized learning paths.
Recently some principles that go under the name of Linked Data defines some
good practices on how to expose, share and connect data on the Semantic Web. These
important recommendations contribute to interoperability aspects of Semantic Web
applications through advocating common guidelines.
The principles underlying this vision of Web of Data gave rise to the Linking Open
Data Project [7] which is a community-led effort to create openly accessible, and
interlinked RDF Data on the Web. When this community began its efforts, at the end
of 2007, there were only a handful of these connected, and openly accessible, sets of
data. Today, the Linked Open Data graph [8] shows that an increasing number of data
providers have begun publishing data using these principles, leading to the creation of
a Web of Data that already contains billions of statements.
Linked Data can provide valuable means to publish and connect structured learning
objects on the Web when developing course materials and specifying global curricula
in the form of learning pathways. An Intelligent System will use a repository of
Learning Objects compatible with the SCORM standard, facilitating the interoperability of training materials with all the systems that support the standard. The Learning
object builder (the “expert”) will lead steps on creating linked SCORM Learning
Objects that will be automatically represented according to the Linked Data guidelines. In this context, LIS, through its plug-in in the LMS will discover new relationships using open linked datasets available on the Web of Data and will propose to the
student an appropriate learning path in order to achieve training goals. LIS needs a
powerful and scalable server structure to run efficiently: a web host side to host the
entire platform, and a develop/services side to run the intelligent agent, based on J2EE
platform.
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Learning Objects, ontologies, RDF stores and all supporting data, which are essential for the right functioning of LIS, will reside in internal specific repositories and
database, and represent the knowledge on which to base logical inference. Furthermore, the agent will communicate with the repository of Learning Object SCORM
compliant to obtain additional materials. The LMS, which are installed on separate
servers, can use the features of intelligent agent communicating through web services
interfaces. LIS features will be presented in a transparent way to final user through a
plug-in installed in the LMS used by the user. In fact, the final user (teacher and student) who wants to use LIS features will just need a web browser to join his open
source LMS: it will be the plug-in to communicate through web services with LIS.
Finally, the creator of Learning Object will direct join LIS through HTML interface specially developed that will help him to enter Learning Objects and knowledge.
The system will deliver Open Courses according to defined didactic structure. The
didactic project is a full path that follows the learning goals and aims at the main
theme divided into disciplinary segments represented by individual Modules and
Teaching Units. The project is the foundation and the framework of the learning path
offered to the student, delimiting the area of the formative intervention. The didactic
project drafting is the production of all didactic items useful to the creation of the
course following a defined standard. Such items are provided in the first drawing
from experts and then worked by the staff in order to be used by LIS and other platform components.
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Abstract. For my PhD research, I am investigating how meta-design software
systems and cultures of participation can be used to motivate people to use energy more efficiently. My research is based on and extending two theories from
social psychology and computer science, namely Psychological Ownership and
Cultures of Participation. Combining these with the meta-design framework, I
am building an integrated system in which users are being motivated to use energy more efficiently by supporting them to take an active role in the relevant
decision processes.
Keywords: meta-design, cultures of participation, psychological ownership,
social environments, energy.

1 Introduction / Research Problem
There is now overwhelming evidence that our current lifestyle is not sustainable and
human energy consumption causes global warming [1]. To reduce energy consumption to sustainable levels, technological innovations and policy changes are likely not
sufficient – a change in human behavior is necessary. While there has been recent
work on combining Human-Computer Interaction and sustainability, these efforts are
mostly focusing on immediate feedback and short-term changes, without showing any
long-term changes in behaviors.
In my PhD research, I am developing and evaluating a software system to answer
my guiding research question how software designers can motivate people to reduce
their energy consumption by facilitating Cultures of Participation and Meta-Design.

2 Background
While there are many potentially effective ways of causing people to use energy more
efficiently [2, 3], I am, for my PhD research, focusing on two ways, namely Psychological Ownership and Cultures of Participation. Both have in common that they
facilitate intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation and that they are currently being
under-used in the energy domain.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 367–370, 2011.
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2.1 Psychological Ownership
Psychological ownership [4] describes a state in which a person feels closely connected to an object or idea, to the state that it becomes part of an ‘extended self’. As
soon as people see something as their own, they value it higher and are more likely to
invest time and effort in it [5, 6].
Pierce et al, in a meta-review of research on psychological ownership [4], have
identified several factors as requirements for psychological ownership, namely Control, Investment of Self, Intimate Knowing, and Modifiable Targets. If, a target, that
is, an object or an idea, fulfills all these requirements, people are more likely to feel
ownership for this target.
One reason that too few people are motivated to analyze and improve their energy
consumption behaviors is that few are feeling ownership for their own energy consumption or the energy domain. Given the current design of energy systems, this is
not surprising. Although the technological infrastructure would allow for it, consumers are not giving an option to control the price of their energy. The technical implementation and the utility companies do not foster or reward investment of self.
The electrical grid is designed as a system for passive consumers. Consumers are
still being given the same monthly bills that list overall consumption in the abstract
unit kWh, not supporting intimate knowing of how energy is being used or how
energy could be saved. And finally, the only thing that consumers can change in the
current smart grid is which device they use and how often they use it; the system does
not provide any modifiability to end-users.
2.2 Cultures of Participation
The effects of supportive social environments in which people do not act as solitary
individuals but as an active part of an environment are not new; they have been shown
to be effective in making people laugh [7], making people contribute and share more
[8, 9], making people err on easy questions [10] and even getting people pregnant
[11]. But aside from small experimental settings [12, 13], they are not being used to
motivate people to use energy more efficiently.
In the current energy system, energy consumption is completely individualistic and
invisible to others. Short of choosing to drive a Toyota Prius as a symbol of energyefficiency or installing solar cells to show interest in renewable energies, people have
no way to share their energy attitudes or behaviors. People looking for guidelines or
role-models cannot judge or estimate how much more or less energy even their immediate neighbors are using, let alone how their consumption compares to other consumers like them.

3 Approach
3.1 Using Meta-design to Create Psychological Ownership
I am proposing to use the meta-design framework [14] to build a system that fulfill
the requirements for psychological ownership. In brief, meta-design is a form of software design that aims to include end-users in the ongoing evolution of the system.
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Meta-design environments are supposed to be solution spaces [15] and not solutions.
In meta-design environments, users should be able to identify, explore, and re-assess
their needs constantly during use time and act as designer that change the environment accordingly when needed.
My system will allow users to understand their energy usage by running and creating energy simulations. These simulations can range from analyzing how much one
can use by using a CFL instead of an incandescent light bulb over the time of a year
to complex simulations like calculating how switching to a new laundry and different
detergent can impact the CO2 emissions over the lifetime of the appliance, allowing
intimate knowing of their own energy consumption.
Built as a meta-design environment, users can define and use different kinds of devices to be simulated and choose how energy consumption should be represented, for
example as CO2 emissions, as monetary savings, or as wheelbarrows of coal that
would need to be burned, offering modifiable targets. Users can access information
from a variety of sources, including the community of other users, and can share their
own simulations and insights with others, motivating and rewarding the investment
of self. By understanding not only where energy is being wasted but what one could
do about it, it gives control to the users, fulfilling all the requirements for psychological ownership.
3.2 Fostering Cultures of Participation
I am building a social website as part of my software system that addresses the problem of invisible and purely individualistic energy usage by creating awareness of
one’s own and other people’s energy consumption, building a foundation for a Culture of Participation [14] in which more consumers of energy become active and conscious participants of their energy environment. To this end, it is combining awareness tools [16] that keep participants informed about other people’s actions and contributions in the online environment with a novel approach to make visible how their
own actions influence their environments.

4 Current State
I am reaching a stable state for the theoretical frameworks underlying and guiding the
developments. I have created several prototypes for parts of the system and am now
implementing the system. I am testing first prototypes with selected groups of interested K-12 students, Amazon Mechanical Turk workers, and local co-workers in the
spring of 2011 before deploying a final version to a yet to be determined group later
in 2011. I am currently in the process of selecting a suitable test-group for my developments that will make use of my developments for a time-frame of one to three
months and that allows me to collect quantitative usage data as well as qualitative
data from interviews and observations.
Acknowledgments. I want to thank my co-workers at the Center for LifeLong Learning and Design (L3D) and especially my advisor Gerhard Fischer. My research has
been partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No 0968588
and 1028017.
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Abstract. The participative culture of Web 2.0 has increased the interest of online users in developing interactive artifacts such as games.
However, educational computer games as the media to teach computer
programming to end users are not cultivated in this culture yet. While
several platforms enable sharing games through the Web, the game design process and its educational values are either lost or limited to downloading and uploading source in order to explore and modify the game
program. In this research I present AgentWeb, a ﬁrst-of-a-kind Webbased game design and programming environment. Targeted for the
masses, AgentWeb provides visual programming language and runtime
system for developing games inside the browser. Built using open Web
technologies, AgentWeb can be easily incorporated into the online social
networking environments, enabling users to develop, share, explore and
customize as they play the game.
Keywords: Social Game Design, Web 2.0, End-User Programming,
HTML5.

1

Problem Definition

The participative culture of Web 2.0 [6] has increased the interest of online users
in developing interactive artifacts such as games. The pervasive user-created
content on the Web, such as wikis and blogs, is the result of shifting online
users from passive consumers to active developers. However, the development
potentials of online users are suppressed by the static nature of hypertext, the
format in which the user-created content is represented. Interactive games are
mostly developed by professional developers using Rich Internet Application
frameworks such as Flash or Java and embedded into the Web browser. Online
users remain passive game players rather than becoming active game developers.
Computer games are particularly used as educational media to introduce
school and college students to computer programming [5]. While platforms such
as Scratch [8] have enabled sharing educational games through an online social
interface, in order to explore and modify the game objects and its program the
users have to download them and upload them back into the Website again. On
the Website, the game is treated as a black box that users can only play. Respectively, the socialization, e.g., user comments, takes place around the game
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 371–374, 2011.
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itself not the game design process. As a result, the existing online social media around end-user developed games fall short of transferring game design and
programming knowledge to the observers. Eventually, these Websites turn into
an easy-to-access game repository rather than directly mediating the game programming knowledge.

2

Solution Approach

To incorporate the game design fully into the social Web context, the game
design environment has to let users explore the game objects and programs
right inside their online social environment, without the upload and download
barrier. Accordingly, a Web-based game design environment is required to fulfill
this fundamental requirement. To maintain the educational values of developed
games, the game design environment has to ensure that while exploring the
games, the users can socialize over the game objects and program by means of
existing Web 2.0 interfaces such as sharing, commenting, rating, and tagging.
In other words, users have to be able to inspect the game and its program as a
white box software rather than a black box software that is only being played.
Two main challenges to build a Web-based game design environment are supporting novice programmers and the development of such a system using Web
technologies. The focus of this research is to deliver the educational values of
game design to the masses who typically do not have programming skills. Accordingly, the environment should provide users with a low-threshold end-user
programming language. This challenge can be addressed using existing techniques such as visual languages [2] and domain-oriented design environments [3].
At the implementation level, the Web technologies become challenging as they
were not initially intended to support such a dynamic environment in which the
users program the games. Only in one decade and mostly motivated by the fast
growth of the Web users and emergence of new applications the Web technologies
have evolved to address many of drawbacks [4]. Poor JavaScript performance and
lack of support for graphics rendering have been addressed in recent JavaScript
engines and emerging HTML5 features. Yet, developing a game design environment for the masses, in which the user interface is a prominent matter, is highly
challenging due to the lack of high-level APIs even for the simplest user interface features such as drag-and-drop. Respectively, many basic features should
be implemented from scratch using JavaScript as the assembly language of the
Web in order to build a visual programming language and game engine runtime.

3

Development

I have designed and implemented AgentWeb, a first-of-a-kind 100% Web-native
game design environment. Users design and program their games right inside
the Web browser. Built upon only open Web technologies, all the game objects
including game characters, their programs, and the game scenes are stored as
JavaScript and HTML5 objects. Therefore, not only users play the games, but
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also they can explore and modify all the game objects including the program
of game characters from inside the browser. The barrier of downloading and
uploading the games do not exist anymore.
AgentWeb’s game design and programming model resembles AgentSheets [7],
a desktop-based game authoring tool used by novice programmers. Game objects
are called agents. Users create the agents, depict them using the provided image
editor, program them using a visual programming language, and draw the agents
in the game scene. Figure 1, shows the AgentWeb game design environment used
for developing a Frogger game.

Fig. 1. AgentWeb: a Web-based game design environment targeted for online users

AgentWeb consists of a visual programming environment in order to lower
the programming barrier to end users. Moreover, the visual programming environment enables rapid development of sophisticated video games to a point
which a game as sophisticated as Frogger is built by a novice programmer in
60-90 minutes. Usability studies conducted with middle school students shows
that students create interactive games using AgentWeb at the same pace as
desktop-based AgentSheets.
The programming language relies on a compiler which dynamically translates
the end-user developed visual program into JavaScript at runtime. Benefiting
from dynamic compilation, AgentWeb supports interactive programming [1] using which users are capable of modifying the agent program while the game is
running and the changes are immediately applied into the execution. Interactive
programming lets users explore the behavior of agents and receive immediate
feedback while they programs. The performance evaluation of execution and
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rendering the end-user developed games inside the Web browser reveals a high
performance comparable to desktop-based equivalent implementations, and in
some cases even outperforming them.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

While online users are interested in developing more sophisticated artifacts such
as games, existing desktop-based end-user game design environments can not be
fully integrated into and benefit from the participative culture of Web 2.0. As a
result, the social and educational values of end-user developed games are omitted.
In this research, I present a Web-based game design environment, called AgentWeb. Built using open Web technologies AgentWeb can seamlessly integrate into
social Web environments, enabling users to not only share their games, but also
explore, modify, and share the game objects and program with no upload and
download barrier. The future work includes integrating AgentWeb into existing
social networking environments while developing social interfaces through which
online users socialize around the game design process.
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Abstract. In an ongoing PhD study, a shop floor model of development is developed in terms of approaching Participatory Design (PD) as an organizational
implementation strategy. The focus is how domain experts continuously can exercise influence over development given increasingly complex circles of technical and organizational software system “infrastructuring”.
Keywords: End-User Development, ICT-Infrastructure Development.

1 Introduction
The World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmö, Sweden, pursues a development
model derived from the shop floor [1, 2] for the in-house design of software to support the daily work activities. The empirical case underpinning an ongoing PhD study
starts with the growing opportunities and challenges of developing and integrating
software infrastructure support beyond individual application areas and departmental
boundaries. A shop floor model of development is in this study developed in terms of
approaching Participatory Design (PD) as an organizational implementation strategy.
The focus is how domain experts continuously can exercise influence over development given increasingly complex circles of technical and organizational software
system infrastructuring.

2 Infrastructuring “in the Wild”
PD has a mature tradition of targetting diversity in design of software support. For
this study, Dittrich et al’s [2] “in the wild” perspective serves as a useful lens that
places the continuous design and use practices that domain experts and software engineers use in the centre. The objective of research intervention thereby is not so much
to introduce a PD way of doing things from outside, as it is to work with the evolvement of software support from the realities of everyday work – on the shop floor [1].
A for this study useful extension of the “in the wild” perspective is the process of
“infrastructuring” [3]. What “infrastructuring” from an “in the wild” perspective supports is essentially to discuss how Suchman’s [4] notion of “artful integration” takes
place; that is the evolution of software support “design[ed] from somewhere” as
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 375–378, 2011.
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opposed to the production of discrete devices “design[ed] from nowhere”. The contributions of all the papers in this study build on the interaction between technology and
participatory sustainable evolution with respect to heterogeneous and developing
requirements in iterative cycles of increasingly complex technical and organizational
“infrastructuring”. Each interaction enables both an improved understanding and
ability for continuous deliberations of better software support to improve shop floor
work practices. The result is an account of dimensions of design and use that would
not have been visible within an isolated local project intervention on its own.

3 Research Approach
Early in the research process the notion of “very action research” was coined to refer
to the methodological approach taken: I am employed by WMU as a software engineer doing technical programming and working to bring use and design together on a
local project and organizational arena level. My professional work at WMU is complemented with action research as a PhD student for the IT-University of Copenhagen. The main empirical base is constituted by my day-to-day interactions with
faculty, staff, and students in the design of useful software support for their work.
The ethnographically inspired Cooperative Method Development (CMD) action research cycle put forward by Dittrich, Rönkkö, Eriksson, Hansson, & Lindeberg [6] is
used as a methodological framework. The CMD research cycle focus on shop floor
development practices where the practitioners perspectives are the focal point when
evaluating empirical research and deliberating improvements. This is a process that is
done together with involved practitioners. The action research cycle consists of three
phases: (1) Understanding practice; (2) Deliberation of improvements; (3) Implement
and observe improvements.

4 A Long-Term Case Study of Infrastructure Development
The nature of the action research conducted has enabled a long-term and continuous
intervention in software development practices and strategies relating to matters of
working with PD as an organizational implementation strategy. This has made it possible to account for a range of dimensions of relevance if pursuing an organizational
viable PD approach to software development - within and beyond the local project
context. The study, so far, covers three papers that are chronologically situated in the
intervention and reflection that is made possible within the evolving realm of my
position as an IT-professional at WMU. Although the papers overlap, they are targeted to focus on three different core areas of relevance to software engineering [7,
8]: Technology (Paper 1); Process (Paper 2); Use (Paper 3).
4.1 Technology Matters – The Role of the Technical Base in Infrastructure
Development and Evolution.
Software is being used more and more to support cross-organizational collaboration
providing an infrastructure for cooperative practices. Different items of functionality
developed in local projects at the same time need to be integrated in an infrastructure
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and share a common technical base. This presents new challenges for design and
development processes as well as the technical base for the evolving infrastructure.
Participatory Design promotes the involvement of users into IT development processes. Web 2.0 is advocated as a technical base that provides the flexible integration
of heterogeneous applications and own contents and functionality and even opens up
development possibilities for end users. However Web 2.0 can have different traits. In
the article we report on the evolution of a technical base for the IT infrastructure of
WMU. The specific characteristics of the technical base turned out to influence not
only the possibilities of integrating different applications but also the cooperation of
professional developers and end users, and the design space for end-users as well as
developers. In this sense, the choice of the technical base thus came to both enable
and constrain the possibilities for participatory design. These results to contribute to
the understanding and tackling of the challenges long-term collaboration and coconstruction of IT infrastructures provide for Participatory Design and Information
Systems Development.
4.2 Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? - Leveraging the Capabilities of Shop
Floor IT Design on the Organizational IT Management Arena
Organizational IT management is an area that has been approached with caution in
contemporary Participatory Design (PD) research. This study shows how and why PD
can stop to be afraid of what sometimes seems to be treated as the big bad wolf!
The study is based on action research where one of the authors is employed at the
World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmö, Sweden, as an in-house ITprofessional. During the course of six years, he has worked together with his fellow
colleagues to understand and deliberate on how a better organizational IT management can be accomplished. Based on the empirical research, the article contributes to
the understanding of how local shop floor development can take place in an increasingly complex technical and organizational infrastructure environment; and how key
domain users and IT professionals can be influential in transforming this model of
development to an organizational implementation strategy.
4.3 Infrastructuring When You Don’t – End-User Development and
Organizational Infrastructure
Technologies promoting End-User Development enable domain experts to adjust and
develop tools to fit with their specific work practice and thus to be efficient with
respect to their professional tasks. In today’s organizations, however, single applications become part of organizational infrastructures. Such infrastructures enable integration between different applications and tasks but, at the same time, introduce new
constraints to ensure interoperability. How can the advantages of End-User Development be kept without jeopardizing the advantages of integration between different
applications? The third article presents an empirical study on End-User Development
in the context of the development of an organizational ICT infrastructure. Based on
the analysis of the empirical material we discuss the challenges the infrastructure
context provides for End-User Development.
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Research
A second research cycle will continue to target design and use in a complex infrastructure environment to add in an innovatory way of how software engineers and
domain experts can cooperate around the development of software support. In a landscape of additionally complex technologies and a larger number of domain experts
participating in an Enterprise Resource Planning system, the challenge is to be able to
continuously nurture a locally anchored development style that gains its momentum
from the domain experts themselves.
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Abstract. The simulation and visualization of biological system models
are becoming more and more important, in both clinical and research
activities. Many tools help biologists and bioengineers to analyse and to
study complex biological phenomena, such as disease spreading, tissue
development and neurological reactivity.
We present ongoing work on BioShape, a bio-inspired 3D simulation tool whose novelty consists of providing a 3D geometry-oriented
modelling environment. Unlike most of the other tools, BioShape development aims to improve usability by taking advantage of End-User
Development techniques. While the user can easily understand the basic
features of the tool, he is also made capable of extending them at diﬀerent levels of complexity, for speciﬁc simulation purposes.
Keywords: Systems biology, Particle-based models, Simulation of
biological systems, Simulation tool.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, systems biology plays an important role in the study and in the
development of new improved medical solutions. In silico simulation and prediction of pathological phenomena [1], tailoring of medical treatments based on the
characteristics of an individual patient ([2], [3]) as well as the research of nanotechnology applications are only some examples. In silico experimentation, in
particular, permits to execute tests that would be critically expensive if carried
out through in vitro/in vivo techniques - e.g. vascular blood diﬀusion in heart
diseases, signal passing in neurological tissue and so on. Most notably, it allows
to study phenomena or interactions that do not occur, or occur rarely, in nature.
Since biological processes are inherently complex and computationally expensive, simulation tools often concentrate on the improvement of computational
eﬃciency to gain better outcomes in lesser time. As a result, other important
aspects such as the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and the usability are
overshadowed and most of these tools tend to push their grain over the user [4].
Recently, we proposed BioShape [5], a bio-inspired simulation tool with a
3D geometry-oriented modelling environment. Unlike other bio-tools, BioShape
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 379–382, 2011.
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allows biologist and bio-engineers to represent biological processes by taking into
account properties such as: proximity, spacial separation, migration, molecular
diﬀusion and so on. In this work we demonstrate how End-User Development approaches (EUD) [6] can be successfully applied to BioShape in order to improve
its usability and ﬂexibility.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a general description of
the tool. Section 3 shows our strategies to simplify and to improve user application tasks. Section 4 summarises and traces ongoing and future work.

2

BioShape

BioShape1 is a spatial 3D simulator that provides a particle-based, geometryoriented modelling environment. Every simulated element can be treated as a
particle, an entity, with a speciﬁc shape, perception capabilities and a personalised motion law. Entities move and interact into the simulated space, the simulation environment; a two-phase collision detection algorithm [7] guarantees
that colliding entities that cannot bind will repulse each other according to their
motion laws.
Small elements which do not interfere with the collision detection, but aﬀect
the simulated process, are coded as grouped entities, i.e. speciﬁc gradients over
the simulation environment. Ions or water molecules are two common examples.
BioShape accepts as input XML datasets. A typical dataset contains all the
necessary information about the entities (e.g. type, position, velocity) and the
environment (e.g. dimensions, boundaries, deﬁned grouped entities). We refer
the reader to [5] for a complete description of BioShape’s architecture.

3

EUD: Simulation Power to the User

In this section we describe the ideas that are currently under development in
BioShape. Following the “gentle slope” approach ([8], [6]), the tool will provide
the user with three levels of EUD activities of increasing complexity.
First level - customization. At this level the user with a little knowledge of
the tool can create her/his own basic simulation. Two main aspects are deﬁned:
the simulation environment and the entities which move and interact in the simulated space. The default environments expose basic behaviours such as: ﬁnite
bordering (the simulation is closed in the simulated space), purity/semi-purity
(default sets of sliders for grouped entities - water, potassium and so on - or
no grouped entities at all, depending on the selected default environment). The
user is provided with a set of default entities with basic shapes, mainly cones,
cylinders, cubes and prisms. They come with some degree of control over basic
aspects such as velocity, speed rotation, etc. Both environments and entities can
be annotated so that the user can incorporate domain-speciﬁc information. For
1
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Fig. 1. (a) Simulation environment, (b) enriched with a single diﬀusion box, (c) displacement of the diﬀusion box

instance, a simple sphere entity can be annotated to describe it as a metabolite
as well as a cell of a tissue.
Second level - integration. The user can glue together default entities to
create new complex ones not available in the default library. By deﬁning a series
of anchor points or anchor surfaces on the component entities, he can create
ad hoc entities for its own simulations. Sliders and annotations are again used to
specify the properties about the new deﬁned complex entities. Same strategies
can be applied to environments, to glue them together. “Diﬀusion boxes” are
used to intuitively add grouped entities to the environment through coloured
box. Boxes can be dragged in order to deﬁne the diﬀusion area while the density
is described by the intensity of the colour. At any time, the user has a direct
outlook of all the grouped entities and of their position in the space (see ﬁgure 1).
Third level - extension. At this level the user can generate its own environments and entities in order to create a very speciﬁc simulation. The entities creation phase can be carried out through the “inﬂatable icons” approach
[9]: the user can draw a simple 2D form and then inﬂate it in order to create
a 3D form (see ﬁgure 2). Inﬂation can be applied with diﬀerent strengths to
diﬀerent portions of the 2D/3D entity to create particularly complex entities.
Also simulation environments can be generated through inﬂation. Moreover, the
environments can be further characterised by deﬁning speciﬁc behaviours of the
walls w.r.t. contained entities. For instance, the user can specify that a type of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Hexokinase enzyme approximation to an entity and (b) Hexokinase generation through inﬂation
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entity can pass through a wall and disappear from the simulation (the so called
“open boundaries”) or reappear on another wall. This ﬂexibility allows to simulate particular case studies such as the section of a vein, in which a simulation
wall “produces” entities (e.g. erythrocytes) and another one “dissolves” them.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this short paper, we have presented the ongoing work on BioShape tool
and we have shown how EUD techniques can be successfully applied to improve
important aspects such as usability and ﬂexibility.
The gentle slope technique guarantees that the user is not overcome with tool
grain. Instead, it provides the user with the right means to gradually understand
tool potentialities and to exploit them. Users can easily specify models with
a high degree of personalisation (e.g. how entities interact, collide with other
entities or with the deﬁned boundaries) or they can create their own simulation
assets. As a side eﬀect, developers are set free from implementing all the possible
simulation scenarios which would be diﬃcult if not impossible.
Currently, a ﬁrst version of the tool is under development. It includes some
basic components - a cubic simulation environment, the distributed collision
detection algorithm, the node coordination logic for distributed computation
- and the customization level presented. The second and third levels are also
scheduled and we plan to implement them in the next releases of BioShape.
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Abstract. This paper presents EUD-Mamba, a prototype system for End-User
Development of web sites. EUD-Mamba’s goal is to allow users to build a web
site simply by describing the content they want to publish in a conceptual way:
what the content is and how it should look like in the site. The system is based
on the MAMBA (Multi-device Adaptive Model-Based Approach) web personalization engine. The proposed approach is substantiated by a running example
showing how to build a simple PhD personal web site using EUD-Mamba.
Keywords: End-User Development, web development tools, web site design,
web personalization.

1 Introduction and Related Work
This paper presents EUD-Mamba, a prototype system for End-User Development of
web sites, that relies on the MAMBA (Multi-device Adaptive Model-Based Approach) web personalization engine, which implements a novel computational model
for dynamically adapting the information to be presented to the user according to a set
of user interface design principles [1].
EUD-Mamba’s ultimate goal is supporting a novel design methodology, where the
developer of a web site is completely free from the task of presentation design and
can concentrate on the production of content. Differently from a traditional content
management system, which requires the user to select from a library the preferred
layout and theme and then to insert the desired content in it, it is possible to specify
only the content and the individual presentation preferences, leaving the choice of the
most suitable presentation to the system.
Our approach follows the idea of model-based development, in which the users just
provides a conceptual, high-level description of the content and the system generates
the corresponding web site [2].
In EUD-Mamba, the end user’s participation is entirely focused on the initial design phase [3] of the web site, rather than during the usage of the site itself. Better
capturing and satisfying user requirements, which is at the center of EUD [5], means
in EUD-Mamba context to allow the user to describe the content he/she wants to
publish and let the system find the best presentation for the content, as well as the
navigation path between the site’s pages. EUD-Mamba’s wizards offer an important
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 383–386, 2011.
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mean to bridge the “communication gap” between the technical view of professional
web site designers and the domain expert view of end users [2] [4].
Research in End-User Web Development (EUDWeb) has focused mainly on the
development of web applications (e.g. FAR [7], DENIM [8] or WebSheets [9]), rather
than web pages that simply present information, which, by the way, represent the vast
majority of the web pages developed by end users [6].
An analysis of state-of-art web development tools conducted in [6] has pointed out
that most commercial web development tools for nonprogrammer developers are still
in their infancy. Even for creating a basic web site the user has to cope in some way
with programming languages details, such as HTML. In our approach, the user can
provide the content in a completely conceptual way: what the content is and how it
should look like in the site in an intuitive and informal way, and the system takes
entirely care of the site generation.

2 Overall Approach and System Architecture
Our approach in based on three fundamental elements, called content assignment,
presentation schemes and user interface design principles.
By answering EUD-Mamba’s questions, the users store the content to be displayed
on the web site and its description in a tree-based structure called content assignment.
This structure is passed on to the MAMBA engine, which takes care of the selection of the best presentation templates to be used for the site generation in a library of
available templates, called presentation schemes, that specify a large variety of possible presentations suitable for a wide class of exigencies, users, and devices. This library is built by external designers and is part of the system knowledge base.
The selection of which presentation schemes are the most suitable for the supplied
content assignment is carried out by the matching and ranking process, which takes
into account a collection of general user interface design principles that embody the
best practices in the area of user interface design [1]. This process is embodied within
the MAMBA engine, as well as the module which takes care of the actual HTML
page generation and linking.

3 Building My PhD Web Site with EUD-Mamba
In this section I will briefly show the construction of a sample web site containing my
personal information. Assume that I want to publish on my web site a picture containing my portrait, my curriculum vitae (title and text) and my publications (titles and
DOI links). Upon the insertion of each piece of content, EUD-Mamba first asks what
type the content belongs to (currently supported types are image, text or link). Then it
asks a small number of specific questions concerning its individual presentation preferences, depending on the type of the content (see Fig. 1(a)).
First, the user is asked to describe the basic semantics of the content through a
keyword called category identifier. This will aid the system to find the most suitable
place for the content in the final web site. Note that the choice can be completely left
to the system, as the category identifier is optional. The second questions asks the
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user to state if the provided content has to be displayed at all costs in the site, or if the
system may choose to discard it in order to find a better presentation for the rest of the
site's content. Finally the user has to tell the system what grade of emphasis the piece
of content he/she is providing should have when displayed in the site. The higher the
grade of emphasis specified, the more the system will try to display the content in a
very visible position of the final web page.
For example, I have described my portrait's basic semantics to the system as a
“portrait”; I have also told the system that my portrait is absolutely necessary for the
site, and that is should be highly emphasized in the presentation. As an additional
feature to guide the site generation, the user can specify groups of related content as a
composite piece of content (e.g. in this case, my publications, see the “Publications”
item in Fig. 1 (b)). The system will try to display composite content in constrained
areas of the web site, such as frames, boxes or numbered lists. After clicking on the
“Generate Website” button, the generated content assignment in sent to the MAMBA
engine and the generated two-page site is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the “Next” and
“Previous” links that connect the two pages are not present in the original presentation
schemes: the MAMBA engine has automatically segmented the content assignment
into two pages and has created the navigation path that connects them.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) The wizard appearing upon the insertion of the picture containing my portrait and (b)
EUD-Mamba main screen showing all the content of the sample web site
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Fig. 2. The two-page web site generated by MAMBA from the content I provided

4 Future Work
The present work opens up several directions for further research. Extending the
computational model here proposed to manage dynamic web pages and web applications can greatly extend the potential of EUD-MAMBA and open up new application
opportunities according to the well-known paradigm. Furthermore, connecting EUDMAMBA to an ontology engine and introducing new UI design principles that take
into account on the semantic relations between the content items could overcome the
limitations of the current category identifiers and might greatly contribute to the quality of the generated web site.
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Abstract. This paper presents the development of two visual editing
tools that support the end-users in easily customizing the active documents of the WoAD framework, both in their structure and the rule-based
active behaviors, to better support their daily work practices. After summarizing the studies that inspired WoAD, the paper illustrates the expected goals of this work, some implementation details and the expected
contributions.
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1

Motivation and Background

Most of organizational working environments involve a considerable number of
workers that are usually organized into relatively small working groups and share
a common goal to reach. These groups of workers use in their work practices a
certain set of documents, that can be seen as a web of documents. During their
activities, the workers develop and maintain some document-based conventions
that support their group in reaching its goals (e. g., an annotation on a document
could make the workers aware about some relevant contextual information, helping them to accomplish their current task) and in coordinating its members [1].
The conventions are actually a component of the wider set of contents that constitute the knowledge that has been developed by the group of workers during their
interactions. Thus, through the documents it is also possible to evoke some useful knowledge to help the workers in managing the situations that can occur during their daily work, according to the commonly agreed practices of their working
group. The process of creation of this knowledge (including the conventions) is
often informal and local to each group, and it is a stratiﬁed and cyclic process1.
The introduction of organizational information systems, that allow for the
adoption of the digital documents in substitution of the conventional paperbased ones, may have a negative impact on this process of creation of knowledge
and conventions. This is mainly due to the lack of attention given by system
designers to these aspects characterizing the use of the documents by the workers.
Thus, providing a really eﬀective support to the local work practices of the
1

The knowledge creation process follows the spiral model proposed by Nonaka and
Takeuchi [8], from the explicit to the tacit (local and informal) form and vice versa.
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groups could reduce the negative impacts deriving from the adoption of digital
document information systems inside the work settings. In order to reach this
goal, a good solution is to preserve as much as possible the possibility to convey
to the workers some additional data and information directly through the digital
documents, only when it is needed and unobtrusively, as well as this happens
with the paper-based documents.
The provision of these information could be made proactively, using the concept of active documents. One of the most notable research activities about active
documents has been the Placeless Document Project [6]. Unlike what happens in
traditional systems, placeless documents are managed through their properties
(i. e., metadata) rather than through their location, and some of these properties
can carry small pieces of executable code, making the documents able to react
to some conditions with some active behaviors.
The information that have to be proactively conveyed to the workers can
be grouped under the notions of Awareness Promoting Information (API) and
Knowledge Evoking Information (KEI) [3]. API and KEI can be conveyed through
suitable aﬀordances 2 and diﬀer in their associated meaning: an API is any additional information that could make the workers aware about some relevant thing
(e. g., particular context conditions or events), and a KEI is any additional data
that allows the workers to get a direct access to or simply evoke in users’ minds
some useful knowledge resources.
The above concepts inspired the Web of Active Documents (WoAD) framework [5], a design-oriented framework that encompasses both a conceptual model
and a reference software architecture. WoAD combines the concepts of web of
documents and active documents, extending the latter using symbolic and declarative expressions to deﬁne the executable code that speciﬁes the proactive behaviors. The documents are composed by two intertwined parts: a passive part,
i. e. the container of the data with its own speciﬁc structure, and an active part
(the mechanisms), i. e. the above mentioned executable code that augments the
documents contents. To deﬁne the mechanisms WoAD encompasses the denotational language LWOAD [4]. Each mechanism is divided in two distinct parts:
the antecedent (i. e. the ‘if’ part) that holds the set of conditions to be checked,
and the consequent (i. e. the ‘then’ part) that deﬁnes the sequence of simple actions to execute to convey the right APIs or KEIs, when the conditions in the
antecedent are met.

2

Research Questions

Like in the case of the work practices, also the structure of paper-based documents is inﬂuenced by the local habits and needs of each group of workers.
Unfortunately, most of the document-based information systems does not allow
for changing the structure of their digital documents, that usually are forms
with a ﬁxed and rigid structure that is imposed at the design time and forces
the workers to follow a ﬁxed sequence of ﬁlling in operations.
2

The functionality related to the hint that the system provides.
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Moreover, focussing on the WoAD framework, while it is true that the use
of LWOAD allows workers to create their own mechanisms in a ﬂexible and
powerful manner, however this is strictly inﬂuenced by their skills: the workers
are expert of their applicative domain, but they have, for several reasons, a lower
conﬁdence with any kind of formalized language, that must comply with an inner
logic and strict syntactic constraints.
Thus, the goal to reach is to allow for the WoAD-based information system
to be more ﬂexible and “tailorable” with respect to the local needs of each group
of workers, leaving them, as actual end-users of the system, as much as possible
free to directly customize the documental system by deﬁning both the structure
of the documents and the related mechanisms, according to the tenets of the
End-User Development (EUD) research ﬁeld [7].
Then, in order to reach this goal, the introduction of some graphical tools that
allow the workers both in deﬁning the structure of their documents (document
templates) and in creating their own mechanisms in a more abstract, even if less
ﬂexible and powerful manner than the direct use of the LWOAD language.

3

Plan of Work

In order to meet the aimed goals, a preliminary consolidation of the existing
WoAD architecture [2] has been performed, and consists of a reorganization of
the framework components, including those that will support the new editing
environments, and a solution for the data persistence that is independent of the
underlying storage solution (i. e., DBMS, storage ﬁles).
The next step consisted in the identiﬁcation of an existing easy to use platform, that provides a visual editing environment (e. g., based on the drag and
drop), to be used as the basis for the development of the WoAD editing tools.
After an analysis of the existing solutions, the chosen platform has been Oryx
Editor3 , an open-source, web-based and extensible modelling platform that can
be easily customized through the creation of sets of plug-ins. Thus, the present
customization implements a document templates editor that allows the end-users
(i. e., the workers) to create the structure of a document, and storing it into a
repository, with a simple versioning capability.
At the same time, another analysis has been performed to ﬁnd an existing
solution that allows for the visual creation of the mechanisms, and their translation into the JBoss Drools syntax. Also in this case, Oryx has been chosen to
create the visual editing tool for the WoAD mechanisms, since JBoss Guvnor4
provides a visual editing tool that is conceived mainly for the developers.
The ﬁrst step that will be performed, starting from the document templates
editor, is to allow for the creation of the instances of the documents (the ‘passive’
part of the document), with the retrieving of the associated data, if any. Afterwards, the goal to reach is the full integration with the mechanisms (the ‘active’
part of the document). Once these works will be accomplished, some validation
3
4

http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/
http://www.jboss.org/drools/drools-guvnor.html
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sessions will be started in order to improve the proposed solutions on the basis
of the collected results and suggestions.

4

Expected Contributions

Contributions would be expected about how this work could be better situated
inside the EUD research ﬁeld. If similar topics have already been addressed that
escaped our attention, a great contribution could be to know which were their
principal issues and the solutions that have been conceived to solve them.
Important contributions would regard how to improve the mechanisms editor,
in order to lead to a more intuitive, ﬂexible and easy to use rules composer. Until
now, only the documents containing a form can be involved into the mechanisms,
both in their deﬁnition and execution. An important contribution could show
how to extend the deﬁnition of the mechanisms, allowing the use of diﬀerent types
of document contents (e. g., documents containing diagrams, like a workﬂow).
Finally, the contributions could be related to improve the usability and eﬀectiveness of the user interface of both the visual editing tools, and consequently
the end-user experience.
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Abstract. Understanding end-users not merely as passive consumers of technology but as intelligent actors that can play an active role during the design of
interactive technology has changed how technology is adopted and designed.
The proposed research focuses on unpacking the transition points that define the
steady involvement of novice end-users in technology design. Virtual world
environments are chosen to study end-users engaged in design practices. The
implementation of a virtual design environment for developing novel, humancentered design approaches is proposed.
Keywords: Meta-design, virtual worlds, human-centered and end-user design.

1 Introduction
The field of end-user design has inspired designers in software engineering and other
fields to create information systems and tools that can be modified, extended and even
re-invented by its users [4,8]. The vision of open and evolvable systems that provide
socio-technical environments to promote end-user participation and collaboration has
been expressed in the meta-design framework [3,5].
The ubiquitous extension of our daily lives into virtual spaces provides a challenge
and opportunity for researchers of end-user design. Unpredictable use contexts and
collaborative processes span around the globe and online. It is time to engage in renewed efforts to revisit established concepts, to extend theories of end-user design,
and to create tools and information systems that fit contemporary requirements of
professionals and everyday users engaged in highly networked activities.
The increasing popularity and technical sophistication of virtual worlds, such as
Second Life1 and World of Warcraft2, can be taken as examples for the current shift in
human society that plays out on a new socio-technical level. Virtual worlds open up
new and exciting interaction spaces and offer unique aspects for scientific research
1
2

See: http://www.secondlife.com
See: http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/company/press/pressreleases.html?101007
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[1]. Virtual worlds allow the observation of user participation processes in design
activities on various levels. Massively-multiplayer online role playing games create a
carefully crafted fantasy environment with a relatively strict regulatory framework.
Open-ended virtual worlds, such as Second Life, allow users a maximum of creativity
in designing digital artifacts and forming the environment. Virtual worlds not only
attract designers, but mostly everyday casual users with diverse backgrounds and
interest. This a unique opportunity for us to study collaborative end-user design processes in these novel and virtually extended and merging contexts of the physical
world.
The open-source server platform OpenSimulator3 in particular affords the replication of environments for end-user design. A sophisticated back-end system allows for
a careful analysis of users interacting in the virtual world. With a custom virtual design environment we can inform the development of tools and techniques supporting
human-centered design in an increasingly interconnected world.
By extending the study of end-user design processes to virtual worlds we hope to
gain new insights into knowledge sharing processes among collaborators [11],highly
dynamic collaboration processes [2] and related fields.

2 Preliminary Studies in Two Distinctive Virtual Worlds
We have conducted two preliminary studies in two distinctive virtual worlds to investigate the potential for future research [7]. Our investigations concentrated on the
gaming environment Lord of the Rings Online (LOTRO) and the open-ended environment of Second Life. We chose these systems to represent both a gaming-oriented
environment and an open-ended virtual world system in our preliminary study. The
results serve as a foundation for future research in different virtual environments.
Our investigation in LOTRO and Second Life draws from virtual ethnography
[6,10]. Additionally, we draw from multi-sited ethnography [9], which allows us to
supplement our findings with interviews with users in the physical world. The ethnographic approach provided us with a qualitative lens to analyze the users’ activities in
both the gaming-oriented and the open-ended environment.
The goal of the preliminary studies was to illuminate the properties of two distinct
virtual worlds that we believe best exemplify concepts of design and the empowerment of end-users. LOTRO and Second Life can individually serve as systems for
providing such examples. During our investigation, we focused on the central concepts of meta-design [5]. A synthesis of the exemplified concepts allows for an informed argument for the adoption of virtual world systems to broaden the theory of
meta-design.
Further analysis of LOTRO has allowed us to gain insights into mediation aspects
of virtual worlds. A socio-technical model of online identity formation and mediation
illuminates the processes of identity design in virtual worlds and demonstrates the
influences of social and technological structures on self-presentation and interaction.
Virtual worlds become extensions of the real world and technical structures provide
anchor points for mediation of activities and identity projections.
3

See: http://www.opensimulator.org
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Our investigations into these two virtual worlds have provided us with important
insights into the social and technical structures of virtual worlds. We learned that
virtual worlds should not be seen as separate places but as natural extensions of the
real world. Social networks and scaffolding systems in virtual worlds provide
important structural components that allow users to mediate their actions between the
real world and the virtual world. Mediation and identity formation is consciusly
performed by many of the users that we observed and interviewed.

3 Proposed Research: Continued Qualitative Investigations and
Virtual Design Environment
Based on our preliminary studies, the main research question is formulated as such:
How can information systems and interactive technologies support the empowerment
of (novice) end-users and how can software engineers and designers of interactive
technologies leverage and employ social and technical structures that enable users to
dynamically switch roles to become voluntary designers?
The research challenge represents the provision of frameworks and design process
models that provide designers with the necessary means to create systems and technologies that incorporate guidance and interpretive flexibility at the same time. Virtual worlds represent an opportunity to extend existing design theories that already
focus on how designers and users interact in highly dynamic design/use contexts.
The new perspectives gained from the preliminary studies allow us to expand our
research approach with the clear directive of the research question as the underlying
goal. Continued qualitative investigations in public virtual worlds and interviews with
designers in Second Life provide the basis for the extension of end-user design
theory.
A virtual design environment is implemented in OpenSimulator allowing for user
studies to verify and extend our findings from the qualitative investigations in public
virtual worlds. OpenSimulator represents an open-source server platform for virtual
worlds. The system is sufficiently flexible to allow for the implementation of various
design settings and the provision of virtual design products to potential users.
The virtual design environment in OpenSimulator can be configured to represent
the special needs of certain focus groups such as software engineers and programmers. Data is gathered by directly logging system outputs of the server system to a
database or by recording interaction in the virtual world on video. Follow-up interviews will provide additional qualitative data to contextualize the findings.

4 Contributions
The proposed research makes several important contributions. The investigations
develop a better theoretical understanding of novice users (i.e. users initially unaware
of their development opportunities) that become empowered to take part in design
processes. The complex properties of the social context and the embodiment of endusers in design environments are unpacked as afforded by the unique virtual fieldsites.
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The findings contribute to the development of tools and design environments in virtual worlds that facilitate the dynamic processes between design- and use-time.
With the previously defined main research question in mind, the proposed research
specifically aims to have a positive impact on virtual educational environments and
technology-supported collaborative work environments.
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Abstract. This research uses participatory design workshops and user-centered
design with trained interaction designers to guide the development of a new
programming language and environment for creating interactive applications.
Interactive behaviors, which define the operation of an interactive application,
are usually difficult for interaction designers to program because many interaction designers do not have formal programming training and many features of
interactive behaviors make the task of programming them distinct from, and often more challenging than, other programming tasks. This research aims to create a programming language and environment that is tailored to the needs of
interaction designers and that alleviates the problems that make programming
interactive behaviors difficult.
Keywords: end-user programming, interaction design.

1 Introduction
Rogers, Sharp, & Preece define interaction design as “designing interactive products
to support the way people communicate and interact in their every day and working
lives.” [1] Interaction designers are often tasked with designing novel and complex
interactive software as part of their job. The medium of software presents a unique
challenge for interaction designers who are interested in writing interactive applications. Unlike other designers, who work with their materials in a studio or workshop,
interaction designers are not able to engage in meaningful reflection-in-action [2]
(which means to evaluate and generate ideas while in the process of creating) when
designing interactive software. In addition, the threshold of programming knowledge
required to programmatically create new interactive behaviors is prohibitively high
for many interaction designers, which often forces interaction designers to rely on
professional developers to program the interactive behaviors they design.
In my research, I am interested in investigating ways to enable and encourage interaction designers themselves to design and develop interactive software. This means
accounting for not only the needs of interaction designers, but also analyzing the
features of interactive behaviors that make them difficult to program in traditional
programming languages and exploring ways to lower the threshold for creating interactive software. This is a form of End-User Development since interaction designers
are authoring code, but they are not professional programmers.
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 395–398, 2011.
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2 Background
A recent survey of interaction designers shows that interaction designers find it more
difficult to prototype and implement the feel of an interactive application than the look
[3]. Further, 78% of the participants in this survey indicated that designing interactive
behaviors requires collaborating with a developer. Designers often communicate a
design to a developer through annotated design sketches and storyboards, but they
indicated that communication breakdowns are frequent [3].
Even putting aside the possibility of communication breakdowns and the cost of
having to collaborate with professional developers, relying on another team member
to prototype and implement their interactive behaviors reduces their potential for
reflection-in-action and to iterate on and evaluate their design. So why do not more
interaction designers learn to program? In a different survey, they pointed to the high
learning curve, time consumption, the difficulty of creating novel interfaces, problems
with generated code, and toolset limitations as weaknesses of various programming
languages and environments [4]. Additionally, from a software engineering perspective [5], the task of writing interactive applications presents a unique set of challenges, as I will outline in the next section.

3 Research Approach
This research includes participatory design workshops conducted with interaction
designers to gain insight into design requirements, the design of the language & environment, and evaluation & iteration through evaluative user studies of environment
prototypes.
In the participatory design workshops, which were conducted with fourteen interaction designers and programmers with at least two years of professional experience,
and described in detail in [6], designers indicated the need to better evaluate their
designs, and the importance of examples for exploration and communication and of
programming tools that can keep track of design rationale.
In designing the language and environment, I focused on five features of interactive behaviors that make creating interactive applications difficult. First, interactive
behaviors are usually graphical in nature, and while it is relatively easy to declaratively specify the look of an application, imperatively writing a graphical application
that controls how it operates is difficult. Second, interactive behaviors are often stateoriented; their behavior may be dependent on a combination of global and local states.
Third, interactive behaviors are often constraint-heavy; conceptually, there are often
constraints that update a view based on some underlying model, and there are constraints on the layout of elements in the view with respect to each other. Fourth, interactive behaviors are often event-based, as they react to user input. Finally, interactive
behaviors are often integrated with animations, and coordinating the behavior with the
animation is often a significant challenge.
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Fig. 1. A representation of a draggable red circle. The top half of the window shows the “design” view, while the bottom half shows the “code” view. In the code view, attribute names are
shown in the far left column. The current values of the attributes are shown in “Value” column.
Initial values are shown in the INIT column. The subsequent two columns specify constraints
that will hold in various states: the fourth column specifies constraints that will hold when the
user is dragging the circle (to constrain the center of the circle to always be the mouse location),
and the last column specifies constraints that will hold after the user stops dragging (KEEPVALUE keeps the current value but gets rid of the constraints that were in place when the user
was dragging the circle).

4 Progress
The current iteration of a prototype of our language and environment is shown in
Fig. 1 above. Interactive behaviors are written declaratively; every object has a set of
attributes that can be static values (3, red, etc.) or constraints (this.x+foo.bar,
max(a,b), etc.). Attributes of objects are represented by rows in the object. Events
are represented as columns, with the values in a column specifying the constraints that
will hold after that event occurs. Our prototype is implemented in client-side
JavaScript and provides immediate feedback as the user edits the code. An initial user
test conducted with interaction designers showed promise; interaction designers took
advantage of the immediate feedback that our prototype provides when they updated
their code. They also were very willing to experiment in their code. In fact, some
designers asked for more immediate feedback where the design view would update as
they were typing code.
For future work, I plan on making additions to the prototype, including a timeline
view for specifying and coordinating animations, a state-flow diagram view to illustrate states and transitions between states, and improving the usability of the language
syntax through iterative usability evaluation. Another addition that I plan to make for
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the environment is to create an “open box” widget set. One of the strengths interaction
designers see in tools like Adobe Flash Catalyst is the availability of widgets to help
them get started [4]. However, widgets in such tools are usually inflexible, and cannot
be customized. An open box widget set would include pre-provided widgets that
encourage designers to extend and customize them.

5 Impact for End-User Development
This research will result in the creation of, and design recommendations for, programming languages and environments for creating interactive behaviors. The twodimensional representation that the current prototype uses is a unique contribution
that may prove to be a simpler representation for interactive behaviors than the style
of imperative code used by C-derived languages like Processing and OpenFrameworks1. Although previous research has focused on providing widgets, or programming-by-example tools to reduce the threshold of creating interactive applications, my
research focuses on the underlying representation of interactive behaviors. While
interaction designers have played a large part in the design of this environment, its
usefulness will likely extend beyond interaction designers. I plan on releasing the
development environment for general use over the web.
Acknowledgments. I thank my advisor, Brad Myers, for his continuing guidance and
support. The author is also supported by the Ford and ARCS foundations. This research has been partially funded by NSF grants IIS-0757511 and CCF-0811610.
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Abstract. Virtual Reality (VR) tools create an alternative reality in
which worlds, objects and characters can be experienced that may not yet
be experienced in reality. As such, VR can help product designers in the
early stages of the product development process with evaluating virtual
product concepts. The current set of VR tools and VR development
toolkits however targets programmers and computer experts rather than
product designers, thus limiting the adoption of this technology in the
ﬁeld of product design. The research presented in this paper applies EndUser Development (EUD) principles to let designers describe, create and
evaluate VR design tools that are useful, usable and accessible.
Keywords: virtual reality, product design, tool development.

1

Introduction

The product development process can be described as a sequence of gathering
requirements, generating and selecting concepts, engineering the product and
ﬁnally releasing the product to the market. One of the challenges in the early
stage of product development is the lack of concrete design information; ideas are
discussed on a conceptual level. Even well informed fellow designers or engineers
can make false assumptions or misinterpret a concept. This problem grows when
less informed stakeholders such as suppliers, clients or end-users, are involved.
We propose to use Virtual Reality (VR) as a common language in early stages
of product development to facilitate communication between designers and stakeholders. VR technologies create an alternative reality in which worlds, objects
and characters can be experienced that may not yet be experienced in reality.
A virtual representation of a future product or a future use context can help
the dialog between designers and stakeholders. A drive simulator for instance
provides a virtual context in which new automotive concepts can be evaluated
without putting a test participant in danger[6], and without creating expensive
physical prototypes [4].
While this example illustrates advantages of VR applications in the early
stages of the product development process, the actual use of VR is still quite
limited. Making VR accessible for product designers requires appropriate VR
development tools. This paper argues that the current set of VR development
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 399–402, 2011.
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tools (see [7] for an extensive overview) does not match the skills and requirements of product designers. Consequently we propose a development approach
in which EUD principles are used to create more useful, usable and accessible
VR development tools.

2

VR Development Tools

The current state of adoption of VR in the product development process was
investigated through a series of in-depth interviews with engineers, managers and
designers from four diﬀerent companies (automotive, mechatronics, electronics
and mechanical systems design)1 . This study showed that the threshold for using
VR in the product development process depends on the usability and accessibility
of VR development tools. Development tools often originate from research in
computer science (for instance [1], [2] and [5]) and provide a good platform for
further development by experts, but they are by no means usable by non-expert
end-users (e.g. product designers with no or limited programming skills).
Involving the end-users (e.g. product designers) in the development of VR
tools ensures that the tools fulﬁll a useful purpose and ﬁt the skills of the
end-user. Continuous end-user involvement also creates awareness of tool opportunities, restrictions and latent requirements. Capturing latent requirements
is especially important given the end-user’s unfamiliarity with VR. Section 3
explains how EUD principles are applied to the development approach for VR
design tools.

3

Approach

The participation of three companies2 allows us to directly involve end-users
(e.g. product designers from these companies). The end-users will be involved
in matching company requirements to available VR technologies and in deﬁning
the user interface for the tool. As such, EUD is used during the design phase[3]
as opposed to during usage. The approach consists of two major phases.
In the ﬁrst phase three task speciﬁc VR development tools will be developed
for the three diﬀerent companies involved. These tools will support design tasks
and address challenges identiﬁed within the company. End-users control this
development phase by matching their interests to speciﬁc VR technologies (see
section 4). For instance, company A could be interested in using augmented
reality in concept evaluation, or company B is interested in using a motion
capture tool in an ergonomics analysis.
In the second phase we aim to ﬁnd out how well the company-speciﬁc VR
tools translate to the product development process of other companies. EUD
is applied here to let end-users explore and evaluate the VR design tools from
their own point of view. For instance, an augmented reality tool developed for
1
2

Conducted in the Netherlands, between November 2009 and March 2010.
These are three of the four companies also involved in the interviews.
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company A could also be useful for company B if tool parameters X and Y are
modiﬁed appropriately. The results of phase two will show whether or not it is
worthwhile to pursue a ’one-for-all’ VR development tool or rather go for a suite
of various VR development tools.

4

Preliminary Results

The approach presented in section 3 is currently being carried out with three
companies. This section outlines the ﬁrst experiences with involving end-users
in the development of the company speciﬁc VR tools.
Prior to phase 1, a VR demo session was organized to create a common understanding of VR and VR design tools. This session involved representatives from
all three companies. End-users (product designers) were shown various forms
of VR technologies being used in design applications, including an augmented
reality application (see ﬁgure 1(a)), an immersive drive simulator, a 3D virtual
usability test lab and a 3D interactive ’experience’ lab. The end-users were involved in determining the functionality of the demos through interviews as well
as less formal meetings. All demo applications allowed end-users to try them out
themselves during the demo session. Throughout the workshop end-users were
encouraged to discuss not only their own demonstrations, but also watch the
other demonstrations.
Having established a common understanding of VR design tools within the
group of companies, research focused on the ﬁrst company to initiate phase 1.
A workshop was organized to gather requirements and speciﬁcations for a VR
development tool, without writing a single line of code. End-users created visual
storyboards to describe the functional behavior of the VR development tool they
have in mind (see ﬁgure 1(b)).
For the ﬁrst company this workshop led to the deﬁnition of an augmented reality tool that lets consumers evaluate future products in a realistic environment.

(a) One of the VR demos shown during the (b) Three end-users discuss and present
demo session.
their visual storyboard.
Fig. 1. Photos from the VR demo session and the group workshop
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Future eﬀorts will elaborate on this idea by creating a functional prototype that
can be evaluated by the company as well as the other industrial partners.

5

Expected Contributions and Future Work

The approach presented in this paper involves end-users throughout the deﬁnition, development and evaluation of VR design tools. Initial results show that
after establishing a common understanding of VR design tools, end-users were
able to deﬁne clear tool expectations, requirements and speciﬁcations in a group
workshop. Short term future work will focus on creating a functional tool prototype for the ﬁrst company, based on the results of the workshop. After validating
this prototype within the company, in the long term we also aim to identify the
parameters that make the tool suﬃciently ﬂexible to be deployed in other companies. To explore these possibilities we intend to make further use of EUD
principles by letting product designers deploy and evaluate the VR tools in a
new company context.
Acknowledgements. The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
Innovation-Oriented Research Programme Integral Product Creation and Realization (IOP IPCR) of the Netherlands Ministry of Economic Aﬀairs, Agriculture
and Innovation.
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Abstract. The ever-growing complexity of design projects needs the collaboration of multidisciplinary design teams. Communication gaps arise between
stakeholders who belong to different design communities. Moreover, the coevolution of design communities and their systems requires an open environment to support emerging needs. The Hive-Mind Space (HMS) model has been
proposed to support cultures of participation and to tackle the co-evolution of
users and systems. MikiWiki is an HMS prototype, implemented to explore the
use of boundary objects and habitable environments to facilitate communication
and tackle co-evolution of users and system.
Keywords: HMS model, Meta-design, End User Development, Boundary
Objects, Habitable Environment, Co-evolution.

1 Research Problem
The ever-growing complexity of design projects needs the collaboration of multidisciplinary design teams. Web 2.0, social media and advanced information technology
enable and foster this cross-culture and cross-domain collaboration.
However, communication often breaks down due to the fact that stakeholders from
different cultures and backgrounds utilize different notations and might have different
interpretations of the same thing. Moreover, the co-evolution of users and systems [1]
as well as the co-evolution of problems space and solutions space [2] challenge traditional collaboration systems.
My research questions are: how can we provide a socio-technical collaboration environment to bring multidisciplinary design communities together and support their
diverse and evolving design activities? How can we support design communities’
communication via digital artifacts in a flexible manner?

2 Theoretical Background
This is an interdisciplinary research project stemming from several related concepts.
It addresses End-User Development (EUD) [3], meta-design [4], and social creativity,
and it focuses on providing online tools to support diverse design communities.
The emerging paradigm of EUD aims to explore opportunities to enable software
development at use time. EUD techniques propose various approaches that allow
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 403–406, 2011.
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users of software systems, who are not professional software developers, to create,
modify or extend software artifacts at use time [3]. However, EUD tends to solve the
co-evolution [1] problem from a technical perspective and mainly focuses on tailorability rather than other related social issues [5].
The meta-design approach, on the other hand, aims to tackle emerging behavior by
providing socio-technical environments to empower users to be active knowledge
contributors [4]. The SER (Seeding, Evolutionary growth, Reseeding) three-phase
process model [6] is a meta-design model that suggests that systems that evolve over
a sustained time span must continually alternate between periods of unplanned evolution and periods of deliberate restructuring and enhancement. The Software Shaping
Workshop (SSW) is another meta-design model [7] where the system has three design
levels and is organized into “workshops” dedicated to different communities. Design,
implementation and tailoring of workshops are incremental, since communities design
perpetual-beta artifacts and not final products [8].
In addition, the dynamic and complex nature of collaborative design problems requires flexible and innovative responses. Social creativity is not a luxury but a necessity to cope with emerging problems in the course of collaborative activities [6]. The
knowledge associated with the design problems however is tacitly distributed among
the various Communities of Practice (CoP) [9]. Bringing divergent viewpoints together and creating a shared common understanding will help CoPs to gain new insights, and hence to solve problems more creatively [10].

3 Research Approach
My research makes use of mixed methodology, combining two approaches: one
rooted in computer science to provide a system solution dealing with co-evolution, for
future computational artifacts, and the other approach rooted in social science tradition to provide a deeper understanding of existing work practices and processes by
taking an ethnographic approach [11].
Observations of offline collaboration help us to better understand communication,
negotiation processes and emergent creativity during collaboration: simple and small
design tools, such as colored pencils, paper and post-it notes can support very rich and
complex collaboration and communication. These collaborative patterns and dynamic
behaviors can be understood and introduced into the software system.

4 Current Status of My Research
Based on the SSW, the Hive-mind Space Model (HMS) has been proposed to support
multidisciplinary design teams’ collaboration as well as to foster their creativity [12].
The HMS model inherits the SSW features and supports communication by introducing the concepts of boundary object [13], boundary zone [16] and localized habitable
environments [15]. Boundary objects are used to mediate communication. Environments provide CoPs with specific affordances that support communities’ collaborative
practice and provide them with suitable languages and tools to foster their personal
and common needs.
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Each CoP is locally controlled but globally interconnected to each other, forming a
Community of Interest (CoI) [10]. The HMS model encourages collective knowledge
aggregation and social creativity by providing CoPs with the opportunity to shape
their environment.

Fig. 1. MikiWiki iPhone mockup page

We developed MikiWiki, a Ruby web application, to prototype the main features
of the HMS model. Mikinuggets are the building blocks of MikiWiki and they act as
boundary objects within and between CoPs. Users can design or tweak existing
boundary objects to solve emergent problems during collaboration. Fig. 1 shows an
iPhone wireframe page that simply includes four mikinuggets, namely toolbox, canvas, trash and stickynotes.
MikiWiki provides a common collaboration context across the system and opportunities for design communities to build domain-oriented environments where they
can work while being aware of the activities of others. Instead of merely providing
tools for text content production as traditional wikis, MikiWiki allows different CoPs
to collaborate in practice design and to continuously evolve the whole wiki system.
The next step will focus on providing a UI mockup design environment in order to
bring software engineers, designers and end users together and to support their different levels of participation in design. The other activity will be a story-game where
users can collaboratively create a shared story. The evaluation process will focus on
how mikinuggets as shared boundary objects and habitable environments can be used
to support and shape collaboration and communication.
My plans are to finalize the MikiWiki prototype implementation by February 2011,
complete the feedback data analysis and prototype modification by June 2011, finish
the dissertation in December 2011, and defend my dissertation by April 2012. The
contribution of this work is to improve the SSW model and to provide means of
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communication within the meta-design model to enhance design communities’ creativity as a whole.
Acknowledgments. The work of Li Zhu was supported by the Initial Training
Network “Marie Curie Actions”, funded by the FP 7 - People Programme with
reference PITN-GA-2008- 215446 entitled “DESIRE: Creative Design for Innovation
in Science and Technology.”
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Abstract. Different researchers have focused on complementary aspects of enduser development. For example, some people work on tool-building while others explore different models for participatory programming. This workshop will
focus discussion on identifying opportunities for collaboration, particularly between European and American research groups. Submitted position papers have
revealed three topics that could be used to frame collaborative projects. At
the workshop, participants will meet one another, discuss how to pursue collaboration, and explore avenues for obtaining funding to support international
collaboration.
Keywords: Design, Human Factors, Languages, End-user development, Collaboration, Programming Environments, Social Technologies.

1 Introduction
Researchers in both Europe and America have invested over a decade of work in
developing approaches to support end users who actively participate in the development of software, so that the final products can be more suitable to their needs and
expectations. Many of these lines of inquiry are complementary to one another. For
example, some research is focused on settings where endusers, acting as nonprofessional programmers, work independently or perhaps in concert with one
another, but not with any direct assistance from professional programmers. Other
research focuses on contexts where endusers work in partnership with professional
programmers.
These differences in focus are complementary, with numerous as-yet untapped opportunities exist for collaboration among researchers who take these and other complementary approaches. Achieving this collaboration will require some intentional
focus and discussion, because the researchers performing work in this area are scattered over both Europe and America. In order to lay a foundation for such collaboration, particularly between European and American groups, IS-EUD 2011 will host a
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 409–412, 2011.
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workshop specifically focused on identifying opportunities for collaboration. The
workshop will be held June 7 in Torre Canne (Brindisi), Italy.

2 Audience and Topical Focus
Attendance is anticipated from researchers interested working in human-computer
interaction, software engineering, computer-supported collaborative work, and related
areas.
Five participants submitted position papers (which was optional). The full position
papers are available online at the workshop website:

< http://web.engr.orst.edu/~cscaffid/gather/iseud2011/ >
These papers signaled interest in collaborating on projects related to three particular
topics:
─ Supporting the efforts of end-user and professional developers to learn knowledge and skills, such as during participatory programming
─ Providing more effective tools for end-user development domains, such as
mashup-programming and integration of knowledge bases
─ Design of social technologies to enhance communication, awareness and understanding, particularly in the context of culturally diverse communities

3 Workshop Plan
The workshop will begin with a 30-minute overview of the workshop objectives and
short introductions. For the remainder of the morning, participants will use a systematic “speed dating” process to introduce themselves one-on-one to each other person
in the other group, present topics of interest for collaboration, and propose possible
ways for carrying out these collaborations
After a lunch break, participants will spend the afternoon in discussion sessions organized around the topics presented in the morning. The focus of these discussions
will be to identify opportunities for collaboration in several categories of research, as
well as to explore avenues for obtaining funding to support international collaboration. The workshop will conclude by having each break-out group present a summary
of opportunities they have identified for integrating research or for collaborating.
These summaries will be integrated into a final report.

4 Organizer Backgrounds
Five researchers have served as organizers and members of the program committee.
Christopher Scaffidi (lead organizer) is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at Oregon State University and is Director of the EUSES Consortium
<http://eusesconsortium.org/>, an association of ten institutions. His research focuses
on the intersection of human-computer interaction and software engineering. Most of
his current projects aim to help software users to create code for themselves and to
effectively share code with one another. His committee service includes IS-EUD and
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EICS, as well as workshops or meetings at CHI, SPLASH (OOPSLA), and VL/HCC.
He earned a Ph.D. in Software Engineering from Carnegie Mellon University and has
seven years of professional software engineering experience.
Margaret Burnett, Professor of Computer Science at Oregon State University, was
founding Project Director of EUSES from 2003-2009. Her current research focuses
on end-user programming, end-user software engineering, information foraging theory as applied to programming, and gender issues in those contexts. She is also the
principal architect of the Forms/3 and the FAR visual programming languages and of
the WYSIWYT testing methodology for end-user programmers. She was a long-time
member of the Steering Committees for IEEE VL/HCC and ACM SoftVis, and has
also keynoted, co-chaired and served on organization committees for numerous conferences, including IS-EUD.
Maria Francesca Costabile, Professor of Computer Science at University of Bari,
Italy, was responsible of one of the four managing nodes of the EU sponsored network of excellence on End-User Development EUD-net (2002-2004). She has received research grants from many national and international organizations. Interaction
design, end-user development, meta-design approaches, user experience are among
her current research interests, from both theoretical and applicative points of view.
Prof. Costabile is regularly in program committees of international conferences and
workshops. She has been for many years in the Steering Committee of the Advanced
Visual Interfaces Conference (AVI), and is in the Steering Committee of Visual Languages and Human Centric Computing Symposium. She is Co-Chair of the Third
International Symposium on End-User Development. She has been Program Co-Chair
of CHI 2008, Program Co-Chair of Interact 2005 and Program Chair of AVI 2004.
She is a founding member of the Italian Chapter of ACM SIGCHI, and served as
Chair from 1996 to 2000.
Simone Stumpf, Lecturer in the Centre for HCI Design at City University London,
is a member of EUSES. Her current research focuses on end-user programming in the
context of intelligent systems, information management, and privacy management.
She is also interested in gender issues, particularly concerning privacy. Simone
Stumpf received a PhD in Computer Science from University College London. She
was previously the workshop organizer for TAKMA, run in conjunction with DEXA.
Volker Wulf is a professor in Information Systems and the director of the Media
Research Institute at the University of Siegen. At Fraunhofer FIT, he heads the research group User-Centred Software-Engineering (USE). He is also a founding member of the International Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI), Bonn. After studying
computer science and business administration at the RWTH Aachen and the University of Paris VI., he got a Ph.D. at the University of Dortmund and a habilitation degree at the University of Hamburg, Germany. In 2001, he worked as a research fellow
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA. In 2006/07
Wulf spent a sabbatical as a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and at Stanford University, Palo Alto. His research interests lie primarily in the
area of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, Knowledge Management, Computer
Supported Cooperative Learning, End-User Development, Human Computer Interaction, Participatory Design, and Organizational Computing. He published more than
200 papers. He edited 10 books among which "Expertise Sharing: Beyond Knowledge
Management" and "Social Capital and Information Technology" both with MIT Press
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Cambridge MA and "End User Development" with Springer Dordrecht are probably
best known. As a conference co-chair he hosted the 1st and 2nd International Symposium on End User Development (IS-EUD) in Sankt Augistin (2003) and in Siegen
(2009), 11th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile
Devices and Service (Mobile HCI 2009) as well as the 7th European Conference on
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (ECSCW 2001) in Bonn and Communities &
Technologies (C&T 2003) in Amsterdam.
Acknowledgments. We wish to thank the following for
their contribution to the success of this conference: European Office of Aerospace Research and Development, Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, United States Air
Force Research Laboratory <http://www.london.af.mil>
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Abstract. The 2nd International Workshop on End User Development for Services (EUD4Services) focuses on the issues encountered when people who are
not educated as software developers attempt to create and compose software
services, and on approaches and theories aiming to support such activities. The
aim is to establish a community of academics and practitioners and facilitate the
production of a coherent body of work related to this area.
Keywords: End User Development, service oriented architecture.

1 Introduction
The establishment of the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm in professional
software development is opening new challenging environments for the EUD community. Service Oriented Architecture has created and disseminated a large number of
reusable software components which can be linked and organised into new and evolving applications to satisfy specific business and personal needs. If, on the one hand,
SOA provides promising tools for the EUD agenda, so far the SOA approach has been
characterised by a very technical attitude with little, if any, interest to the final user of
the resulting applications. Services have been designed to perform software functionalities which can be linked to each other to perform complex tasks, yet the responsibility for composition and deployment was left to expert programmers, who are also
assumed to be in charge of designing the interface between services and their users. In
this respect, the uptake of EUD within the SOA paradigm is hampered by a number of
emerging issues, including intrinsic difficulties stemming from the complexity of
technology and distributed nature of computations.
The aim of EUD4Services workshop is to establish a community of academics and
practitioners and facilitate the production of a coherent body of work related to this
area. Specific lines of research include:
(a) Studies of organisational and societal practices involving the development of
service-based software systems;
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 413–418, 2011.
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(b) Cognitive and behavioural studies aimed at establishing theories and models
related to people attempting to design software services and service-based
applications;
(c) Model-informed approaches or tools aiming to facilitate end-user development and design of software services;
(d) Evaluation and comparative studies of tools, approaches and theoretical
models in the area of end user development for services.
The overarching objective of the workshop is to sketch a research agenda on the topic
of EUD in service-based computing. We believe the topic is of interest to several
streams of research in software engineering, human-computer interaction, services
computing. Thus, the purpose of this interdisciplinary workshop is to bring together
researchers who have faced the problem of making the SOA paradigm available to
end-users, might have some ideas on how to facilitate it, and have experimented with
these ideas. We expect to provide a platform for discussion on the potential of SOA
for non-technical developers in both professional and personal lives.
Some of the larger questions and issues we want to address during the workshop are
the following:







What are the drivers and obstacles to SOA based EUD?
What is different about software services compared to conventional software,
component-based software and distributed software?
To what extend are existing methods and tools for supporting end user developers
of conventional software applicable to software services?
What are the suitable principles and approaches for understanding, designing,
developing, and evolving software services by people who are not software professionals?
How can we facilitate uptake of EUD4Services?

The workshop brings together contributions from researchers from a diverse range of
interdisciplinary fields, such as human-computer interaction, software engineering,
artificial intelligence, computer supported cooperative work and cognitive psychology. To facilitate cross-fertilization between latest research trends in the above areas
the workshop has invited research posters in addition to the academic papers.

2 Organization
This workshop is the follow-up to the EUD4Services at the AVI’2010 conference and
continues to explore issues raised there1, ensuring continuity in terms of organisation
and PC membership.
The submissions were peer-reviewed for their innovation, relevance to the workshop topics and their potential to generate interesting discussions. Upon acceptance,
positions papers were posted on www.EUD4Services.org, our newly established wiki
community. Discussions were invited in preparation for the workshop to establish a
‘common language’ and understanding among the multidisciplinary audience. The
1

M.F.Costabile, B.E.R. de Ruyter, N.Mehandjiev, P.Mussio: End-user development of software services and applications. Proceedings of the AVI 2010: 403-407.
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actual workshop comprises full paper presentations, invited posters and tool demos.
An interactive final session is devoted to discussion and summing up.

3 Organizers’ Background
Antonella De Angeli is Associate Professor in Human-Computer Interaction at the
Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science of the University of
Trento. Her research addresses the cognitive, social and cultural consequences of
information technology with an emphasis on the application of this knowledge to
interaction design. She has a PhD in Experimental Psychology from the University of
Trieste where she completed a 2-year post-doctoral research in Applied Cognitive
Psychology. She worked as invited researcher at the Oregon Graduate Institute, Loria
(Nancy) and IRST (Trento). From 2000 to 2004 she was a senior HCI researcher for
NCR Ltd and then joined the University of Manchester. She has published over 100
papers on her HCI research, serves in the editorial board of major HCI journals (including the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies) and regularly sits in
the program committee of leading conferences (e.g., DIS, Interact, AVI and
CHI2008). She has organised 5 workshops at major International conferences (CHI
2006, Interact 2005-2007, AVI 2008) and acted as Principal Investigator for the University of Manchester in the EU FP7 project ServFace.
Nikolay Mehandjiev is a Reader at the Centre for Service Research of the Manchester
Business School. He obtained his PhD for research in user-adaptable office information systems, and organised a number of international workshops on scaling up end
user development to organisational context, and on interdisciplinary software engineering research. He has led the University of Manchester’s participation in
EUD-Net, the European Network of Excellence in End User Development, and has
co-edited three special issues of journals devoted to the topic of EUD – two issues of
the Journal of Organisational and End User Computing and one of the Communications of ACM. His current research is focused on approaches and models which enable non-technical audience to design dynamic service systems. In this area he leads
the University of Manchester’s participation in the EU FP7 project SOA4All.
Mehandjiev has published two books and more than 100 refereed papers.
Usman Wajid is a Research Associate at Centre for Service Research, Manchester
Business School. He obtained his PhD from Manchester Business School. He is interested in end user development in the context of service-based systems to enable collaborative user-driven system and application development. Usman has worked on the
EU funded SOA4All project.
Abdallah Namoun is a Research Associate at Centre for Service Research, Manchester Business School, where he also obtained his PhD. His research interests include
user interactions with technology, design of visual interfaces, and methods for testing
usability. He has worked on models for re-usable interfaces, software re-use, cognitive modelling, usability engineering, end user development, and requirements engineering. Abdallah has worked on ServFace and SOA4All.
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Alberto Battocchi is a post-doctoral researcher in Human-Computer Interaction at the
Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science of the University of
Trento (Italy). His main research interests concern the design and evaluation of innovative technologies for the rehabilitation of people with cognitive disabilities. In
2008, Alberto received his PhD in Cognitive Science and Education by the University
of Trento. He has worked as researcher in the Intelligent Interaction and Interfaces
research group of Fondazione Bruno Kessler (Italy) and has been visitor at the Centre
for Interdisciplinary Applications of Computer Science of the University of Haifa.

4 Program Committee
Alexander Brändle, FHDW, Germany
Jill Cao, Oregon State University, USA
Fabio Casati, University of Trento, Italy
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Joëlle Coutaz, Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble, France
Florian Daniel, University of Trento, Italy
Scott Fleming, Oregon State University, USA
Steffen Goebel, SAP Research, Germany
Neil Maiden, City University, UK
Maristella Matera, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Fabio Paternò, CNR-ISTI, Italy
Volkmar Pipek, University of Siegen, Germany
Boris de Ruyter, Philips Research, The Netherlands
Christian Zirpins, KIT, Germany

5 Accepted Papers
Papers are available from the EUD4Services portal (http://EUD4Services.org); their
abstracts are included below.
EUD for Semantic Orchestration of Web Services in Task Management System
F. Ariano1, B.R.Barricelli1, M.Padula2, P.L.Scala2, S.Valtolina1.
1
Dipartimento di Informatica e Comunicazione, Università degli Studi di Milano;
2
Istituto per le Tecnologie della Costruzione, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche.
This paper presents a Task Management System based on a Web service architecture on which a network of software environments is developed. The environments
are devoted to support end users in performing End-User Development activities and
in exploiting their knowledge and expertise about their business processes. TMS network allows end users, who are experts of a specific domain and work together in the
same organization, to design a workflow through visual composition of Web services,
to visually validate its execution and to execute it at use time. In particular, the implementation of the TMS Editor, i.e. the environment dedicated to the workflow designer, is presented. The TMS Editor is used to transform the task analysis documents
prepared by domain experts into a description of the workflow in terms of the components needed and the relationships among them. The components retrieved and used
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by the workflow designer are Web services that are available in remote or local repositories. The TMS was presented in its first stage of design and development at
EUD4Services 2010.
Hardware on End-User Development
A. Alessandrini and A. Rizzo.
University of Siena, Communication Science Department.
In this article we present the design process conducted during the prototyping
phase for the Aahrus Design Project (AaDP), an open design workshop and space for
schools, students and teachers. Students without any previous competence on programming and hardware assembly constructed a functional prototype during a weeklong workshop. A digital bricolage development strategy was adopted, where,
end-user development tools as Arduino, and Processing were the main resources,
together with web resources as Instructable.com and makezine.com. During the development we encounter several challenges on construction deriving both from hardware and software components. With this contribution, we would give a wider perspective on end user development, which, partially comprehend also hardware as
important issues to consider in the design of end-user development tools.
End-User Composition in Mobile Pervasive Environments
J. Floch1, P. Herrmann2, M.U. Khan2, R. Sanders1, E. Stav1, and R. Sætre2.
1
SINTEF ICT; 2Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).
Intelligent objects and devices are becoming part of the environment where people
live. The more mobile and pervasive computing becomes, the greater opportunity
users potentially have to customize the computing activities that take place around
them. For some people the availability of devices and services offers possibilities for
tailoring things to exactly what one wants. For others however, this represents a problem: how to manage the complexity? It is neither practical nor economical to use
professional software developers for individual tailoring. Thus, we have to provide
users with easily operable tools for service composition. The goal of this paper is to
highlight the main challenges for a meaningful end-user tool support.
Integration of Services based on the Community Metaphor: Some Guidelines
from an Experience of Use
M.P. Locatelli and C.Simone.
University of Milan-Bicocca.
The community metaphor has been used to define a framework (called Community-Aware-MAS, CASMAS) where existing services can be integrated to define a
collaborative support of group activities. The paper reports on the outcomes of an
experience of use and identifies some guidelines that could help cooperating endusers in building their collaborative application in this technological setting.
Information Systems’ Self-Development as a Model of End-User Development in
Networked Organizations
M. Roost1 and G. Piho2.
1
Department of Informatics, Tallinn University of Technology;
2
Clinical and Biomedical Proteomics Group, CRUK, LIMM, University of Leeds.
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The term ‘Networked Organization’ is used to describe a variety of new emergent
organizational structures such as Virtual and Learning Organizations. Such organizations need evolutionary information systems that are able to survive over time and
have built-in support to handle evolution. The development process of such information systems we call as information systems’ self-development. We describe the
state-of-the-art of an ongoing research on information systems’ self-development
methodology and introduce some main ideas for the (model driven, service and agent
oriented) architecture of evolutionary information systems and their development
processes. The self development is interpreted as a model of end-user development in
the context of networked organizations and their evolutionary information systems.
Social Discovery and Composition of Web Services
A. Maaradji1,2, H. Hacid1, R. Skraba1, A. Lateef1, J. Daigremont1, and N. Crespi2.
1
Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs France; 2Telecom Sud Paris.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for services recommendation to assist
services composition in a Mashup environment capturing and analyzing social interactions. This approach uses an implicit social graph inferred from the common composition interests of users. We describe in detail the transformation of users-services
interactions into a social graph and a possible means to leverage that graph to derive
service recommendation. This proposal was implemented within a platform called
SoCo and the experiments show interesting results.
Smart Services in Smart Home Environments
D. Cavone and B. De Carolis.
Dipartimento di Informatica, Università di Bari.
A Smart Home Environment (SHE) aims at supporting people in daily activities by
adapting service fruition to their goals. Therefore, it is crucial to map opportunely
users goals and services. This problem can be solved by leaving completely the initiative to users, by providing them with interfaces for easy and intuitive service mashup, or by proactively planning service composition, thus living the initiative to the
environment. In this paper we propose an agent-based approach that, on the basis of
the recognized situation and user goal, combines services of the physical environment
with the net-centric ones. In doing so, it leaves the control to the user by means of an
interface that allows controlling the proposed services by accepting or changing the
suggested combinations.
Acknowledgment. We would like to thank the organizers of the IS-EUD 2011 conference, for giving us the opportunity to organize our workshop. We would also like
to acknowledge the help and professional attitude of the Programme Committee members for their reviews within a short deadline.

DEG: Involving End Users and Domain Experts in
Design of Educational Games
Carmelo Ardito1 and Nikolaos Avouris2
1

Università degli Studi di Bari, Dipartimento di Informatica, via Orabona 4, 70125 Bari, Italy
ardito@di.uniba.it
2
Human-Computer Interaction Group, University of Patras, Greece
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Abstract. Designing educational games is an arduous task that requires a multidisciplinary team, whose components must be provided with tools allowing
them to actively participate in the creation of such games. This first edition of
the DEG Workshop aims at providing researchers interested in this area the
possibility to share and discuss their experiences. This workshop is addressed to
researchers and practitioners, involved in the design and evaluation of technology-supported games, to discuss their experience in relation to means for involving end users as well as experts in the process, before, during and after the
product has been completed. Issues such as how the technology affects the
process, in particular in terms of game genres and technologies used (e.g. city
games, mobile games, educational games, games on multitouch displays etc.),
are examined. Special attention is given to scenarios that affect the expected
user experience, measuring factors like pleasure, learning outcome, etc. and the
effect of end-user involvement on them.
Keywords: end-user development, meta-design, educational games.

1 Introduction
The latest hardware advances and the quest for successful and innovative learning approaches have led to computer-based edutainment, i.e. computer applications that
achieve learning through entertainment [1], [2]. There is evidence that well-designed
computer games can meet some of the psychological needs of children and motivate
them to learn [3]. The use of mobile devices could expand learning opportunities,
freeing the users from the desktop, supporting interaction with learning objects in different ways while exploring a physical environment. Recently, various examples of
pervasive games with learning objectives have been reported, to be played indoors
[4], [5] or outdoors [6], [7]. They have been developed primarily to support visitors to
museums, archaeological parks, historical city centers, etc.
The End-User Development (EUD) perspective acknowledges the importance of
involving different experts in the design of effective interactive systems, since they
bring different kinds of knowledge, needed in addition to typical software development skills [8], [9]. Of particular importance are the experts of the application domain, while in the case of educational games, education experts as well as HCI
M.F. Costabile et al. (Eds.): IS-EUD 2011, LNCS 6654, pp. 419–424, 2011.
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experts are required. Such experts are active participants in the design, development
and evaluation of the software [10]. End users are also involved in the design and development of computer games to a great extent: in fact, most modern computer games
allow end users to modify many of the determining factors of the user experience, as
users can modify the setting, the characters, the environment, the story, behaviors of
objects and actors etc. Often they can extend the functionality and modify the rules of
the game, even through cheating. So, as a result, the game design goes beyond the
end of the typical design process involving the end users. EUD goes beyond participatory design in that it stresses a more active involvement of end users in the different
phases of the software life cycle: design, development, evolution. To this aim, they
have to be provided with software environments and tools through which they can be
actively involved in adapting, modifying or even creating software artifacts [11].

2 Workshop Presentations
The following papers will be presented during the workshop:
A Modular approach for Supporting Multidisciplinary Design Educational
Game Experiences. Telmo Zarraonandia, Paloma Diaz and Ignacio Aedo
(Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain).
In this paper the authors propose a model that aims at providing a common framework for describing the educational game experience from different perspectives. In
order to facilitate the reuse of game design components and the description of new game
variants, the elements of the model are organized modularly and so they can spread over
different layers and sub-models to support different educational experiences.
Challenges in Designing Domain-Specific Modeling Language for Educational
Games. Olga De Troyer and Elien Paret (Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium).
In this paper, the challenges related to the design of domain-specific modeling languages to design educational games are discussed. A domain- specific modeling language uses the vocabulary of the application domain and provides abstractions that
make the specifications of solutions easier and more accessible for domain experts
and end users. Although such an approach looks promising for involving domain experts and end users in the design process of educational games, several research questions still need to be solved.
Configuring, adapting and evolving software applications supporting visits to
cultural heritage sites. Carmelo Ardito, Maria Francesca Costabile, and Adalberto L.
Simeone (Università degli Studi di Bari, Italy).
This paper presents an EUD approach for the development of interactive applications for visiting cultural heritage sites. A fundamental role is played by cultural heritage experts, who require personalized design environments which give them the
means to further adapt the final applications according to evolving needs of the end
users. The approach builds on a theoretical model defining the stakeholders communities participating in the design of such applications, the resources involved and the
relations among them. A framework comprising the design environments tailored to
the communities defined by the model that is developed is presented.
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Content creation by end users for location-sensitive mobile educational games.
Christos Sintoris, Dimitrios Raptis, Nikoleta Yiannoutsou (University of Athens,
Greece), Sotirios Dimitriou and Nikolaos Avouris (University of Patras, Greece).
One of the main challenges for the broader adoption of location-based mobile
games for learning is the process of creating useful content. End-users, e.g. teachers
and facilitators who use such games may be actively involved in this process. In this
paper the use of social media as tools for collaboratively creating content for locationsensitive mobile educational games is proposed. Experience of using tools for enduser content creation for two location-sensitive mobile games is described. The game
design process is presented as the interplay between technology, learning and content
with the content generation as a distinct phase of the process. Finally opportunities
and limitations of using social media for content-creation are outlined.
Creating large-scale educational games with the Fun in Numbers platform. Irene
Mavrommati (Hellenic Open University, Greece), Georgios Mylonas and Ioannis
Chatzigiannakis (University of Patras, Greece).
In this paper, the possibilities oﬀered by utilizing pervasive computing technologies, for creating large-scale multiplayer games and interactive installations are
presented. Wireless sensor networking hardware is used as the basis for the Fun in
Numbers software platform. The vision is to enable immersive experiences largely
based on the participation of large groups of users, movement and activity in the
physical space, providing a generic framework that can be tailored to specific instances. User survey results from a 3-day public exhibition are presented, along with a
discussion on the opportunities of such platforms. Based on this, various ways are
presented for domain experts or end-users to use such tools to generate experiences
suited to their educational/artistic needs.
End User configuration of game elements: Game construction as learning activity. Nikoleta Yiannoutsou (University of Athens, Greece), Christos Sintoris and Nikolaos Avouris (University of Patras, Greece).
End user configuration of game elements is analyzed here from two different perspectives a) as a type of end user involvement in computer game development and b)
as a tool for learning. A template is described as computer environment that supports
students to construct their own computer based treasure hunt games by manipulating
the basic elements of the game. An indicative analysis of the learning process during
game construction suggested that game element configuration shaped a rich learning
activity that challenged students not only to engage in spatial concept negotiation but
also to consider issues related to game design.
Involving Learners and Domain Experts in the Analysis of the Context of Use for
the TERENCE Games. Tania di Mascio (University of L’Aquila, Italy), Rosella
Gennari (FUB, Bolzano, Italy) and Pierpaolo Vittorini (University of L’Aquila, Italy).
TERENCE is an adaptive learning system for poor comprehenders, that is, children
that demonstrate text comprehension difficulties, related to inference-making, despite
proficiency in low-level cognitive skills like word reading. Its learning material will
be stories and games for its stories. There are several pencil-and-paper interventions
by psychologists for improving inference-making skills, and educators have their own
methods for supporting poor comprehenders. In order to analyse such interventions
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and transform them into the smart games of TERENCE, a user-centred design methodology has been adopted. This means, first of all, analysing and specifying the
context of use of the system via an ad-hoc approach, consisting of a preparatory preliminary study, followed by field studies. The paper describes this approach and hence
the main results relevant for the design of the TERENCE games.
Leveraging the Teachers’ Experience to Develop Educational Micro-Games for
First Grades Pupils. Raffaele De Amicis, Giuseppe Conti, Gabrio Girardi, Michele
Andreolli (Università degli Studi di Trento, Italy), and Silvia Bordin (Fondazione
Graphitech, Trento, Italy).
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a research work focusing on
the development of a serious game prototype for early primary school. The project
builds on top of experience gathered from teachers involved in an experimental curriculum based on use of game. The game, targeted to pupils aged between 6 and 7, is
called the isle of Wii, and it is structured as a container for micro-games designed to
promote development of basic skills in mathematics. The game is based on a threedimensional game engine and it makes use of the WiiMote game controller to
promote a playful interactive experience with the game. The paper discusses the implication of educational games in the context of these classes, it illustrates the interaction metaphor developed and shows how this has been essential to ensure a more
exciting and fun experience tailored to young pupils.
Game playing and learning in the field: The design and evaluation of a mixedreality game for an art museum. Konstantinos Mikalef and Konstantinos Chorianopoulos (Ionian University, Greece).
The goal of this work is to explore the effects of a mixed reality game to learning
and museum experience. The game content was focused on visual elements, and took
place at the Art Gallery, of the municipality of Corfu (Greece). The development of
the game was based on QR and quiz software for mobile phones. The only hardware
requirement for running the game was a java enabled mobile phone with a camera
feature. In addition to the interactive version of the game, a paper-based version of the
same game was designed, in order to compare the two with traditional museum visits.
Moreover, a control group was employed, which did not play any of the two versions
of the game, but had a guided visit of the same art gallery. In this position paper, the
motivation, the design of the game, the experimental design, as well as early findings
from a field study with fifty-five students are included.
Bending the Rules…and Adding Some New Ones: Legal and Illegal Behaviours
of Players in Massively Multiplayer Online Games. Iro Voulgari and Vassilis Komis (University of Patras, Greece).
This paper focuses on the interaction of the players’ community in Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) with the game environment from the perspective of
the rules, and the possible implications of these interactions, for the game design.
Two main types of behaviours are identified: the breaking of rules and the development of new ones. The finding is that acceptability of these rules and behaviours are
conditioned by both personal criteria and the social context.
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3 Workshop Plan
The workshop will be a day long. A keynote statement will be presented first. Then
presentations included in the previous section. In the second part, participants will
discuss the main points raised and get involved in group design activities and report to
the final plenary session. Extended versions of reviewed papers will be considered for
publication in an edited volume.

4 Organizers Background
Carmelo Ardito received the PhD in Computer Science in May 2008 at the University of Bari, Italy. Since April 2008 he is research fellow at the Computer Science
Department of the University of Bari. He is member of the Interaction, Visualization
and Usability (IVU) Lab, coordinated by Prof. Maria Francesca Costabile. His current
research interests are in Interaction with mobile and ubiquitous systems, information
visualization, usability and user experience, educational pervasive games, end-user
development. Dr. Ardito served as Demo Co-Chair in the International Conference
IDC 2009 (Interaction Design and Children). He is Local Arrangement Chair of the
third International Symposium on End-User Development (IS-EUD 2011). He is
member of ACM, ACM SIGCHI and SIGCHI Italy (the Italian Chapter of ACM
SIGCHI). He is Working Group Member in the EU COST Action IC0904
“TWINTIDE (ToWards INtegration of Trans-sectorial IT Design and Evaluation)”.
Nikolaos Avouris is a professor of Software Technology and Human-Computer
Interaction with the University of Patras, Greece. His main research interest is related
with design usable interactive technologies, while in recent years he has been experimenting with user experience with mobile and context-aware applications. Learning
technologies have also been the focus of his research in many recent years. In the
cross-roads of these two fields is the game-based learning area of research that is the
subject of this workshop. Prof Avouris has teaching experience in industry and academia for over 25 years: he was research fellow of the University of Manchester, UK
(1983-1984); Assistant Professor of Computer Science in Athens Technical Education
College (1985-1986); Scientific officer of the European Commission served at the
Joint Research Centre Ispra, Italy (1986-1993); Senior Software Engineer of the Public Power Corporation of Greece (1993-1994). Associate Professor of Software Technology at the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department of the University of
Patras (1994- 2001). Full professor of Software Technology and Human-Computer
Interaction and leader of the Human-Computer Interaction group since 2001.

5 Program Committee
The Workshop Program Committee that has responsibility for organizing the event
and reviewing the submitted papers has the following members:
−
−

Nikolaos Avouris, University of Patras, Greece (coordinator)
Carmelo Ardito, University of Bari, Italy (coordinator)
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Franca Garzotto, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Panos Markopoulos, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, NL
Irene Mavromati, Hellenic Open University, Greece
Sharon Oviatt, Incaa Designs, USA
Janet Read, University of Central Lancashire, UK
Maria Roussou, Makebelieve and University of Athens, Greece
Nikoleta Yiannoutsou, University of Athens, Greece
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